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ABSTRACT
This thesis examines the environmental benefits created by the manufacture, distribution, and
consumer use of products that are mass customized (MC) or produced "on-demand" and tailored
to individual end-user preferences. Traditional mass production (MP) models take advantage of
economies of scale by efficiently producing multiple copies of the same standard product.
However, this also creates waste throughout the product life cycle. The waste of stocks,
transportation, overproduction, and non-actuality (markdowns and disposal due to inability to
move products in time) pose a problem for manufacturers to achieve financial and environmental
sustainability. Studies have found that the textile industry can lose approximately one-third of total
revenue ($300B) a year due to waste alone.
The men's dress shirt industry serves as a comparative case study in this research,
demonstrating the trade-offs between MC and MP methods and enabling evidence-based
environmental decisions by manufacturers and consumers. In addition to an examination of the
carbon footprint created by the manufacture and distribution of MC vs. MP men's dress shirts, this
study includes experiments to understand, in detail, the environmental consequences of shirt
acquisition and consumer use. Experiment participants are provided coupons to "purchase" two
new dress shirts (one MC, one MP), which are embedded with washable and dry-clean proof
RFID tags. A RFID tracking system deployed at the entrance and exit of the participants' offices
collects data over a period of 60 working days to determine overall utilization patterns. Armed with
this "post-transaction" information gathered by this tracking methodology and ethnographic
findings (information that manufacturers often lack), this thesis provides an evidence-based guide
that takes into account the environmental benefits of both MC and MP models to enable
manufacturers to produce more sustainable products and consumers to practice "Responsible
Consumerism."
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Chapter 1
Introduction
1.1 What is Mass Customization?
The concept of Mass Customization (MC) as defined by Tseng and Jiao is the ability to "produce
goods and services to meet individual customer needs with near mass production efficiency"
(Tseng et al. 2001). MC achieves many of the benefits of craft production - the ability to create a
product or service that is unique or has many variations - while employing the technological and
strategic techniques of Mass Production (MP) such as machine automation, use of assembly
lines, and economy of scale production. B. Joseph Pine 11 describes the best method for
achieving MC as follows:
"In Mass Production, low costs are achieved primarily through economies of scale-lower
unit costs of a single product or service through greater output and faster throughput of
the production process. In Mass Customization, low costs are achieved primarily through
economies of scope-the application of a single process to produce a greater variety of
products or services more cheaply and more quickly. Companies often achieve both,
such as economies of scale on standard components that can be combined in a myriad
of ways to create end-product variety with economies of scope." (Pine, Mass
Customization: The New Frontier in Business Competition, 1993, p. 48).
MC strategies have been adopted by many industries ranging from consumer electronics,
automobile manufacturing, apparel, footwear, food products, the building industry, and even
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cosmetics with varying degrees of success. The consumer electronics industry is one of the
industry leaders in utilizing MC to produce unique and customizable products for the end-user.
Led by early mass customizers like Dell, the consumer electronics industry has used Pine's
concept of utilizing modular components (such as hard disks, RAM, and accessories like printers
and monitors) that can be configured into end products of nearly endless variety. A key
development that enabled consumer electronic manufacturers to customize is a flexible and
modular product architecture that allows components to be easily packaged and integrated into
an underlying structure. B. Joseph Pine 11 proposes six degrees of modularity for product
architectures including: component sharing, component swapping, cut-to-fit modularity, mix-
modularity, bus modularity, and sectional modularity (Abernathy and Utterback 1978). When
utilizing this type of modular product architecture, customizers are able to fully benefit from the
economies of scale and scope proposed by Pine.
The automobile industry has also adopted MC strategies to increase product variety and to tailor
the end product to consumer needs. The degree of adoption depends on the specific
manufacturer. For example, companies like Mercedes Benz and BMW provide tremendous
variety by allowing customers to select the body style, powertrain, paint trim combinations, and
options within a product line. In fact, Holweg and Pil (2004) reported that there are
3,933,000,000,000 variants of the E-class Mercedes Benz, i.e., outpacing the total number of
humans on earth and vastly exceeding the total number of customers for that year in the UK(12,930). This excessive variety does create trade-offs in the decision-making process and has
been well studied by researchers like Swartz (Paradox of Choice) and lyengar (When Choice is
Demotivating). The truck and bus maker Scania AB has fully adopted MC by utilizing product
modules for the chassis, body, powertrain, interior, and other components to develop a
completely different and unique solution for each customer (www.scania.com).
The footwear industry has also adopted MC as a marketing tool for their core businesses.
Customizers like Nike (NikelD), Adidas (MiAdidas), Puma (Mongolian Shoe BBQ), and
Timberland have created an array of custom products and retail environments focusing on
different aspects of the customizing experience. For example, NikelD initially created athletic
shoes where cosmetic customization was the main feature, whereas MiAdidas focused on better
fit and function with foot scanning at their retail locations. Puma focused on creating a store
experience where customers could select materials with the aid of a style expert within the retail
environment. The finished product would arrive 4-6 weeks later at the store.
1.2 Customer Benefits of MC
The ability of a product or service to provide better fit, function, and aesthetics are the core
benefits as described by Frank T. Piller (2004) for the consumer. Customization provides an
alternative to the "sacrificing" model that MP provides (Simon 1968). According to Pine (2000),
MC reduces the "sacrifice" and compromise that transforms the customer experience from a
commodity product to a premium product. The value proposition for MC in these core areas is
fairly obvious:
Fit - Consumers with non-standard ergonomic requirements such as foot width, asymmetric
sizing (i.e., left foot different than right foot), and extreme sizing (extra tall, short, wide, etc.) are
able to find perfect or near perfect sizing. Proper fit helps to ensure ergonomic comfort, while
improper fit is one of the leading causes of returns and low usage of the product. According to
market research, fit may provide the greatest value for the customer over all other properties(Piller 2004)
Function - Consumers can specify the exact functional requirements of the product for their
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individual needs. Functionality includes speed, precision, power, cushioning, output devices,
interfaces, connectivity, upgradeability or similar technical attributes of a product offering (Piller
2004).
Aesthetics - Consumers can customize products to a nearly endless variety of colors, patterns,
and textures to match their aesthetic requirements. (Piller 2004).
These benefits are all well studied and advocates of MC cite these as fundamental to a
successful MC business. However, a number of additional benefits have been also discovered.
They include increased perceived customer value, willingness-to-pay premiums, hedonic effect,
and greater customer engagement. The breakdown below describes each of these benefits:
Perceived Value - Merle, Chandon, Alizon (2010) conducted a study to examine the perceived
value to the customer attributed to MC products. In addition to the uniqueness value acquired
from the individualization process as exhibited by fit, function and aesthetics, they identified
additional benefits that include: 1) self-expressiveness value derived from the opportunity to
posses a product that is a reflection of personality, 2) Hedonic value acquired from the
experience's capacity to meet needs related to enjoyment, fun, or pleasure, and 3) creative
achievement value acquired from the feeling of accomplishment related to the creative task of co-
designing.
Customer Choice - MC offers choice advantages over standard MP offerings. Choices are not
limitless and are bounded by options that are producible within a manufacturer's solution space,
yet the magnitude of choice and the end-product variety essentially create a choice platform
(typically through a web configurator) for the customer (Piller 2004). Barry Swartz's book The
Paradox of Choice, suggests that choice is not a benefit because overwhelming variety stifles
decision-making by the consumer (Swartz 2004). However, the improvements in configurators for
MC have begun to mitigate the burden of choice when there are too many. Sheena lyengar's
famous jam study points to the ideal number of choices that is neither too small or too large, yet
does not eliminate the need for choice (lyengar 2000).
Core to each benefit listed above is the ability of consumers to make decisions. Often decisions
are superficial as in the cosmetic customization of products. For example, black is nearly always
selected as the color of choice, even if customers can select from a wide range of colors
(Mulligan, 2011). However, decisions on fit and function as well as the decision making process
itself (perceived benefit) are a fundamental element of the MC concept. This thesis will explore, in
later chapters, the added dimension of enabling customers to make evidence-based decisions
from data gathered from this study.
1.3 The Manufacturing Advantages of MC
Many of the advantages for MC manufacturers are a result of production based on direct market
demand. Customers customize a product either through an online configurator or in-person with a
sales agent, and then the products are produced. This "pull" based model dramatically reduces
inventory and distribution costs typically associated with MP. A study on Nissan's "Build-to-Order"
website estimates savings to the OEM of over $3,600 per vehicle if a customer designs a vehicle
to be built and delivered as opposed to the current forecasting model that requires a vast network
of dealerships, distribution, and the supply chain employed by many OEMs (Sanders 2005).
Much of this cost is due to over-production of the end product and the need to stock inventory for
returns as well as redistribution of product to match customers. Often car buyers will find a vehicle
close to what they want, but not exactly what they want, thus selective customers will incur
additional costs for shipping vehicles from dealerships (in the form of car trades).
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In 2005, Sanders Consulting studied the effects of excess waste in the textile industry and
discovered that over $300B of total revenue (about one third of $900B) is lost each year due to
waste in overproduction, waiting, transportation, processing, waste of stocks, motion, and
production of defective products (Sanders 2005). The two largest waste areas are waste of stocks
and waste of overproduction. Each of these is directly attributable to the "push" model of MP. The
largest waste (of stocks) consists mostly of non-actuality (i.e., markdowns and disposal due to the
inability to move product in time). Figure 1-1 below, from Sanders, graphically describes this
challenge facing MP manufacturers:
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Figure 1-1. Annual textile waste chart (Source: Sanders Consulting 2005).
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In addition to reducing inventory, some manufacturers have utilized MC strategies like
postponement to improve customer service and to reduce obsolescence of products (Shah 2009).
Edward Feitzinger and Hau L. Lee's research on the "Power of Postponement" serves as a case
study in postponing the task of differentiating a product for a specific customer until the last
possible point in the supply chain network (1997). Instead of designing a power supply that would
work across many continents which would require decisions to be made earlier in the process
and reduce costs by only 5%, HP decided to postpone customization through the design of an
external power supply that would allow them to shift differentiation from the factory to the
distribution of the countries in which the products were sold. This reduced the total manufacturing,
shipping, and inventory costs by 25%. The process of engaging in MC allowed HP to rethink not
only the problem of inventory, but also the overall efficiency of their supply chain.
Another benefit to MC manufacturers is the data collected through the customer engagement
process and the analysis of that data to improve inventory management, supply chains, market
forecasting, and to develop more precise customer profiles. Coca Cola's Freestyle machine (See
Figure 1-2) can provide over 100 different flavors of carbonated and non-carbonated drinks.
However, the use of RFID allows for the detection of supply not only for replenishment, but also
for key indicators in the customer decision-making process, including flavor selection and
sequence of choices, the time needed to make major and minor decisions, and the overall
utilization of the machine. These valuable bytes of information can be then used to improve not
only the design of the interface itself but also to help determine new trends in tastes that emerge
from customer demand rather than from traditional user studies.
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Figure 1-2. Coca Cola Freestyle machine (Source: Coca Cola Company, 2012)
The final benefit for MC manufacturers is the willingness-to-pay premium that custom products
often command. In a study of custom vs. standard watches, Franke and Piller (2004) concludes
that a willingness-to-pay premium of +126 % can be achieved for user-designed custom watches
vs. professionally designed standard watches for 85-87% of the users tested.
1.4 Comparing MC and MP: Why is this Important?
Even with the advantages of MC and the adoption of its strategies by many industries, MC still
remains as a niche production paradigm and is often only an extension of marketing efforts by
corporations. Frank Piller (2008) writes, "Despite significant progress in individual cases, mass
customization continues to be in the stage of a pilot or a marketing idea." For example, the
current volume of custom M&Ms vs. standard M&Ms was just a fraction of total sales of M&M.
NikelD sales pale in comparison to the total volume of Nike's standard offerings. Build-to-order
(BTO) automobiles sold in the US by OEMs were less than 6% of total US volumes in 2000,
however, BTO has gain much more acceptance in Europe at 48% and Japan at 60% of their
respective markets (Holweg 2008). In some industries, like building and construction, it is almost
impossible to determine volumes because definitions vary on exactly what is a mass customized
building product. In fact, in the housing industry, architects design less than 1% of all homes
(which would qualify as craft customization), whereas modular standard homes (which would
qualify as MP) are even less (Larson, 2012). Some new homebuilders like Flatpak, Blu Homes,
and Lindel Homes offer customizable modular homes, which maybe considered MC homes, yet
represent just a fraction of total home sales.
Despite these sales records compared to MP, the momentum towards MC is undeniable in almost
all industries. Of course, each industry has to overcome legacy business models and capital
investments in order to successfully adopt or transition to MC practices. Capital-intensive
industries like the automobile or shipbuilding industries have begun this transition while less
capital-intensive industries have made the transition quickly and easily. The manufacturer and
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customer benefits described earlier are indeed valuable to improving the reduction of waste,
increasing customer satisfaction, and maximizing profit for the manufacturer, however, the energy
and environmental benefits have yet to be fully understood. Reducing waste most certainly
correlates to lower recycling costs and reduced energy costs for manufacture and distribution,
therefore directly impacting carbon emissions. Yet this is only one component. The perceived
benefit of a custom product can also affect the utility of a product in terms of lifecycle use of the
product. This thesis explores the explicit and implicit environmental and energy benefits of
utilizing MC.
1.5 What are the Energy and Environmental Benefits?
Based on the Sanders Consulting report, "Why Mass Customization is the Ultimate Lean
Manufacturing System" which studied the waste created by the textile industry from 1996-2005,
Daniel Smithwick and I conducted research on the energy and environment benefits through a
case study in men's dress shirts. This case study allowed us to explore the environmental trade-
offs between each production model through desk research and interviews with both MC and MP
producers. Our 2009 paper entitled "Environmental Impacts of Utilizing Mass Customization:
Energy and Material Use of Mass Customization vs. Mass Production" presented at the Mass
Customization and Personalization Conference (MCPC 2009) in Helsinki, Finland, is an
ethnographic study, through the lens of the consumer, that reveals key insights in the
manufacturing, distribution, retail, and use of men's dress shirts that would shape this
dissertation.
We utilized ethnographic techniques to deconstruct the retail experience for a MC and MP shirt in
order to frame a set of comparisons (through interviews) for the manufacturing and distribution
stages of the product lifecycle. The following sets of diagrams describe the process of acquiring a
MC and MP shirts. Figure 1-3, below, describes the process of mass customizing a men's dress
shirt through an online service. The process is straightforward and uses a web interface without
the need for the additional software of an MC configurator. The user designs his shirt by going
through a number of key steps: overall shirt style, selection of fabrics, style selection of
components like cuffs or pockets, and then the use of online measurement tools. Once an order
is placed, then the product is shipped directly to the user in several weeks via airfreight.
I Mas Cutom0 Consumer ExperienceI
1. Go online 2. Pick MC site 3. customize - fabric, 4. Self Measure
styles, personalization
5. Measure existing 6. Input size data and 7. Receive shirt in the 8. Verify end product
shirt purchase mail at home
Figure 1-3. MC shirt acquisition process.
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In contrast, the MP shirt follows traditional retailing and requires a trip to a physical store. The MP
offline model requires a trip to a retail location(s), selection and trial of different shirts, purchase,
and the return back home. Figure 1-4 below illustrates the standard MP process studied in 2009:
Consumer Experience
1. Travel to Store 2. Pick a Store
5. Test for fit 6. Try another shirt
3. Selection of fabric, 4. Select shirt to try on
styles, sizes
7. Purchase shirt and 8. Product is home
travel home
Figure 1-4. MP shirt acquisition process.
The emergence of online MP retailing is an alternative model not studied in the 2009 paper, but it
is considered in the experiments covered in this dissertation. Comparing these two processes
allowed for the direct comparison of the production, distribution, retail experience, and post-retail
use of the product through interviews conducted with both MP and MC manufacturers. The key
insights are described below in Table 1-1:
Mass Customization (MC) Mass Production (MP)
inventory
Lower building energy requirements due to Steady flow production with higher total
smaller total volume and quick reaction to volume, larger fabric rolls, pre-determined
demand. variety.
Sewing and Cutting
Lower fabric utilization: 2-12%, 3X cutting & Faster cutting time, higher fabric utilization,
sewing time, additional underlay material. lower quality/less precise cut, and approx.
equal shirt per operator output.
Packaging
Individual packaging of each product Utilizes less inner and outer packing material
Distrib-ution
Shipping of a single product to single location, Added infrastructure for hubs and retail
partially full trucks, necessity for expedited greatly increases embodied energy, non-
shipping and airfreight, long-range shipping is expedited, time-wasted on retail shelves.
common. Multiple trips required for consumer. 2009
Logistics Research Center Study found 24X
CO 2 for a conventional car trip as compared to
truck delivery.
Returns
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1-4% average return rate, 1/2 of returns can Up to 20% for in-store purchase (Reverse
be repaired and returned to customer. Logistics Executive Council, 1999), up to 40%
returns for online purchases (RLEC, 1999).
Resale and Distribution
More precise return & repair leads to less 42% product value lost by the season end,
need for secondary markets. leading to extensive markdowns. Additional
distribution cycles and facilities are needed to
sell unsold product.
Post-Transaction
36% of Spreadshirt customers would wear Lack of Post-Transaction data outside of
their custom shirt every time it is clean returning customer sales.
(Eggers, 2009).
Table 1-1. MC vs. MP comparisons.
1.6 Summary of Energy and Environmental Benefits
The 2009 ethnographic study illustrates the key trade-offs between MC and MP production and
provides key insights on how to design future experiments that can provide meaningful data on
energy and environmental benefits not fully understood in a traditional product lifecycle analysis
(which is not the focus of this thesis). The biggest advantage for MC came from the percentage of
returns 1-4% (MC) vs. 20-40% (MP), which reflects the fundamental difference between push vs.
pull marketing of products. Returns are generally a function of incorrect fit, poor aesthetic
matching, lax policies on returns of retailers (especially in the U.S.), and purchasing behavior
influenced by end-of-season sales. These aspects are directly attributable to overproduction due
to poor forecasting and the use of standard sizing. In addition to these issues, MP also requires a
vast distribution and retail network that is highly consumptive of energy resources including the
embodied energy in the bricks and mortar retail stores plus energy used in operating this network.
Returns also necessitate redistribution and the associated repacking of products. The low return
rate for MC products translates to much lower inventory levels as products are only made once
an order is made.
A surprising discovery was the extremely high rates of carbon emissions due to trips made by the
customer in the offline MP scenario. Compared to truck delivery the emissions rate for a personal
automobile was more than 24 times for a single trip to purchase a single product (Edwards et al.
2009). In contrast to this, the high CO2 rates for airfreight vs. traditional shipping gives MP a big
advantage on emissions for the primary delivery mode.
The full impact of customer travel is not completely understood thus necessitating the design of
our experiments to track where consumers shop and how they traveled. In addition to purchase
behavior within the customer retail experience, a study of use patterns in the post-transaction
phase is also required. Most intriguingly, is the 36% use rate reported by Spreadshirt, an MC
maker of t-shirts, that customers would wear their custom products each time (if it were clean)
and this leads us to believe there is a vast uncovered areas of research in post-transaction and
its effects on energy use and environmental impact.
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1.7 What is Smart Customization?
This chapter introduces the benefits and advantages of the current MP and MC production
models. Many of the benefits are not obvious and counter-intuitive at first glance, such as
emissions due to the last leg of delivery by the customer or the frequency of use after the retail
transaction. Unraveling these benefits requires further examination through observation,
collection of data, and analysis of case studies. This thesis will focus on this aspect in chapters
3, 4, 5, and 6 by setting up a number of experiments and surveys to understand the
environmental aspects in the manufacture, distribution, and use of both MC and MP products.
The outcome from these experiments discussed in chapter 7 is an evidenced-based guide for
making better environmental decisions by both manufacturers and consumers. This guide forms
the basis for creating a new production model called Smart Customization that combines the
existing advantages of current models that takes a total ecosystem approach towards producing
low-carbon and customizable products.
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Chapter 2
Research Questions and Hypothesis
2.1 Research Questions
The field of product life-cycle analysis is well studied for the production and distribution of simple
products like plastic utensils to complex products like automobiles. However, manufacturers today
do not yet fully understand the role of consumer behavior and its effects on energy usage and the
environment during the retail customer experience (product acquisition) and post-retail
experience (use) of products. In the apparel industry, often the only data manufacturers have is
whether a follow-up purchase is made. This understanding of consumer behavior outside
manufacturing and distribution is necessary for developing a comparative environmental study of
MC and MP models. The three key questions for this research are 1) how to create a
methodology for gathering and analyzing data about environmental benefits directly attributable to
consumer behavior, 2) does the current model for MC or MP provide demonstrable advantages,
one over the other, under different conditions, and finally, 3) are there opportunities for developing
new or perhaps hybrid models that take advantage of the benefits of both existing MC and MP
models?
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2.2 Hypothesis
Current MC practice possesses environmental advantages over MP practice that are not obvious
or are understudied. This thesis examines, in a comparative manner, the trade-offs between the
practices of MC and MP, by 1) broadly studying the major process flows in product manufacture
and distribution, and 2) by conducting detailed experiments simulating both the MC and MP
consumer experience using test subjects. This study places particular focus on determining the
energy devoted to the consumer retailing experience as well as in the utilization of the product
(post-retail). By developing new methodologies for understanding consumer behavior, this study
will provide real and quantifiable data on actual decisions made by consumers as well as on their
daily use patterns. This data can then be used to showcase the greater utility of MC products
through more frequent use, higher perceived value, greater product engagement, and the ability
of manufacturers to mitigate overproduction and to lower returns and inventory levels. If the data
shows that MC processes inherently produce more environmentally sound and sustainable
products, then manufacturers of both MC and MP products can make both short and long term
strategic decisions on their current practices and accelerate the adoption and development of
current MC models.
2.3 Why are we asking these questions?
The MC community has traditionally sought to differentiate itself from MP by focusing on the
creation of unique products in an economical fashion. However, environmental sustainability has
recently emerged as a major theme within the literature, at conferences, and in MC product
advertising. The most recent MCPC 2011 in San Francisco devoted an entire track with three
separate sessions to sustainability and MC and included a keynote by the CEO of Zazzle on the
environmental advantages of MC.
Much of the literature on the sustainability of MC strategies has focused on waste reduction
through the utilization of pull-based marketing strategies (e.g., Build-to-Order) that reduce
inventory costs. The Sander's report, previously discussed in Chapter 1, categorizes waste in
stocks such as warehousing, but also as non-actuality (markdowns and discounts to move
undesirable product). Yet it is difficult to determine whether MC is actually making any
environmental impact because of the limited extent to which MC is practiced. The evidence
provided is little, aside from a few inconclusive studies on supply-chains that MC is performing
better than MP (Larrson et al. 2011). The focus of these studies and assessment frameworks is
primarily on the production of MC products. One of the few papers that focus on the carbon
emissions of custom products is that of Frank Stein and Robin Kleer which focuses on the carbon
footprint of a custom shoe manufacturer in Germany. In their paper, "Mass Customization:
Bridging Integration and Sustainability?" they argue that the current environmental policies and
incentives are not enough to motivate manufacturers into more sustainable practices and that the
customer could be an enabler for this shift because MC requires direct involvement from the end-
user (Kleer and Stein 2011). They conduct a carbon accounting for Selve, a manufacturer of high
fashion shoes, focusing on manufacturing and distribution and determine that nearly 50% of the
emissions are due to customer movement. Their paper suggests the elimination of customer
travel, by better utilizing online tools and shifting manufacturing closer to the customer (both of
the these points are also discussed in this thesis). Given the lack of both in-depth and broad
research in the sustainability of MC practices, this thesis can provide a sizable contribution
especially in the short term.
A lack of research on the sustainability of product use as exists for comparing MC vs. MP models.
A study by Levis Strauss, discussed in Chapter 7, determined that over 50% of the energy used
in the entire life of a pair of jeans is during the use of the product (Levis Strauss 2009). Yet, this
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does not account for the differences between custom and standard jeans. It thus becomes a
critical task to ask hard questions about the potential and real impact that MC has on the
environment.
If the results of this study provide clear evidence of the benefits of MC, then a fundamental
change is possible in current production practices. But, how can we qualify these claims and test
the theory? One strategy is to examine existing products with available data from manufacturers
on their production and distribution. The products need to be: 1) meaningfully customized (i.e.,
not just by superficial customizations such as color or graphics), 2) capable of being tracked
during use, 3) frequently used, to improve sample size, 4) customized online, and have 5) enough
complexity to demonstrate scalability of our test methodology.
2.4 A Case Study in Men's Dress Shirts
The rapid growth of online MC men's dress shirt makers provides a plethora of opportunities to
interact with local companies that are mostly in the start-up phase and willing and eager to share
information on their operation. A simple Internet search will yield dozens of manufacturers ready
to provide custom services. The variety and range of MC offerings in men's dress shirts are
extensive. They include both new players and established brands creating new made-to-measure
offerings. In addition to the availability of shared information, here is a list of other factors
contributing to the selection of men's dress shirts:
Cost - The relatively low cost of conducting a study with a small set of test subjects (20-30)
allows for the design of an experiment where each subject can acquire both an MC and MP shirt.
Frequency of Use - Men's dress shirts in a professional environment will be used often (4-5 times
a week), thus the tracking timeline of 3-months will yield approximately 60 days of data for each
subject. In contrast, a study of men's boots or women's jeans would require much more time to
examine.
Variety - Even though many dress shirts in the professional environment are either white or a
shade of blue, the changing culture of the office towards more business casual dress codes,
allows for the study of variety. MC dress shirts can be configured into nearly limitless
combinations of colors and textures with many variations for cuffs, sleeves, collars, and other
components.
Meaningful Customization - MC men's dress shirts epitomize the core customization benefits of
fit, function, and aesthetics and thus the subjects can meaningfully customize a shirt (many, for
the first time). This also allows for a direct comparison with standard shirts, which have almost no
customization. In addition to fabric color and textures, subjects can have exacting fit, selection of
key components like cuffs, color, placket, buttons, as well as personalization (monograms).
Online and offline Purchase - Both MC and MP dress shirts can be purchased online or locally
offline.
Relative Complexity - Dress shirts are relatively complex to manufacture and distribute. Shirts
have components that must be cut to standard or custom sizes, assembled together (either hand
sewn or sewn in semi-automated fashion), and packaged before being distributed into often
complex distribution networks requiring sophisticated supply chain management. A comparable
study would be to examine men's custom T-shirts. However, the focus of the study would be
more on the cosmetics (graphics and the techniques to apply them to shirts) rather than on the
material processing, fabrication, assembly, and distribution - aspects that are scalable to many
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other more complex products.
Traceability - Dress shirts can be cataloged through manual inspection and data entry of each
shirt's characteristics (brand, size, color, fabric, material, features, etc.) and in some cases bar
codes, QR codes, and even RFID tags are embedded into shirts. This study does examine how
the introduction and embedding of tracking technologies enables researchers to conduct precise
data collection.
Local Collaboration - Two of the three manufacturers participating in the study are local to the
Media Lab, thus enabling face-to-face interaction. They have provided men's dress shirts at cost,
thus enabling this study to take on more participants. The MC companies include Blank Label
(Cambridge), 9Tailors (Boston), and Dillon Road (New York City).
2.5 Thesis Outline
This section outlines the overall structure of the thesis research and describes the goals of each
stage of the study.
Environmental Impact Analysis of MP and MC
This chapter examines the existing models of MP and MC shirts from the perspective of
manufacturing, distribution, and the retail experience. A careful analysis of the production of
shirts, their distribution, and acquisition by the end-customer is examined, as well as the
environmental and energy trade-offs. Three MC manufacturers (Blank Label, 9Tailors, and Dillon
Road) participated in this study by offering their products, as well as provided data vital to this
analysis. The three areas of focus for this chapter are 1) carbon emissions for the transport of
the product, 2) waste, and 3) return rate.
Quantitative Survey of Shirt Usage and Ownership Patterns
A survey of the general public was designed to acquire information on shirt ownership,
maintenance, purchasing behavior, and basic demographics. This allows the study to establish a
basic understanding of the state of today's MP and MC market for men's dress shirts as well as to
establish a baseline to compare the results from our experiments. The general survey allowed us
to also determine candidates for later phases in the study.
Experiments
Two sets of experiments were conducted to test our hypothesis. Our first task was to identify
candidates that were willing to participate in two additional phases: 1) shirt acquisition and 2) shirt
tracking. We were able to identify two sets of participants. The first was the offices of MIT's
Technology Review Magazine, located near the Media Lab and the second was Fidelity's Center
for Applied Technology (FCAT), a division based in downtown Boston. Each office started with
roughly one dozen participants each.
The goal of the experiments was to examine the differences in the acquisition and use (post
retail) between MP and MC men's dress shirts. As a follow-up to the 2009 research, the
experiments were designed so that participants could shop for and wear two new shirts (one MC,
one MP) in addition to their other dress shirts (up to 30 total) for a period of roughly 3 months.
The experiments are also designed to closely mimic everyday shopping and purchasing behavior,
as well as wearing behavior in a typical office environment.
Experiment I: Shirt Acquisition + Survey
Each participant was provided one free online coupon for "purchasing" a new MC shirt. The
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subjects were also divided equally between the three MC providers and asked to design a new
MC shirt and to make observations of the process through an online survey. Each participant also
received a gift card to purchase an MP (online or offline) at any retailer of their choosing and was
then asked to fill out an online survey of their observations. Both the online coupon and gift card
were similar in retail value (approximately $100). Results from this survey are discussed in
Chapter 5.
Experiment II: Shirt Tracking and Use Patterns
After the acquisition of their new shirts (approximately 4-6 weeks later), subjects were asked to
lend us all of the shirts that they normally wear for work. The shirts were then tagged with
washable RFID tags, catalogued, and then returned for their use. An RFID tracking system was
developed and deployed at each office location, so that the experimenters could remotely detect
which shirts were worn on each day for a 3-month period. The RFID system was chosen to be the
best technology in order to achieve high levels of compliance without disrupting everyday office
routines for the participants. Shirt utilization and the other results of this experimental phase are
discussed in Chapter 6.
End-of-Study Interviews (Appendix)
Test subjects were interviewed after the shirt tracking stage to answer questions about their
experiences with the new shirts, including patterns of use, utility of each shirt, perceived value,
willingness to pay, and any other benefits or drawbacks for each shirt. This interview also allowed
us to verify proper cataloging data analysis, as the subjects were not asked to confirm which
shirts were the new shirts until the tracking was finished.
Conclusion
Chapter 7 draws concluding comparisons amongst the various production, distribution, retail, and
use models to provide an evidence-based guide for both manufacturers and consumers. The
concluding chapter also intuits new models that synthesize the best of each model as well as the
scalability of both existing and new models for more complex products and services.
2.6 Thesis Time Line
The following table outlines the thesis research and describes each stage of the study. This table
will be repeated near the beginning of each chapter and the current chapter will be highlighted in
yellow.
Chate 
-hptr4 Chper5Chp 6 ~ Chpe
Environmental Quantitative Experiment I: Experiment II: Conclusion
impact Analysis Survey of Shirt Shirt Tracking
of MP and MC Patterns of Acquisition and Use
Shirt Usage and Follow-up Patterns
and Ownership Survey
Desk Research 750 18 participants 18 participants All Respondents
Respondents and Participants
(276 used in
analysis)
Interviews with Survey of Shirt Acquisition of Shirt Cataloging Data
MC and MP shirt Owners of: MP new shirts: 8 and Shirt Visualization
makers and MC shirts Made-to- Tracking (60 and Analysis
Measure (MM), days of shirt
10 Custom data)
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Tailored (CT),
and 18 MP
Oct 15 (2009)- Jun 15 - Dec 22 Acquisition + Cataloging (Apr Aug 1-31
Aug 31 Survey (Feb 16- 13-23), Tracking
Mar 16), Design (May 7-Aug 31)
of Tracking
System (Oct 15-
May 7)
2009 to2012 2011 2012 2012 2012
Table 2-1. Thesis time line.
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Chapter 3
The Environmental Impact Analysis of MP and MC
3.1 A Case Study MC and MP production and Distribution
This study takes an analytical approach to unveiling the key trade-offs in the production,
distribution, and retail experience of MC and MP products. In this chapter, I focus on creating an
environmental impact analysis of MP and MC production and distribution in order to sketch the
present state of current models. Our analysis is based on our dress shirt case study (of 2009) as
well as on interviews with the MC manufacturers (2012) that we have engaged in this study.
Ethnographic research and experiments designed to collect information on the acquisition and
use of dress shirts are reviewed in Chapters 4, 5, and 6, and provide the necessary additional
data that this value chain analysis cannot deliver.
Men's dress shirts in this study are defined as a shirt that can be worn with a tie with the following
components: collar, yoke, full button down placket front, short or long sleeves, and cuffs (in the
long sleeve case). Men's dress shirts in this study are shirts worn in a professional office during
normal business days (Monday through Friday). They are not casual shirts (e.g., Polo or
Hawaiian) or used on occasional situations (e.g., weddings).
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3.2 Thesis Time Line (Chapter 3)
Chapter 3 Chapter 4 Chapter 5 Chapter 6 Chapter 7-s~~ '1- 6 ~
Quadnltative
Survey of
Patterns of Shirt
Usage and
Ownership
Experiment I:
Shirt Acquisition
and Follow-up
Survey
Experiment Il:
Shirt Tracking
and Use
Patterns
Environmental
Impact Analysis
of MP and MC
Uonclusion
Desk Research 750 18 participants 18 participants All Respondents
Respondents and Participants
(276 used in
analysis)
Interviews with Survey of Shirt Acquisition of Shirt Cataloging Data
MC and MP shirt Owners of: MP new shirts: 8 and Shirt Visualization and
makers and MC shirts Made-to- Tracking (60 Analysis
Measure (MM), days of shirt
10 Custom data)
Tailored (CT),
and 18 MP
Oct 15 (2009)- Jun 15 - Dec 22 Acquisition + Cataloging (Apr Aug 1-31
Aug 31 Survey (Feb 16- 13-23), Tracking
Mar 16), Design (May 7-Aug 31)
of Tracking
System (Oct 15-
May 7)
2009 to 2012 2011 2012 2012 2012
Table 3-1. Thesis time line (Chapter 3).
3.3 Comparing Made-to-Measure, Custom Tailored, and Off-the-Rack Dress Shirts
This study compares three distinct shirt types and includes two different MC shirt types:
Mass Customization (MC) Shirt Definitions
Made-to-Measure (MM) - Men's dress shirts that are "Made-to-Measure" are available through an
website that allows customers to remotely design and configure a custom-made dress shirt,
which is then delivered through the mail. MM dress shirts are made to order according to
dimensional specifications provided by the customer through an online configurator. MM shirt
manufacturers also allow for a vast variety of fabric choices, collars, cuffs, and plackets as well as
personalization through monograms.
Custom Tailored (CT) - Men's dress shirts that are "Custom Tailored" are similar to MM shirts in
their manufacture and provide similar customization features (like fit and shirt components).
However, the interface with the customer is not a website, but rather engagement with a style
consultant. This agent of the CT retailer will either conduct office visits - otherwise known as
Hong Kong style tailoring - to consult one or multiple clients or the customer will visit the style
consultant at a retail location. The style consultant will provide professional design advice along
as well as take measurements (similar to a traditional tailor). Some CTs will deliver the final
product to the office of the customer and perform a second fitting. If there are any changes to be
made, the manufacturer will make changes locally (if it is possible) before the final delivery of the
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shirt.
Mass Production (MP) Shirt Definition
Mass Produced (MP) - The MP shirts in this study are men's dress shirts that can be purchased
"off-the-rack" in a standard size in either a physical retail store or from an online retailer. MP shirts
do not offer any fit customization except for style cuts (i.e., slim fit, classic, etc.), nor any special
features chosen by the customer. The design of MP shirts is normally pre-determined by market
forecasting by retailers in advance of production. This study includes both online and offline MP
shirts.
Why two different MC shirts?
This study includes two MC shirts: Made-to-Measure (MM) and Custom Tailored (CT) Shirts. We
included both types of MC shirts because the production process is very similar. They both
require orders to be sent electronically to a contract manufacturer who typically produces custom
dress shirts to order. The finished product is also shipped via air either directly to the customer or
to the CT offices for the customer to pick up (or in some cases, for the CT retailer to deliver). The
primary difference between CT and MM is the interface with the customer. MM relies on web
tools, whereas CT relies on design consultations. There are energy trade-offs between these two
models, but this only accounts for a portion of the total energy consumed by the system. By
including both MC models, we can study not only the major differences between MP and MC
shirts, but also the subtle differences between MC models, particularly in terms of the retail
experience and shirt utilization.
Focus of Environmental Analysis
This chapter will also examine a number of areas of environmental benefit. Below are the key
areas:
Carbon footprint (transportation) - Carbon emissions related to the transportation of materials
from fabric mills to manufacturer to retailer to the end customer. These emissions will also include
transportation of persons in the process of acquiring the final product, such as a consumer driving
to the retail store or a style consultant visiting a number of clients in an office. Carbon calculations
are computed through the use of traditional carbon counting for ground transportation.
Sourcemap, an open source visualization tool for supply chains, created by Media Lab alumnus
Leonardo Bonnani, will also be used.
Waste - This study examines, whenever data is available, the volume of waste created in the
process of making a MP or MC shirt. It also looks at the alternative strategies manufacturers use
to better utilize materials, such as recycling or the creation of new products (e.g., pocket squares
made out of shirt fabric).
Return rates - A subcategory of waste is the number and percentage of returns for each
manufacturer. This study will look at these rates as well as the subset of alterable shirts vs. shirts
that are completely discarded or donated.
This study will not examine carbon emissions created by the physical infrastructure (factory,
distribution network, retail locations, office/studios) required for the production of men's dress
shirts. This includes the embodied energy in the production of those buildings and the energy
required to operate them. This study also does not include energy connected to personnel
needed to run those operations (for example: emissions created by retail clerks that commute to
work). Even with reasonable data, this full lifecycle analysis is a complex undertaking and outside
the intent of this study.
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3.4 Carbon Accounting
Calculations for carbon footprint are divided into two categories. The first is for carbon emitted by
passenger travel. This includes consumers moving to and from their home or office to retail
locations, as well as style consultants moving to and from their offices to their client locations.
The second type of calculation is for the shipping of goods (in this case, shirts) from the point of
manufacture to the point of sale or use (the home of consumer in the case of online retail and
MM). Below is a table (3-2) that describes how CO2 is calculated for both types of movement.
Carbon for passengers is expressed by CO2 per passenger-mile - that is how much carbon is
emitted by transporting one person one mile. The amount of CO2 to move one person one mile,
assuming a fuel efficiency of 21 MPG (US fleet average) in 2011, is equal to 423g of CO 2 (EPA,
Greenhouse Gas Emissions from a Typical Passenger Vehicle, 2011). While, cargo shipping is
expressed in CO2 per ton-mile - that is how much carbon is emitted by transporting one ton of
cargo one mile. For this study, emissions for shirt shipping require converting ton-miles to shirt-
miles, by converting ton-miles first to pound-miles (by dividing by 2000lbs), then multiplying by the
number of pounds a packaging containing a shirt weights. A shirt in this study is estimated to be
0.324lbs (1 meter of material). Once these conversations are made, then the total carbon emitted
for any trip segment is calculated by multiplying the distance by the CO2 per passenger-mile or
shirt-mile. Assumptions are in italics below all tables.
CO2 per CO2 per
Passenger passenger- passenger-
Mode mile (Kg) mile (Ibs)
* Passenger Car 0.423 0.93255
** Rail / Subway 0.159 0.35000
** Bus 0.080 0.17637
CO 2 per ton- CO 2 per Ib- CO2 per shirt- CO2 per shirt-
Cargo Mode mile (Kg) miles (Kg)**** miles (kg)***** miles (Ibs)
Container Ship 0.0403 0.0000202 0.000006529 0.00001439308
Truck 0.1693 0.0000847 0.000027427 0.00006046523
Air Cargo 0.8063 0.0004032 0.000130621 0.00028796879
*** Train Freight 0.1048 0.0000524 0.000016978 0.00003742916
Table 3-2. Carbon emissions for passenger and cargo travel.
Assumptions
*Passenger vehicle assumes an average fuel efficiency of 21 MPG (US Fleet average in 2011), which emits 423g
CO2 per passenger-mile
**Rail and Subway assume 0.3Kg of CO2 per passenger-mile (for short distances), while buses assume 0.08Kg of
CO2 per passenger-mile (long distance)
***Carbon Emissions for cargo shipping expressed in CO2 per ton-mile (Kg)
****Conversion from ton-miles to lb-miles
* *Conversion from lb-miles to shirt-miles by multiplying the number of poulds in one shirt (1 shirt = .324 lbs or
meter of material)
CO2 emissions estimates for all modes except passenger car are from Environmental Impact of Transport(Wikipedia)
The carbon emissions totals for passenger modes can be divided for each passenger in the
vehicle to compute the final carbon count per passenger. This is particularly useful in shopping
situations when there might be more than one passenger per vehicle (e.g., spouse traveling with
partner).
The second type of calculation in this study is the travel distances required for each model. Using
Leonardo Bonnani's Sourcemap, an open source visualization tool for computing carbon footprint
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for products, calculations can be made for travel distances. Sourcemap has a simple interface
which requests information about where the components of the product originate and the type of
shipping used to transport them between their origin, processing facility, and final destination.
This study only uses Sourcemap's distance projections and not the carbon estimates because
passenger travel is not part of Sourcemap's interface. Sourcemap focuses almost entirely on
carbon emissions due to the shipping of materials and components to make products. However,
this study does correspond with Sourcemap's estimates for carbon emissions for cargo shipping.
The screen capture below (Figure 3-1) shows Sourcemap's graphical interface. Users of the
system input the original of the material (fabric from Italy, in this case) and connect it to the next
step in the production process (shirt factory in China), which is then shipped, via freight to the
United States.
Sourcemap can provide the very finely grained calculations which are necessary for this study.
The map below (Figure 3-4) illustrates the final stages of product delivery from the port of Boston
to a local distribution center and eventually to a local shopping mail:
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This study assumes that container shipping from Asia to the US is direct to the nearest port
(Boston), even though it is likely that the container ship may travel to a more distant port and then
the goods be shipped by rail or ground freight. This assumption is utilized throughout all C02
calculations for all scenarios. Studies of credit card data often show that multiple purchases are
made during trips which will reduce the amount of emissions per shirt. However, this study
assumes that all passenger travel is in a single occupant vehicle for the sole purpose of
purchasing a shirt in order to simply calculations (Pentland, 2012).
3.5 MP Production, Distribution, and Retail (Off line)
MP offline is the most prevalent retail model today in apparel. The diagram (Figure 3-1)
represents the major product and customer flows and how they meet. This model represents the
benchmark standard for comparing MP Online, MM, and CT models.
The scale and variety of MP dress shirts are typically determined by forecasting up to one year in
advance. This is due, in part, to lower production costs in developing nations, coupled with longer
lead times due to freight shipping. Fabrics and other materials are typically shipped to the MP
production facility from all over the world and are then processed through standard production
techniques that employ product lines including: automated multi-layer cutting, semi-automated
sewing, and packaging. The finished product is then shipped in shipping containers and
distributed to markets around the globe. After several months of shipping, the product is then
carried through a sophisticated supply chain networks that potentially include: central distribution
centers, regional distribution, and finally, retail stores. This "Bricks and Mortar" distribution
network is extensive due to the sheer volume of production needed to reach mass markets.
The customer side of this equation often starts with trips to retail locations (shopping malls,
business districts, and other places of commerce) to engage in the shopping experience.
Customers may visit one or more retail stores, sometimes in multiple locations, using one or more
modes of transportation (typically a private, gasoline-powered automobile) to "touch and feel" the
product through browsing and trying shirts on in fitting rooms. If customers don't find what they
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want, they often will try another store or even stop and try again on another occasion. The
challenges of this model, as discussed in Chapter 1, include over-production of shirts, waste of
stocks, high return rates, large distribution network, and the high-energy costs for customer
travel.
Below (Figure 3-3) is a diagram describing the material, product, and consumer movements
within the MP model for offline retail. Each icon labeled with a rectangular box containing two
figures. The first number represents the state number, so that the reader can follow the
production steps in sequence, and the second number represents the percentage of carbon
emissions for that stage relative to total emissions for production, distribution, and retail.
Mass Production (MP) Offline Production, Distribution, and Retail
Truck Shipping
X * ah MP Factory aGroun~d Shipping t FreightShipping (3rnonths) a egional Diributon Center (X Months)
sRetail Store s0 Rti Store B8 eti Store A
Flgure 3-3. MP Ofline flow diagram
Here is the sequence of events:
1) Fabric is shipped to MP factory (normally located in developing countries)
2) MP factory produces men's dress shirts using a variety of techniques including
automated cutting, sewing by manual labor assisted by sewing machines, button stitching
with machine assistance, as well as packaging of the product.
3) The product is then ground shipped to the nearest port.
4) Freight shipping can take multiple forms (cargo ship, oceanic freight ship) to the nearest
port within the domestic market.
5) The product is sorted at the regional distribution network.
6) The product is sent on truck or freight train to local distribution centers.
7) The product is further sorted and then distributed at local distribution centers.
8) Ground shipping from local distribution centers completes the product movement to retail
locations.
9) (9-11) Retailers accept the product, and then display and store while waiting for
customers.
12) The customer then travels to store(s) to shop and acquire the product (typically in a
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private automobile).
3.6 MP (Offline) Environmental Impact
Three different carbon scenarios are computed for each mode of production (MP online/offline,
CT, and MM). The first scenario is for one dress shirt. This serves as the "ideal" case since it
assumes zero returns. The second scenario is based on the constraints of our study. It assumes
all the rules of engagement that we established and accurately portrays what our participants
actually did throughout the study. The third scenario is the "typical" scenario for which each
manufacturer operates on an everyday basis. For example, many CT providers visit up to 10-15
customers per office visit, thus the carbon footprint for the style consultant can be divided by the
number of customers. In the case of our study, six participants were measured during the first
office visit. The next section tabulates the carbon footprint for all three scenarios:
MP Offline Trip Segments
A.
B.
C.
D.
Fabric Mill (Italy) to (China)
Factory to US port
US port to retail location (shopping mall)
Customer home to retail location
One Shirt Scenario
Trip CO2 per shirt-miles
Segment Mode Distance (lbs) Total CO 2 (ibs)
A Container Ship 5793.7 0.0000143931 0.08338867
B Container Ship 7940.5 0.0000143931 0.11428827
C Truck 9.9 0.0000604652 0.00060114
Trip CO2 per passenger-
Segment Mode Distance mile (Ibs) Total CO2 (lbs)
D Passenger Car 16.4 0.9325542600 15.29388986
15.49
Table 3-3. MP Offline one shirt scenario carbon emissions.
Assumptions
o Fabric Mill in Milan, Factory in Shenzhen, Port in Boston
o Shopping mall one-way distance is 8.2 miles (general survey average)
Study Scenario
Trip CO2 per shirt-milesSegment Mode Distance (lbs) Total CO2 (Ibs)
A Container Ship 5793.7 0.0000143931 0.08338867
B Container Ship 7940.5 0.0000143931 0.11428827
C Truck 9.9 0.0000604652 0.00060114
Trip CO2 per passenger-
Segment Mode Distande mile (Ibs) Total CO2 (lbs)
D Passenger Car 18.8 0.9325542600 17.53202009
17.73
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Table 3-4. MP Offline study scenario carbon emissions.
Additional Assumptions
o 15 of the 18 participants purchased a shirt offine and traveled an average round trip distance of 9.4 miles.
o 60% of the participants that answered the travel question traveled by automobile.
Typical Scenario
Trip CO2 per shirt-miles
Segment Mode Distance (ibs) Total CO2 (Ibs)
A Container Ship 5793.7 0.0000143931 0.08338867
B Container Ship 7940.5 0.0000143931 0.11428827
C Truck 9.9 0.0000604652 0.00060114
Trip CO 2 per passenger-
Segment Mode Distance mile (Ibs) Total CO 2 (ibs)
D Passenger Car 16.4 0.9325542600 15.29388986
Subtotal CO 2  15.4921679
Carbon Penalty 3.0984336
Total CO 2  18.59
Table 3-5. MP Offline typical scenario carbon emissions.
Additional Assumptions
o Shopping mall one-way distance is 8.2 miles (general survey average)
o 94.1% of survey respondents drive a personal automobile for shopping
o Return rate approximately 20% for apparel in-store retail (RLEC, 1999)
o Carbon penalty for returns = % return rate multiplied by CO2 for additional round trip by customer
Waste - According to Sanders Consulting (2005) the waste for the textile industry is
approximately $300B per year. There is general lack of available data on exact waste within the
men's dress shirt industry.
Return rates - Data is difficult to obtain for MP men's dress shirts. As a comparison, the average
return rate is that approximately 20% of offline apparel is returned according to the Reverse
Logistics Executive Council's study (Rogers 1999). Returned products were then resold to
secondary markets and outlet malls at (38%), thrown away (29%), restocked and re-shelved
(24%), and donated (8%).
3.7 MP Production, Distribution, and Retail (Online)
The online version of MP shirts mimics offline MP with some notable exceptions. The first key
difference is the use of the internet as the interface to the customer. This allows the MP provider
to accumulate data instantaneously and electronically to improve their supply chain as well as to
make forecasts for the following season. This also reduces the number of potential customer
trips. The diagram below (Figure 3-4) graphically describes the MP online production, distribution,
and retail experience:
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Figure 3-4. MP Online flow diagram.
Here is the sequence of events:
1) Same as MP offline until step 6.
7) The product is distributed to the first of many local distribution centers.
8) The customer orders the MP shirt online.
9) Order fulfillment is processed by the retailer to the nearest distribution center.
10) The product is ground shipped to the customer.
It is important to note that step 9 (fulfillment decision point) is a crucial point in the process. It is at
this point that the retailer determines the availability of the desired product in the supply chain and
the means of delivering it to the customer. If there is enough inventory, at either local or regional
points, then shipping can commence at the point closest to the customer (this may include retail
locations, for some MP retailers). This will then dictate the carbon footprint as well as the time to
deliver the product.
3.8 MVP (Online) Environmental Impact
Carbon footprint (transportation) - Calculations for MPR online utilize many of the same
assumptions for MP offline. The CO2 emitted to deliver one shirt is equal to 0.2Olbs. The typical
and one shirt scenario are nearly the same, while the typical scenario is 0.28lbs due to a return
rate of nearly 40%. These calculations are shown below:
MP Online Trip Segments
A. Fabric Mill (Italy) to (China)
B. Factory to US port
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C. US port to retail location (shopping mall)
D. Distribution Center to Customer
One Shirt and Study Scenario - Calculations for one shirt and the study case are identical in this
case as the distance from home to shopping locations are nearly identical.
Trip CO2 per shirt-miles
Segment Mode Distance (ibs) Total CO 2 (ibs)
A Container Ship 5793.663204 0.0000143931 0.08338867
B Container Ship 7940.500009 0.0000143931 0.11428827
C Truck 9.941936 0.0000604652 0.00060114
D Truck 8.2020972 0.0000604652 0.00049594
0.20
Table 3-6. MP Online one shirt and study scenario carbon emissions.
Assumptions
o Manufacture and shipping the same as MP Offline
o Last segment of distribution via truck freight (16 ton)
o Distribution travel same as travel distance for customer to retail location
Typical Scenario
Trip CO2 per shirt-miles
Segment Mode Distance (ibs) Total CO2 (Ibs)
A Container Ship 5793.7 0.0000143931 0.08338867
B Container Ship 7940.5 0.0000143931 0.11428827
C Truck 9.9 0.0000604652 0.00060114
D Truck 8.2 0.0000604652 0.00049594
Subtotal CO 2 0.19877402
Total CO2  0.28
Table 3-7. MP Online typical scenario carbon emissions.
Assumptions
o Return rate is approximately 40% for online apparel sales (RLEC, 1999)
o Carbon penalty for returns = subtotal Carbon multiplied by 40%
Waste - Data on waste for MP online men's dress shirts is sparse; therefore no conclusions can
be made for this metric.
Return rates - Data is also difficult to obtain for MP online men's dress shirts. As a comparison,
the average return rate was approximately 40% of online apparel is returned according to the
Reverse Logistics Executive Council's study in 1999. More recently, Edwards et al. (2010)
reported in their paper "Carbon implications of Returning Unwanted Goods Ordered Online"
return rates ranging from 25-40% and 27% from the Business Link (2008) for clothing. As a
comparison, Fast Company has reported claims of over 50% return for companies like Zappos,
an online show retailer, that have integrated returns as part of their business strategy.
3.9 MM Production, Distribution, and Retail
The MM dress shirt maker for this study is Blank Label. It is based in Cambridge, MA. They
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Carbon Penalty 0.07950961
provided shirts for the experiments as well as data on their production, distribution, and retail
experience. This analysis focuses on providing the most realistic and accurate depiction of Blank
Label's process based on interviews. As opposed to the generalizations of MP (online and
offline), this MM analysis will be as specific as possible. The graphic below represents their
process flow:
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Figure 3-5. MM (Blank Label) flow diagram.
Here's the sequence of events:
1) Customer visits MM website and designs a custom men's dress shirt.
2) The customer's order is verified and fulfilled by the MM manufacturer who sends
specifications to their operations in Shanghai.
3) MM Quality Assurance (QA) center receives order, then prints a tracking slip, cuts two
yards of the specified fabric from their own inventory, pulls the buttons from inventory,
and sends the shirt order and materials to MM factory via electric scooter (less than one
mile away)
4) MM factory produces the MM measure shirt in approximately four days and sends
finished shirt after the first Quality Control (QC) to MM QA center. The MM factory
produces custom shirts for multiple retailers.
5) The MM shirt is sent via electric scooter to MM QA center.
6) The QA center conducts final QC and packages the product for DHL pickup.
7) The MM shirt is air shipped via DHL's network to the closest local airport distribution
center.
8) The MM shirt is received and prepared for continued shipping.
9) Ground shipping to nearest airfreight distribution center.
10) Air freight receives the shirt for final ground shipping.
11) UPS ground shipping to customer.
Blank Label deviates from many MM and CT manufacturers by establishing a QA center separate
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from their manufacturer. This center provides order preparation, local quality control, final
packaging, and material inventory management. Many MM and CT retailers allow their
manufacturers to handle inventory (most only have limited stock), but Blank Label has enough
volume to justify their own inventory management for fabrics and buttons. The introduction of
inventory management does not (in Blank Label's case) shift MC to a "push" based model as they
only promote a limited number of fabrics on their website. The location of the QA center near the
factory allows for an additional quality control point before leaving the country, thereby reducing
remakes. Blank Label does not repair shirts in their markets and typically makes an entirely new
shirt if a problem occurs beyond the QA center. The nearness of the QA center also allows for the
use of electric scooters for everyday movement of raw materials and finished product between
QA and the MM factory.
3.10 Blank Label Key Characteristics
General
o Online Custom Clothier or Online Tailor
o Market - 90% USA, 8-9% UK and Canada
o 100% MM dress shirts
o First custom shirt for 96% of customers.
o Even distribution for ages 25-44.
Retail Experience
o 100% through website
o 1.7 shirts per order
o 30% repeat customers
o $92 average price of shirt (price range $70-145)
Manufacturing
o Contract manufacturing based in Shanghai, China
o "Pull" based manufacturing with inventory management by QA center
o Use of hand-cut fabrics and specialization of tasks (2 pattern makers, shirt body makers,
specialists for collars, placket, cuffs) embroidery (done by machine), stitching (assistance
by machine).
o About 14-16 people involved in manufacturing.
o Blank Label is about 50% of their manufacturer's business.
o Fabrics come from Western China (80%) and the remainder is from Italy/Japan.
o Manufacturer produces 50-60 shirts per day
Shipping
o DHL with individual packing.
o Timetable: Fabric/Buttons (same day), Shirt production (2 days), Embroidery (1 day),
Packaging and QA (1 day), shipping (2 days) - Best case is one-week turnaround.
o Shipping conducted every day (Mon - Sat).
3.11 MM (Blank Label) Environmental Impact
Carbon footprint (transportation) - The CO 2 emitted for sending one shirt from China to a
customer is approximately 0.991bs. In our study the carbon footprint is 1.321bs, as two shirts were
remade. The typically amount of CO 2 is approximately 1.08lbs, with an average return rate of
10%. The calculations are shown below:
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MM Trip Segments
A. Fabric Mill (Chongqing) to Factory (Shanghai)
B. Factory (Shanghai) to Boston (Logan Airport)
C. Airport to Final Destination
One Shirt Scenario
Trip CO2 per shirt-miles
Segment Mode Distance (ibs) Total CO 2 (ibs)
A Train Freight 896.016982 0.0000374292 0.03353716
B Air Freight 7290.545943 0.0001306525 0.95252809
C Truck 8.2020972 0.0000274333 0.00022501
_ _ _0.99
Table 3-8. MM one shirt scenario carbon emissions.
Assumptions
o 95% of fabrics come from Western China (assuming Chongqing)
o Assuming train freight for fabric shipping
o Last segment on DHL truck shipping, same travel distance as customer to retail
Study Scenario
Trip CO 2 per shirt-miles
Segment Mode Distance (Ibs) Total CO2 (Ibs)
A Train Freight 896.0 0.0000374292 0.03353716
B Air Freight 7290.5 0.0001306525 0.95252809
C Truck 8.2 0.0000274333 0.00022495
Subtotal CO 2  0.98629021
Carbon Penalty 0.32876340
Total CO 2  1.32
Table 3-9. MM study scenario carbon emissions.
Additional Assumptions
o 2 Remakes (website issue with fitting and shirt specification)
o Carbon penalty for 2 remakes = the addition of the average CO2 for two shirts divided by total number of
participants (0.986lbs x (2/6) participants) to the CO2 total
Typical Scenario
Trip CO 2 per shirt-miles
Segment Mode Distance (ibs) Total C0 2 (ibe)
A Train Freight 896.0 0.0000374292 0.03353716
B Air Freight 7290.5 0.0001306525 0.95252809
C Truck 8.2 0.0000274333 0.00022495
Subtotal CO 2 0.98629021
Total CO2  1.08
Table 3-10. MM typical scenario carbon emissions.
Additional Assumptions
o 10% of all shirts are remade
o Carbon Penalty = Additional 10% on top of existing total
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Carbon Penalty I 0.09862902
Waste - Blank Label does have some excess fabric inventory (around 400 yards) which can
either be resold to the fabric distributor (usually at a significant discount) or can be held and used
for the following season's fabrics (Bi 2012). This is a very small percentage (less than 3%) of total
yearly production. Surplus shirt inventory is sent to St. Louis, Missouri and distributed as
donations. Excess fabric is made into fabric swatches that are sent to customers so that they can
"touch and feel" the material to make decisions about future purchases.
Return rates - Blank Label estimates that 15% of new customers require remakes of their shirts
(about 10% for all customers including new ones) (Bi 2012). Blank Label offers a free remake for
any reason for first time customers and the main reasons for a remake are (in order of priority): 1)
fit, 2) didn't like the shirt they designed, and 3) QA problems by the manufacturer. QA mistakes
account for roughly 0.75 to 1% of all returns and are usually a result of a problem with sizing,
specification, or finishing. Blank Label does not provide alterations for their markets even for
small changes; therefore an entire shirt has to be remade for all returns. Like many MC shirt
makers, Blank Label has considered local alterations through coupons to local tailors, but this
currently does not make economic and time sense given the additional shipping and hassle for
the customer.
3.12 CT (9Tailors) Production, Distribution, and Retail
This study depicts the production, distribution, and retail experience based on our study with
9Tailors, our CT provider for this study. 9Tailors is a Boston based CT provider, which provides
style consultations for customers at their office (about 90% of their customers do this) as well as
office and school (mostly business schools) consultations. For this study, we arranged for an
office visit at Fidelity for six of our test subjects; thus, this scenario analyses examines a minority
case for their CT model. 9Tailors typically consults about 10-15 people per office visit and
conducts school visits twice a year (Harvard Business, Tuck School of Management, MIT Sloan).
They will also conduct consultations in NYC for many of their student customers who have
graduated. In this case, they rent space in Manhattan for consultations.
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Figure 3-6. CT (9Tailors) flow diagram.
Sequence of events:
1) CT customer sets up an office meeting for a design consultation with 9Tailor's style
consultant. 9Tailors usually sets up office visits as part of their monthly marketing
campaign, but they typically have the customer visit their offices. During an office visit
9Tailors usually arranges for multiple consultations on the same trip.
2) The style consultant will travel to the customer's office via subway or walking (if it is
nearby).
3) The consultant and customer will hold a 30-minute design session, which includes
selection of fabrics, shirt styles, components, and measurements.
4) Consultant will then travel back to their studios to process the order, verify specifications
and send the order to their manufacturer in Hong Kong.
5) The CT factory starts the manufacturing by ordering the appropriate fabric (if it is not in
stock).
6) Fabric arrives at CT factory.
7) After QC, Fedex picks up the product.
8) The product is air shipped via Fedex International Economy. This usually takes 4-5 days
to arrive at 9Tailors's office.
9) CT shirt arrives at the local airport distribution center.
10) Truck shipping brings the CT shirt to Fedex's local distribution center.
11) Fedex Distribution center receives product.
12) Ground shipping brings the product their offices.
13) The CT studio arranges for the second fitting at the customer's office. This may take up to
a week to coordinate schedules. 9Tailors typically requests the customer to visit them in
their studios, but for this study the final fitting occurs in the customer's office.
14) Style consultant delivers CT shirt to office for final fitting.
15) Customer commutes to work and meets the style consultant for final fitting. 90% of
9Tailor's customers do not require additional changes and will receive the final product.
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Unique to this study is the final fitting of the shirt. Typically 9Tailors asks the customer to visit their
offices (about 90% of the time), thus necessitating an extra trip for the customer. This is usually
an urban low-energy trip (walking, bicycle, or subway) as they have strategically placed their
studio in the financial district. However, this provides easier scheduling (as shirts may not be
manufactured at the same time to be delivered to the same office) and provides an opportunity for
greater customer engagement at their design studios as well as the possibility of future sales.
3.13 9Tailors Key Characteristics
General
o Custom Tailor.
o Market - 100% USA, mostly local.
o CT Men's shirts (60%), CT men's suits (25%), CT shirts for women (10%), and men's
accessories (5%).
Retail Experience
o 90% studio consultation, remainder are office and school visits.
o 10-15 people per office visit, schools once a month.
o Most customers walk or take subway to CT studio, CT drive to schools outside the City of
Boston.
o 40% repeat customers.
o $120 average price.
Manufacturing
o Contract manufacturing based in Hong Kong, China
o "Pull" based manufacturing
o Manual process for manufacturing with use of machine for sewing. Manufacturer makes
new patterns for each customer (Bespoke model).
o About 50 people involved in manufacturing.
o Manufacturer produces shirts for other CT retailers.
o Fabrics come from UK, China, Italy, Japan
o Orders emailed once a day.
o 4-5 weeks for manufacturing (including shipping)
Shipping and Fitting
o Fedex International Economy with individual packing.
o Timetable is 4-5 days for shipping, 1 week for pick-up and second fitting, 2-3 weeks for
remake.
o Second fitting takes 10-15 minutes, 90% don't require additional alterations.
3.14 CT (9Tailors) Environmental Impact
Carbon footprint (transportation) - The CO2 emitted from shipping a shirt from Hong Kong to
Boston including airfreight is equal to 2.791bs. The amount of CO 2 in our study per shirt was
1.891bs. The ability to service six participants on the first trip saves the carbon difference. The
CO 2 for a typical scenario is slightly higher at 2.16bs. In this scenario, 9Tailors benefits from a
higher number of clients per visit, but this advantage is quickly erased by the remakes (5%) and
alterations (4%).
CT (9Tailors) TriD Seaments
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A.
B.
C.
D.
E.
Fabric Mill (Italy) to Factory (Hong Kong)
Factory to Fedex Distribution Center (Northborough)
Distribution Center to 9Tailors Offices
9Tailors Offices to Fidelity Offices (1st Consultation)
9Tailors Offices to Fidelity Offices (Final Delivery)
One Shirt Scenario
Trip CO 2 per shirt-miles
Segment Mode Distance (lbs) Total CO2 (lbs)
A Container Ship 5803.60514 0.0000143931 0.08353177
B Air Freight 7290.545943 0.0001306525 0.95252809
C Truck (16 Ton) 29.825808 0.0000274333 0.00081822
Trip CO2 per passenger-
Segment Mode Distance mile (lbs) Total CO2 (Ibs)
Train
D (Subway) 2.5 0.3499988573 0.87499714
Train
E (Subway) 2.5 0.3499988573 0.87499714
I_ 1 2.79
Table 3-11. CT (9Tailors) one shirt scenario carbon emissions.
Assumptions
o 9Tailors fabrics come from Italy, UK, China, and Japan (we assume Italy, on a container ship for this
calculation)
o Consultation trip is very short distances from their offices and are either by subway or walking (we assume
subway in this study)
Study Scenario
Trip CO2 per shirt-miles
Segment Mode Distance (Ibs) Total CO2 (lbs)
A Container Ship 5803.6 0.0000143931 0.08353177
B Air Freight 7290.5 0.0001306525 0.95252809
C Truck (16 Ton) 29.8 0.0000274333 0.00081822
Trip CO2 per passenger-
Segment Mode Distance mile (Ibs) Total CO2 (Ibs)
D Train (Subway) 2.5 0.3499988573 0.29166571
E Train (Subway) 2.5 0.3499988573 0.29166571
1_ 1 T - I Subtotal CO2 1.62020951
Table 3-12. CT (9Tailors) study scenario carbon emissions.
Total CO2 1 1.89
Additional Assumptions
o 6 Participants were consulted on first consultation and second fitting
o 1 Remake (wrong pattern on fabric)
o Carbon penalty for 1 remake = add the average CO2 for one shirt divided by number of participants (1.62lbs / 6participants) to the carbon emissions subtotal
Typical Scenario
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Carbon Penalty 0.27003492
Trip C02 per shirt-miles
Segment Mode Distance (ibs) Total CO 2 (lbs)
A Container Ship 5803.6 0.0000143931 0.08353177
B Air Freight 7290.5 0.0001306525 0.95252809
C Truck (16 Ton) 29.8 0.0000274333 0.00081822
Trip C02 per passenger-
Segment Mode Distance mile (lbs) Total C02 (Ibs)
D Train (Subway) 2.5 0.3499988573 0.06999977
E Train (Subway) 2.5 0.3499988573 0.87499714
Subtotal C02 1.98187499
Carbon Penalty (Alterations) 0.079275
Total CO2  2.16
Table 3-13. CT (9Tailors) typical scenario carbon emissions.
Additional Assumptions
o 90% of 9Tailors customers come to their studios in downtown Boston
o Majority of customers travel by subway or walk to 9Tailors studio for return
o Assume trips originate from work to 9Tailors offices (i.e., short distance trips)
o 9Tailors averages 10-15 people per office consultation (we take the average of 12.5)
o 5% of all shirts are remade
o Carbon penalty for remakes = additional 5% on top of existing total minus travel for 1st consultation
o 4% are altered
o Carbon penalty for remakes = additional 4% of all (consultant trips for second fitting)
Waste - The exact percentage of fabric waste is unknown. However, they recycle as much as
possible. 9Tailors makes pocket squares of out excess material, but this is only a fraction of the
total material. Since they don't ship orders and have their own retail location, they don't need to
make fabric swatches (like Blank Label).
Return rates - About 5% of 9Tailors shirts have to be completely remade. This includes errors
from the manufacturer as well as from the client. About 4% can be corrected at their studio
location in Boston and about 1% of their shirts are refunded. Fit is the number one reason for
returns. However, unique or special designs that were not reproducible were also another
(secondary) reason.
3.15 CT (Dillon Road) Production, Distribution, and Retail
Dillon Road is a New York City-based CT that conducts office consultations almost exclusively.
They employ style consultants throughout the country that conduct office visits. Style
consultants arrange for office visits (3-4 people per visit) for the first consultation and then
manufacture the shirts in Bangkok. Shirts are then shipped to their offices via DHL and then
resent via UPS ground to their respective consultants throughout the country for final delivery and
fitting. The graphic below shows this process:
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Figure 3-7. CT (Dillon Road) flow diagram.
Sequence of events:
1) Same as 9Tailors up to step 13.
13) Instead of setting up a second fitting meeting, Dillon Road sends the CT shirt via UPS
ground to the customer. For larger orders (2+ shirts), Dillon Road makes one for first for
sizing, and then produces additional shirts after confirming the fit.
3.16 Dillon Road Key Characteristics
General
o Custom Tailor
o Market - 100% USA
o Men's CT shirts (95%) and men's accessories (5%).
Retail Experience
o 100% office visits (approximately 3-4 per month).
o 3 people per office visit (25-45 minutes per customer).
o CT consultants travel by subway in NYC, car in most other locations. Travel time is less
than 30 minutes.
o $139 average price
Manufacturing
o Manufacturing partner is based in Bangkok, Thailand.
o "Pull" based manufacturing with some minor push stock.
o Manual process for manufacturing with use of machine for sewing.
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o Manufacturer makes new patterns for each customer (Bespoke model).
o Dillon road produces about 15 shirts/week.
o Fabrics come from China (95%) through Hong Kong distributor.
o Orders emailed once a day.
o 3-4 weeks for manufacturing and shipping.
Shipping and fitting
o DHL (2-4 days) to NYC office for collection and then UPS ground (1-5 days) for
countrywide style consultants.
o Nearly 100% of customers have a second fitting.
o Second fitting takes 10-15 minutes, 90% don't require additional alterations.
3.17 CT (Dillon Road) Environmental Impact
Carbon footprint (transportation) - The carbon footprint for delivering one shirt to a customer is
2.921bs for Dillon Road. An unusually high count of 36.451bs of CO 2 for the study is due to the lack
of a style consultant in the Boston area. The style consultant for Dillon Road took a bus from NYC
during a weekend trip to consult for this project, thus dramatically increasing the carbon count. In
a typical scenario, Dillon Road within the NYC metropolitan area will emit 2.251bs of carbon with
roughly a 10% remake rate. Since Dillon Road does serve the rest of the country, this study also
examines the carbon footprint for a scenario outside of NYC. The carbon emitted is the highest in
the study for a typical scenario at 23.81 lbs. This is because the style consultant in other cities
typically drives an automobile for two round trips (first consultation and final fitting), thus driving
up the carbon count. All of Dillon Road's product is first shipped to their offices in NYC and is then
shipped via UPS to their consultants throughout the country, therefore adding to the carbon
count. Carbon calculations are shown below:
CT (Dillon Road) Trip Segments (Typical)
A. Fabric Mill (Chongqing) to Fabric Distributor (HK)
B. Fabric Distributor (HK) to Factory (Bangkok)
C. Factory to CT offices (NYC)
D. CT Offices to Final Office (1st Consultation) - Round Trip
E. CT Offices to Final Office (2nd Consultation) - Round Trip
One Shirt Scenario (if customer is in NYC)
Trip CO2 per shirt-miles
Segment Mode Distance (Ibs) Total CO 2 (Ibs)
A Train Freight 681.643987 0.0000374292 0.02551336
B Container Ship 1076.214572 0.0000143931 0.01549004
C Air Freight 8658.183514 0.0001306525 1.13121337
Trip CO2 per passenger-
Segment Mode Distance mile (Ibs) Total CO2 (Ibs)
Train
D (Subway) 2.5 0.3499988573 0.87499714
Train
E (Subway) 2.5 0.3499988573 0.87499714
1 1_ 2.92
Table 3-14. CT (Dillon Road) one shirt scenario carbon emissions.
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Assumptions
o 95% of fabrics come from China (assuming Chongqing)
o Consultation trip within NYC is very short distances from their offices and are either by subway or walking (we
assume subway in this study
CT (Dillon Road) Trip Segments (Study Scenario) - For this study, the style consultant from Dillon
Road makes just one visit to TR's offices. However, he does not travel back for a second fitting.
The finish product is then shipped from NYC after being shipped from Bangkok directly to the
study participant in Boston.
A.
B.
C.
D.
E.
F.
G.
Fabric Mill (Chongqing) to Fabric Distributor (HK)
Fabric Distributor (HK) to Factory (Bangkok)
Factory to CT offices (NYC)
CT Offices to Boston Distribution Center
Boston Distribution Center to Participant Office
Style Consultant to Final Office (1st Consultation) - Round Trip
Style Consultant to Final Office (2nd Trip) - Round Trip
Study Scenario
Trip CO2 per shirt-miles
Segment Mode Distance (ibs) Total CO2 (ibs)
A Train Freight 681.6 0.0000374292 0.02551336
B Container Ship 1076.2 0.0000143931 0.01549004
C Air Freight 8658.2 0.0001306525 1.13121337
D UPS Ground 200.0 0.0000274333 0.00548666
E Truck 5.6 0.0000274333 0.00015363
Trip CO2 per passenger-
Segment Mode Distance mile (Ibs) Total CO2 (lbs)
F Bus 200.0 0.17637 35.27392000
G No Trip n/a n/a n/a
_ _36.45
Table 3-15. CT (Dillon Road) study scenario carbon emissions.
Assumptions
o No remakes, but fabric was unavailable for one participant causing a delay of 2 weeks and the selection of
alternative fabric
Typical Scenario (within NYC)
Trip CO2 per shirt-miles
Segment Mode Distance (ibs) Total CO2 lbsA Train Freight 681.6 0.0000374292 0.02551336
B Container Ship 1076.2 0.0000143931 0.01549004
C Air Freight 8658.2 0.0001306525 1.13121337
Trip CO2 per passenger-Segment Mode Distance mile (Ibs) Total CO2 (Ibs)
D Subway 2.5 0.35000 0.29166571
E Subway 2.5 0.35000 0.29166571
1 Subtotal CO2 2.04721391
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Total CO2  2.25
Table 3-16. CT (Dillon Road) typical NYC scenario carbon emissions.
Assumptions
o Dillon Road averages about 3 people per office consultation
o 10% remakes
o Carbon penalty = additional 10% of all CO 2 minus first consultation round trip
TvDical Scenario outside of NYC (Los Anaeles Case)
Trip CO 2 per shirt-miles
Segment Mode Distance (ibs) Total CO2 (Ibs)
A Train Freight 681.6 0.000037429157 0.02551336
B Container Ship 1076.2 0.000014393082 0.01549004
C Air Freight 8658.2 0.000130652505 1.13121337
D UPS Ground 3000.0 0.000027433299 0.08229990
E Truck 5.6 0.000027433299 0.00015342
Trip CO2 per passenger-
Segment Mode Distance mile (ibs) Total CO2 (Ibs)
F Passenger car 16.4 0.9325542600 5.09796329
G Passenger car 16.4 0.9325542600 15.29388986
Subtotal CO 2 21.64652324
Total CO2  23.81
Table 3-17. CT (Dillon Road) typical external scenario carbon emissions.
Assumptions
o Dillon Road air ships all shirts to NYC office, and then uses UPS to send to their network of style consultants
across the country.
o This calculation examines the CO2 for a customer in LA with a style consultant that drives to an office to meet a
customer
o No remakes, but fabric was unavailable for one participant causing a delay of 2 weeks and the selection of
alternative fabric
o Dillon Road averages about 3 people per office consultation
o 10% remakes
o Carbon penalty = additional 10% of all CO2 minus first consultation round trip
Waste - Data on waste was not available from Dillon Road.
Return rates - Approximately 10% of shirts are either returned or altered. Just 2% of their
customers return for a full refund. The reasons for return are primarily due to unhappiness with
fabric selection. Dillon Road has a 100% Money Back Guarantee (MBG) policy.
3.18 Conclusions Carbon Footprint Impact (Transportation)
MP online outperforms all other models significantly. However, the CO2 performance of all MC
providers exceeds MP offline significantly due to emissions from customers using their private
automobiles. The carbon footprint computed in this study for truck delivery outperforming
passenger vehicle pick-up by the consumer as multiple times better validates previous studies by
Edwards et al. (2009) who reported 24X improvement of home delivery by truck vs. trips by the
consumer. Emissions from container shipping from Asia to markets in the east cost of the United
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Carbon Penalty |I 0.204721391
Carbon Penalty 2.16465232
States was 0.1 9lbs of CO2 versus the 17.5lbs created by the consumer in a passenger car for a
single purpose trip. An alterative comparison for this length of trip is to compute container
shipping from Asia to the west coast of the US and then add train or truck shipping across the
county. This yields a C02 emissions equal to approximately 0.331bs (truck) or 0.261bs (train),
which is comparable in terms of magnitude. Carbon emissions from airfreight (0.95 lbs) also
outperformed passenger car pick-up by over 18X improvement. It becomes clear that moving
goods rather than people, even over vast distances, is a much better environmental strategy for
delivering products to the end-user.
The following tables rank each production model for the three scenarios examined in this
ethnographic case study. It is clear that MP online performs the best, even with high percentages
of returns, whereas MP offline suffers from carbon emissions caused by the consumer. MC
models like MM and CT are sandwiched between these the two MP models with MM
outperforming CT by more than 30% in the typical scenario. Both MC models have approximately
the same percentage of returns (-10%). However, 9Tailors has invested in local alterations,
which reduces returns by 4%. Many MC manufacturers are still considering the economic trade-
offs of local alterations (and even local manufacture), but the current model for MM, which
requires zero customer movement, is difficult to match even with local corrections to returns.
1 Shirt Scenario
Rankings Production Model CO2 (Ibs)
1 Mass Production (Online) 0.20
2 Made-to-Measure (Blank Label) 0.99
3 Custom Tailored (9Tailors) 2.79
4 Custom Tailored (Dillon Road) in NYC 2.92
5 Mass Production (Offline) 15.49
6 Custom Tailored (Dillon Road) Typical LA Scenario 31.84
Table 3-18. CO2 ranking (one shirt scenario).
Study Scenario
Rankings Production Model CO 2 (Ibs)
1 Mass Production (Online) 0.20
2 Made-to-Measure (Blank Label) 1.32
3 Custom Tailored (9Tailors) 1.89
4* Custom Tailored (Dillon Road) in Boston 2.57
5 Mass Production (Offline) 17.73
6 Custom Tailored (Dillon Road) Study Scenario 36.45
Table 3-19. C02 ranking (study scenario).
*Calculation assuming Dillon Road has an office in Boston.
Typical Scenario.
Rankings Production Model CO2 (Ibs)
1 Mass Production (Online) 0.28
2 Made-to-Measure (Blank Label) 1.08
3 Custom Tailored (9Tailors) 2.16
4 Custom Tailored (Dillon Road) if customer is in NYC 2.25
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5 Mass Production (Offline) 21.28
6 Custom Tailored (Dillon Road) Typical LA Scenario 23.81
Table 3-20. C02 ranking (typical scenario).
One limitation of this study is that an analysis of total carbon footprint of the distribution network
(distribution centers, retail locations) is not considered due to lack of data on MP operations. Even
with good data from MP retailers, this would be a complex calculation because of the embodied
energy in the buildings. Energy use during operations, as well as a carbon accounting for
employees should be included. A follow up study should explore these issues.
3.19 Ethnographic Conclusions
Manufacturing Trade-offs
In general, manufacturing data was difficult to acquire for MP (offline and online), so comparisons
are fairly superficial. A full analysis of the waste created in the manufacturing process would
require the cooperation of both MC and MP manufacturers. This is out of the scope of this study,
but we can examine the degree of automation and scale of MC vs. MP manufacturers. All three
MC manufacturers employed mostly hand-cutting of fabrics in combination with semi-automation
(sewing and stitching machines) by human operators for the making of each shirt. All three MC
manufacturers produced bespoke shirts, which require new patterns made for each customer.
This pattern is then saved for later use for repeat orders. Most of the MC manufacturers
employed specialists to produce the shirts, including specialists that make only components such
as cuffs, collars, plackets, embroidery for monograms, etc. While other operators only produce
shirt bodies or hand cut fabric. A shirt is moved down the line to each specialist. The use of laser
cutting equipment is cost prohibitive at the current MC scale of operation, but could enhance
fabric utilization by material optimization techniques.
Most of the MC retailers employed small-scale contract manufacturers capable of producing 50-
100 shirts per day, thus operations are unlikely to dwarf the scale of MP manufacturing
operations. This does allow for agility and unique QC measures. Blank Label has established
their own inventory management and in-country QC separate from their manufacturer, which
directly reduces QA errors to less than 1%.
Distribution Trade-offs
An examination of the carbon emissions just from transportation yields some key insights
particularly with respect to online vs. offline, people vs. goods, slow vs. fast shipping, and the
interdependences between them.
1) Slow vs. Fast Shipping - Slow shipping typically takes up to 3-4 months on a container
ship, whereas fast shipping can be as quick as two days. Aside from the cost differences
the greatest difference is in carbon emissions. The C02 emitted by an airplane is nearly
5X more compared to a container ship given an equivalent product being shipped. Fast
shipping employed by MC manufacturers is the largest portion of all carbon emissions. It
is clear that most environmentally friendly way to ship (if you have to ship long distances)
is by container ship.
2) Moving Customer /Consultants vs. Goods - The movement of people dramatically affects
carbon emissions if we count them in the distribution process, even if it is for short
distances. The CO 2 emitted by a customer driving to a shopping mall in a personal
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private gasoline powered automobile (8.2 miles, one-way, 21 MPG) is more than 18X the
carbon emissions of a container ship carrying one dress shirt from China to the East
Coast of the United States. MC retailers that utilize style consultants also emit CO 2 but
this is minimized by walking or subway travel in urban areas. We can also discount the
commute by customers to their office since they are going to work anyway. It is also clear
from an environmental point of view; eliminating or reducing human travel dramatically
reduces emissions.
3) Online vs. Offline - The best performers in the CO 2 contest are almost always online
retailers. Blank Label (online MM) emitted the least amount of CO 2 for MC retailers. In the
typical scenario, Blank Label emitted approximately 1.08 lbs of CO 2 for each shirt, vs.
2.16 lbs for 9Tailors. Dillon Road emitted a similar amount of CO 2 (2.25 lbs) to 9Tailors if
the bus trip from NYC to Boston is subtracted from the total. It is fair to assume this
because their style consultants will normally travel much shorter distances unless they
use an automobile (in that case they are near to Blank Label's carbon emissions). In the
extreme case, Dillon Road emitted 36.45 lbs of CO 2 due to the very long bus ride taken
by their style consultant.
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Chapter 4
Quantitative Survey of Shirt Usage and Ownership Patterns
4.1 Survey Goals
The General Survey broadly examined dress shirt ownership, wearing behavior, use patterns,
purchase patterns (including mode of travel), average purchase price, cleaning/maintenance
behavior, return rate (and reasons why), and basic demographics. This is the first of a series of
surveys conducted as part of this study. A second set of surveys will be given to the 18
participants in the shirt acquisition and tracking phase of the study.
788 people responded to this survey (686 men, 102 women). The groups surveyed included the
MIT Community (171), 9Tailors (62), MCPC 2011 Conference Attendees (58), MIT Smart
Customization Group (58), Dillon Road (38), MIT Technology Review (28), Fidelity (23), London
School of Economics (12), and physical flyers (4). However, this chapter will only focus on the
267 men that responded through our "SurveyMonkey Audience Collector Link" - a service
provided by SurveyMonkey to collect responses from the general public throughout the country.
This crop of responses should provide the most unbiased set of demographics for our analysis.
The remainder of the 788 respondents came from the MIT community, Mass Customization
conference attendees, and the companies recruited for this study were excluded from the
analysis for this chapter. The survey also assisted in filtering potential candidates for the shirt
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acquisition and tracking stages of this study. The surveys by MIT Technology and Fidelity allow
for the comparison of answers in the general survey to later surveys during the acquisition and
tracking stage.
Surveys responses from the MC providers (9Tailors, Dillon Road, and Blank Label) allows for the
analysis of consumers that have already purchased a customized shirt. This also allows us to
compare their behavior to that of the general public (most of whom do not own any MC shirts).
4.2 Thesis Time Line (Chapter 4)
Chapter 3 Chapter 4 Chapter 5 Chapter 6 Chapter 7
Envronmental
Impact Analysis
of MP and MC
uantitnive
Survey of Shirt
Usage and
Ownership
Patterns
Experiment i:
Shirt Acquisition
and Follow-up
Survey
Expenment |1:
Shirt Tracking
and Use
Patterns
ionclusion
Desk Research 750 18 participants 18 participants All Respondents
Respondents and Participants
(276 used in
analysis)
Interviews with Survey of Shirt Acquisition of Shirt Cataloging Data
MC and MP shirt Owners of: MP new shirts: 8 and Shirt Visualization and
makers and MC shirts Made-to- Tracking (60 Analysis
Measure (MM), days of shirt
10 Custom data)
Tailored (CT),
and 18 MP
Oct 15 (2009)- Jun 15 - Dec 22 Acquisition + Cataloging (Apr Aug 1-31
Aug 31 Survey (Feb 16- 13-23), Tracking
Mar 16), Design (May 7-Aug 31)
of Tracking
System (Oct 15-
May 7)
2009 to2012 2011 2012 2012 2012
Table 4-1. Thesis time line (Chapter 4).
4.3 Design of the Survey
The survey in SurveyMonkey was designed to be finished between 10-15 minutes and was open
to both males and females. The female section of the survey is significantly shorter to cover the
characteristics of their men's shirt purchasing behavior and to solicit more male participants. After
some basic questions on age, sex, number of shirts in their wardrobe and wearing patterns,
respondents were divided into the following shirt ownership categories:
1) Only Standardized Shirts
2) Only Custom Tailored Shirts
3) Only Made to Measure Shirts
4) Only Standardized and Custom Tailored Shirts
5) Only Standardized and Made to Measure Shirts
6) Only Custom Tailored and Made to Measure Shirts
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7) All three types
Respondents then answered questions within their category with respect to the following areas:
1) Reasons for purchasing their category of shirts
2) Important characteristics and features of their shirts
3) Customization preferences (if any)
4) Estimated price typically paid
5) Where, how, and why of purchasing behavior
6) Travel distance
7) Shirt utilization
8) Interaction with sales person, website, or style consultant
9) Cleaning method and maintenance routine
10) Returns and reasons for returning purchases.
Limitations of General Survey
One limitation of the survey is that the sample size could be much bigger than 276 male
respondents. A larger budget and more time would certainly increase this size, but at this scale
we can discern particular behaviors, especially for the MP shirt market. Approximately 24.3%
(50/243) of respondents own at least one MC type of shirt (CT, MM, or both) providing a
reasonable data set to make comparisons between MC and MP characteristics in the aggregate.
However, the data set is too limited to make comparisons between MC categories. For example,
only 1.2% (3/243) owned only CT shirts, while 0.8% (2/243) owned only MM shirts, and 7.0%
(17/16) owned only MP and CT shirts, thus making it impossible to draw conclusions between MC
groups. Finally, 18 of the 267 (6.5%) respondents have worked professionally (either
academically or in industry) within the mass customization business, research group, or
consultancy, thus their responses should be accounted for in the results.
4.4 General and Emerging Trends
Basic Demographics
The mean age of the 267 respondents was 45.2 years old. The largest age group was between
50-59 years of age (30.3%) followed by 40-50 (21.1%) and then 30-39 (19.1%). The chart (Figure
4-1) below shows the make up of the entire field.
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What Is your age?
18-24 3 (9)
25-29 124%(33)
30-39 19.1%(51)
50-9 30.3%(81)
70-79-
0% 5% 10% 15% 20% 25% 30% 35%
Figure 4-1. Age demographics.
Shirt Usage
Most men in the study wore dress shirts between four and five days a week at 45% (111/244)
The second most was one to three days a week at 26.6% (65/244). If we subtract the men that
wear only occasionally (one to ten times a year or one to three times a month) then the top two
categories equals 71.6% of the entire field (see Figure 4-2). The average number of days dress
shirts are worn in this study is 3.57 days/week.
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How oten do you wear a dress shirt to work? (average over the last year)
1
1-10 days perYEAR- 13.1 %(32)
1-3 days per MONTH -
1-3 days per WEEK-
4-5 daysper WEEK-
7(36)
2. %(65)
0 % 10% 20% 30% 40% 50%
Figure 4-2. Shirt wearing frequency.
Total Number of Shirts
The top two shirt ownership rates were 1-9 (33.5%) and 10-19 (35.7%). The mean number of
shirts for our study was 14.2 shirts. Figure 4-3 below provides a breakdown of all shirts reported
by respondents.
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10-19-
20-29-
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How many dres shirts* do you own for waring to work?
7.9V(21)
USg% (89)
35.7%5)
U2% (43)
4.%(13)
1.ES(6)
0% 10% 20% 30% 40%
Figure 4-3. Number of dress shirts for work.
Wearing Frequency
55.7% (136/244) do not wear all of their shirts and 33.2% (81/244) of respondents wear half or
less of their shirts. Figure 4-4, below,
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Of aN your dress shirts for work, how many do you wear frequently over an average I
year period?
1
I wear LESS THAN
HALF of my shirts
I werABOUT HALF
of my shirts
I wear MORE THAN
HALF of my shirts
I wear ALMOST ALL
of my shirts
0% 100%
14.8% (36)
18A% (45)
"Z5
20%
I32 Wea
HaforLs
of (55) shrt
30%
Not Wear
All of Their
Shirts
40%
Figure 4-4. Shirt wearing frequency.
Reasons for Not Wearina
This question allowed respondents to select all the reasons why they did not wear their MP shirts.
The functional reasons were the top causes of subjects not wearing certain dress shirts. They
included the shirt being worn out at 39.3% (96/244) and the shirt not fitting 38.5% (94/244).
However, shirts that were out of style, forgotten about, and "other" were also significant factors.
The list of other factors included: 1) newer shirts fit and look better, 2) office culture being more
lax, 3) difficult to iron, 4) new and still un-opened, 5) too many choices, 6) Shirts that need cuff
links get worn less, and 7) requires ironing/pressing. Figure 4-5, below, tabulates the reasons
why respondents do not wear their shirts:
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I I - I
Pleas. select the reasons why you don't wear some or many of the dress shirts in your
wardrobe. (select a that apply)
DTheytve itonwoim =3sK
They've becom vom out R%9
Forgt about them
Out of sty
Was agift that I
nwver molly iked
OthepMspecly)
Figure 4-5. Reasons why shirts are not worn.
Shirt Ownership Breakdown
The bar chart below (Figure 4-6) describes the shirt type ownership breakdown. The majority of
shirts are MP shirts at 75.7% (184/243), whereas those that only had either MM, CT, or both
shirts was extremely low at 3.2% (8/243). The percentage of respondents with standard and one
type of MC shirt was equal to 13.6% (33/243). It is likely that these subjects only have one MC
shirt. About 7.4% (18/243) of respondents had all three types.
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Please select the option that best describes your current dress shirt wardrobe. (see below for
dress shirt type definitions)
Only Standardized shifts 75.7%(184
0* Custorn 1.2%(3)Tailoredshits
Measureshirts
only Standardized and 7.0%(17)Custom Tailord shirts
Only stanrdized and 6.6 %(1I)Made to Measure shirts
Only Custorn Tailored and 1.2%(3)Made to Measure shirts
I own ALL THREE TYPES 7A %(18)
0 20 % 40 % 60 % 80 %
Figure 4-6. General survey shirt ownership split.
Reasons Why Not to Own a CT or MM Shirt
The top reason why respondents did not own a CT shirt was the perception that custom shirts are
too expensive. This was true for both CT at 73.6% (134/182) and MM at 45.1% (82/182) shirts.
While the second reason why respondents did not on CT shirts was the time spent with a tailor at
26.9% (49/182), whereas the second highest reason for MM shirts was that respondents did not
know they existed (i.e., "never heard of made-to-measure shirts"). This was 41.2% (75/182) of
respondents. Figures 4-7 and 4-8 show the reasons why respondents did not own a CT or MM
shirt.
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Are there any specc reasons you dont own a Custom TaNored dress shirt? (select aN
thatapply)
1
They o typicly
tooexpuens
I usually don't have the
time work with a talor
There a no taiors
conveniently kxad near me
I preferwaring band
name dress shits-
that I'm familiar with
I would only purchase a
custom tailored shirt if-
I was also buying a...
Other-
9 (4g
17S6%32)
12.1 %(2)
11.5 ' (1)
xC37
20%
Figure 4-7. Reasons not to own a CT shirt.
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9
Ar. there any speciic measons you don't own a Made to Measure dress shit? (select am
that apply)
They are typically
too expenshie
I usually don't have
the time to configure 21.4%(39)
a shirt online
I've never heard s made
to measure dress shirts 41.23(75)
most retumn policies are 3%S
too inflexible for me
I would rather choose
between pre-made shirts than 30.den(5t
create a new shirt...
other 10.4%(19)
0 % 10 % 20 % 30 % 40 % 50 %
Figure 4-8. Reasons not to own a MM shirt.
Average Price of Shirts
MP Shirts - Most shirts were priced between $20-39 at 55.9% (99/177) and shirts between $40-
59 at 21.5% (38/177) were the second highest typical price (Figure 4-9). The average price of a
dress shirt in this study is $39.39.
CT Shirts - The average cost of a CT shirt in our study was $86.16. However, the sample size is
very small at three respondents.
MM Shirts - The average cost of a MM shirt was $39.50, but there were only two respondents.
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What Is the estinated price that you typicaly pay for a dress shirt?
Less than $19 1t3 )
$40-59 21.5%(38)
S10041199 .6%(1)
Greaer than $200 0.6%(1)
% 2d% 40% 60%
Figure 4-9. MP estimated shirt price.
Online vs. Offline purchases
33.3% (59/177) of respondents have purchased shirts online. The remainder has never
purchased a dress shirt online.
Purchase Location
MP Shirts - 76.3% (90/118) of the respondents shopped at a retail location in mall location. The
second most was secondary market/discount store at 34.7% (41/118), followed by boutique
designer stores (not in a mall) at 14.4% (17/118). Figure 4-10 illustrates this breakdown in bar
chart format:
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From where do you most commonly purchase your dress shirts? (select up to 2 choices)
1
Retail store in mall-
Bouique designer stme
(not including stores -
ocated n malls)
Seconfty
marke/discoun stoe
UOeespecify) -
14A%(17)
34.7% (41)
Figure 4-10. MP shopping location.
Travel Mode to Retail Store
MP Shirts - 94.1% (111/118) of the respondents used a personal automobile to purchase their
shirts, yet only 3.4% (4/118) and 2.5% (3/118) used public transport or walking respectively.
Figure 4-11 shows the travel modal split:
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5.1%(6)
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How do you typicaly trvel to a store to purchase a dress shrt?
1
Personal auimobile
Public thranit 4%(4)
Walk 2.5%(3
Bicycle
Shared vehicle
(Zipcer. Car2Go. etc.)
Other (please specify)
0
Figure 4-11. MP travel mode.
Travel Distance
MP Shirts - The average travel distance in one direction was 7.2 miles. Most respondents
traveled between 5-10 miles at 38.1% (45/118) and the second most traveled distance was
between 3-5 miles at 25.4% (30/118). Respondents that traveled more than 10 miles was equal
to 21.2% (25/118), however, we did not ask their maximum travel distance. Only 3.4% (4/118)
said they travelled less than 1 mile. Figure 4-12 illustrates the typical travel distances:
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Figure 4-12. MP typical travel distance.
Shirt Characteristics
MP Shirts - 38.4% (68/177) of respondents stated that fit was the most important characteristic
when purchasing a dress shirt on a scale of 1-5 (1 = most important, 5= least important). The
second most important feature was the price at 27.7% (49/177). The third most important was
fabric and construction quality at 35.6% (63/177). The second least important factor was
aesthetics at 34.5% (61/177) and the least important factor was brand familiarity at 57.6%
(102/177).
CT Shirts - Only three respondents owned only CT shirts, thus this data is too limited to draw any
significant conclusions. The most important characteristics was fit (2/3), followed by fabric quality
(2/3), then brand familiarity (2/3). The second least important feature was aesthetics (2/3). This is
surprising as typically this is of high importance to MC shirts (again too few respondents to
counter argue). The least important characteristic was the price.
MM Shirts - Only 2 respondents only owned MM shirts. Again this data set is too small to draw
any conclusions, or to even rank importance.
MP + CT Shirts - A slightly higher number (15) of respondents owned shirts of this type. The
most important characteristic is fit at 40% (6/15), followed by aesthetics at 33.0% (5/15), and then
price/value at 33.3% (5/15). The second least important factor was tied at fabric construction
quality and price/value at 33.3% (5/15). The least important factor was brand familiarity at 60%
(9/15).
MP + MM Shirts - 15 respondents also owned only MP and MM shirts. Fit and price/value were
tied for the most important feature at 33% (5/15) each. The third most important feature was
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fabric construction quality at 40% (6/15). The second least important feature was aesthetics at
26.7% (4/15) and the least important feature was brand familiarity at 60.0% (9/15).
CT + MM Shirts - Only two respondents only had owned these types of shirts. This data set is too
small to draw conclusions. The only point that the two respondents agreed was that fit was most
important.
All Three Types - 17 respondents owned all three types of shirts. Fit was overwhelmingly was the
most important feature at 70.6% (12/17), followed by fabric and construction quality at 41.2%
(7/17), and then aesthetics at 23.5% (4/17). The second least important factor was price/value at
29.4% (5/17) and the least important factor was brand familiarity at 70.6% (2/17).
Store Characteristics
MP Shirts - 40.5% (47/116) of respondents stated that having good selection at the store was of
most importance on a scale of one to five. 25.9% (30/116) of the respondents that stated that
familiarity of the brands available at the store - this was second most important feature. The third
most important reason was convenient location of the store at 27.6% (32/116). The second least
important factor was the efficiency and predictability of the purchasing process was at 35.3%
(41/116) and the least important characteristic is a knowledgeable sales staff at 49.1% (57/116).
Working with a Tailor Characteristics
The most important factor in working with a tailor for the 36 respondents that used a custom tailor
is assurance that they will likely get exactly what they want at 58.3% (21/36). The second most
important factor is the ability to touch and feel the fabric at 30.6% (11/36), followed by the ability
to purchase other personalized or matching clothing items at the same time and/or location at
30.6% (11/36). The least important factor was relevant wardrobe advice at 27.8% (10/36) and the
least important was the one-on-one relationship with the tailor at 25.0% (9/36).
MM Purchasing Characteristics
35 respondents owned a MM shirt in the study. The most important factor in purchasing a MM
shirt is the certainty of fit at 62.9% (22/35). The second most important factor is that MM shirts are
less expensive that CT shirts at 37.1% (13/35), followed by the ease of shopping online at 34.3%
(12/35). The second least important factor was the direct home shipping at 34.4% (12/35) and the
least important factor was the ability to create a uniquely styled shirt.
Cleaning Methods
MP Shirts - Most respondents at 62.6% (109/174) machine wash their dress shirts while the
majority of the remainder dry clean 23% (40/174) or professionally launder 13.2% (23/174) their
shirts. Just one person at 1.1% hand washed their shirts. Figure 4-13 illustrates washing
preferences for MP shirts:
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Figure 4-13. MP washing methods.
CT shirts - Two out of three people that owned CT shirts use dry cleaning services. One
respondent reported to have hand washed their CT shirts and not one CT owner used machine
washing.
MM shirts - One person machined washed their MM shirt. The other has it professionally
laundered.
MP + CT Shirts - 46.7% (7/15) respondents dry clean shirt shirts. Machine washing and
professional laundering account for the remainder of 26.7% (4/15) for each.
MP + MM Shirts - 46.7% (7/15) respondents cleaned their shirts by machine washing. 40.0%
(6/15) used dry cleaning and the remainder 13.3% (2/15) used professional laundering services.
CT + MM Shirts - One person dry cleaned and the other professionally laundered their shirts.
Cleaning Frequency
MP Shirts - 46.4% (81/174) of respondents clean their shirts after every use, no matter what the
condition. 32% (56/174) clean after every second use and 15.5% (27/174) clean after every third
use. Other responses account for remaining 5.7% (10/174). A sample of the "other" reasons
includes: five uses, as needed, depends on smell/wrinkle ratio, depends on temperature and
activity levels, and hardly ever. Figure 4-14. shows MP cleaning frequency:
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Figure 4-14. MP cleaning frequency.
CT Shirts - Respondents equally cleaned their shirts after every use (1), after every second use
(1), and after every third use (1).
MM Shirts - One person cleaned after every second use while other cleaned after every fourth
use.
MP + CT Shirts - Owners cleaned after every use and after every second use equally at 46.7%
(7/15). Just one respondent cleaned after every third use.
MP + MM Shirts - 46.7% (7/15) respondents cleaned after every use, no matter the condition of
the shirt. 40.0% (6/15) washed after every second use. Just one person washed after the third
use (6.7%). The last person chose other reasons for cleaning.
CT + MM Shirts - Both respondents cleaned after every use, no matter what the condition.
Number one reason for cleaning
MP Shirts - 37.4% (65/174) of respondents clean their shirts because of wrinkling. 31.0%
(54/174) clean when their shirts have a bad odor. 19.0% (33/174) clean when shirts are visibly
dirty. 12.0% (22/174) selected "other." Figure 4-15 below illustrates reasons for cleaning:
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Figure 4-15. MP cleaning reasons.
CT Shirts - 2 of 3 respondents cleaned their shirts because they smelled.
MM Shirts - Both respondents washed because their MM shirts were wrinkled.
MP + CT Shirts - 47.7% (7/15 of respondents washed when their shirts were wrinkly. 33.3%
(5/15) cleaned after their shirts were visibly dirty. Just one respondent cleaned because their
shirts smelled. 13.3% cleaned for other reasons.
MP + MM Shirts - 46.7% (7/15) cleaned because their shirts were wrinkled. 20% (3/15) cleaned
because of their shirts were visibly dirty. 13.3% (3/15) because their shirts smelled. The
remaining 20% (3/15) cited other reasons for cleaning.
CT + MM Shirts - Both respondents cleaned when the shirt was wrinkled.
Returns
MP Shirts - 45.4% (79/174) of respondents did not return any of their shirts. 40.8% (71/174) of
respondents returned one to two of their shirts. 10.3% (18/174) returned three to four of their
shirts. 3.4% (6/174) returned five to nine of their shirts. Figure 4-15, below, provides a full
breakdown of return percentages. The mean return rate for all MP shirt respondents is equal to
1.22 shirts. The mean number of shirts in the study was 14.2 shirts, thus the average return rate
is 8.59%.
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Figure 4-16. MP number of returns.
CT Shirts - Just 2 people returned their 1-2 of their shirts.
MM Shirts - One person returned their shirt 5-9 times.
MP + MM Shirts - 71.4% (517) returned their MP shirts 1-2 times. 42.9% (3/7) returned MM shirts
1-2 times, whereas one person returned their MM shirts 3-4 times.
MP + CT Shirts - 62.5% (5/8) had returned their MP shirt 1-2 times and 25% (2/8) returned them
3-4 times. 25% (2/8) of the respondents returned the CT shirts 1-2 times.
CT + MM Shirts - One person returned their MM shirt 1-2 times.
MP + MM + CT Shirts - 58.3% (7/12) of the respondents returned 1-2 of their MP shirts. 16.7%
(2/12) returned 3-4 and 8.3% (1/12) returned 5-9 and 10-19 shirts respectively. One third
respondents (4/12) returned their MM shirts. Just one person returned their MM shirts 3-4 times.
25% (3/12) respondents returned their CT shirt 1-2 times.
Top Reasons for Returns
MP Shirts - Fit was the top reason for returning MP shirts at 54.7% (52/95). 24.2% (23/95)
returned their shirts because of shirt defects. 20.0% (19/95) did not like how the shirt looked after
leaving the retailer. 18.9% (18/95) returned because it was a gift that they did not like, 8.4% (8/95)
believed the fabric felt differently than expected, and 4.2% (4/95) had matching problems with
their other clothing. Figure 4-16 illustrates the reasons for returns:
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Figure 4-17. Reasons for returns.
CT shirts - One respondent returned their shirt because the fabric felt differently than expected
and one had a defective shirt.
MM Shirt - The top reason for returning was that their MM shirt did not match well with their other
clothing. This was for just one respondent.
MP + MM Shirts - 51.7% (4/7) returned their shirts because they did not fit. Shirt defects and
undesirable gifts were second at 28.6% (2/7) each. One person (14.3%) did not like the way the
shirt looked outside of the store, as did one person for the fabric feeling differently than expected.
MP + CT Shirts - Respondents were allowed to select two choices for this question. 50% (4/8)
returned their shirts because they did not fit and another 50% returned because the shirt was
defective. Two respondents did not like the way the shirt looked outside of the store and one
respondent each felt the fabric was different than expected or it was a gift that they did not like.
CT + MM Shirts - One respondent cited defects as the reason for returning their one shirt.
MP + MM + CT Shirts - Respondents were allowed to select their top two reasons for returning
dress shirts. 58.3% (7/12) of respondents returned shirts because they did not fit. 33.3% (4/12)
did not like the way the shirt looked outside of the retail environment. 25.0% (3/12) returned shirts
because it was a gift they did not like. 16.7% (2/12) of respondents either had matching problems,
had defective shirts, or felt that the fabric was different than expected.
Marital Status
70.2% (158/225) of respondents were married. 19.6% (44/225) were single. 6.2% (14/225) had a
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domestic partner. 1.8% (4/225) were either separated or divorced and one respondent was
widowed.
Household Income
36.9% (79/214) of respondents reported yearly household income between $100,000 and
$250,000. 22.4% (48/214) reported $75,000 to $100,000 a year. 18.7% (40/214) reported
$50,000 to $75,000 a year. 13.1% (28/214) reported $25,000 to $50,000 a year. 5.6% (12/214)
reported income over $250,000. 3.3% (7/214) reported less than $25,000 a year. The mean
yearly household income for all respondents was $122,500.
4.5 General Survey Observations and Conclusions
This section summarizes key observations in the major question areas of the general survey.
Shirt Wearing Behavior
Most men did not wear all of their shirts (55.7%) and 33.2% wear half or less of all of their shirts.
The main reasons for not wearing are either that the shirt was worn out (39.3%) or that the shirt
does not fit (38.5%).
Shirt Ownership
Most men do not own a single MC shirt (75.7%). The remainder of the field either owns a
combination of MP and MC shirts, while a minority own just MC shirts (2.0%). The top reason for
not owning was perceived high cost at 73.6% (CT) and 45.1% (MM). The second highest reason
for not owning an MM shirt was that respondents did not know they exist as a product category
(41.2%).
Average Price
The average MP shirt in this general survey was $39.39. The average price for CT shirts was
$86.16 and MM shirts were $39.50, however there were only three and two respondents
respectively, thus this was too small a sample to make comparisons.
Shopping Location and Travel
The majority of respondents shop at a retail location at a shopping mall (76.3%) and almost all
traveled by automobile (94.1%) a distance of 7.2 miles in one direction.
Shirt Characteristics
The most important feature across all shirt type owners was fit at 38.4% (MP), 40% (MP+CT),
33% (MP + MM), and 70.6% (MP + MM + CT). The number of responses for the other categories
was too small to make evaluations.
Cleaning
Most of the MP respondents machine wash their shirts (62.6%) followed by dry cleaning (23%)
and professional laundering (13.2%). CT shirt owners dry clean at a higher rate (46.7%) and
machine wash less at 26.7%, while MM shirt owners machine wash at 46.7% and dry clean at
40.0%. Washing after every use (46.4%) and after every second use (32.2%) was the top two
cleaning schedules for MP shirts. The results were similar for MC shirts. The reason for washing
was because the shirt was wrinkled (37.5%) and odorous (31.0%) for MP shirts. Again the
reasoning was nearly identical for MC shirts.
Returns
40.8% of MP respondents returned at least one or two of their shirts, while 10.3% returned at
least three to four shirts. The resultant return rate for the study was 8.59%. The return rate for one
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to two shirts for MC shirt owners was 62.0%, however, only 17.2% returned three to four. (This
set of data seems to deviate from the industry standard of nearly 20% for offline MP retail and
10% (or less) for MC online and offline retailing). The number one reason for returning was fit for
all shirt types - 54.7% (MP), 51.7% (MP + MM), 50% (MP + CT), and 58.3% (MP + MM + CT).
Shirt defects, unwanted gift, and the look after purchase were all secondary factors across all
shirt type owners.
Use Rate Comparisons
Comparing use rates between MP and MC shirts is a useful metric of the utility of a product. This
survey compares the following shirt ownership groups 1) those that own MP and CT shirts, 2)
owners of MP and MM shirts, and 3) those that own all three shirt types. The survey asked
respondents to estimate the number of times they wear their MP and MC shirts per week.
Although, this is just an estimate, the results provide what the respondents "project" to be their
shirt wearing behavior. These projections establish a baseline use rate for comparing actual use
rates by the 18 study participants in the shirt acquisition and tracking experiments.
The sample size was small at 24.3% (59/243) of the entire field that owned at least one MC type
of shirt. However, this is more than three times the number of participants in the latter phases of
this study and should provide enough data to provide a baseline understanding of use rate.
MP + CT shirts - 15 participants stated they owned both MP and CT shirts. Amongst this group,
the average number of MP shirts within their wardrobe was 11.5 shirts and the average number
of CT shirts was 7.8 shirts for total average of 19.3 shirts. Thus, the percentage wardrobe for MP
was 59.6% and CT was 40.38%. This is considered the ideal use rate because if every shirt was
worn equally then the ideal use rate would equal the ownership percentage. However, when
looking at use rate, the average use rate for MP was 71.7% and CT was 28.3%. If we assume
each shirt is worn equally (i.e., 10 shirts in a wardrobe are worn once over a period of 10 days),
we can then compare use rate with ownership rate. The resulting difference is negative (-12.1%)
for CT usages (40.4% ownership vs. 28.3% usage). Table 4-2 organizes this information:
ShIrt Type Shirts (Ave) Ownership Rate (%) Projected Use Rate(%) plushninus (%)
MP 11.5 59.6 71.7 12.1
CT 7.8 40.4 28.3 -12.1
Table 4-2. Projected CT use rate.
MP + MM Shirts - 15 participants stated they owned both MP and MM shirts. Amongst this group,
the average number of MP shirts within their wardrobe was 11.4 shirts and the average number
of MM shirts was 7.2 for a total average of 18.6 shirts. Thus the percentage wardrobe for MP was
61.3% and MM was 38.7%. Like the MP + CT comparison, the average use rate for MP was
equal to 69.4% and the MM rate was 30.6%. Again, if we compare use rate vs. ownership
percentage we find a negative use rate (-8.2%) for MM dress shirts.
Shirt Type Shirts (Aye) Ownership Rate (%) Projected Use Rate(%) plusmlnus (%)
MP 11.4 61.3 69.4 -8.1
MM 7.2 38.7 30.6 -8.1
Table 4-3. Projected MM use rate.
MP + MM + CT Shirts - 17 participants stated they owned all three shirt types. Amongst this
group the average number of MP shirts was 14.5, MM shirts was 7.2, and CT shirts were 5.3, for
a total average of 27.0 shirts. Thus the percentage ownership was equal to 53.8 % (MP), 26.7%
(MM), and 19.5% (CT) shirts. The use rate projected by respondents was equal to 55.3% (MP),
20.5% (MM), and 24.2 (CT). Therefore, we find a positive increase in projected use rate for MP
shirts (+1.5%) and CT shirts (+4.7%), but a decrease for MM shirts (-6.2%).
Shirt Shirts Ave Ownershi Rate % Pro ected Use Ra % lus/minus %
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MP 14.5 53.8 55.3 1.5
MM 7.2 26.7 20.5 -6.2
CT 5.3 19.5 24.2 4.7
Table 4-4. Projected MM and CT use rate.
Previous surveys that have included MC groups (community and customers of MC providers)
have suggested that use rates can be potentially higher for MC shirts (ranging from 4-10%).
However, the general survey suggests that that MC shirts maybe used less in relation to their MP
counterparts. This could be attributed to price difference or shirts that are dedicated only for
special occasions. The tracking portion of this study will examine these patterns of use in detail
and will use the responses by participants in the general study to compare what they stated and
what they actually wore during the 3-month tracking period.
4.6 Quantitative Survey Conclusion
This quantitative study of 276 men on their shirt usage and purchasing behavior produced mostly
obvious and intuitive results. Nonetheless, there were a number of key insights that were not
immediately obvious. The majority of respondents owned mostly standard MP shirts (75.7%),
while the remainder owned a combination of MP and MC shirt types (mostly with just one MC
shirt). The percentage of people that owned MC shirts was very low (2%). Most respondents
perceived MC shirts to be expensive and that was the top reason for not owning them. The
second highest reason was that many did not even know that MM shirts existed as a product at
41.2%. The average price of a shirt in this survey was $39.39, while the average price for MC
shirts were much higher at $86.16 (but this number was based on very few respondents).
The majority of respondents shop at a retail location at a shopping mall (76.3%) and almost all
traveled by automobile (94.1%) for a distance of 7.2 miles in one direction. Only four people took
public transit and three walked. When purchasing a shirt, the most important characteristic that
respondents were looking for was fit at 38.4% (MP), 40% (MP+CT), 33% (MP + MM), and 70.6%
(MP + MM + CT). This was the nearly uniform response for virtually all ownership groups.
The results from consumer use were the most intriguing because of the range and magnitude of
responses. The most striking was that most men did not wear all of their shirts (55.7%) and
33.2% wore half or less of all of their shirts. Fit was nearly tied for the primary reason for not
wearing at 38.5%. Respondents did discriminate the type of shirt maintenance based on the type
of shirt. Most MP respondents used machine-washing at home and ironing at 62.6%, while most
of the remainder either dry-cleaned or professionally laundered their shirts. Conversely, those that
owned MC tended to outsource cleaning at a higher rate (40.0%). Wrinkling of shirts was the
number one reason (37.5%) for cleaning a shirt over and above odor or cleanliness.
The results for returns were surprising because the apparel industry standard for MP returns is
currently very high (~ 40% for online and 20% for offline retail). But respondents for both MP and
MC reported lower returns. 40.8% of MP respondents returned at least one or two of their shirts,
while 62.0% of MC respondents returned at least one or two. Not surprisingly, fit was the top
reason for returns across the entire study at 54.7% for (MP), 51.7% for (MP + MM), 50% for (MP
+ CT), and 58.3% for (MP + MM + CT).
Collectively this data does present opportunities to drastically improve carbon emissions by
simply changing maintenance habits or how shirts are acquired. This will be discussed in the next
chapters.
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Chapter 5
Experiment I: Shirt Acquisition and Follow-up Survey
5.1 Goal of Experiment I
The two primary goals of this experiment are: 1) to understand how study participants make
decisions during the retail experience and, 2) to successfully introduce two new dress shirts (1
MC, 1 MP) of approximately the same retail value into the participant's wardrobe. The
introduction of new dress shirts is a necessary step for making comparisons between MC and MP
shirts in Experiment Il (shirt tracking). A second set of online surveys created for each type of
shirt "purchased" in Experiment I (MP, CT, MM) was designed to understand travel behavior,
modal choice, store selection, time spent, outside influences, and other factors in customer
decision making. Survey responses from the participants of this phase can then be compared to
responses in the general survey.
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5.2 Chapter Time Line (Chapter 5)
Chapter 3 Chapter 4 Chapter 5 Chapter 6 Chapter 7
Environmental
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of MP and MC
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Survey of Shirt
Usage and
Ownership
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Experiment I:
Shirt
Acquisition and
Follow-up
Survey
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Conclusion
Desk Research 750 18 participants 18 participants All Respondents
Respondents and Participants
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Interviews with Survey of Shirt Acquisition of Shirt Cataloging Data
MC and MP shirt Owners of: MP new shirts: 8 and Shirt Visualization and
makers and MC shirts Made-to- Tracking (60 Analysis
Measure (MM), days of shirt
10 Custom data)
Tailored (CT),
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Oct 15 (2009)- Jun 15 - Dec 22 Acquisition + Cataloging (Apr Aug 1-31
Aug 31 Survey (Feb 16- 13-23), Tracking
Mar 16), Design (May 7-Aug 31)
of Tracking
System (Oct 15-
May 7)
2009 to2012 2011 2012 2012 2012
Table 5-1. Thesis time line (Chapter 5).
5.3 Design of Experiment I
The experiment was designed so that every participant would "purchase" a new MP and a new
MC shirt. The field was divided roughly evenly between MM and CT shirts in order to create an
even distribution of different MC shirt types. The retail price for all shirts in Experiment I was
approximately the same (4$100). This allowed for the comparison of at least one MP shirt of
nearly equivalent retail value to the new MC shirt. This also enabled our analysis, in part, to
discount some novelty effects, as well as to provide us another shirt to directly compare because
many participants have only MP shirts in their wardrobe at a different cost level.
The acquisition of the MP shirt was designed to simulate normal consumer behavior and to follow
the participant from the beginning of the process (i.e., deciding where to go shopping) to the very
end (i.e., final decision and return home). Each participant was given a $100 gift card to
"purchase" a new MP shirt from any retailer (including online stores). A set of instructions guided
them through the process to ensure that they purchase a shirt that would qualify for this study
(i.e., a shirt that they would normally wear in a professional office environment). The guide also
suggested that the participant keep good mental notes, so that they can fill out a survey after they
have both shirts in their possession.
The acquisition of the MC shirts was designed to divide the field evenly into MM and CT shirts in
each office (MIT Technology Review and Fidelity). CT participants simply show up for their
scheduled appointment and then work with the style consultant. They are cautioned not to
purchase an "extreme" or "loud" shirt - a shirt out of their stylistic norm as MC shirts can allow for
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unique designs. MM participants were also asked to refrain from this purchase behavior. A code
and pin was provided to the set of MM participants in order to design and purchase their new MM
shirt on the website. After designing their new MM shirt they receive the shirt in the mail, verify
the fit and look of the shirt, and then fill out the MM survey. All participants were instructed to
return any shirt (MP or MC), if it was not satisfactory.
Blank Label provided MM shirts at their manufacturing cost which were worth approximately $100
retail. Both 9Tailors and Dillon Road also provided their CT shirts at manufacturing cost, also
worth approximately $100 retail.
5.4 Procedure and Rules
Below is the sample set of instructions for the acquisition of MP and MC shirts given to
participants. Every participant was given the same MP shirt instructions, whereas the MC shirts
were divided evenly between MM and CT shirts. All participants were asked to purchase their MC
shirts first, as it takes 2-4 weeks for shirts to be delivered.
MM Shirt Instructions (Sample)
1) By no later than February 2 0 th, go to the following made-to-measure custom shirt website
to design and personalize your custom shirt (use the "Customize Your Own" link):
http://www.blanklabel.com/
While customizing the shirt, please follow these guidelines:
2) To the best of your ability, keep mental notes of your shopping experience (e.g., the
decisions you made, your level of enjoyment of the process, or any other key moments
you can identify). You will be asked detailed questions about your experience later on.
3) Spend as close to the maximum amount of this gift certificate ($100) including taxes and
shipping. If you go over by a few dollars you will have to pay the additional cost.
4) Select the shipping option so that you will receive the dress shirt in the mail by March
26 h, 2012. (If you wish to receive the shirt earlier, you can select expedited shipping, but
make sure to factor this additional cost into your budget).
5) To purchase the shirt, enter the following code and pin at the checkout:
CODE: 694aa479d381
PIN: 1737
6) On Monday, February 20th, you will receive an email with instructions for completing a
follow-up survey asking questions about your custom dress shirt shopping experience.
CT Shirt instructions (Sample)
1) Go to the custom tailor shirt appointment from 1:30-2:00pm in "Eric's" Room.
2) You will work one-on-one with the style consultant to create your custom shirt.
3) To the best of your ability, keep mental notes of your experience (e.g. the decisions you
made, your level of enjoyment of the process, or any other key moments you can identify,
etc.). You will be asked detailed questions about your experience later on.
4) Your shirt has already been purchased, so you do not need to pay the style consultant.
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5) You should receive your shirt within 2-4 weeks from the date of your appointment,
however additional appointments may be required to make any adjustments to the fit. MIT
researchers will be coordinating this follow up fitting if necessary.
6) On Monday, February 2 0 th, you will receive an email with instructions for completing a
follow-up survey asking questions about your custom dress shirt shopping experience.
MP Shirt Instructions for "Standard 'Off-the-rack' Dress Shirt" (Sample)
1) While waiting for your custom shirt to arrive, purchase a standard men's dress shirt using
the attached $100 gift card. You may go to any store (online or offline) to shop for and
purchase a standard dress shirt of comparable retail value to the custom shirt that you
just created.
2) You must purchase this shirt and have it in your possession by March 2 6th, 2012. (This is
the same deadline as receiving the custom shirt). You may, of course, purchase this shirt
sooner if you prefer.
3) Go to the store(s) that you normally frequent for purchasing men's dress shirts and use
your typical transportation mode(s) (e.g. car, public transit, etc.).
4) To the best of your ability, keep mental notes of your shopping experience (e.g. the
decisions you made, your level of enjoyment of the process, or any other key moments
you can identify). You will be asked detailed questions about your experience later on.
5) Spend as close to the maximum value of the gift card including taxes and/or any
shipping. If you go over by a few dollars, then you will have to pay the additional amount.
If there is any remaining balance on the gift card, please return the gift card to the
researchers.
6) The gift card has been activated already, so you can simply start shopping.
7) Be sure to save the receipt. We will ask for this when we start the next stage of the
research project.
8) On Monday, February 20th, you will receive an email with instructions for completing a
follow-up survey asking questions about your standard "off-the-rack" dress shirt shopping
experience. This survey should be completed after purchasing your standard dress shirt.
5.5 CT Design Process and Style Consultation
The CT design consultation was the only part of the acquisition phase that could be observed by
experimenters. Participants conducted the MM acquisition process in privacy using the online
configurator, while the MP shirt acquisition was made during a separate shopping trip (often in the
company of a family member or friend). Subjects were not asked to document the MM or MP
process, except to answer survey questions after purchasing their shirts. The following series of
photographs describes the steps taken in a design session with a style consultant.
After being introduced to the overall rules of Experiment I (Figure 5-1), participants attend their
scheduled 30-minute appointment with the style consultant in a separate room (Figure 5-2).
Parallel style consultations were held in Fidelity's offices and the style consultants were from
9Tailors in Boston.
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Figure 5-1. Presentation of Experiment I rules. Figure 5-2. G I design session.
Participants then work with the style consultant to select overall shirt styles, fabric/patterns, and
all customizable components like cuffs, buttons, collars, plackets. They also discuss
personalization options like monograms and accent fabrics (Figure 5-3):
Figure 5-3. 30-minute design session with 91 ailors style consultant.
Measurements by the style consultant (Figure 5-4) along with verification of the order are the final
steps to the CT design process. The total time for most participants was between 15 to 40
minutes.
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Figure 5-4. Body measurements by 9Tailors style consultant.
CT shirts from 9Tailors arrive about four weeks later and a second set of appointments was
scheduled for final fitting. Any additional adjustments were made locally and returned to the
participant's office.
Participants at Technology Review's office were provided shirts from Dillon Road, a CT retailer
from New York City. The process was very similar to 9Tailors in terms of total time and
measurements. However, Dillon Road utilizes an iPad application to display shirt styles and to
record preferences from the customers (Figure 5-5):
ligure 5-5. Design session with Dillon Road style consultant utilizing an iPad application.
The fabric selection was similar to 9Tailors with the use of fabric swatches as participants and
style consultants discussed customization options (Figure 5-6). The style consultant also took
measurements and verified the order (Figure 5-7 and 5-8):
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Figure 5-6. Fabric selection and design discussion. Figure 5-7. Measurements.
t-igure a.u. uiiion Hoaa measurement session.
CT shirts from Dillon road also took approximately four weeks to manufacture and deliver.
Because of the distance from New York City to Boston, Dillon Road sent shirts via UPS to the
participants.
5.6 Survey Results
The following participants successfully acquired a new dress shirt(s) and completed their
respective surveys.
MM - 10 Participants
CT - 12 Participants
MP - 21 Participants
All respondents participated in the MP acquisition; however, there are three options in this mode
(Online, Offline, or Both). 14.3% (3/21) of respondents shopped online. 66.7% (14/21) shopped at
an offline retail store. 19.0% (4/21) shopped both in online and offline retail environments. Below
is a diagram describing this breakdown:
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in what mode(s) did you shop for your standard dress shirt?
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Figure 5-9. Study shopping modes.
5.7 MM, CT, MP Online, and MP Offline Comparisons
The following section makes direct comparisons between MM, CT, and MP Online and Offline
retail experiences. In several cases, comparisons are only between two modes. For example, MM
does not require any travel; therefore we only compared CT and the two MP modes. A second
example is that the MP model does not allow you to design any of the components, thus we only
compare MM and CT in terms of cuffs, collars, accent colors, buttons, etc. Finally, the influence of
family members or friends was not a factor in CT shirts, whereas it did play a role in the MM and
MP experiences.
Design Strategy and Considerations
Both CT and MM participants expressed a strong desire to design something unique to their
wardrobe (60.0% and 66.7% respectively) whereas MP respondents were looking to purchase a
shirt similar to what they already have in their wardrobe. Participants in all modes except MP
offline stated that an office dress code was an influential factor in the decision making process at
40.0% (MM), 50.0% (CT), and 100.0% (MP Online). The influence of the style consultant in the
CT shirt stood out as a differentiating factor amongst all modes. Over half of the respondents
stated that their style consultant was very convincing and/or influential at 58.3% (7/12).
o MM Results
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Participants were allowed to select all strategies that applied to their MM purchase. 60%
(6/10) of respondents were looking to design a MM shirt unique relative to their existing
wardrobe. 40% (4/10) was looking to design a MM shirt that was similar to their existing
wardrobe. 30% (3/10) had no preconceived strategy, while 20% (2/10) was looking for a
particular color and fabric range. One person had "other" reasons, which included the
desire for great fit and to explore the service.
50% (5/10) of respondents stated that "other" factors were influential in making decisions
on their MM shirt. These factors included 1) looking for a range of fabrics, 2) interested in
a stylish, yet not "wild" shirt, 3) to reproduce a shirt he used to have, 4) fabric and color,
and 5) designing something similar to fashions he's seen in stores that did not fit. 40%
(4/10) stated that the website showed designs that they thought were nice to emulate.
Another 40% stated that their office has a dress code, so they designed to accommodate
this. One person stated there were no other factors.
o CT Results
Participants were allowed to select all strategies that applied to their CT experience.
66.7% (8/12) of respondents were looking to design a CT shirt that was unique relative to
their existing wardrobe. 33.3% (4/12) had no preconceived strategy. 16.7% (2/12) were
looking for a particular color and fabric range. 8.3% (1/12) were looking to design a CT
shirt that was similar to their existing wardrobe. One person had "other" reasons that
included looking for guidance for measurements.
58.3% (7/12) of responded stated that their style consultant was very convincing and/or
influential. 50% (6/12) stated that their office has a dress code, so they designed to
accommodate this. 33.3 (4/12) was under time pressure, so they just picked the first
appropriate design. 8.3% (1/12) stated equally that they either had no factors influencing
their designs or that their significant other would appreciate certain colors and features,
so they chose those. A significant proportion, 41.7% (5/12), stated "other" influential
factors. This included factors such as 1) wanting a shirt that could be worn in the office,
but also stylish enough for presentations, 2) purely on his own wants, likes, and taste, 3)
wanted to incorporate features from previously owned custom shirts and to explore new
designs, and 4) fabric swatch size - the participant wanted to spend more time to design
an "awesome" shirt.
o MP Online Results
Only three respondents shopped online. Two of the three stated "other" as their strategy,
while one stated that they were looking to purchase a shirt that was similar to what they
already owned. One respondent was looking for something completely different than what
they have in their wardrobe, but knew they wanted a shirt in a particular color or brand.
(Participants were allowed to select all that apply to answer this question).
All three respondents stated that their office has a dress code, so they designed a shirt
that would work well for the office. One respondent liked designs from the websites they
saw and tried to emulate them.
o MP Offline Results
35.7% (5/14) of the respondents were looking to purchase a shirt similar to what they
already had in their wardrobe. 28.6% (4/14) was looking to purchase a shirt in a particular
color and fabric range. 14.3% (2/14) was looking to purchase something completely
different than what they already had in their wardrobe. 7.1% (1/14) of respondents
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equally admired another shirt on another person and was looking to find a similar style or
had no perceived strategy. A significant percentage of respondents, selected "other" as a
strategy for purchasing a new MP shirt at 35.7% (5/14). This included 1) looking for
something not completely different (too strong a statement), just slightly different, 2)
something his style, but not already in his wardrobe, 3) looking for a great-fitting shirt with
a spread collar that was also professional enough for the office, 4) had difficulty finding a
shirt at the $100 retail value because they normally spend much less, so they had to shift
to stores that they did not normally shop, and 5) had a pre-determined stores, Nordstrom
Rack and then Nordstrom, but stopped by another store, Thomas Pink, since it was
closest to the mall entrance. (Participants were allowed to select all that apply to answer
this question).
A particular brand or range was important for the majority of respondents when selecting
a shirt at 66.8% (10/15). While 40.0% (6/15) browsed the entire store. 26.7% (4/15) either
asked the sales associate for what would look good, had someone come with them to go
shopping, or had no preconceived idea, but simply knew what they wanted when they
saw it. 13.3% (2/15) picked the first appropriate shirt that they came across. Just one
person asked the sales person first. 13.3% (2/15) selected "other" which included
responses such as 1) trying to spend exactly $100, and 2) asked sales associate to help
find a $100 slim fit dress shirt with broad collar. (Participants were allowed to select all
that apply to answer this question).
o MP Online and Offline Results
50.0% (2/4) of these four shoppers had no preconceived strategy for choosing their shirt.
Just one respondent was looking to purchase a shirt that was similar to what they already
had in their wardrobe. Another single respondent admired a similar shirt on another
person and was looking for something similar. Two of the four selected "other" and stated
1) that he was looking for a particular brand (Takumi) made of 100% cotton and that was
well priced and 2) that he was looking for something different from their wardrobe, but not
completely different. (Participants were allowed to select all that apply to answer this
question).
Number of Shirt Designs Considered
The number of shirts that participants considered increased from one for CT (100.0%) to two for
MM (50.0%) to three to five for both MP Online and Offline (71.4%). Note a shirt considered in
this study is one that is completely designed (i.e., end of the design process for MM and CT
shirts).
o CT Results
100.0% of respondents generated only one complete design.
o MM Results
50% (5/10) of the respondents generated two complete designs before selecting their
final MM shirt. 40% (4/10) designed just one complete shirt. One person prepared
between three to five complete designs.
o MP Online Results
Both respondents looked at three to five shirts.
o MP Offline Results
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53.3% (8/12) of respondents examined three to five shirts before deciding on a new MP
shirt. 33.3% (5/15) examined six to 10 shirts, while 6.7% (1/15) examined either two or 11
or more shirts.
Time Spent
The MM and CT respondents spent either 11-20 minutes (50.0%) or 21-31 (41.7%) minutes
designing their shirts, whereas MP shoppers (both online and offline) shopped for between 11-20
minutes (46.7%). The average shopping times in minutes were MM (19.4), CT (25.3), and MP
(17.2), however, if you add the extra average time for additional online or offline store visits (28.6
minutes), then the total time for MP shopping was significantly higher at 45.8 minutes. This time
also does not include travel back and forth to the store.
o MM Results
50% (5/10) respondents spent between 16-20 minutes designing their shirt on the MM
website. 30% (3/10) spent 21-30 minutes and 20% (2/10) spent 11-15 minutes on the
website. The average time for the group was 19.4 minutes.
60% (6/10) respondents finished their design within one day. Whereas 30% (3/10)
stretched the design over two days (i.e., explored the website, then returned the next day
to finish shopping). One person stretched into three days.
o CT Results
41.7% (5/12) respondents spent between 21-30 minutes designing their shirt with the CT
style consultant. 33.3% (4/12) spent 11-20 minutes and 25% (3/12) spent 31-45 minutes
with the style consultant. The average time for the group was 25.3 minutes.
o MP Online Time
One respondent spent 11-20 minutes. Another spent 21-30 minutes. Both respondents
browsed other sites for 31-60 minutes and 60-120 minutes. The average additional time
for this group was 70.1 minutes.
o MP Offline Shopping Time
46.7% (7/15) of the respondents spent 11-20 minutes shopping for their MP shirt. 33.3%
(5/15) spent 21-30 minutes. 20.0% (3/15) spent between 5-10 minutes shopping. The
average shopping time for this group was 17.2 minutes. Nine of the 15 respondents spent
time at other store locations before their final store. 44.4%(4/9) of this subgroup spent
either 1-15 or 16-30 minutes in the store(s) in which they did not buy. Just one spent
between 31-60 minutes. The average additional time for this subgroup was 19.4 minutes.
Travel Distance and Mode
The benefit of utilizing MM is there is zero travel for the customer. CT manufacturers reduce the
burden of travel by the customer by arranging office visits by style consultants that typically travel
by public transit. In the case, where CT providers ask the customer to visit their office, the carbon
benefits decrease especially when the customer drives an automobile. However, most CT
providers have locations in business districts near their customers. There is a distinct divide
between two groups within MP for travel. One group (11/16) traveled less than 2.5 miles to their
retail location, while the remaining group traveled 7.1 miles. Both groups traveled shorter
distances than the average American in the general survey. A higher percentage of respondents
used a private automobile to shop (56.3%) than to travel to work (25.0%). However, both of these
percentages are much lower than the general survey, which has 94.1% using an automobile to
shop. This is likely due to the urban location of both offices in this study.
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o CT results
Most respondents lived within 10 miles from their office at 83.3% (9/12). The average
distance for this group that lives under 10 miles from work is 5.1 miles. There were
individual respondents that live 22, 26, and 44 miles away. The average distance to travel
to work for the entire group is 12.1 miles.
58.3% (7/12) of the respondents traveled to work by public transit. 25% (3/12) used a
private automobile. One person used a bicycle to go to work. One person stated "other"
as a travel mode including walking or biking in seasonal weather.
o MP Offline results (Includes travel from those that shopped online and offline)
16 respondents traveled to a retail location to purchase a new MP shirt. The average
distance for this group was 7.1 miles. 11 of the 16 respondents traveled less than 10
miles. The average distance for this sub-group was 2.5 miles. 56.3% (9/16) of
respondents used a private automobile to purchase their new MP shirts. 31.3% (5/16)
walked to a retail location and 12.5% (2/16) took public transit.
Shirt Characteristics
Participants were asked to rank (1-5) the most to least important features when shopping for a
new dress shirt. Fabric color and pattern was the most important feature for MC shoppers: MM
(60.0%) and CT (75.0%), while fit was most important for MP shoppers (82.4%). Perhaps this is
because MC shoppers know they will receive a nearly perfect fit and MP shoppers don't expect
good fit. The second most important feature varied with cuffs being important for MM (80.0%) and
collars being important for CT (83.3%). The least important for the MC category was buttons, i.e.,
MM (60.0%) and CT (41.7%). Buttons were also not important to MP shoppers at 40.0%.
o MM Results
60.0% (6/10) stated that fabric color and pattern was the most important feature. 80%
(8/10) stated that cuff style was an important feature. 30% (3/10) stated that accent fabric
pattern/color on collar and cuffs were not important. 60% (6/10) said the least important
feature was monograms.
o CT Results
75.0% (9/12) of respondents equally stated that fabric color and pattern as well as size
and dimension were most important. 83.3% (10/12) stated collar style was important.
41.7% (5/12) had no opinion on shoulder style. 25.0% (3/12) stated that buttons were not
important as well as shoulder style. 41.7% (5/12) stated that monograms were the least
important feature.
o MP Online Results
Both respondents selected fabric pattern/color and size/dimension as the most important
features. Important features include accent fabric pattern and color as well as collar style.
Fabric material garnered no opinion for one respondent, while cuff style was considered
not important. Buttons were the least important shirt characteristic.
Both respondents that answered this question knew they wanted a shirt in a particular
color range or brand. One respondent looked at the top recommendations on the site.
Respondents were asked to rate the level of importance for various shirt features (from
most to least important). Both respondents selected fabric pattern/color and
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size/dimension as the most important features. Important features include accent fabric
pattern and color as well as collar style. Fabric material garnered no opinion for one
respondent, while cuff style was considered not important. The least important feature
was buttons.
o MP Offline Results
80.0% (12/15) selected size/dimension as most important. 60.0% (9/15) selected fabric
pattern/color as important. 46.7% (7/15) had no opinion on buttons whereas 40.0% (6/15)
said buttons were not important. Just one person stated that accent fabric pattern/color is
least important.
66.7% (10/15) of respondents knew they wanted a shirt in a particular range or brand.
40.0% (6/15) browsed the entire store. 26.7% (4/15) either asked the sales associate for
advice, had someone come with them to go shopping, or had no preconceived idea, but
simply knew what they wanted when they saw it. 13.3% (2/15) picked the first appropriate
shirt that they came across. Just one person asked the sales person first. 13.3% (2/15)
selected "other" which included responses such as 1) trying to spend exactly $100, and
2) asked sales associate to help find a $100 slim fit dress shirt with broad col.lar.
(Participants can select all that apply to answer this question). Study participants were
asked to rank from most to least important shirt features. 80.0% (12/15) selected
size/dimension as most important. 60.0% (9/15) selected fabric pattern/color as
important. 46.7% (7/15) had no opinion on buttons whereas 40.0% (6/15) said buttons
were not important. Just one person stated that accent fabric pattern/color is least
important.
Fabrics
MP shirts do not allow selection of fabric and other components, thus they are omitted from this
comparison and for all component analyses. The majority of both MM and CT respondents
examined one to five fabrics with 50.0% for MM and 83.3% for CT. Another commonality between
both MC models is the narrowing of choices on pre-determined criteria like color, pattern, shirts
already owned with 100.0% response rate from CT and 50% from MM respondents.
o MM Results
50% (5/10) of respondents examined between one to five fabrics before making a final
decision. 30% (3/10) examined 10-20 fabrics, 10% (1/10) examined 5-10, and 10% (1/10)
examined 21+ fabrics. The average number of fabrics examined was 9.3 fabrics.
Participants were allowed to select all reasons for selecting their fabric. 60% (6/10)
respondents examined all options before choosing. 50% (5/10) narrowed their selection
to a small number of choices based on pre-determined criteria like color, pattern, shirts
they already owned, etc. 20% (2/10) selected the first fabric that looked appealing.
40% (4/10) of respondents stated they spent 6 to ten minutes selecting fabric. 30% (3/10)
spent 11-20 minutes. 20% (2/10) spent two to five minutes and one person spent one
minute choosing fabrics. The average time for the group was 8.7 minutes.
o CT Results
83.3% (10/12) respondents examined between one to five fabrics before making a final
decision. While 33% (4/12) of respondents examined one to two fabrics and 16.7% (2/12)
examined over 11 + fabrics. The average number of fabrics examined was 5.1.
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100% (12/12) respondents narrowed their selection to a small number of choices based
on pre-determined criteria like color, pattern, shirts they already owned, etc. 25.0% (3/12)
of respondents equally examined all options before choosing and asked the consultant
what looked good on them. Just one respondent selected the first fabric that looked
appealing. (Participants were allowed to select all reasons for selecting their fabric.)
50% (5/12) of respondents stated they spent six to 10 minutes selecting fabric. 25.0%
(3/12) spent 11-20 minutes. 16.7% (2/12) spent two to five minutes and one person spent
21-30 minutes choosing fabrics. The average time for the group was 10.6 minutes.
Collar Design
MM participants considered more collar designs (80.0% of the field considered two) than CT
participants who were more diverse (41.7% with one and 33.3 with two). 50.0% of MM
participants selected collars similar to their wardrobe, whereas 50.0% CT participants chose a
collar that the style consultant suggested. Also, 41.7% of CT participants selected collars that
were different than what they already owned. It appears that the style consultant played a
significant role in the use of contrast collars (66.7% for CT vs. 40.0% for MM).
o MM Results
80.0% (8/10) of respondents considered two different collar designs. One person
examined three to five and one person only examined one possible collar design.
50.0% (5/10) chose a collar that was similar to what they have in their wardrobe. 30%
(3/10) knew in advance which specific collar they wanted. 20% (2/10) choose the first
collar that was appealing. 10% (1/10) chose a collar that was different than what they
already owned. (Participants were allowed to select all the reasons that applied).
60.0% of respondents did not choose a contrast collar. Four of these six respondents
continued to answer questions about their contrast collar. 50% (2/5) examined three to
five contrast fabrics, whereas 25% (1/4) examined either one or two fabrics. 50% (2/4)
spent two minutes, while 25% (1/4) spent either one minute or six to 10 minutes on
contrast fabrics.
o CT Results
41.7% (5/12) considered just one collar design. 33.3% (4/12) considered two different
collar designs. 16.7% (2/12) considered three collar designs. One person examined 4+
designs.
50% (6/12) chose a collar that the style consultant suggested. 41.7% (5/12) chose a
collar that was different than what they already owned. 25.0% (3/12) knew in advance
which specific collar they wanted. 16.7% (2/12) chose the first collar that was appealing.
8.3% (1/12) chose a fabric collar that was similar to one that they liked from another
online or offline retailer. Similarly, 8.3% of respondents equally chose a collar different
from the ones on shirts that they already owned as well as "other." Other responses
included choosing a collar to fit the size of ties he normally wears.
66.7% (8/12) of respondents choose a contrast collar. The eight respondents that chose
a contrast collar continued to answer additional questions. 62.5% (5/8) considered two
fabrics, while 25.0% (2/8) considered three to five fabrics. Just one respondent
considered more than 11+ contrast fabrics. 37.5% (3/8) spent two minutes choosing
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contrast fabrics. 25.0% (2/8) equally chose three to five and six to 10 minutes. One
respondent spent more than 11+ minutes considering contrast fabrics.
Placket Design
CT participants considered slightly more placket designs (two at 50%) than MM participants at
(41.7%).
o MM Results
60% (6/10) of respondents considered only one type of placket in their design. 30%
(3/10) considered two fabrics and just one person considered three.
o CT Results
50% (6/12) of the respondents considered two types of plackets in their design. 41.7%
(5/12) considered just one placket design. Just one person considered three different
placket designs.
Cuff Design
Both groups considered two designs at roughly the same percentage: 50.0% (MM) and 58.3%
(CT). Just like collars, CT participants were influenced by the style consultant for cuff design with
58.3% choosing the cuff that consultant recommended. Whereas the 80.0% of MM participants
selected a cuff similar to what they already owned (only 33.3% of CT participants did that). Both
groups considered contrast cuffs at roughly the same rate (66.7% CT vs. 70.0% MM).
o MM Results
50.0% (5/10) of respondents considered two cuff designs. 30% (3/10) considered one,
while 20% (2/10) considered three cuff designs.
80% (8/10) chose a cuff that was similar to what they already owned in their wardrobe.
40% (4/10) knew in advance the specific cuff they wanted. One person chose a cuff
different to ones on shirts that they already owned. One person chose the first cuff that
was appealing. (Participants were able to select all that applied).
70% (7/10) considered a contrast cuff. Three of the seven continued to answer questions
about contrast cuffs. 66.7% (2/3) spent three to five minutes on the contrast cuff, while
one person spent two minutes. The field was split evenly in the number of fabrics
considered (2, 3-5, and 6-10).
o CT Results
58.3% (7/12) of respondents considered two cuff designs. 16.7% (2/12) of the
respondents considered either one or three different types of cuffs. One person
considered four or more cuff designs.
58.3% (7/12) chose a cuff that the consultant recommended. 41.7% (5/12) knew in
advance the specific cuff they wanted. 33.3% (4/12) chose a cuff that was similar to what
they had in their wardrobe. 16.7% (2/12) chose a cuff similar to what they already owned
in their wardrobe. Just one participant selected the first cuff that was appealing, while
another participant selected a cuff because the participant liked it from another
online/offline MP retailer. (Participants were allowed to select all that apply to answer this
question).
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66.7% (8/12) considered a contrast cuff. Eight of the 12 continued to answer questions
about contrast cuffs. 37.5% (3/8) of the respondents equally considered either two or
three to five contrast fabrics. Just one person considered 11+ fabrics. 37.5% (3/8) of
respondents spent just one minute selecting contrast fabrics. 25.0% (2/8) spent an equal
amount of time selecting fabrics for either two minutes or three to five minutes. Just one
person spent more than 11+ minutes.
Button Selection
Both groups considered an identical number of buttons; however, the style consultant heavily
influenced CT participants. 83.3% of CT participants chose the button the consultant
recommended, whereas 50.0% of MM participants selected buttons similar to what they already
owned. Only 16.7% of CT participants chose similar buttons.
o MM Results
50% (5/10) of the respondents considered two different buttons. 40% (4/10) considered
only one button and one person examined three to five buttons. 50% (5/10) chose a
button that was similar to what they already owned in their wardrobe. 40% (4/10) selected
the first button that was appealing. One person chose buttons that were different than
those in their wardrobe and one person selected "other" which included choosing a button
that matched well with the fabric.
o CT Results
50% (6/12) of the respondents considered two different buttons. 41.7% (5/12) considered
only one button and one person examined three to five buttons.
83.3% (10/12) chose a button that the style consultant selected. 16.7% (2/12) equally
selected a button similar to what they had in the wardrobe or chose the first one that was
appealing. Just one person knew in advance the specific button that they wanted.
Shoulder Design
Shoulder design did not consume much time (less than two minutes) or design consideration by
both MM and CT participants.
o MM Results
80% (8/10) of the respondents considered only one shoulder design. One person
considered two designs and one person considered three. 80% (8/10) spent one minute
on the shoulder design, while the remainder spent two minutes.
o CT Results
100% (12/12) of the respondents considered only one shoulder design. All of them spent
just one minute on this task.
Sizing, Measurement Tools, and Trying on Shirts
Making direct comparisons is difficult in this case because measurements in the CT case are
taken by a professional style consultant and the are basically "automatically" done in the session,
whereas MM measurements are done via proxy through "smart tools." 50.0% of MM participants
entered exact measurements, which may have come from experience, data from a tailor, or from
existing shirts. 60.0% of MM participants felt confident about their purchase without trying on the
shirt. In comparison 40.0% of MP Offline participants did not try on their shirt before purchasing.
o MM Results (Measurements and Online Tools)
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60% (6/10) of the respondents used "Smart" measurement tools provided by the website.
30% (3/10) either used the "hint box" or did not use any tools. 30% (3/10 used
comparable sizing or the "help box." (Participants were able to select all that applied).
Participants were asked to rank (1-5) the most to least useful measurement methods.
50% (5/10) of the respondents stated that they thought that entering exact measurements
is most useful. 40% (4/10) thought that "ask of tailors" was somewhat useful. 90% (9/10)
did not send in a shirt. 50% (5/10) did not measure their best fitting shirt. 80% (8/10) did
not use other methods.
40% (4/10) of the respondents spent between 6-10 minutes on sizing, while 30% (3/10)
spent 11-15 minutes. 20% (2/10) spent three to five minutes and one respondent spent
just two minutes.
60% (6/10) were confident about the fit without the opportunity to physically try on the
shirt.
o MP Offline
60.0% (9/15) physically tried on a shirt in the store before purchasing. Of the nine who
tried shirts, 55.6% (5/15) tried just one shirt. 33.3% (3/9) tried two shirts and just one
respondent tried between three and five shirts.
Design Process
The influence of the style consultant dramatically changed the design process. The majority
(80.0%) of MM participants did not design in a linear fashion and revised their designs, whereas
only one CT participant (8.3%) revised his design. In both cases the revisions were mostly
because of color matching.
o MM Results
80% (8/10) respondents did not design in a linear fashion (i.e., after designing later parts,
they went back to revise earlier design choices they made). The eight respondents that
revised their designs then answered additional questions on their process. 37.5% (3/8) of
the respondents made changes after making fabric color and pattern choices. 25.0%
(2/8) equally make revisions after selecting either buttons, monogram, fabric material,
collar style, and sizing. Just one person made changes after deciding on cuff style.
(Participants were allowed to select all that apply on this question).
62.5% (5/8) of respondents made changes because of color matching (i.e., matching the
main body color and accent color). 37.5% (3/8) made changes when they were nearly
finished with the design, but felt the whole design needed some tweaking. 37.5% (3/8)
stated "other" reasons for making changes including 1) found the interface confusing and
discovered more options, 2) felt the sizing was not correct and made corrections, and 3)
checked other sites for the latest fashion advice on monograms and changed the design
based on new information.
o CT Results
Only 8.3% (1/11) participants went back to revise earlier designs when working with the
style consultant. That one person went back to change the accent fabric pattern and color
for the cuff, placket, and or collar. The main reason was to match the main body color
with the accent color.
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Influence Factors
Below are the survey results focused on influence factors such as assistance from friends, family,
or sales associates and the use of Smart Phones. CT participants were not asked this question
since they primarily interacted with the style consultant. About 30.0% of MM participants received
assistance (primarily from a spouse) during the design of their new MM shirt. This is similar to the
35.7% of MP Offline participants who were convinced or influenced by the store's sales
associate. A majority of MP Offline participants received help from the sales associate (73.3%)
and had someone accompany them (53.3%). They either received help with measurements
(65.5% from sales associates) or feedback (87.5% from friends/family) on their selections. The
impact of Smart Phones was minimal. However, the sample size is too small to determine the
actual influence of new communication technology.
o MM Results
70% (7/10) of the respondents designed the shirt completely without any assistance from
friends, family, or others. Three respondents continued to answer questions about
outside influence. Two respondents stated that their spouse helped in the design. One
stated "other" which included helping others with measurements within the study (same
office).
Two respondents stated that the person who assisted them also provided feedback on
the completed shirt design, while one stated that they helped with selection options in the
design process such as cuffs, plackets, buttons, etc. One person received help with
measurements. (Participants were allowed to select all that apply to answer this
question).
o MP Offline Results
35.7% (5/14) of respondents were convinced or influenced by the store's sales associate.
28.6% (7/14) had no other factors, while 21.4% (3/14) knew that their significant other
would appreciate certain colors and features so they chose them. 14.3% (2/14)
purchased a shirt to fit office dress code and norms. 7.1% (1/14) were equally under time
pressure, so they picked the first appropriate shirt they found or saw an appealing shirt in
a window display and purchased that one. 50% (7/14) respondents provide "other"
factors that included 1) own wants and needs, 2) looking for something different, 3)
looking for style of shirt to create variety in wardrobe, 4) looking for a wrinkle-free and
slim cut, 5) sticking to target cost, 6) looking for a specific brand that fits well.
o MP Offline Results (Sales Assistance)
73.3% (11/15) received help from a sales associate. The 11 respondents that received
help were either assisted in finding their size at 65.6% (7/11), while 36.4% (4/11) were
provided style opinion. 27.3% (3/11) received help choosing shirts to try. Just one
respondent received help in making final decisions. 36.4% (4/11) selected "other" which
included responses like 1) discussed care for shirts and received help to pick out ties, 2)
help with finding the most expensive shirts, 3) help with measuring neck, and 4) calling
another store for availability in his size.
o MP Offline Results (Friends/Family Assistance)
53.3% (8/15) of respondents had someone accompany them during their shopping
experience. Of those eight respondents 75.0% (6/8) would bring their spouse to go
shopping. 37.5% (3/8) brought "others" including daughter, son, and fiancee. Just one
respondent brought another family member. 87.5% (7/8) of these respondents stated that
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the family/friend provided feedback on the selections they made. 37.5% (3/8) stated that
they helped make selections and one respondent said the friend/family member had no
influence. (Participants were allowed to select all that apply to answer this question).
o MP Offline Results (Smart Phone Influence)
93.3% (14/15) did not utilize a smart phone during their offline shopping experience.
o MP Online and Offline Results
50.0% (2/4) of the respondents had to conform to an office dress code and norm, so they
selected a shirt that would work well for the office. One respondent saw an appealing
window display and purchased what they saw in the window. Another respondent liked
designs shown on a retail website and purchased a similar shirt. Two respondents also
selected "other" as influential factors, which included 1) value (price vis-a-vis features:
contrast, double cuff, slim fit), and 2) simply looking for a shirt they liked.
Matching Factors
The majority of all participants considered their wardrobe when making purchasing decisions with
MM at 70.0%, CT at 91.7%, and MP Online and Offline at (100.0%). Pants were the most
important matching item for all groups including MM at 57.1%, CT at 63.6%, and MP at 66.7%.
The second most important matching item varied for each shirt type.
o MM Results
70% (7/10) of the respondents stated that they considered their existing wardrobe when
designing the new MM shirt. These seven participants then continued to answer
questions about matching. 57.1% (4/7) stated that the ability to match with pants was
important. 42.9% (3/7) stated shoes. 28.6% (2/7) stated equally that suits, jackets, and
ties were considered. One person considered the matching of cufflinks. 28.6% (2/7)
stated "other" as matching criteria including other shirts in their wardrobe.
Those respondents that did not match with their wardrobe stated that they don't
coordinate their clothing (two respondents). One of the respondents stated that they don't
typically buy their own clothing, so it was not a consideration. One participant said it was
a free shirt, so it did not really matter. Another respondent selected "other" including the
desire for a shirt that was neutral to his existing pants.
o CT Results
91.7% (11/12) of the respondents stated that they considered their existing wardrobe
when designing the new MM shirt. These 11 participants then continued to answer
questions about matching. 63.6% (7/11) stated that the ability to match with pants was
important. 45.5% (3/7) stated jackets, 36.4% (4/11) stated suits, and 18.2% (2/11) stated
shoes. Just one person, 9.1% (1/11) equally selected either ties or socks. 27.3% (3/11)
stated "other" as other matching items which included colors that were not already in their
wardrobe.
o MP Offline Results
100.0% (15/15) of the respondents considered their wardrobe when shopping for their
new MP shirt. 66.7% (10/15) selected pants as a key matching item. 33.3% (5/15)
selected suits, while 13.3% (2/15) selected shoes. Just one respondents selected
jackets. 26.7% (4/15) selected "other" shirts in their wardrobe.
o MP Online Results
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Both respondents did consider their existing wardrobe when considering this new MP
shirt. Suits and "other" was selected as matching items to consider.
Overall Shopping Experience
Below are the results from overall shopping experience. It is difficult to compare the results, as
the shopping experiences are very different from each other, however, conclusions within each
category provide some insight on consumer behavior.
o MM Results
Participants were asked to rank (1-5) if they strongly agree to strongly disagree with the
accurateness of several statements of their online experience. 20% (2/10) strongly
agreed that they would use this process for subsequent orders. Another 20% also agreed
that they were confident of their shirt design and aesthetics without physically touching or
feeling the design first. 50% (5/10) of the respondents agreed that this process required
less effort than shopping at a store. Another 50% agreed that they would use this process
again. 40% (4/10) neither agreed or disagreed that the shirt they designed would not
have been chosen at a conventional store. 50% (5/10) agreed that they were confident in
their designs without physically seeing or touching their designs before they were made.
o CT Results
Participants were asked to rank (1-5) if they strongly agree to strongly disagree with the
accurateness of several statements of their CT design experience. 100% (12/12) agreed
that they mostly accepted their style consultant's recommendations. 25.0% (3/12) neither
agreed nor disagreed that their consultant recommended design choices that they would
have not chosen themselves. 33.3% (4/12) disagreed with that same statement. 33.4%
(4/12) strongly disagreed that they sought advice from the other customer in the room
during the consultation.
o MP Online Results
Study participants were asked to rate a number of statements about their shopping
experience from strongly agree to strongly disagree. One respondent strongly agreed that
they were able to find a shirt comparable to the custom shirt they already designed
earlier. One respondent stated that he strongly agreed that he would rather shop online
than to go to a physical store. Both respondents agreed that they were both not
concerned about purchasing a shirt that they were unable to try. One respondent neither
agreed nor disagreed that they were able to find a comparable shirt to the MC shirt they
designed earlier in the study.
o MP Offline Results
Respondents were asked to rank from strongly agree to strongly disagree on a number of
statements about their overall shopping experience. 40.0% (6/15) strongly agreed that it
was important to see and try on the physical shirt. 46.7% (7/15) agreed that they were
able to find a comparable shirt to the custom shirt that they already designed from earlier
in the study. 26.7% (4/15) neither agreed nor disagreed that they would rather go
shopping at a physical store than online. 33.3% (5/15) disagreed that they were able to
find a comparable shirt than the MC shirt designed earlier in the study.
Typical Price
The average price fluctuated between $58.67 to $78.55 in this small sample size (21), but was
much higher than the average price of $39.39 for the general survey (267 respondents).
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o MM Results
50% (5/10) of respondents typically purchase shirts between $40-59, while 20% (2/10)
typically pay between $20-39. The remaining 10% (1/10) of respondents equally paid
between $60-99, $100-199, and more than $200. The average price of a typical shirt for
this group is $78.55.
o CT Results
33.3% (4/12) of respondents equally paid between $20-39 and $40-59 for a typical shirt
for work. 25.0% (3/12) paid between $60-99. Just one person paid between $100-199.
The average price for a typical shirt in this group is $58.67.
o MP Online Results
One respondent normally spends between $20-39, while the other spent between $40-
59.
o MP Offline Results
40.0% (6/15) of respondents paid between $40-59. 33.3% (5/15) paid between $20-39.
13.3% (2/15) paid between $100-199. One respondent paid either $60-99 or more than
$200. The average price for this group is $71.53.
Product and Customer Satisfaction
Participants were asked to rank their satisfaction with their purchased product (most satisfied = 1,
least satisfied = 5). The majority of MP off line and online participants were most satisfied (rating
of 1) with their purchases (58.8%); however, slightly less than half (47.1%) have would not
purchased a similar shirt with their own money. This is in stark contrast to the MM and CT
participants that anticipated a less satisfied result - 40.0% of MM participants were neutral and
50.0% anticipated just a satisfied result - yet, the majority would have purchased a similar shirt
with their own money at 70.0% for MM participants and 83.3% of CT participants. Perhaps the
possession of the MP shirt in hand allowed MP participants to rate satisfaction higher and the
unfamiliarity and uncertainty of MC shirts created reservations on the part of MC participants.
o MM Results
Participants were asked to anticipate how happy they would be with their new MM shirt
using a ranking scale (1-5). This can then be compared with their responses in the end-
of-study interview. 40.0% (4/10) of the respondents were exactly in the middle (rating of
3). 30.0% (3/10) expected to be very satisfied (rating of 1) with their new MM shirt. 20.0%
(2/10) expected to be very satisfied. Just one person expected to not be satisfied at all
(rating of 5). 70.0% (7/10) of the respondents stated that they would have purchased a
similar shirt with their own money.
o CT Results
50.0% (6/12) anticipated a rating of 2 (satisfied) with their new CT dress shirt. 33.3%
(4/12) expected to be most satisfied (rating of 1). 8.3% (1/12) of respondents equally
anticipated to be neutral (rating of 3) or less satisfied (rating of 4). 83.3% (10/12) of the
respondents stated that they would have purchased a similar shirt with their own money.
o MP Online Results
Both respondents expected to be most satisfied with their purchase once they received it
in the mail. Both respondents stated that they would purchase a similar shirt with their
own money.
o MP Offline Results
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53.3% (8/15) of the respondents were most satisfied. 33.3 % (5/15) stated they were
satisfied (rating of 2). One respondent either stated 4 or 5 (least satisfied) with their new
shirts. 53.3% (8/15) of the respondents stated they would not purchase a similar shirt with
their own money.
5.8 MP Online and Offline Additional Survey Results
Number of Stores or Websites
MP offline respondents typically visit more retail locations than online participants.
o MP Online Number of websites
Two respondents looked at only one website. One respondent shopped with +4 websites.
o MP Offline Number of Stores
42.9% (6/14) of respondents visited more than 4 stores before purchasing their new shirt.
28.6% (4/14) only visited one store. 14.3% (2/14) equally visited either two or three retail
locations. The average number of stores for this group was 2.7.
Store Selection and Motivation
Both MP Online and Offline participants went to familiar retail locations because they have
shopped there before and they were conveniently located. 40.0% of MP Offline participants went
to their favorite mall and 33.3% went there because it was close to their home.
o MP Online Results
Just two respondents answered questions on motivation for going to a particular site. At
least one respondent selected each of the following: "I have shopped there before, I
bought from the physical store before, so the website would work for me, the website was
easy to use and well designed, it is a well known website, a friend told me about it, my
peers shop there, the website carried brands I like, this website received good reviews."
None of the respondents found the site through a search engine nor saw advertising for
the site.
o MP Offline Results
60.0% (9/15) of respondents were motivated equally to shop at this location because they
have shopped there before or that it was a well-known store. 40.0% (6/15) went to their
favorite mall. 33.3% (5/15) went because it was close to their home. 26.7% (4/15) went to
this store because it carried brands they liked. Just one respondent went because the
store received good reviews. 26.7% (4/15) selected "other" as motivations which
included: 1) could easily walk from work, 2) good selection and service, 3) browsed there
before, but never purchased there, and 4) wife's suggestion. (Participants were allowed
to select all that apply to answer this question).
MP Offline Why Not Purchase
55.6% (5/9) of the respondents did not like the store selection. 22.2% (2/9) stated it was too
expensive. Just one respondent stated that the store did not have the brands they liked nor did
they have his size. 44.4% (4/9) selected "other" as reasons why they did not purchase which
included 1) crowded store, 2) clearance sale did not have good selection, 3) too cheap for study
target price, so they moved to another store.
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MP Additional Purchases
Only two respondents purchased something else on their trip.
o MP Online additional Purchases
Both respondents did not buy anything else.
o MP Offline Additional Purchases
Just two respondents purchased something else during their shopping trip. One person
bought another shirt, ties, or cuff lines. (Participants can select all that apply to answer
this question). 68.8% (11/16) of the respondents went somewhere else in addition to their
final shirt retail location. Four of those 11 respondents stated they went to a restaurant on
their trip as well.
MP Online and Offline Shopping
Four of the 21 study participants shopped both online and offline for their new MP dress shirt.
Their retail decisions are integrated either into the online or offline analysis based upon which
mode they finally used to make the purchase. For example, if the participant started with online
shopping, but purchased in an offline physical store, then those decisions are reflected in the
offline MP analysis. The results below discuss the order of shopping mode (online then offline or
offline then online), number of stores, and the relationships between online and offline retail.
MP Online and Offline: Order of Visits
Three of the four respondents answered questions about online and offline shopping. Two of
these three shopped online first, and then purchased offline. The remaining participant shopped
offline first, then ultimately purchased online. The two participants that shopped online first
shopped at two and three websites respectively.
MP Online Then Offline
One of the two respondents that shopped online first spent one to 15 minutes shopping online.
The other respondent spent 16-30 minutes. Both decided not to purchase because they wanted
to either try the shirt on first or touch the fabric. Both participants visited just one retail location
after shopping online.
MP Offline then Online
The one respondent that shopped offline then online visited 4+ retail locations before shopping
online. He traveled six miles (round trip) to the offline store and spent between 31-60 minutes
shopping at retail stores. He used public transit and visited a restaurant for drinks as well as a
pharmacy on his way. He chose not to purchase shirts because the store had the shirt he wanted,
but not in his size. He also used a Smart Phone to help him with his shopping and it was
influential in his decision-making. This respondent also visited 4+ websites before making his
purchase online.
5.9 Optional Questions
Participants were asked to write 1-2 paragraphs on their overall experience for each retail
experience. To help them answer this question we asked: Was the process fun? Was it what you
expected? Was it stressful? Too limited? Too many choices?
The sample text below from the MM, CT, MP Online and Offline retail experiences point to a
number of key findings. The first is that the MC experience is generally "fun" for most participants
reinforcing the additional perceived benefits discussed in Chapter 1 including utilitarian value,
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self-expressiveness, creative achievement and ultimately hedonic value acquired from enjoyment,
fun, and pleasure. The second finding is that $100 dress shirt is an arbitrary retail value that was
difficult for some participants to shop with as a "target price." Many participants typically pay less
and some paid more, thus necessitating them to either upscale or downscale to meet the shirt
acquisition requirement. The $100 value was set in order to provide the necessary level of
customization for the MC shirts. Setting this equal to the new MP shirt was also necessary to
have a direct comparison. In future studies, it may make sense to set the price level similar to
what participants normally pay for their products. The third factor was the amount of time devoted
to the shopping experience. Some participants felt that they needed more time than the task
allowed, that they didn't have much time in their lives, or that the process was inefficient. In the
case of MP, several participants felt the choices were too limited (and even one person said that
MM was too limited). Interestingly, one participant found the MC experience educational, but
would not shop with a CT again and focus on either MP Online and MM in the future.
Below is a sampling of key statements:
MM Results (Quotes from Participants)
Nine of the 10 participants answered this question.
It was easy, fun, and no hassle. I did have to call in and make sure I had the right shirtsleeve
length, and the associate on the phone was very helpful.
It was a lot of fun - trying different fabrics and making other choices. I definitely couldn't have
found the same exact combination in a conventional store.
I enjoyed the process. Some doubt over my shirt size, (e.g. arm length) but no more so than
looking at packaged shirts in the store. I think I want to be able to control the fabric type and color
individually, but not sure I could that.
I loved it at first - playing with the designs, configuration options, etc. was a blast. Then, as I got
to the end, I realized that I would actually have to wear the shirt I made and that it cost $100, so it
should be something I would actually like and wear regularly. That meant I needed to reduce the
risk of it being "weird" in any way, so I went back and made more conservative choices. I did add
a message to my inside collar - that seems like it will be a cool custom "secret" that only I know is
there. I like that. The sizing process was also tough. I don't have any shirts that are perfect fits, so
I asked for help. I was given specific sizes that I went with, but I am still waiting for the results.
Fingers crossed!
The sizing tools were helpful. The process was easy and I felt that by "designing" the shirt myself
I was getting a shirt unique for me.
CT Results (Quotes from Participants)
Nine of the 12 participants answered this question.
It was interesting, but I certainly felt "crunched" for time. Typically, I try to be mindful of a tailor's
time, &, in this case, given the overall circumstances, I felt particularly sensitive to just moving the
process along for the tailors. Invariably, with my own money, the time with the tailor would've
been different, and I'd be more certain about my choice now. As it stands, I'm currently in a mode
of, "I guess we'll see how it turns out" mode awaiting the tailored shirt.
It was enjoyable. I just don't have the time or money to buy my clothing this way.
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It was certainly fun, but it did feel a little rushed. I found the choice of patterns a little limited,
especially in terms of colors; and it was hard to extrapolate from the swatch to imagine what a
finished shirt would look like. The consultant was helpful when I found it difficult to make a
decision.
MP Online Results (Quotes from Participants)
Both participants in this group answered this question.
The visit with the custom shirt individual prior to going online helped me be an informed online
purchaser with regards to the different parts of a shirt (collar spread, cuffs, pocket/no pocket,
etc.). Once given the "education" I don't see a need to go back to the custom tailor again. Online
shirt shopping was quick and easy. It was much more streamlined of a process than I thought it
would be.
MP Offline Results (Quotes from Participants)
11 of the 21 Participants answered this question.
Pink has a good customer service reputation. The trick was finding a shirt that fit inside the $100
budget.
It was not pleasant experience. It was hard to find shirts in the styles I like. Most of the shirts were
low quality. I was surprised you can't buy a shirt for $100 at the mall. Most shirts were also of a
style I am not used to, which is tight fit, no iron.
Enjoyed browsing. Know exactly what size I need, (16.5, 34/35) but often find shirts that are only
offered in S, M, L, XL which usually don't fit. I would normally shop for more expensive shirts on
sale for less than $100. Finding a shirt that cost just $100 was an artificial constraint that limited
my options significantly.
It was eye-opening. I had to go to stores I don't normally go to find the shirt in the right price
range. After a bit of that, $100 didn't seem like much money at all, in one sense - the shirts I
really liked outside my normal store often cost over $500. On the other hand, I also found a lot of
really cheap shirts that would have been okay. It was stressful. In the end, it was great to go to a
store with a wide selection that I knew would have precisely my size, even though I found the
shirts a little too boring.
In-store experience was easy, mostly because I pre-shopped online first.
5.10 Summary of Shirt Acquisition and Follow-up Survey Results
The chapter focused on gathering detailed information about the shopping behavior of the 18
participants in Experiment 1. A number of comparisons can be made with the results from chapter
4 (Quantitative Survey of Patterns of Shirt Usage and Ownership), particularly in the areas of
wardrobe composition, travel distance and mode, and average price. Influence factors like
family/friends, office culture, and the impact of the style consultant were explored in depth in this
chapter and cannot be compared to the results of the Quantitative Survey. Also examined in this
chapter were each participant's design strategy, design process, and overall thought process for
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both MP and MC shirts. The next chapter will discuss patterns of use for the 18 participants,
which can be compared to some aspects covered in the quantitative survey.
Just two of the 18 participants in Experiment I had owned MC shirts previously. One had owned
one CT shirt, while the other participant had owned a majority of CT shirts (17 CT, 12 MP). In
comparison to the general public, this group owned less MC shirts at 11 % vs. 24.3%. However,
the MP + CT participant owned so many CT shirts that in aggregate that MC percentage for this
group was probably higher. This group travelled much less to purchase their MP shirts. Two
distinct groups formed during the trips. The first group (11/16) travelled less than 2.5 miles, while
the remainder (5/16) travelled an average distance of 7.1 miles. In both cases, this was much
less than the national average of 8.2 miles. Also, the automobile was used much less at 56.3%
vs. the 94.1% in the Quantitative Survey. It is likely that the urban location of this study greatly
reduced travel distances and shifted travel mode to transit and walking. The average price of
shirts ranged from $58.67 to $78.55 in this small sample size (18), but was much higher than the
average price of $39.39 for the general survey (267 respondents).
The influence of the office culture as well as family, friends, and the style consultant had a
significant impact on how decisions were made by participants. The majority (87.5%) of MP
offline participants were given feedback or assistance from family or friends, while 53.3% had
someone accompany them on the shopping trip. 65.5% of the MP offline respondents also
received help from the sales associate. The influence of family or friends was still fairly high for
MM at 30.0%. The influence of the CT style consultant was very significant. 100.0% of the
participants mostly accepted their style consultant's recommendations. Over half of the
respondents stated that their style consultant was very convincing and/or influential at 58.3%.
Office dress code and culture also played a factor in purchasing decisions in all models except
MP offline at 40.0% for MM, 50.0% for CT, and 100.0% MP Online. The one deviation in design
strategy between MC and MP was that CT and MM participants expressed a strong desire to
design something unique (60.0% and 66.7% respectively) whereas MP respondents were looking
to purchase a shirt similar to what they already had in their wardrobe.
Fit was even more important to MP participants in Experiment I at 82.4% as opposed to the
38.4% in the general survey. Interestingly, fabric color and pattern was most important for MM
(60.0%) and CT (75.0%) shoppers. Perhaps this became important because they assumed fit
was already a given with a custom shirt. The second most important feature was cuffs for MM(80.0%) and CT (83.3%) while buttons were universally not important for all groups.
Some barriers for MC growth were also studied, including the inability to touch, feel, or try on
shirts. This is particularly a problem for MM, since CT retailers will bring fabric swatches with
them to a consultation. 40.0% of MM participants did not feel confident about their purchase
without trying on the shirt; while 50.0% agreed that they were confident in their designs without
physically seeing or touching their designs before they were made. Interestingly, 40.0% of MP
Offline participants did not try on their shirt before purchasing even though they had already made
the effort to go to a physical store.
Finally, the optional questions section of the survey allowed participants to reveal freely their
thoughts about Experiment 1. The majority of participants enjoyed the "fun" in designing a MC
shirt, thus reinforcing the perceived benefits discussed in chapter 1. The second common critique
was that the target price of $100 for the new MP shirt was difficult to obtain as many shirts are
either higher priced (+$150) or lower ($50-75). The last factor was the amount of time spent. It
was too short, as some participants felt they needed more time, especially for CT.
Overall, the results from Experiment I show that any deviation from the General Quantitative
Survey were mostly because of regional differences based on the site of the experiment (urban
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and high density) and the higher standard of living in the Boston area. The influence of others
external to the shopper was also a significant factor in the decision making process.
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Chapter 6
Experiment II: Shirt Tracking and Use Patterns
6.1 Goal of Experiment II
The primary goal of this experiment is to the determine shirt usage patterns of each study
participant after the shirt acquisition phase of the study. The data gathered in the experiment can
then be analyzed to compute the utilization rates for new shirts (MM, CT, MP Online, and MP
Offline) and existing shirts in each participant's wardrobe. The use rate of each individual shirt
can be compared to the ideal use rate which is equivalent to the percentage composition of the
overall wardrobe. For example, if a study participant has 10 shirts in their wardrobe, then the ideal
use rate would be 10% - each shirt would be worn one time, cleaned, and only worn again after
the rest of the wardrobe (i.e., 10 different shirts in 10 days). If one of these shirts is worn twice
within 10 days, then the use rate for that shirt is 20% (worn two times in 10 days) or 10% more
than the ideal use rate, thus providing greater utilization than other shirts in the wardrobe. This
experiment will determine the overall use rate and other patterns of use such as most frequently
worn, least frequently worn, shirts not worn, etc. These patterns can then be correlated to the
characteristics of those shirts such as brand, sizing, material, and level of customization,
therefore providing an assessment of the environmental utility of different shirt types.
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6.2 Thesis Time Line (Chapter 6)
Chaptr 3 Chapter 4 Chapter 5 Chapter 6 Chapter 7
Environmental
Impact Analysis
of MP and MC
Quantitative
Survey of
Patterns of Shirt
Usage and
Ownership
Experiment I:
Shirt Acquisition
and Follow-up
Survey
Experiment 1i:
Shirt Tracking
and Use
Patterns
Conclusion
Desk Research 750 18 participants 18 participants All Respondents
Respondents and Participants
(276 used in
analysis)
Interviews with Survey of Shirt Acquisition of Shirt Cataloging Data
MC and MP shirt Owners of: MP new shirts: 8 and Shirt Visualization and
makers and MC shirts Made-to- Tracking (60 Analysis
Measure (MM), days of shirt
10 Custom data)
Tailored (CT),
and 18 MP
Oct 15 (2009)- Jun 15 - Dec 22 Acquisition + Cataloging (Apr Aug 1-31
Aug 31 Survey (Feb 16- 13-23), Tracking
Mar 16), Design (May 7-Aug 31)
of Tracking
System (Oct 15-
May 7)
2009 to 2012 2011 2012 2012 2012
Table 6-1. Thesis time line (Chapter 6).
6.3 Design of Experiment
The experiment was designed in four parts. The first part was to gather all of the dress shirts that
the participants wear for work (maximum of 30), to secure tracking technology onto each shirt, to
catalog the characteristics of each shirt, and then return them back to the participants. The
second component required the design, testing, and installation of the tracking system into both
office locations. The third task was to collect shirt-wearing data for a period of 60 working days
and to monitor the tracking system to assure accurate and reliable data. The fourth and final task
was to analyze the data and to visualize use patterns with respect to environmental benefits. The
table below describes the four major elements comprising Experiment II:
Shirt Cataloging Tracking System Shirt Tracking Exam Results
Collect, tag, enter
data, photograph, Design, build, test,
verify, and return and deploy Tracking Collect 60 days of Analyze and
shirts System data Visualize Data
April 13-23 Oct 15 - May 7 May 7 - Aug 31 Aug 1-31
Table 6-2. Experiment Il components.
The experiment was designed to ensure accuracy and reliability in tracking shirt use as well as
compliance on the part of the study participants. Tracking accuracy was vital in determining the
actual shirt being worn by each individual participant, while reliability was key to reducing any
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down time in the system during the data collection phase. The experiment was also designed so
that participants would easily comply with our tracking requirements and continue with the
experiment throughout the whole tracking period. The use of Radio-Frequency Identification
(RFID) was critical to the experiment because the low cost and unobtrusiveness of the technology
helped to ensure accuracy and compliance. The selection of two office locations greatly reduced
costs since we could track half of the participants with two RFID readers at the entrance and exit
of each office. This greatly reduced the costs and complexity that would have been incurred if we
had deployed multiple readers at each participant's home.
6.4 Technologies (RFID)
A number of other technologies besides RFID were explored including Quick Response (QR)
codes, Near Field Communication (NFC) enabled Smart Phones, and simply asking the
participants to take notes on a calendar. QR codes were eliminated because of the difficulty of
printing QR codes onto washable fabric tags (loss of accuracy), the requirement of having a
Smart Phone for each participant that could read QR codes, and the need to scan the QR code
each day (making compliance difficult). NFC enabled phones were cost prohibitive to provide for
each participant and they required the active intervention of the study participant through a cell
phone application that needed to be written. Note taking on a calendar would be inexpensive, but
compliance and accuracy would be compromised. Thus, RFID was soon identified as the
enabling technology.
The use of RFID tags that could be read up to 10 feet allowed us to design a tracking system
composed of 1) RFID reader, 2) RFID Antennae, 3) plug computer, 4) LED indicator lights, and 5)
washable, cleanable, and iron-proof RFID tags. These major components would be integrated
into a freestanding tower that could be placed at the entrance and exit doorways to ensure proper
readings. Below is a description of each of the components:
RFID Reader
This study utilizes the Vega RFID reader from ThingMagic, which possesses three reverse-TNC
antenna ports supporting monostatic 50-Ohm antennas that allow for multiple antennas (It was
important for Technology Review's office to have one reader with two antennas in the front
entrance). The Vega reader has a 9-pin serial connector support RS232 and two general-purpose
inputs and one output. Below is photo of the ThingMagic Vega:
Figure 6-1. ThingMagic RFID Vega reader (Source: ThingMagic).
RFID Antennae
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The MTI MT-262024/TRH/A/K (RHCP) Outdoor RFID Antennae is utilized in this study. It has an
input impedance of 50 Ohm, a read distance of up to 10+ meters, and a frequency range between
902 - 928 MHz. Below is an image of the antennae:
Figure 6-2. RFID antennae (Source: Wireless Edge LTD.).
Plug Computer
The D2PIug Computer by Globalscale Technologies running Ubuntu possessed all the
computational functionality including wireless capability required for this experiment. The compact
size allows for the packaging into the tower design. Below is a picture of the D2Plug.
Figure 6-3. D2Plug computer (Source: Globalscale Technologies, Inc.).
Figure 6-4. D2Plug ports (Source: Globalscale Technologies, Inc.).
LEDs
The LEDs used in this study provide visual feedback to the study participants of a positive
reading of their RFID tagged dress shirts. The LEDs are Super Bright LEDs that are 10mm in
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diameter, emit green color (515-520nm), have a 30-degree viewing angle, and provide 16,000-
22,000 MCD output. Red and Blue LEDs were utilized for the "ON" state and Green LEDs signal a
positive read. Below are pictures of this type of LED:
Figure 6-5. LED close-up (Source: Sparkfun). Figure 6-6. Green light LED (Source: Sparkfun).
RFID Tags
Fujitsu (WT-A51 1 /A61 1) washable RFID tags were utilized in this study. These passive tags do
not require batteries, thus making them lightweight enough for our application. These tags can be
washed in a laundry machine with ordinary detergent or by a dry cleaner using hydrocarbon
solvent. The tags utilize UHF Technology and have two-meter reading range. 100 tags can be
simultaneously read in a single pass. They posses the same frequency (902-928 MHz) as the
ThingMagic reader and are durable up to 200 wash cycles or 3 years with a heat resistance of up
to 850C for drying (up to 60 min.) and 200*C for ironing (up to 10 min.). The cleaning and ironing
durability of these tags make them ideal for our study. Here are a series of pictures of this type of
tag:
Figure 6-7. Fujitsu washable RFID tags (Source: F
6.5 Design of Shirt Tracking System
The overall system architecture of the shirt tracking system consists of three major components
consisting of 1) RFID tracking hardware packaged in the form of a free standing tower to be
placed adjacent to entrance and exit doorways, 2) server housed at the MIT Media Lab that
wirelessly receives data from the RFID tower, and 3) RFID tags embedded into the shirts worn by
the study participants.
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The diagram below (Figure 6-8) illustrates an early-proposed design for an in-house set-up, which
provides the installation framework for office tracking. Given the read range of two meters for the
Fujitsu washable tags, a RFID enabled doorway set up was ideal for this use study. When a
participant walks through either the entrance or exit of their office, the tracking system detects the
RFID tag and transmits this data to servers at the MIT Media Lab.
Figure 6-8. Shirt tracking system architecture diagram.
The Media Lab's Glass Infrastructure Proiect
RFID systems have a long tradition and history at MIT including groundbreaking research
conducted by the Auto-ID Center. The Glass Infrastructure Project utilizes RFID enabled plasma
display screens distributed throughout the two-building Media Lab complex (Holtzman et al,
2010). Visitors of the Media Lab can interact with the display screens with (UHF) RFID enabled
badges that retrieve information about any of the Media Lab's research groups. As users
approach the displays the RFID reader picks up each tag's unique ID number from a distance of
over 10 meters (see Figure 6-8).
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ure 6-9. Glass Infrastructure Project (Source: MIT Media Lab).
The Glass Infrastructure project would then enable the creation of an individualized digital map for
each visitor's experience of the Media lab. The technologies utilized and protocols developed for
this project are well suited for the shirt tracking portion of this study because of the read distance
capability and reliability of data collection. Also, this technology does not require active RFID tags
that normally require bulky batteries, thus enabling the use of unobtrusive passive (and washable
in our case) tags. Armed with this previous research by our Media Lab colleagues, we were able
to acquire the following general components and any specific hardware required by our
application including: ThingMagic Vega Reader, RFID Antennae, and helpful protocols (written in
Python) to ensure communication between devices.
Affixing Washable RFID Tags to Dress Shirts
Designed to track assets like bathrobes and towels, technologies like Fujitsu's washable RFID
tags are ideal for organizations like hotels and hospitals with many assets that need to be
collected, cleaned, and redistributed within a network of buildings and rooms. In some cases, the
use of this technology is to prevent theft by either customers or even employees. The
manufacturer typically sews washable RFID tags used by large hotels into their assets; however,
this was not feasible for this study (even with the new dress shirts). Luckily, the form factor of the
tags allow them to be affixed to the dress shirts by either slipping them into the collar stay slot of
dress shirts (if the shirts have them) or by placing them inside a washable fabric pouch which can
be sewn to the shirt. Figure 6-10 shows the relative scale of a number of washable RFID tags
made by various manufacturers compared to a typical shirt collar stay.
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Standard Dress Shirt Collar Stay
Fujitsu RFID Tag
Tagsys RFID Tag
SYNOTag RFID Tag
Figure 6-10. Washable RFIDs tags.
The form factor, durability, and read range of the Fujitsu washable tags utilized during mock-up
tests had the best performance for tracking men's dress shirts. Slipping RFID tags into each
collar stay slot provides readability in both entering and exiting the two office locations. It was
proven during testing that these tags function best when they are slightly away from the body.
The collar location is ideal given that most men in this study do not wear ties, thus providing a few
centimeters of distance away from the body. Placing tags on both sides of the collar was also
crucial because the participant's body will occlude RFID signals if the antennae were on one side,
thus both were required for redundancy. Below is a series of photographs showing how tags are
inserted into collar stay slots (Figure 6-11). If there was extra fabric a simple stitch made at the
end of the collar stay slot to prevent the tag from falling out during washing, drying, or ironing.
RFID tags were placed into washable pouches (Figure 6-12) provided by the manufacturer and
then sewn into the back of the shirt placket for shirts without collar stays. The back of shirt placket
was the ideal location for the placing tags in pouches because stitches will not show through the
front of the shirt. The placket location was less readable than the collar due to the proximity of the
body, however, still readable within one meter of the RFID antennae.
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6.6 RFID Tracking System Mock-Up and Testing
A mock-up system was prototyped to test readability and the ergonomics of the system. The
mock-up consisted of 1) a typical three foot wide doorway, 2) a RFID antennae mounted onto a
tripod, 3) RFID reader, and 4) a desktop computer (proxy for plug computer). A large-scale
photographer's tripod was critical for testing different antennae heights and angles under differing
conditions. Figure 6-13 below shows the set up:
Figure 6-13. RFID tracking system mock-up.
A number of key conditions were tested to ensure reliability of reads. They included:
Varying Size and Height of Subjects - After testing subjects of all shapes and sizes it was
determined that a 90* angle ± 50 at a height of four feet from the ground is an ideal position for
the antennae for capture the majority of subjects.
Speed - Subjects and walk slowly or quickly through the RFID enabled doorway with ease.
Reads were still collected even at running speeds (see Figure 6-14 below).
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Multiple reads - The tracking system was able to read over +100 tags simultaneously. This was
proven by our own tests with multiple test subjects.
Jackets - Light overcoats and jackets prove to have only a slight effect by occluding RFID signal.
However, heavy leather jackets had difficulty with picking up reads, thus it became important to
conduct this study during the summer months.
Bags - Subjects that take multiple shirts in a bag or piece of luggage was also readable. This was
tested in case of subjects take multiple shirts to work (perhaps with the need to dry-clean them).
The photos below illustrate multiple tags within a piece of rolling luggage (Figure 6-15):
Figure 6-15. Luggage and overcoat test.
In addition to tracking mock-up tests, a four-week RFID durability test was given to Media Lab
internal faculty and staff (Sandy Pentland, Kent Larson, Joost Bonsen, and Tyrone Yang) to
examine readability as well as survivability during off-site maintenance. During this test a number
of tags fell out of shirts either through washing or removal by shirt caretakers. This feedback
influenced the design of the cataloging stage (see section later in this chapter).
6.7 Tower Design
The physical constraints for a freestanding tower design were generated by the architectural
layout of the two office locations. The offices of MIT Technology Review (TR) have exactly two
entry/exit points. The main entrance of TR is divided by the receptionist's desk, thus study
participants must walk either left or right of the desk. The limited space near the doorway and the
lack of power nearby also contributed to the design of a "Mini" tower that could be placed on the
top corner of the receptionist's desk that would contain two RFID antennas. The height of the
desk governed the maximum height, since the ideal height was approximately four feet from the
ground. The other entrance/exit at TR was a hallway near the rear of the suite. The hallway was
wide enough to place a freestanding full height tower without obstructing traffic flow.
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Fidelity's Center for Applied Technology (FCAT) had multiple entrances, however, the majority of
the study participants were located in one corner of the suite bounded by FCAT's library on one
edge and the kitchen on the other. Two freestanding towers placed at those locations would
provide the coverage necessary for the study and only require one RFID antennae each.
The design goal of each tower was to create a simple visual interface for study participants to
affirm positive readings. The designs had to integrate the ideal height and positioning of the RFID
antennae and contain all supporting hardware including RFID reader, plug computers, power
supply, LED lights, and wiring. The design needed to be stable, so as to not tip over easily as well
as quick to install (just power cables and backup signal wire).
Initial sketches (Figure 6-16) included a number of removable panels so that electronics could be
easily installed and repaired (if necessary) as well as shelving slots to provide mounting areas for
electronics. The design consists of two open slots on the front of each tower. The top slot for the
mini-tower was reserved for the RFID antennae and was covered with a perforated and sanded
Plexiglas cutout. The lower slot was reserved for the LED display. Since the mini-tower was
designed to accommodate two antennas that were positioned perpendicular to each other, two of
the four side panels have open slots for hardware components (Figure 6-17). The full height tower
design also had two slots, however, the LED display was placed at the top for better visibility and
vertical positioning of the antennae.
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Figure 6-16. Initial tower sketches. Figure 6-17. Plywood painted mockup.
A number of physical mockups were created using a ShopBot (CNC flatbed router) machine out
of plywood and Medium Density Foam (MDF). After additional testing of materials during the
mockup phase, the design evolved to include the use of acrylic for antennae covers and for the
LED display while the structure and frame of the tower would be made of 3% inch MDF that was be
primed, sanded, and painted (Figure 6-18). The tower was designed 3-dimensionally in CAD and
2-D projections made to create each individual panel out of MDF. The MDF panels would then be
glued together to form the structure, while removed panels would be designed to be friction fit or
mounted by brackets, and finally, they were painted to create a mockup of the mini-tower for TR's
offices (Figure 6-19).
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Figure 6-19. Gluing the frame and assembly.
The full height tower was fabricated and painted to provide a sleek minimalist design that could
easily match the interior colors in either office location. The photographs below show the
assembly and finishing process (Figure 6-20).
Figure 6-20. Tower assembly and painting sequence.
Once fabrication and assembly was finished with the both the RFID Tower and Mini-Tower, then
electronic components were installed, tested, and documented. Figure 6-21 below shows testing
conducted in the lower atrium of the new Media Lab building (E14).
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Figure 6-18. Plexiglas covers.
Figure 6-21. Tower testing (lower Media Lab atrium).
The glass receptionist table in the lower atrium served as a convenient proxy for TR's receptionist
desk for the Mini-Tower test installation. The tower units proved to be easy to install for power
and network connectivity. Figure 6-22 shows the "OFF" mode (left image), "ON" mode (middle
image), "Positive Read" (right image):
Figure 6-22. Mini- I ower ("--," UN," and "positive Head" modes).
The freestanding tower designs utilize the same design language of the Mini-tower except they
are stretched vertically to meet RFID reading requirements (Figure 6-23 and 6-24). Additional
components included adjustable mounting brackets inside the tower that allowed for the
adjustment of the vertical position and angle of the RFID antennae (not required for the Mini-
Tower). The tower also sits on a short pedestal base to provide stability on rough surfaces like
carpets and uneven floors.
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Figure 6-23. Tower and Mini-Tower. Figure 6-24. Tower ("ON" and "Positive Read" states).
A combination of laser cut black acrylic for the vertical edges and sand-blasted clear acrylic with
perforations for the RFID antennae and LED lighting covers provide the in-set panel aesthetic.
Layers of white spray paint on top of primer provide the final finish coat for the towers. Figure 6-
25 and 6-26 provide close-up documentation of the final design:
Figure 6-25. Tower close-up detail. Figure 6-26. Red LEDs.
6.8 Shirt Cataloging
The goal of the shirt cataloging stage was to safely and securely associate RFID tags with each
of the participant's shirts and to accurately record the characteristics of every shirt in order to
create an electronic catalog that would cross-reference tag readings during the data collection
stage. This stage requires drop-off and pick-up coordination with participants, thus all participants
were asked to drop off all of their dress shirts on a Friday, so that the cataloging process could
take place over the weekend, in order to return shirts by Monday morning. Two weekends were
required to cover both offices. A small number of dress shirts had to be tagged after the first two
sessions - the result of offset wash cycles and the need to wear shirts on Friday or Monday by
some participants.
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The cataloging operation was designed to have the following steps utilizing a minimum of three
operators (graduate students and UROPs):
RFID Tag Preparation Stage - RFID tags from the manufacturer were pre-programmed with a
unique identification number. Tags were scanned by the RFID reader and entered into the shirt
catalog database. Tags were then associated with particular shirts. Three tags were used in our
study. Two tags are required for each collar stay slot and one tag was reserved in case a
participant lost a tag. Each set of tags was then designated for each shirt utilizing labels with
clips. Each shirt was given one label with three tags. Figure 6-27 illustrates the scanning of RFID
tags. Figure 6-28 shows the association of one set of tags onto one shirt:
Figure 6-27. Scanning of RFID tags. Figure 6-28. Associating tags with each shirt.
Organizing Shirt Set Stage - Each participant's shirts were organized and given a tag label. After
some initial trials, it was proven best to usher an entire set of shirts through the entire cataloging
process rather than breaking up several sets of participants into stages. Sets of shirts were
staggered to expedite the process (i.e., a set of shirts can be tagged and sewn while a the
tagging process could be started on a second set). Shirts delivered by particpants that were
ironned were tagged vertically on racks (Figure 6-29), while the remainder of the shirts were laid
out on a table then tagged (Figure 6-30).
Figure 6-29. RFID tagged shirts. Figure 6-30. Associating tags with shirts.
Sewing RFID Tag Stage - Once a set of shirts with RFID labels was complete, then a team of
MIT students (usually UROPs) then associates tags with shirts via collar stay insertion and
sewing or pouch sewing into the back of the shirt plackets. This was the most time consuming
step as it requires roughly three to four minutes to sew one tag to one shirt. Approximately 50% of
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shirts had collar stays suitable for RFID insertion (two tags) whereas the rest utilized placket
pouches. Figure 6-31 shows this stage of the process:
Figure 6-31. RFID tags sewn into shirts.
Data Entry Stage - The next step was to then manually enter shirt characterisitics into the
database for each shirt. The key data points include: brand, size, style, fabric composition/weight,
pattern, color, cuff style, custom or standard, pockets, etc. The catalog utilizes the Django open
web framework to capture the data. Data entry consumes approximately two to three minutes per
shirt by one student at this phase. Figure 6-32, below, is a screen capture of a typical "shirt
styles" page within the catalog and Figure 6-33 shows a data capturing session:
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Wekcome -an. Chanqe password / Log out
Home Tags Shirt styles > (styleY(tocat onF d'ekty 20
Change shirt style
Shirt 5.ocaton: FldeIlty 20 t +
Shirt type Off the rack S
Brand: Eagle
Size: None Stated I
Shirt style: Ousiness *
Fabric FabricComposltion: 100.0 Cotton +
composition
Fabric weight Standard S
Patten Stripe I
Collar size: ColarSize: 15.5 *.
Sleeve size: SleeveSize: 32.0-33.0 8 +
Cut style: CutStyle: slim +
Collar: Standard I
Collar stays: Removable *
Cuffs: Standard *
Yoke: Spit 1
Sack pleats: None S
Tall: Rounded $
Gutton: Standard 4
Placket Standard S
Pocket Standard S
Monogram None I
- Has logo
Made in: Mladele: langladesh S +
Colors: Color Light Grey
Color Light Purple
Color Light Yellow
Color Maroon
Color Navy
Color Olie
Color Orange
Color Peach
Color Pink
Hold down?1 "Contor, or 'Corrnad" o' a %c, to select rrjre than one
a Delete Saw and continue editing Save and add another]A
Figure 6-32. Sample shirt styles database screenshot.
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Figure 6-33. Shirt data entry into catalog.
Shirt Photography and Verification Stage - The final stage before returning shirts back to
participants required the use of a webcam to capture an image of each shirt which was then
associated within the database. Each shirt was then verified by scanning the tagged shirt via
RFID antennae and reader. Once a series of checks were performed to verify shirt, tag, and
participant, the set of shirts were then folded and returned back to study participants to start the
tracking phase of the study. Figure 6-34 below shows the photography and verification stage.
Figure 6-34. Shirt photograph entered into database and verification.
6.9 On-Site Installation (MIT Technology Review, Fidelity Center for Applied Technologies)
The installation of the finished towers completed all of the preparation for the tracking study after
the cataloging process. The Tower and Mini-Tower was first installed into TR's offices due to their
proximity to the Media Lab. The Mini-Tower was simple to install with just power and data cables
coming from beneath the receptionist's desk. Visitors and participants within TR's offices
approach the main door and were greeted by the illuminated mini-tower. Participants with tags
are detected no matter the direction they travel pass the receptionist desk. Figures 6-35 and 6-36
show the overall office context and close-up views of the Mini-Tower.
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The hallway installation was less simple as network drops were much further away, thus
necessitating the use of a 50-foot Ethernet cable.
Two towers were installed at FCAT's offices. The first was installed near the entrance of the
kitchen area across from vending machines. This location was in close proximity to copy
machines and was bounded by the rear hallway exit. Participants entering or exiting would pass
by this tower within five to six feet - well within our read range. Tests were successfully
conducted with tagged participants to verify position and angle as well as simultaneous reads.
Figures 6-37 and 6-38 show the tower in the kitchen context as well as close up of the blue LED
lights used to indicate "ON" for this office.
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AT kitchen area ("OFF", "ON", and "ON" modes).
Figure 6-38. RFID Tower close-up.
The second tower installation was placed near the entrance of FCAT's library (on the inside of the
door). This location has a single door swing and we were able to position the unit within six
inches of the vertical edge of the door, thus guaranteeing good read distance. A nearby electrical
and network closet provided the necessary cabling to install this unit with ease. The clear and
translucent composition of the glass door and walls of the library provide a foreground framework
that allows users from both directions to see the illuminated tower as it greets them during entry
and exit. This unit proves to be the most reliable and accurate reader throughout the whole study.
Figures 6-39 and 6-40 illustrate the positioning of the second tower.
The wireless transmission of RFID data posed a problem in both locations as we discovered
through installation testing. A MiFi unit was also tested because of FCAT's requirements for
secured transmission of data independent of their wireless network. However, signal strength
became a problem as distance and a number of walls separated the two towers, therefore
reverting us back to a wired solution. The reliability of a wired connection and relative easy
access to a network drop at TR also confirmed our use of wired data transmission.
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6.10 Data Collection
Over 22,000 individual RFID tag reads were made over a four-month period (May 7 to August
3 1st, 2012) between TR and Fidelity's offices. The number of distinct readings for each office
varied between 33 to 68 shirt wearing days for TR employees and 33 to 61 days for Fidelity
employees. Figure 6-41 (below) shows the scan records for both offices utilizing our scan record
remote access website:
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.oL e D a i t i 
W e o e r y a n C h a g e p a sso r d L o g o u t
orn >it uyg > Tag sca reod
ASelect tag scan record to change
Action .-.-.- 0 of 100 selected
c Tag scan record
C Tag 3035307328318380E05906A1 2012-06-20 15:37:0.I861547
" Tag 3035307B28318380E059068D@ 2012-08-20 15:37:09.362637
" Tag 303S307128311380E059060 @ 2012-08-20 15:37:09.092044
U Tag 3035307828318380E059068D @ 2012-08-20 15:35:31.532887
o Tag 303S307828318380E0S9068D 2012-08-20 15:35:31.407478
* Tag 303530782831S380EO59068D 9 2012-08-20 15:35:31.270509
* Tag 3035307828318380E058DF40 @ 2012-06-20 15:32:43.327774
* Tag 3035307828318380E058DF4D @ 2012-08-20 15:32:43.057689
o Tag 3035307828318380E058DF4D @ 2012-06-20 15:31:49.152050
C
C
C
t2
I-'
I-,
Tag 3035307B28318380E058DF4D @ 2012-08-20 12:05:54.363546
Tag 303530732831380E0580F4O 0 2012-0-20 1205:54.093670
Tag 3035307B28318380E058DF4D @ 2012-08-20 12:05:53.833647
Tag 3035307328318380E0580F40 0 2012-08-20 12:053S.905S59
Tag 3035307B28318380E058EBA7 @ 2012-08-20 12:01:09.345775
Tag 3035307328318380E058828 @ 2012-08-20 11:5821.242993
Tag 3035307B28318380E058E128 @ 2012-08-20 11:58:20.984153
Tag 3035307328318380E05828 2012-08-20 11:59:20.724740
Tag 3035307328318380E0S8E328 # 2012-08-20 1LS:20A56769
Tag 3035307828318380E0S906A1 @2012-06-20 11:53:18.290480
Tag 3035307B28318380E05906A1 @ 2012-08-20 11:53:18.028514
1 2 3 4 ... 215 216 215S52 tag scan records
Figure 6-41. Cumulative tag scan records.
Each reading can be identified with a specific office, tracking tower, tag, and time stamp for
verification after data collection (Figure 6-42). About one dozen cases needed to be verified
because of multiple shirts readings on the same day. Often this was from participants bringing
additional shirts to work before a trip, so this data helped to discern which shirt was actually worn
that day:
Home > Studylog > Tag scan records > Tag 3035307828318380E05906A1 @ 2012-08~20 15 3 709.861547
Change tag scan record
Tag 3095307323319330E05906A1 * I
Tagreader Tatederscaden: Technoloy RevSew): hren HaNney Tower 1 +
Count 1
Scan datetime: Date: 2012-0-20 Today 3
Time: 15:37:09 Now 0
X Delete Sae and cntinue dISae and add anohersav
Figure 6-42. Individual RFID tag scan records.
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6.11 Shirt Catalogs
Once RFID data was collected for each participant and cross-referenced with each shirt, then a
catalog can be produced for each participant. Shirts were organized into a catalog that would
display shirt ID number, an image of each shirt, days worn, and type (MP, MM, or CT). New MP
and MC shirts were distinguished through color-coding and the most worn shirt was also
highlighted. Eighteen catalogs were made for this study for each participant. Below is a sample
catalog for test subject Fl-A (Fidelity A) that is of a typical shirt profile for one of the participants:
Days
Worn
Type Shirt
ID
2 New MM 8
6 New MP 9
7 MP 10(Existing)
MP
(Existing)
0 MP 12(Existing)
Most
8 Worn 13MP
(Existing)
2 MP 14(Existing)
iog (Fl-A).
Image of Shirt Days
Worn
Type
1 0 MPD0 (Existing)
3 MP(Existing)
MP
(Existing)
0 MP(Existing)
0 MP(Existing)
0 MP(Existing)
A small number of participants had existing MC shirts in their wardrobe, which required additional
color-coding to distinguish existing custom shirts. Table 6-4 (below) is a sample catalog for that
type of participant called Fl-K (Fidelity K):
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Shirt
ID
Image of
Shirt
2
3
4
5
6
7
Table 6-3.
Image of Shirt Days
Worn
3
0
0
2
2
1
3
2
2
0
Type Shirt Image of Shirt
ID
1
MP
(Existing)
MP
(Existing)
Days
Worn
TypeShirt
ID
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MP
(Existing)
MP
(Existing)
MP
(Existing)
MP
(Existing)
MP
(Existing)
MP
(Existing)
MP
(Existing)
New MP
3 CT(Existing)
CT
(Existing)
Most
5 Worn CT
(Existing)
3 CT(Existing)
3 CT(Existing)
2 CT(Existing)
0 CT(Existing)
CT(Existing)
1 CT(Existing)
0 CT(Existing)
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
13
2
4
CT
(Existing)
MP
(Existing) 27
New CT
CT
(Existing)
CT
(Existing)
Table 6-4. Sample shirt catalog (Fl-K).
3 CT(Existing)
1 MP(Existing)
2 CT
2 (Existing)
CT
(Existing)
Individual dress shirts can then be organized and ranked by the most to least used with each
participant's wardrobe in a column chart in order to compare relative usage as well as "Ideal
Utilization" defined by the number of days shirts were worn in the study divided by the total
number of shirts. For example, Subject Fl-A, has 14 shirts in his wardrobe. He was tracked for 35
days, thus his ideal shirt usage is equal to 2.5 days. In other words, if Subject FI-A would wear his
shirts equally, one after another, then he should wear each shirt 2.5 times throughout the study.
Shirts worn less or not at all are considered under utilized and shirts above are considered highly
utilized. Figure 6-43 below illustrates Subject Fl-A's utilization:
Subject F1 A
9
7
E
5f-- 
-
- -Ideal Utilization
03
2
6 3 Now MP 4 10 New MM 7 9 11 5 8 12 13 14
Shirt Shirt
Shirt Number
Figure 6-43. Shirt utilization (subject Fl-A).
For subject Fl-A, the most worn shirt was shirt no. 6, an off-the-shelf MP shirt, that was worn eight
times, which was 5.5 more days than the ideal utilization rate. Shirt no. 3, 4, and 10 also were
highly utilized as well as his new MP shirt. The new MM shirt was slightly underutilized in this
case. Subject Fl-A also had many shirts he did not use at all (5, 8, 12, 13, 14). He did not utilize
five out of his 14 shirts, thus the subject was only 64.3% effective in utilizing his whole wardrobe.
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This was not atypical as the effective utilization by the general public (Chapter 4) was
approximately 67.3% wore more than half of their wardrobe. The end-of-study interviews chapter
of this study delves into the reasons why participants specifically chose to wear particular shirts
(i.e., most worn, new MP, new MC, etc.).
The effective utilization of the participant's wardrobe does diminish with a larger wardrobe
because of product decay. For example, a participant that practices the ideal utilization of 10
shirts will wear them out much faster than one with 100 shirts. Participants with 100 shirts will
take five months, if they went to work five days a week, to wear each shirt just one time. In the
long run those with many shirts will encounter other forms of decay including the total product
shelf life as well as fashion trends (e.g., French cuffs going out of style), thus this study was
capped at 30 shirts to not only minimize these effects, but also obtain reasonable turn-around of
shirt usage patterns.
In contrast to the previous participant, subject Fl-K exhibited a very different use pattern. The
number of MC shirts (17) within his wardrobe in comparison to his MP shirts (12) was the highest
percentage ownership of custom shirts in the study. The majority of his shirts that were above his
ideal use rate of 1.86 days were CT shirts (11 vs. 7) or 61.1%. Both the new MP and CT shirt
were worn two times, which are slightly above the ideal. The shirts below the ideal use rate
consisted of six CT and five MP shirts for a ratio of 54.5%, a slightly lower rate for CT shirts. This
subject had five shirts that were not worn for an effective utilization of 79.3%.
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Figure 6-44. Shirt utilization (subject Fl-K).
Subject FI-D's shirt wearing behavior nearly matched the ideal utilization rate carefully organizing
his closet in a First In, First Out (FIFO) fashion. The FIFO strategy allowed him to remove shirts
from his wardrobe (prior to the study) that he no longer wears for donation. This subject utilized
virtually all his wardrobe (Figure 6-45) and at the time of this writing and given his methodical
behavior, should yield nearly uniform distribution.
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Figure 6-45. Shirt utilization (Subject Fl-D).
Also exhibiting FIFO behavior was subject TR-F (Figure 6-46). His usage pattern is similar to
subject FI-D and verified in the end-of-study interview. However, it should be noted that this
should does have an emotional connection to his new CT shirt and does not act like an
automaton. He utilized his new CT shirt during a board meeting and said that the "custom shirt felt
REAL GOOD on that day."
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Figure 6-46. Shirt utilization (Subject TR-F).
Several subjects favored a small number of shirts that were utilized often, whereas the rest of the
wardrobe was rarely or never utilized. Subject FI-G utilized exactly half of his 22 shirts including
both of his new shirts above the ideal utilization rate of 1.91 days (Figure 6-47). The dramatic cliff
like drop-off, illustrates the lack of use of exactly half of his shirts.
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Figure 6-47. Shirt utilization (Subject FI-G).
Another subject showcasing similar characteristics was subject FI-L. This participant favored 12
of the 28 shirts including his new CT shirts, which were utilized at or above his ideal use rate of
1.97 days (Figure 6-48). This subject only utilizes 58.6% of his wardrobe:
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Figure 6-48. Shirt utilization (Subject FI-L).
The graphic below (Figure 6-49) show yet another subject with shirt use imbalance. Subject TR-H
utilizes only four shirts above his ideal utilization rate of 3.50 days. However, his effective
utilization is much higher at 92.9% because he wears almost every shirt at least one time. His top
four shirts added together was equal to 71.4% (35/49) of his entire shirt wearing days.
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Figure 6-49. Shirt utilization (Subject TR-H).
Another subject that showed asymmetric use of his wardrobe was Subject TR-A (Figure 6-50).
His effective utilization was high at 94.1% since he wore every shirt at least once except for two
shirts, however, his top 5 shirts added together was equal to 65.6% of all of his shirt wearing
days.
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Figure 6-50. Shirt utilization (Subject TR-A).
Subject Fl-B did not utilize his new CT shirt during the tracking phase of this study, as illustrated
in Figure 6-51, however, during interviews we discovered that he did wear the new shirt five times
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outside of work for special occasions (e.g., weddings, presentations during travel, etc.), which
would place it second in terms of use within his wardrobe. This subject chose not to wear his new
CT shirt because he designated that shirt as "Special" because of the superior quality and level of
personalization it had over his normal shirts. The new CT shirt was three times what he would
normally pay for a shirt and often work requires him to perform physical tasks which may damage
his shirt. Subject Fl-B also rides a bicycle to work and fears ruining the shirt. He does consider
this shirt to be his favorite and it has elevated his appreciation for well-made and customized
clothing and wishes he could transform his entire wardrobe into custom shirts if they were less
expensive (around $60-70).
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Figure 6-51. Shirt utilization (Subject Fl-B).
Several subjects showed favoritism to one or two shirts and in both cases the MP shirt was the
most worn, but at completely different price points. Subject Fl-F, wore his new MP shirt twice as
much as his next highest shirt. Whereas his new CT shirt was worn only for special occasions
and just slightly above the ideal utilization rate of 2.54 days (Figure 6-52):
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Figure 6-52. Shirt utilization (Subject Fl-F).
Another subject that favored his key shirts was subject TR-B (Figure 6-53). This participant wore
the two new shirts much more than his ideal utilization rate of 3.46 days. His top 4 shirts were
worn 71.1% of the time (32/45).
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Figure 6-53. Shirt utilization (Subject TR-B).
Subject Fl-C also favored a limited number of shirts, however, his most worn shirt was a very
seasonable (short sleeve) and his second most worn shirt was inexpensive (-$8), thus enabling
comfort and a worry-free wearing attitude. His new MP and CT shirt were utilized often and were
more than two days over his ideal use rate of 2.54 days (Figure 6-54):
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Figure 6-54. Shirt utilization (Subject Fl-C).
The last subject to favor his top two most-worn shirts was subject TR-D (Figure 6-54). He wore
two MP shirts he already owned 47.6% of the time (20/42), but neither his new CT nor his new
MP shirt was in the top two. He was also one of the few respondents to wear his new MP shirt
less than his new CT shirt.
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Figure 6-54. Shirt utilization (Subject TR-D).
The majority of the participants in Experiment 11 wore both of their new shirts more than the
average shirt (+1.03% for MC and +4.63% for new MP). Also, most participants wore their new
MP shirts more than their CT shirts. However, four of the 18 subjects reversed this trend. Subject
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TR-G (Figure 6-55) exhibited this behavior, as his new MP
his ideal utilization rate of 4.53 days.
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Figure 6-55. Shirt utilization (Subject TR-G).
6.12 Shirt Calendars
The next step in the analysis was to examine patterns of shirt wearing behavior in a visual
calendar format. This allows for the discovery of repetitious patterns (e.g., which colors are worn
most often or shirt wearing order), dynamic behavior (e.g., weather changes), or emergent
behavior (e.g., use of a new shirt vs. older shirts). Visual calendars can be examined individually
or in aggregate to see if there are common patterns of use. The following shirt calendar for
subject Fl-K illustrates a typical visualization of this data (Table 6-5) below (note: the use of pink
to indicate an existing CT shirt and yellow for the new MP shirt):
Monday Tuesday Wednesday Thursday Friday
1e-Mazv
21-Mav
1 s-Mav
22-Mav
16-Mav
4
23-Mav
17-Mav
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The graphic above showcases three distinct patterns of use. The first is the dominance of the
corporate colors (light blue and white) that is expected in a financial services company. The
second is the use of one non-corporate color per week (sometimes two). The third pattern, related
to the second, is the use of pink at the end of the week. From the interviews, it was determined
that this practice comes from a borrowed tradition from another office of wearing pink shirts on
Friday. This subject's favorite shirts are both pink (with a Gingham pattern). There is no
discernable pattern between CT and MP shirts, other than MP shirts are typically worn just once a
week. Both times the new CT shirt was worn for presentations.
Statistical analysis on this subject shirt wearing behavior yields the following table:
Category
Possible shirt (days) 53
MM or CT (days) 35
MP (days) 18
New MP Shirt (days) 2
New MM or CT (days) 2
Number of Shirts NOT worn 6
Number of CT or MM Shirts in Wardrobe 17
Number of new MP shirts 1
Number of Existing MP shirts 11
Total Number of MP shirts in Wardrobe 12
Effective Utilization (Worn vs. Not Worn) (%) 79.3%
Ideal Shirt Utilization (Shirt Days Worn/Number of Shirts) (days) 1.83
New MC shirt (plus/minus) over Ideal Usage (days) 0.17
Ratio of MC shirts in Wardrobe (%) 58.62%
MC use rate (%) 66.04%
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Ratio of New MP shirts in the Wardrobe (%) 3.45%
New MVP Use Rate (%) 3.77%
New MPR over rest of MP (Plus/Minus) (%)0.33%
Table 6-6. Usage patterns (subject Fl-K).
Subject Fl-K exhibits slightly better utilization of his wardrobe than the average at 79.31% vs.
75.6% (his office average) and has utilized his new CT shirt on par with his ideal shirt usage at
just 0.17 days over the average. The subject's high ownership rate of MC clothing does not deter
him from wearing his CT clothing more frequency than his MP clothing (+7.42%).
A more typical profile of use within the study was that of subject FI-C which only had one MC shirt
(a new one) and had a preference for wearing about 73% of his wardrobe (the average for the
study is 75.6%). His calendar below showcases his use patterns for the tracking time period
(Table 6-7):
14-May 15-May 16-May 17-May 18-May
2
21-Mav
28-May
4-hin
4
9 10 4
I I + 4
22-Mav
4
29-May
9
5-Jun
9
23-May
9
30-May
4
10
13-Jun
10
31-May
14-hin
6
25-May
1-Jun
7
8-Jun
6
1 -Iin
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Ij 12-Jun
MVC use difference over MPR (Plus/Minus) (%) 7.42%
Lt, L.
lH
Table 6-7. Shirt calendar (subject Fl-C).
Subject Fl-C exhibited a strong coupling between his favorite shirts. Shirt 3 (his most frequently
worn shirt) was often paired back-to-back with either his new MP shirt (no. 4) or new CT shirt (no.
11). His most worn shirt tended to be worn during the latter part of each week and he wore his
custom shirts mostly for special occasions (verified by his end-of-study interview). Statistical
analysis of his shirt use yields the following table:
Category
Possible shirt (days) 61
MM or CT (days) 6
MP (days) 55
New MP Shirt (days) 6
New MM or CT (days) 5
Number of Shirts NOT worn 5
Number of CT or MM Shirts in Wardrobe 1
Number of new MP shirts 1
Number of Existing MP shirts 17
Total Number of MP shirts in Wardrobe 18
Effective Utilization (Worn vs. Not Worn) (%) 73.8%
Ideal Shirt Utilization (Shirt Days Worn/Number of Shirts) (days) 3.21
New MC shirt (plus/minus) over Ideal Usage (days) 2.79
Ratio of MC shirts in Wardrobe (%) 5.26%
MC use rate (%) 9.84%
MC use difference over MP (Plus/Minus) (%) 4.57%
Ratio of New MP shirts in the Wardrobe (%) 5.26%
New MP Use Rate (%) 9.84%
New MP over rest of MP (Plus/Minus) (%) 4.57%
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Table 6-8. Usage patterns (subject Fl-C).
In contrast to subject Fl-K, this subject only has one custom shirt, but still exhibited a preference
for wearing custom shirts (+ 4.57% over the average use rate for his MP shirts). He wore his CT
shirt five days, which were +2.79 days over the ideal shirt utilization rate.
6.13 Aggregating Shirt Use Data
Shirt use data collected throughout the study was compiled into a spreadsheet in order to
examine patterns across the 18 individuals and to determine overall use rates of each type of
shirt in the study. The screenshot below shows a Mondrian like patchwork quilt of data from the
60-days of observation (Figure 6-56):
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Figure 6-56. Aggregate shirt use (screen shot).
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Given the letter format of this paper a closer view is provide below starting with the legend
describing the shirt types below (table 6-9). Note that the most worn shirts have a dark border
around the box.
x = Shirt ID Number
Made-to-Measure (new)
Existing MP shirt x
Most Worn Shirt x
New MP Shirt x
Table 6-9. Shirt type legend.
The excerpt below (Table 6-10) from the Experiment II is from the first day of observation, which
started in the offices of TR. Tracking at Fidelity's office started one week later.
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TR-C ifi 27 27614 25 20 16 28 10 17 25 14
TR-D 6 10 2 3 5 2 4 3 5 4 2
TR-E 1 16 33 36 36 37 37 22 4 4 41 41
TR-F 10 6 18 4 5 15 20 11 14
TR-G 14 10 11 5 3 8 14 4 9 15 10 7 11
TR-H 9 5 39 32 27 5 29 34
FI-A 9 10 3 7 6 9 2 3
Fl-B 11 9 21 13 17 15 14 20
FI-C 2 9 10 4 6 4 9 10 3
FI-D 2 21 30 29 14 5 1 16 23
FI-F 12 10 12 9
FI-G 17 18 15 22 22 23 20 15
Fl-H 13 14 3 1 8 7 5 15 10
FI-I 1 4 17 9 5 4 20
FI K 27 411 5 2 10 8 1 2 1 1 1
FI-L 25 1
Table 6-10. Aggregate shirt-tracking data (first three weeks).
Several TR participants wore their new CT shirts as soon as the study started showing eagerness
to wear their new clothing and a penchant for wearing their most worn shirts right from the start.
This probably indicates that their most frequently used shirts have been frequently used far in
advance of the study. Both offices exhibited this behavior.
This next snapshot illustrates the next three weeks of data from Memorial Day to June 15th (Table
6-11). The emergence of blue (MM) shirts one to two weeks later than their CT counterparts
seem to point to later adoption of the shirt, perhaps the in-person follow up meeting by the CT
style consultant for the final fitting played a role in the early use of CT shirts vs. MM shirts. Both
shirts arrived roughly at the same time for all participants.
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5 8 291 5 31 35 34 35 39 5 134
FI A 2 6 2 6 3 7 6 2 3 4
FIB 19 13 3 18 9
FI C 9 4 3 7 4 9 10 6 7 19 4 17
FID 20 3 8 6 13 12
F1F 1 12 11 7 5 9 11
Fl G * 2 23 20 15 3 22 14
FI H 17 9 16 12 14 13 7 15 1 8
FI I 1 9 18 20 17 7 1 5 19
Tap 6 A 7 16 5 9 1
Fl L. 27 25 28 21 15 26 28 15 4 21 25
Table 6-11. Aggregate shirt-tracking data (second three weeks).
6.14 Shirt Use Conclusions
The table below aggregates data for the Fidelity office participants (Table 6-12). This table does
not show subject Fl-C and Fl-K (which was shown earlier) for horizontal space reasons, but the
averages include their data sets. The key metrics to consider are ideal shirt use rate (number of
days each shirt should be worn) in the black box (2.33 days), average number of use days for
new MC shirts (2.7 days) in red, and the average use days for the new MP shirts (4.75 days) in
yellow. Fidelity participants utilized their MC shirts slight more (+0.37 days) than the ideal
average, while the new MP shirt was worn even more (over 2 days more).
The aggregate effective utilization of the wardrobe was equal to 75.6%, thus nearly a quarter of
all shirts were not worn at all. MC usage was slightly higher than their MP counterparts at 0.92%.
Participants in the general survey expected that MC usage would be less (up to 8%) primarily
because of cost and "special occasion" usage. However, this analysis points out that despite
these factors, MC shirts are worn nearly equally. Based on exit interviews about half of the
participants used their shirts for special occasions, whereas others treated them as a normal part
of the wardrobe. Those that utilized MC shirts this way used them with such frequency pushed
the study average use rate over the MP use rate.
Category FI-A Fl-B Fl-D Fl-F Fl-G Fl-H FI-I FI-L Ave.
Possible shirt 35 55 51 33 44 53 51 50 48.6days
MMorCTdays 2 0 2 3 2 3 6 1 6
MP days 33 55 49 30 42 50 45 49 42.6
New MP Shirt 6 4 1 8 3 3 4 1 4.75
days I I I I I I I
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I
New MM or CT
days
Number of Shirts
NOT worn
2
5
0
5
2
1
3
3
2
12
3
0
6
4
1
12 5.3
Number of CT or
MM Shirts in 1 1 1 1 1 1 2 1 2.7
Wardrobe
Number of new 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1
MP shirts
xisting MP shirts 12 20 28 11 21 15 19 27 18.1
Total Number of
MP shirts in 13 21 29 12 22 16 20 28 19.1
Wardrobe
Effective
Utilization (Worn 64.3% 77.3% 96.7% 76.9% 47.8% 100.0% 81.8% 58.6% 75.6%
vs. Not Worn)
Ideal Shirt
Utilization (Shirt
Days 2.50 2.50 1.70 2.54 1.91 3.12 2.32 1.72
Worn/Number of
Shirts)
New MC shirt
(plus/minus) 
-0.50 -2.50 0.30 0.46 0.09 -0.12 3.68 -0.72 0.37
over Ideal
Usage
Ratio of MC shirts 7.14% 4.55% 3.33% 7.69% 4.35% 5.88% 9.09% 3.45% 10.9%in Wardrobe_______
MC use rate 5.71% 0.00% 3.92% 9.09% 4.55% 5.66% 11.76% 2.00% 11.8%
MC use
difference over -1.4% -4.5% 0.5% 1.4% 0.2% -0.2% 2.6% -1.4% 0.92%
MP (Plus/Minus)
Ratio of New MP
shirts in the 7.14% 4.55% 3.33% 7.69% 4.35% 5.88% 4.55% 3.45% 4.96%
Wardrobe
New MP Use 17.1% 7.2% 1.9% 24.2% 6.8% 5.6% 7.8% 2.0% 9.13%Rate__________ 
_
New MP over rest
of MP 10.00% 2.73% -1.37% 16.55% 2.47% -0.2% 3.30% 1.45% 4.23%
(Plus/Minus) I I I I I I
Table 6-12. Shirt utilization (Fidelity participants).
The following Table 6-13 tabulates aggregate data for TR's office (8 participants). The ideal shirt
utilization rate was 2.85 days (black box) for this group, while the average number of MC shirt
wearing days was 3.4. Therefore we saw an increased use of MC shirt by 0.55 days. The
average number of use days for new MP shirts was 6.3 days (yellow), which is 3.45 days more
than the ideal.
The effective utilization of the wardrobe was 84.4%, which is better than Fidelity and the general
survey average. This group also had less overall shirts and zero existing custom shirts. The
average MC usage was 1.17% more than the MP average, thus showing a slight tendency to
wear MC shirts over standard counterparts (much like Fidelity's at 0.92%). A portion of the
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participants stated that they used the new MC shirt for "special occasions" during their exit
interviews, while the rest treated them as a part of their normal wardrobe.
Category TR-A TR-B TR-C TR-D TR-E TR-F TR-G TR-H AVE.
Possible shirt 61 45 33 42 34 44 68 45 46.5days ___ 
__________
MM or CT days 4 9 1 4 2 1 5 1 3.4
MP days 57 36 32 38 32 43 63 44 43.1
NewMPShirt 10 11 n/a 2 n/a 3 2 10 6.3days______________
NewMMorCT 4 9 1 4 2 1 5 1days
Number of Shirts 1 1 10 2 8 1 3 1 3.4
NOT worn 1 1 10 2 _13 1 .
Number of CT or
MM Shirts in 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1
Wardrobe
Number of new 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1
MP shirts
xibt ngMP shirts 15 10 27 11 26 19 13 12 16.6
Total Number of
MP shirts in 16 11 28 12 27 20 14 13 17.6
Wardrobe
Effective
Utilization (Worn 94.1% 91.7% 65.5% 84.6% 71.4% 95.2% 80.0% 92.9% 84.4%
vs. Not Worn)
Ideal Shirt
Utilization (Shirt
Days 3.59 3.75 1.14 3.23 1.21 2.10 4.53 3.21
Worn/Number of
Shirts)
New MC shirt
(plus/minus) 0.41 5.25 -0.14 0.77 0.79 -1.10 0.47 -2.21 0.53
over Ideal Usage I
Ratio of MC shirts 5.88% 8.33% 3.45% 7.69% 3.57% 4.76% 6.67% 7.14% 5.94%in Wardrobe
MC use rate 6.56% 20.00% 3.03% 9.52% 5.88% 2.27% 7.35% 2.22% 7.11%
MC use
difference over 0.68% 11.67% -0.4% 1.83% 2.31% -2.4% 0.69% -4.9% 1.17%
MP (Plus/Minus)
Ratio of New MP
shirts in the 5.88% 8.33% 3.45% 7.69% 3.57% 4.76% 6.67% 7.14% 5.94%
Wardrobe
New MP Use 16.4% 24.4% n/a 4.76% n/a 6.82% 2.94% 22.2% 6.2%Rate
New MP over rest
of MP 10.5% 16.1% n/a -2.9% n/a 2.1% -3.7% 15.1% 12.93%
(Plus/Minus) I I I I I
Table 6-13. Shirt utilization (Technology Review participants).
Aggregate data for the both offices are tabulated in Table 6-14 (below) describes the overall use
patterns for Experiment II. The ideal number of shirt wearing days was equal to 2.56 days for
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each shirt, while the number of MM or CT shirt days was equal to 4.8 days (first red box) giving
MC shirts a 2.24 day advantage. Translated to one year of usage, this would give nearly nine
days of more shirt usage of MC shirts than MP shirts. If we count only the new MC shirts, then the
average number of days is equal to 2.89 (second red box), which is also above the ideal by +0.44
days. The new MP shirt also was higher than the ideal average at 4.75 days, a 2.19 day
advantage over the ideal rate. The other key metric was the plus/minus percentage difference
between MC shirts over the rest of the MP shirts in the wardrobe. MC shirts, on average, were
worn 1.03% (yellow box) of the time more than MP shirts.
Category Study Average
Possible shirt (days) 47.7
MM or CT (days)
MP (days) 42.8
New MP Shirt (days) 4.75
New MM or CT (days)
Number of Shirts NOT worn 4.4
Number of CT or MM Shirts in Wardrobe 1.94
Number of new MP shirts 1
Number of Existing MP shirts 17.4
Total Number of MP shirts in Wardrobe 18.4
Effective Utilization (Worn vs. Not Worn) (%) 79.55%
Ideal Shirt Utilization (Shirt Days Worn/Number of Shirts) (days)
New MC shirt (plus/minus) over Ideal Usage (days) +0.44
Ratio of MC shirts in Wardrobe (%) 8.71%
MC use rate (%) 9.74%
MC use difference over MP (Plus/Minus) (%) +1.03%
Ratio of New MP shirts in the Wardrobe (%) 5.40%
New MP Use Rate (%) 12.93%
New MP over rest of MP (Plus/Minus) (%) 6.18%
Table 6-14. Shirt utilization (entire study).
New MC vs. New MP
The new MP shirt was placed into this experiment in order to have another new shirt to in the
participant's wardrobe to compare on price and newness. Over the course of the study, the new
MP shirt outperformed the new MC shirt (4.8 days for MP vs. 2.89 days for new MC) by nearly
two more shirt-wearing days. We asked participants why this was the case and a common
response was that the craftsmanship of the new MP shirt which was typically branded was higher,
even though it was not custom. The second reason was that the new MC shirt had the additional
constraint applied by about 50% of participants of being designated as a "Special Occasions"
shirt, therefore the opportunity to wear it was lower. However, when it was worn, the perceived
value was very high as evidenced by the many positive responses on not only the end-product
but also the process (see end-of-study interviews in appendix). It is worth noting that if we add the
existing custom shirts from the participants, then the total MC usage average is nearly identical to
the new MP shirt at 4.8 MC shirts vs. 4.75 new MP shirts.
Summarv of Shirt Usaae
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This experiment has proven that is it possible to observe and accurately gather data on "Post-
Transaction" retail product use in an unobtrusive manner in an office environment. The results of
the experiment point to utilization rates of MC dress shirts as slightly higher than that of MP shirts.
This may seem not to be a revelation. But it does dispel the belief held by many that MC shirts
are only utilized in special occasions because of the level of customization and cost of the shirt.
Participants in the general survey expected to use MC shirts up to 8% less than MP shirts, but the
1.03% advantage that MC shirts have seem to point to the additional utility that MC shirts exhibit.
A number of other factors may influence this evaluation including novelty effect, cost differences,
and the set-up of the experiment which will be discussed in the next chapter (conclusion). This
chapter will also integrate responses from the end-of-study interviews and synthesize the results
from the rest of the study (General Survey, Experiment 1). It will also provide an evidence-based
guide for guiding manufacturers to become more sustainable and consumers to practice better
consumption.
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Chapter 7
Conclusion
7.1 Introduction to Conclusion
This chapter summarizes the key findings from the thesis used to test the hypothesis and answer
research questions raised in Chapter 2 and in the introduction (Chapter 1). The first part of this
chapter will address the three key research questions on methods, environmental benefits, and
opportunities for new models of consumption. The second section synthesizes approaches
developed in this study and the data gathered to create an evidence-based guide for making
environmental decisions for manufacturers and consumers. The third section highlights the
hidden costs of carbon and discusses how the true cost of carbon will affect manufacturers and
consumers. The fourth section discusses the emergence of the concept of Responsible
Consumerism as a new ethos to be embraced not only by a select few environmentalists, but by
a much wider demographic including those that design and engineer products, those that
consume them, and finally those that regulate their safety and use. Finally, this chapter describes
the limitations of this study and how future studies can address those issues and explore new
research and design possibilities.
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7.2 Thesis Time Line (Chapter 7)
Chapter 3 Chapter 4 Chapter 5 Chapter 6 Chapter 7
Environmental
Impact Analysis
of MP and MC
Quantitative
Survey of Shirt
Usage and
Ownership
Patterns
Experiment I:
Shirt Acquisition
and Follow-up
Survey
Experiment II:
Shirt Tracking
and Use
Patterns
Conclusion
Desk Research 750 18 participants 18 participants All Respondents
Respondents and Participants
(276 used in
analysis)
Interviews with Survey of Shirt Acquisition of Shirt Cataloging Data
MC and MP shirt Owners of: MP new shirts: 8 and Shirt Visualization and
makers and MC shirts Made-to- Tracking (60 Analysis
Measure (MM), days of shirt
10 Custom data)
Tailored (CT),
and 18 MP
Oct 15 (2009)- Jun 15 - Dec 22 Acquisition + Cataloging (Apr Aug 1-31
Aug 31 Survey (Feb 16- 13-23), Tracking
Mar 16), Design (May 7-Aug 31)
of Tracking
System (Oct 15-
May 7)
2009 to2012 2011 2012 2012 2012
Table 7-1. Thesis time line (Chapter 7).
7.3 Answering the Research Questions
Three major research questions were addressed in this thesis. They were:
1) How can we create a methodology for gathering and analyzing data about environmental
benefits directly attributable to consumer behavior?
2) Does the current model for MC and MP dress shirts provide demonstrable advantages
over others and in what conditions?
3) What are the opportunities for developing new models of consumption that are more
environmentally sustainable than the current practice?
7.4 Question 1: Creating a New Methodology
The first question on methodologies was explored in Chapter 3 (Environmental Impact Analysis),
Chapter 4 (Quantitative Survey), Chapter 4 (Experiment 1), and Chapter 6 (Experiment II). The
environmental impact study established a framework to understand the fundamental and subtle
differences between all models within MP and MC including MP online and offline as well as two
different models for MC (Made-to-Measure (MM) and Custom Tailored (CT) in the production and
distribution flow from both the manufacturer and consumer's point of view. This framework
enabled the analysis of carbon emissions from the transportation of goods (shirts) and people
(consumers, style consultants, retailers) as well as other environmental metrics like waste and
returns.
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The Quantitative Survey developed methods for gathering data from a very broad audience (over
700 participants) about ownership, retail decision-making, maintenance, and use patterns, while
in Experiment 1, we were able to gather in-depth data on the shopping experience of subjects that
would participate in the extended study. Data gathered in this acquisition phase by the
experiment participants could then be compared to results from the Quantitative Survey. Also,
carbon emissions could be calculated on the actual trips to acquire shirts to compare the study
vs. typical scenarios.
Finally, Experiment 11 accomplished two major goals with respect to methodology. The first was to
design, fabricate, and deploy a tracking system utilizing the latest RFID technology that could
reliability and unobtrusively capture data on consumer use patterns after the retail experience.
The second goal of Experiment II was to develop methods to visualize and analyze the captured
data into a digestible form in order to create evidenced-based guidelines for manufacturers and
consumers (discussed later in this chapter). The combination of all these methods developed in
Chapters 3-6 is critical to being able to answer the second and third research questions. An
additional benefit from the creation of this methodology will be the ability of future users to
customize this analytical process for other more complex products and services in other
industries.
Thesis Contribution on Methods
This thesis has developed methods for capturing real data on consumer behavior from the
moment the consumer decides to engage in the shopping process all the way to the final use of
the product (60 days). This data at this level of granularity is extremely valuable, not only to
researchers, but also to manufacturers and retailers that often do not have any data after the
retail experience. This is especially true in the apparel business as the only indicator on use,
besides internal product life-cycle analysis, is repeat sales. This study examines the actual use
patterns, which are often different than customer or manufacturer expectations which factor into
the assumptions built into standard product lifecycle analyses.
The gathering of "Post-Transaction" Data has many other dimensions that are useful for the
retailer. For example, retailers can determine which products are worn most, least, or not worn at
all. They can examine which materials or color palettes were actually worn, so that they can
optimize fabric forecasts. Manufacturers can integrate this information into new product lines
much more quickly and not rely as much on traditional marketing data which is partly responsible
for the waste in forecasts, and push-based models.
This methodology provides real-time data on use which was not explored in this thesis. The data
captured in the tracking phase was analyzed and visualized near the end of the study, so that it
could be presented to an academic audience. But manufacturers and retailers can take
advantage of data coming in at millisecond levels of detail. The tracking towers at Fidelity and the
Technology Review captured over 22,000 individual reads in four months, which is equivalent to
478 individual readings for each participant (or 26 readings for each day they wore a tagged
dress shirt) in the study. The challenges for utilizing this data will not be technological, but rather
relate to the privacy and security of this data (also not explored in this thesis).
This thesis utilized a "Sum of Methodologies" in order to tackle research questions by using a
multi-faceted approach using multiple methods (impact analysis, ethnographic observation,
surveys, experiments, and interviews). These methods, coupled with the latest sensing
technologies like that of RFID, provide a lightweight and unobtrusive window into human behavior
and can help form a framework for investigation into questions beyond carbon footprints.
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7.5 Question 2: What are the MC Advantages over MP?
The second question builds upon the framework developed in question one. There are distinct
advantages for each production model at every stage and sub-stage of the manufacture,
distribution, and use of the product. Many of the advantages are offset because of wasteful
practices either upstream or downstream. However, assessments can be made of the total
product lifecycle if data is readily available. Earlier studies (Chin and Smithwick, 2009) proved
that obtaining data on the manufacture of MP shirts was difficult, while interviews with both MC
and MP providers seem to corroborate a wide range of reported levels of waste in manufacturing.
In both models, therefore, this research concentrated on the distribution of MC and MP products.
This thesis focuses primarily on the transportation of dress shirts from the location of manufacture
to the point of use, rather than on the physical infrastructure of the distribution network (see the
Limitations of Study section of this chapter). The top carbon performer, when factoring in
transportation of goods over vast distances, movement of people to retail locations, and waste
created by returns, was MP online at 0.281bs of CO 2 to deliver one shirt to a typical consumer.
The second best performer was MM at 1.08lbs of CO 2 . The table below (Table 7-2) ranks each
production model in terms of carbon performance. This table expresses the "Typical Scenario,"
described in Chapter 3, which projects normal shipping conditions for each manufacturer. For
example, 9Tailors (CT) typically visits 10-15 clients during one office visit, while Blank Label
typically ships two shirts per order, and MP offline customers typically travel 8.2 miles in one
direction in an automobile with a fuel efficiency average of 21 MPG (US vehicle fleet fuel
economy in 2011):
Table 7-2 (below) ranks each production model in terms of carbon performance:
Typical Scenario
Rankings Production Model CO2 (Ibs)
1 Mass Production (Online) 0.28
2 Made-to-Measure (Blank Label) 1.08
3 Custom Tailored (9Tailors) 2.16
4 Custom Tailored (Dillon Road) if customer is in NYC 2.25
5 Mass Production (Offline) 18.59
6 Custom Tailored (Dillon Road) Typical LA Scenario 23.81
Table 7-2. C02 emissions ranking for MP Online/Offline, MM, and CT models (Typical Scenario).
MP Offline was the worst performer, primarily because of the carbon emissions created by the
consumer driving their private automobile to a retail location. (94.1% of general survey
participants traveled by automobile an average distance of 8.2 miles in one direction.) Even with
returns at nearly 40%, MP online simply outperformed the other models with a combination of
container ship freight and truck distribution. While CT and MM models both employ carbon
intensive air shipping of their product, the CO2 (0.951bs) devoted to flying shirts long distances
was still over 16X better than a customer driving their own vehicle a tiny fraction of the distance
(1 5.291bs). CT production preformed worse than MM because of emissions due to the travel of
style consultants. However, if they are able to bundle customers on a single trip (which is part of
their business model) they can nearly match the carbon output of MM.
Another major metric of environmental performance is the waste created by returns. All returns
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generate additional trips by either the customer or retailer (usually through truck pickup) and thus
adding to the waste of stocks due to movement and transportation. The clear winner in the battle
of returns is MC (at less than 10%) over MP Online and MP Offline at approximately 40% and
20%, respectively (RLEC, 1999). MP industrial standards for return rates were difficult to obtain,
but for this study MC manufacturers were more transparent with their data. Both CT and MM
manufacturers kept their return rates below 10%. 9Tailors, a Boston based CT, was able to lower
return rates to just 5% by offering localized alterations to further minimize waste. (Often a whole
new custom shirt must be made if it has left the manufacturer in Asia.)
Summary of MC Advantages
The combination of Experiment I and Il demonstrated that MC shirts exhibit nearly the same, and
in many cases, slightly better utilization than MP at a +1.03% improvement, dispelling the popular
perception that MP shirts are utilized more because MC shirts are "special occasion" shirts and
more expensive than traditional MP shirts. The ideal average shirt usage per shirt for the study
was 2.56 days based on the total number of possible wear days over the total number of shirts.
The ideal shirt utilization rate provides a baseline to compare over- or under-utilized shirts. Shirts
that were not used or used infrequently would fall below this level, while the most worn (often
favorite but not mutually inclusive) would be utilized over this threshold. MC shirts in this study
were worn an average of 4.8 days (+2.24 days over the ideal utilization), showing a greater utility
over the average MP shirt. Interestingly, the new MP dress shirt in the study was also highly
utilized and nearly identical to all MC shirts at 4.75 days (+2.19 days over the ideal utilization). In
exit interviews, many participants actually liked their new MP shirt more than the new CT shirt.
We believe the higher expectation levels created by the marketing, promise, and co-creation
process of MC shirts can account for this difference. Yet, despite the difference in use rates as
compared to the new MP shirt, the majority of participants were able to extract perceived value
from the MC experience (Merle et al. 2010).
7.6 Question 3: Opportunities for New Models of Consumption?
It is not abundantly clear to the normal observer that a change is required of our current
production models. Even with one third of total revenue lost to waste ($300B), many
manufacturers do not want to fully embrace disruptive technologies and strategies since the
existing models are still profitable (Sanders, 2005). Disruptive models like MC are treated as
minor threats to core business practice and relegated to "Niche Markets." At best, they are
embraced as a marketing strategy at the level of a pilot (Piller, 2004). Below is a short list of the
opportunities created:
Opportunities Created by Climate Change - Further examination reveals the non-obvious
conclusion that many external forces threaten current production practices. The first major threat
(and focus of this study) is the impact of climate change on our currently wasteful practices.
Currently, MP manufacturers only care about the amount of CO 2 emitted by their organization
(which is low compared to the consumer), if they care at all. However, if we include the carbon
emitted by the end-user, then the impact of MP offline retail is 66X that of the best model of MP
online (0.281bs vs. 19.591bs). The lack of progressive environmental policy, especially in the
United States, in the form of carbon tax or higher gasoline tax, basically makes this a non-issue
for MP retailers. However, the continued rapid urbanization of the globe and downward car-
ownership trends in people aged (18-35) means that this will be a problem in the near future.
Opportunities Created by the Emergence of Smart Phone Shopping - The second impact area is
the amount of embodied and operational energy within the retail distribution chain, which include
the regional and local distribution centers as well as retail stores (many of which are located in
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high value urban real estate). Many big box retailers are now suffering from lower sales due to the
emergence of Smart Phone shopping - that is, shoppers using retail centers to touch and feel the
product, but then buying online from another retailer at a lower price (here, often with the
assistance of Smart Phones). The financial and environmental costs of running a high-energy
physical environment are now starting to outweigh diminished sales volume. This study did not
focus on the carbon impact of the physical non-moving infrastructure of retailing because that
level of complexity warrants another research project. However, this emerging trend should be a
concern of all big box retailers.
Opportunities Created by MC Itself -The third area of impact is the promise of MC itself. The
many benefits of MC are documented throughout this thesis (especially in Chapter 1) and echoed
by the test subjects themselves. The majority of participants enjoyed the customization process,
and were generally happy with the end product. In some cases, they experienced an emotional
connection to the product. However, the cost level seemed to still be the highest barrier to a
wider adoption of MC. Most participants felt that the current costs levels were 30-40% too high for
them to fully embrace MC. This willingness to pay premium (-60-80$) would be 1.5 to 2X the
average price of a shirt from the general survey ($39.39). This follows closely to the price
premium for custom vs. standard watches (Franke et al. 2004). This poses a "Chicken and Egg"
predicament for the MC industry because in order to approach those price levels, sales volumes
must increase dramatically. Yet the current price levels prohibit accelerated growth. Another set
of barriers is the need to manufacture product at vast distances from the consumer and the need
to ship a product expeditiously and in a high-carbon fashion (air freight). However, this has not
stifled the emergence of numerous small-scale online MC retailers in the last five years, thus
providing an indicator of the interest by entrepreneurs to engage in new models. In addition to
start-ups, many large-scale retailers now have some online customization presence. The results
of the study clearly demonstrate space for innovation opportunities and the need to rethink our
current models for the production, distribution, and use of, not just of apparel, but also of the
many products and services they mimic at multiple levels.
7.7 Smart Customization: Evidence-Based Guide for Environmental Decisions
This thesis has provided the opportunity for an in-depth study of the manufacture, distribution,
and use of men's dress shirts and has revealed both obvious and non-obvious assessments from
an environmental sustainability viewpoint. It is clear that driving an automobile is more wasteful
than using public transit. However, it is not obvious that flying a shirt halfway around the globe is
much less wasteful than driving to the mall by as much as 16 times. It is also not obvious that a
16-ton delivery truck is 24X more efficient in delivering goods than a customer using an
automobile. It is also clear that offline retail environments require much more built infrastructure
than online retail, but it is not obvious that a big energy advantage has benefited online retailers
because of external forces like the growth of Smart Phones and online trust networks. These
assessments are not just specific to men's dress shirts and apparel, but to many products that
can be mass produced or mass customized. They include products ranging from small size, but
high value products like mobile phones, jewelry, books, and consumer electronics (in general), to
large-scale products like automobiles, furniture, and pre-fabricated homes. All of these products
follow similar, albeit more complex in some cases, steps in the product lifecycle.
The observation, comparison, and analysis of current production models has given us an
opportunity to imagine a new model for achieving a low-carbon and customizable product offering
by focusing on the following guidelines:
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Moving Goods, Not People - The carbon accounting performed in this study shows the
environmental benefit of transporting goods rather than people. In virtually every case, the
production models that do not require the movement of the consumer or retailer (style consultant
in the case of CT) yielded up to a 30X improvement, even with up to 40% returns and airfreight
from overseas manufacturing. This guiding principle, coupled with improvements in reducing
returns and local manufacturing, discussed in the other points below, will dramatically reduce
carbon footprints, particularly with regard to distribution.
Pull-Based Marketing - The use of On-Demand production models inherent in MM and CT
models to radically reduce waste in overproduction, waiting, transportation, processing, waste of
stocks, and movement (Sanders 2005). The Sanders Consulting report on the textile business
estimates that one-third of all revenue is lost due to waste per year, i.e., equal to nearly $300B.
One aspect of waste directly attributable to the current push-based production model is the high
rate of returns. Returns for MP Online (-40%) and MP Offline (~20) can be attributed to poor
matching between consumer needs and manufacturing output. On-demand production based on
pulling orders from customers can begin to address this issue. As a comparison, the automobile
industry in the US significantly lags behind Europe and Japan on the use of Build-to-Order
production which has the capability to dramatically reduce inventory costs and waste in the
system which was reported to be as high as $3650 per vehicle (Holweg and Pil, 2004).
Persuasive Web Interfaces - Intuitive web interfaces can encourage the more environmentally
sound customer choices. The key areas of improvement include the carbon content on delivery,
use of more sustainable and recyclable materials, and the reduction of wardrobe size. The speed
of delivery directly affects carbon emissions (e.g., 1-2 day delivery is typically via airfreight).
Promoting more environmentally sound and typically longer lead times by providing not only
pricing that reflects that desire, but also interactive tips or hints can be effective. Another strategy
is to organize materials based on their carbon intensity for manufacture and then use and price
accordingly. Evidence gathered in this study shows that most men (55.7% in General Survey,
75.6% in Experiment II) do not wear all of their clothing (33.2% wear half or less). This data can
be utilized in a persuasive interface to illustrate the cost savings created by elimination of waste
(shirts not worn in this case) and the benefit of spending the savings on a highly customizable yet
smaller wardrobe. The concept of optimal wardrobe size may sound counter-intuitive to
manufacturers, just like car sharing to automakers, but it has the potential create a new service-
based business focused not on the design of singular shirts, but on the customization of
wardrobes.
Low-Cost Sensing - The use of low cost sensing technologies like washable RFID (used in
Experiment II) and NFC enabled tags by embedding them into products. Many retailers already
utilize tags, but only for security reasons. These tags are typically active and bulky, and therefore
are useful only within the store environment. New tags are durable, lightweight, and are nearly
imperceptible. Sensing can provide benefits to both the manufacturer and consumer by allowing
for the collection and analysis of data. Consumers with Smart Phones can utilize NFC
technologies to access information about products as they browse, while manufacturers can
capture the number of hits for each product. The controversy over the use of RFID technology by
manufacturers will need to be overcome in order to fully realize the power of ubiquitous low-cost
sensing, especially in the apparel business. It will be necessary to introduce new "Trust
Networks" that manage personal and private data with the appropriate technology and public
policy to augment the existing Bill of Consumer rights to include power of access and control of
one's own private data.
As RFID enabled Smart Phones emerge, consumers can tap into the benefits of tracking apparel
usage as explored in this thesis. New high-value applications on their Smart Phones can be
created that can inform the user of their use patterns, so they can make smarter decisions on
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purchases. For example, a Smart Phone app can tell the user that he has worn a light blue shirt
45% of the time, and make suggestions of shirts that should be donated or consigned (e.g., to
donate that striped red shirt that was worn once three years ago). Such an application can aid
users to better utilize their existing wardrobes. For example, a wardrobe of 10 shirts and 10 pairs
of pants can make 100 combinations. An application that utilizes color theory can then filter out
poor color combinations, thus the 100 combinations are reduced to a smaller number (say, 60).
This new application can inform the user that he has used only 15 of the possible 60 good
combinations, thus another 45 were never even tried. Taking this one step further, manufacturers
can suggest a set of shirts, that would take the 60 good combinations and increase this by an
order of magnitude by simply purchasing two new shirts, therefore amplifying their existing
wardrobe based on the use of color theory. If this model were to combine other elements of the
wardrobe including jackets, t-shirts, socks, jewelry, etc. the, number of combinations becomes
exponentially expansive. This new app would provide then a simple guide to this complex and
massive solution space.
Miniaturizing Retail Environments - Radically downsize physical retail environments by
eliminating excess inventory to create customizable and transformable product experience
centers on the scale comparable of urban boutiques. This strategy maintains the crucial touch
and feel aspect of shopping (still lacking from the MM model), yet greatly reduces high-energy
costs and carbon emissions. Electronic giants like Apple, Sony, and Microsoft have created
showcase stores which focus on experience rather than on the display and storage of products.
The morphing of the electronics showcase concept for apparel would entail the creation of
prototype concept stores that utilize dynamic displays, transformable furniture, product
demonstration areas, and potentially have space for design consultation. The newly created mini-
stores also can serve as the sizing interface between customers and manufacturers through
either the introduction of 3D body scanner or even by physical measurements by style
consultants. Stores become the physical interface to the customer and the gateway to online
purchasing by mitigating the fit problems of touch, feel, and try.
Another version of the urban boutique is a Mini-Retail environment or pod-like store that could be
implemented directly into office buildings or places of work. This brings the retail experience to
where the customers are located and takes advantage of the CT's "Hong Kong Style" Tailoring
model and cuts emissions based on extra travel since many customers are already commuting,
thus maximizing efficiency of trips. Retail pods can be designed to be mobile in order to provide a
dynamic environment which can respond to changes in location, time, season, and local events.
These mini-retail pods can also provide high-value services like style consulting, including ideal
measurements for many types of apparel (not just dress shirts), therefore further reducing the
problems of fit as well as touch and feel.
Maximizing the Power of Customization - Based on the evidence gathered in this study, fit was
the top reason for not wearing shirts and returns for each major ownership category. It was also
the top shirt characteristic that consumers seek when shopping for a new shirt (Table 7-3):
Fit MP MP+MM MP + CT MP+MM+CT
Reason for Not Wearing 38.5% - - -
Reason for Returns 54.7% 51.7% 50.0% 58.3%
Shirt Characteristic 38.4% 40.0% 33.0% 70.6%
Table 7-3. Role of fit in consumer behavior.
One of the core benefits of MC shirts is the ability to provide exacting fit, but the barrier of web
measurement tools seems to have stifled growth. MM participants in Experiment I were only 60%
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confident of their designs without physically trying the shirt, while 50% were confident of their
designs without physically touching or feeling the design. Ironically, 40% of MP offline participants
in the same experiment did not physically try on shirts when they were in the store. The power of
customization can solve these problems. However, retailers that are not already practicing MC
either need to shift into customizable production models, develop parallel business units or pilot
these new models. For retailers already practicing MC, improvements must be made on existing
measurement tools since returns are still significant at 10% for Blank Label and Dillon Road, and
9% for 9Tailors. (Measurement tools are not entirely to blame for returns in MC as quality control
also contributes to returns). MM retailers may want to consider the strategic introduction of Mini-
retail stores, as suggested above, to not only expand their physical presence, but also to improve
customer fit and to overcome touch and feel issues especially for first time customers (Blank
Label provides fabric swatches with each purchase for future sales).
Customizable Clones - Table 7-4 (below) describes the percent of wardrobe utilization by the top
one through five shirts within each participant's wardrobe as well as aggregate totals. The
average of the top two shirts worn in the study was equal to 19.2% of all shirt utilization. The top
three shirts were used 26.5% of the time, while the top five (one week's worth of clothing) was
utilized at a rate of 38.3% of the total wardrobe. The most worn shirts were utilized often because
of fit, comfort, and the ability to match as verified by end-of-study interviews (see appendix).
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TR-H 49 10 14.3% 20 28.6% 28 40.0% 35 50.0% 38 54.3%
Fl-A 35 8 11.4%1 15 21.4% 21 30.0% 25 35.7% 28 40.0%
Fl-B 56 6 8.6% 12 17.1% 17 24.3% 21 30.0% 25 35.7%
Fl1-C 64 10 14.3% 17 24.3% 23 32.9% 29 41.4% 35 50.0%
F11-11 51 3 4.3%- 6 8.6% 8 11.4% 10 14.3% 12 17.1%
Fl1-F 33 8 11.4% 12 17.1% 16 22.9% 19 27.1% 22 31.4%
FI-G 44 6 8.6% 12 17.1% 18 25.7% 23 32.9% 27 38.6%
Fl1-H 53 6 8.6%- 11 15.7% 15 21.4% 19 27.1% 23 32.9%
Fl1-11 52 6 8.6% 11 15.7% 16 22.9% 21 30.0% 25 35.17%
Fl-K 54 5 7.1% 9 12.9% 12 17.1% 15 21.4% 18 25.7%
FI-L 57 10 14.3% 16 22.9% 22 31.4% 27 38.6% 32 45.7%
Ave. 49.2 7.3 10.5% 13.4 19.2% 18.6 26.5% 22.9 32.8% 26.8 38.3%
Table 7-4. Wardrobe utilization by top five shirts.
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The remainder of their shirts that are worn much less or not at all, or have fallen out of favor
because they don't fit (38.5%), have been worn out (39.3%), out of style (26.2%), forgotten
(19.3%), or a unwanted gift (16.0%).
The best way to dramatically decrease waste and to maximize use is to identify the most worn
shirts and create Customizable Clones - that is an ideal prototype (or Bespoke pattern) for each
individual that possess all the fundamental features like fit and finish, yet have customizable
features to create the required variety in terms of fabric and components (collars, plackets, cuffs,
etc.). Many online manufacturers of MM shirts allow customers to send an existing shirt, so that
the measurements can be replicated. But very few if any, act as replicators. Most MM
manufacturers will create a new shirt based on measurements of an existing shirt that you send,
out of fabrics they have in their inventory and if the sent shirt has features (special cuffs, specific
cuts, stitching, etc.) that they do not have in their solution space, then the consumer will sacrifice.
Customizable Clones creates the opportunity, not to simply replicate the most worn shirts (this
does not really exist today except for parts of China and Hong Kong), but to establish a new
industry that maximizes the potential of time already spent searching through trial and error for
the ideal shirt.
An additional feature that can be built into Customizable Clones is the creation of a proactive
interface that suggests variations to the clone based on the customer's profile. Variations will be
necessary for the creation of fit profiles for other types of apparel. For example, the fundamentals
of the clone provide the basis for creating the dress shirt bespoke pattern. However, it would be
useful to use the same model for creating a bespoke pattern for a suit or perhaps a pair of jeans.
The proactive interface should not require much intervention from the customer except for some
key preferences.
Smart Materials - Survey results from this thesis point to wrinkled clothing as the number one
reason why shirts are either washed or laundered, not because they are smelly or dirty (although
they are significant factors as well). A product lifecycle analysis conducted by Levi Strauss on
their 501 jeans in 2009 determined that over 58% of the jean's environmental impact (Cradle-to-
Grave Energy Use) was because of use by the consumer. Up to 48% of water consumption is
also taken by use. By cutting washing in half, the amount of energy in the care of jeans is reduced
by 40% and by 35% for water usage (Levi Strauss 2009). 46.6% of respondents in the general
survey washed their shirts after every use, no matter the condition, while 32.2% washed after
every second use. The simple integration of wrinkle free and more environmentally sensitive
materials into product offerings with accompanying persuasive web interfaces will dramatically
improve sustainability.
Local Production - Invest in local production, if it is economically possible. This is currently not
feasible for the men's dress shirt business because the costs for labor and facilities are still more
than 2.5 times the cost in production in Asia, including the price of shipping (Bi 2012). Also, the
quality and skill level of shirt manufacturers are simply not present (Shih 2012). However, this is
could be less of a problem in many other industries were labor cost not the main driver of plant
placement. The development of low cost fabrication technologies spurred by the personal
fabrication, DIY, and Maker communities have the power to enable localized production. Coupled
with developments in robots that are "low-cost, easily programmable, not fixed and not
dangerous" (Brooks 2012), localized production is able to not only reduce emissions because of
transport but also inject economic development into the markets they serve.
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7.8 The True Cost of Carbon
Climate change inaction is a symptomatic problem caused by a number of hidden costs that are
embedded into every aspect of our society. For example, gas taxes help fund national road
infrastructure projects, however most of it goes into general revenue. The remaining funds to
build our roads come from either state or federal taxes, even though some people do not even
drive at all. The hidden cost of utilizing various energy sources depends not only on the cost of
extraction, refinement, and delivery, but it also includes the cost to the environment (in the form of
carbon emissions) as well as health and social costs (Greenstone and Looney, 2011). These
costs are not paid for directly by the consumer, but are absorbed by society. Often this societal
cost seems small and is not felt by the end-user, but collectively, the costs are damaging.
Economists call these societal costs, "Negative Externalities" and these are costs external to the
parties directly involved in the transaction loop. The classic example of a negative externality is
congestion. For every extra automobile on the road, the more congested the road becomes and
the more pollution is spewed into the atmosphere. Each driver does not feel the effects of
pollution since it is so tiny, but collectively, he/she contributes to local smog and globally to
climate change. Drivers do, however, feel the effects of congestion almost immediately. Thus
measures like congestion pricing in places like Singapore and London have been implemented to
mitigate the negative externalities. A recent report by Michael Greenstone and Adam Looney
reveals the true cost of carbon by analyzing the hidden costs in energy use:
"...we estimate that it costs about 3.20 for an existing coal plant to produce a kilowatt
hour (kWh) of electricity. This appears to be a bargain but the reality is that this kWh
causes 5.60 of damages to our wellbeing. Although these costs are not listed on our
monthly utility bills, they are nevertheless real-they show up in shorter lives, higher
health-care bills, and a changing climate that poses risks to our way of life. Put bluntly,
the true cost exceeds that on our utility bills by more than 170 percent." (Michael
Greenstone and Adam Looney, "A Strategy for America's Energy Future: Illuminating
Energy's Full Costs," Hamilton Project, 2011, p. 7).
They estimate that the Societal Cost of Carbon (SCC) is equal to $21 per ton of C0 2 , which
projects to an additional cost of $16,000 for every car that is driven 150,000 miles or roughly 20%
of the lifetime cost (Greenstone and Looney, 2011). If such costs were realized through a carbon
tax, cap and trade, or other policies to limit greenhouse emissions, then this would dramatically
affect not only the current production processes studied in this thesis, but also impact the world
economy.
If we apply the SCC just to the transportation of dress shirts, the effect will be evident. The
estimate of total carbon devoted to the transport of MP offline of a single dress shirt is 21.28lbs of
CO 2 from Table 7-2 (in Question 2 of this chapter). Dividing one ton (2000lbs) by 21.281bs yields
approximately 94 shirts, thus the extra SCC per shirt will be $0.2234. If the average cost of the
shirt in the quantitate study is $39.39 then this represents a 0.5% additional cost. This may not
seem to be a lot. However, if we examine the equivalent SCC for MM then the extra cost would
be equal to $0.0113. The ratio of these two SCC's is nearly 20X. This is due to the lower
emissions within the MM model and when applied to the overall cost of the custom shirt (which is
much higher), this percentage is negligible.
The estimated contribution to carbon emissions of product transportation is roughly 6% in the
case of Levis Strauss's product lifecycle analysis of their 501 jeans (Levi Strauss, 2009). If we
use this estimate and apply it to shirts, then we can scale the SCC cost for MP shirts from $0.23
to $3.83, which yields an additional cost increase close nearly 10%. This is higher than the sales
tax in many states in the US. The additional cost for MM shirts would then equal to $0.18. The
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true cost of carbon has dramatic implications on future consumer behavior, therefore placing even
more importance on our rethinking of current production, distribution, and use models.
7.9 Responsible Consumerism
The documentary series "Hoarders" portrays the life struggles of compulsive hoarders who
continue to amass vast amounts of consumer products without ever discarding or curbing the
acquisitions until their homes become fire hazards and relationships with close family members
and friends are strained. Much of the hoarding is of seemingly useless objects or multiples of the
same products. None of the participants in this study are remotely close to being shirt hoarders
(although two subjects had to reduce their wardrobe to fit the maximum shirt requirement of 30
shirts), but the symptoms of waste and lack of use is emblematic of a much greater societal
problem with excessive consumerism. The massive issues of global climate change can be
considered attributable to human interventions, due in part, to collective excess by the consumer
class (mostly Western Europe, Japan, USA). Unfortunately, the culture of excess by today's
consumers is now found in the developing world. For example, China has recently become the
number one consumer of automobiles per year (13.6M vehicles) surpassing even the US in 2010,
as reported by Bloomberg news (Bloomberg 2010). Yet China is not even close to the car
ownership levels in the US at approximately 250 vs. 850 cars per 1000 persons (Mitchell et al.
2010). Closer to the apparel industry is the emergence of concepts like Fast Fashion, developed
in the 1980s and 1990s, which have created a disposable class of clothing adding to the ever-
growing volume of waste. It is estimated that each US citizen throws away about 70lbs of clothing
per year of which only 15% can be recycled, and that this trend is increasing (Council for Textile
Recycling 2012).
Environmental sustainability advocates have called for the adoption of energy efficiency and
conservation strategies as the mechanisms for achieving carbon neutrality. However, achieving
the target goals set by the Kyoto Protocol of 1997 will be extremely difficult, especially without the
ratification of the treaty by the United States. Complicating the energy efficiency strategy is
"Jevons Paradox." William Stanley Jevon's study of the British coal industry in the 1860s found
that the technological innovations that make improvements in the efficient use of a resource tend
to also increase the consumption of that resource (Jevons 1865).
Learning from the FDA
Another issue impeding environmental progress is the lack of standards for carbon emissions
comparable to the FDA's Nutrition Facts Label (see below):
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Nutrition Facts
Sarving Size 1 cup (228g)
Servings Per Container about 2
AMOeM Per sr*,e
Calories 250 Calores from Fat 110
% Daily Vue*
Total Fat 12g 18%
Saturated Fat 3g 15%
rans Fat 3g
Cholesterol 30mg 10%
Sodium 470mg 20%
Total Carbohydrate 31g 10%
Dietary Fiber Og 0%
Sugars Sg
Vitamin A 4%
Vitamin C 2%
Calcium 20%
Iron 4%
PArt uniform crbonlaeln prga wol raise awarness craeth tnarmeris n
YPanDaly a beua. kaz deuenr1aw
TeFal Lmd5.l 9 Ngfog
uadWaa FMt Lasut 2ue 25g
OtMN1 LM at asara 
3
0ftv
Sodkan Imaftna 2.4WMr 2,Atra
neon Ftat 25e 3D9
Figure 7-1. FDA Nutrition Facts label black and white version (Source: U.S. Food and Drug Administration).
A uniform carbon-labeling program would raise awareness, create the standard metrics, and
provide indicators of environmental health just like daily caloric intake does for nutrition. Efforts to
create carbon labels begun by organizations such as the carbon trust (www.carbontrust.com),
established in the UK in 2001, have not reached the levels of government policy makers as of yet
to truly make an impact. Below is a mock-up of a new Carbon Facts label that mimics the
iconography and graphic standards of the FDA's Nutrition Facts.:
Nutrition Facts Carbon Facts
Serving Size Number of
INIMEE" MENEN"Uses
Amount of
% D l Calories C DrY Vao*
Lmit these NOx.05OWN
Nutrients Contilner Shipping 0.32bs 5.9%
Sugars 5g
Protein 5g Get Enough of
thes Nutrients
Daiy Get Enough
Uses Before
Washing
--QFootnote with
Daily Values (DVs)
Footnotes
with Daily
values (Dvs)
Farducsaa m .a, W"t d-ata. n t 9 eo Wbk o dua lproe only 7a label does notad rn iu meet Ithe labelin "eqkamenta by the FDAD
DOT or EPA
Figure 7-2. FDA Nutrition Facts food label Figure 7-3. Carbon Label (Mock-up).(Source: U.S. Food and Drug Administration).
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This mock-up utilizes some of the data gathered in this study and uses the MP Offline model to
express the urgency to rethink our approach toward managing the carbon problem. This label has
been modified to illustrate daily carbon emissions (and how to limit it), carbon from use (i.e.,
washing and drying), and the estimated daily carbon directly relevant to consumers of clothing,
personal transport, food, and even housing. The establishment of an ideal carbon emissions level
on a global per capita basis is a complex and heavily politicized process. But this mock-up shows
the power the right kind of messaging will have on major societal problems. (Note: I used artistic
license throughout this mock-up, especially on daily use and emissions for categories outside of
shirts). The impact of the FDA's nutritional label has had profound impact on the entire health
industry and I believe this could be translated to the problem of environmental health. Below, in
Figure 7-4, is a closer view of how the Carbon Label could be organized:
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Number of
Uses
Amount of
Carbon
m
~ V)
U
Get Enough
0 Uses Before
Washing
Footnotes
with Daily
Values (DVs)
For educational purposes only. This label does not
meet the labeling requirements by the FDA, DOE,
DOT or EPA.
Figure 7-4. Carbon Label (close-up view).
Wardrobe-on-Demand
Making Carbon Labels was not the focus of this thesis, nor was it to create a policy or to take a
passive approach, but to tackle the problem by mapping the problem, and making assertions on
how to utilize the evidence uncovered. One potential active approach that manufacturers and
retailers can take is the creation of a new clothing ownership model which breaks away from the
burden of building a wardrobe in the traditional fashion. The burden of clothing ownership is the
need to shop, stock, restock, maintain, and remove wardrobe items. Similarly, the burden of car
ownership requires owners of automobiles to shop for a new vehicle (deal with the salesperson),
maintain (oil changes, gasoline), remove (sell or bring to scrap yard), and restock their
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automobiles. A new ownership model called Wardrobe-on-Demand (WOD) can provide the
optimal wardrobe as a service in which the operator of WOD would sort, filter, and optimize what
the consumer currently owns and then provide new clothing that will maximize benefit metrics
determined by the end-user. For example, WOD can provide the consumer with an
environmentally optimal wardrobe that provides the highest variety of clothing under the
constraint of maximum utilization. In this scenario, WOD will adopt many of the guidelines listed
above such as creating Customizable Clones of your best fitting existing shirts, while making
suggestions for new clothing using combinatorics and color theory. Any new clothing suggested
by WOD would also follow additional guidelines for smart materials and for reducing emissions in
the acquisition process. The resultant wardrobe should provide all the benefits of MC principles,
including best possible fit, function, and aesthetics while correctly sizing the entirety of the
wardrobe to continue to reduce waste.
Based on the research in this thesis, I submit that a new model of production can provide a novel
driver of environmental sustainability and responsible consumerism. This new model, called
Smart Customization, combines the benefits of the existing models described in the Evidence-
Based Guide to provide low-carbon and customizable products. These products will be underlain
by advances in technology (low cost sensors, digital fabrication, persuasive interfaces, smart
materials) and creative business models (pull-based marketing, local production, low-energy
shipping) and architectural solutions like miniaturized retail experiences.
7.10 Limitations to this Study
Despite the advantages that emerge from this study on men's dress shirts and their potential
applicability to other products, there remain several limitations worth noting. The first is that the
dress shirt-tracking portion of this study is limited to four months of data (approximately 60
wearing days) due to time constraints and the total number of participants is limited to
approximately 20. This small sample size will not provide enough data to make projections of the
benefits at large volume.
This thesis can be considered as a pilot study for a much larger industrially sponsored
examination of consumer use to include hundreds of participants over a one-year period (which
would provide an examination of seasonal dress shirt wearing behavior) or even longer. Many of
the sponsoring members of the Media Lab and MIT could be potential partners in creating a much
more extensive study not only for dress shirts, but also for all types of products in the apparel and
consumer electronics space.
The second limitation is that this study does not include fabric extraction and processing in the
product lifecycle analysis. We assume that fabrics are similar for MC and MP shirts and that the
total energy and environmental impacts are the same. The assumptions for product maintenance(washing, dry cleaning, ironing, etc.) will be similar, thus having the same effect as the fabric
component. To minimize this limitation, this study does interview MC providers on the use of
materials in their shirts, as well as subjects on whether or not they clean and press all their shirts
in a similar fashion.
The lack of adequate manufacturing and distribution data from MP companies is another
limitation. After several approaches to major manufacturers, we soon realized it would require the
combination of additional networking time and socialization of the premise of the study which
would be out of the scope of our project duration. To minimize this limitation, we make basic
assumptions about the production and distribution annotated throughout the study.
This study did not exam extensively the comparative carbon emissions of the physical
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infrastructure devoted to distribution and retail. Such a study would examine the total carbon
emissions due to the embodied and operational energy used in all the buildings utilized in the
manufacture and distribution of MP and MC products. This would include factory production
plants, distribution centers, and retail locations, as well as energy consumed by employee travel.
The results of this study could then be compared with this thesis and integrated to form a more
complete picture of the total product lifecycle. Such an examination of this limitation warrants
another dissertation that would probably be best done in collaboration with MIT Engineering
Systems Division (EDS) or other groups concerned with total product lifecycle.
The final limitation is that this study only accounts for two approaches to MC of dress shirts. Blank
Label is a online made-to-measure MC shirt manufacturer, whereas 9Tailors and Dillon Road are
classified as Custom Tailors (CT) that provide a style consultant that makes office visits or sets
up appointments at their local retail location. This study also does not include MC shirts provided
by big brands like Nordstroms, Brooks Brothers, or others, which often embedded custom
services in existing retail locations.
7.11 Questions and Future Studies
This section couples questions with potential future research studies that could be examined
based on the theoretical and methodological frameworks established in this thesis.
Question: To what other case studies in consumer products would this methodology be
applicable?
Custom Jeans and Bras
Prior to the selection of dress shirts as the case study for this thesis, a number of apparel
products were considered including women's jeans and bras. Both products can be highly
customized and fit is even more important (especially with bras) than with men's dress shirts. The
methods developed in this thesis could be adapted to examine the environmental benefits of
other products to see if similar trends would provide extendibility and scalability of the concepts
developed in this thesis. The Boston-based custom bra manufacturer, Zyrra, who produced over
10,000 custom bras in 2011, is a good candidate for consideration, and would make data
available for the study.
Question: Can longitudinal data be utilized in the current study or in future studies?
Longitudinal Study with Social Networks
The early phases of this thesis explored the possibility of utilizing longitudinal data such as
calendar information from each participant in order to verify special events (such as a board
meeting or presentation) with shirt wearing behavior. The lack of time and concerns over privacy
of information prevented us from executing this aspect of the study. In future studies, longitudinal
data from calendars, daily weather patterns, and social networks like Facebook could be utilized
to examine the seemingly external factors in consumer behavior and product use. Such a study
can also further examine the untapped data captured in this study, including the application of
pattern recognition techniques to shirt data (style, size, color, fabric, component styles, etc.).
Question: Can these methods scale to more complex products?
AoDlication to More ComDlex Products
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A study of more complex products such as consumer electronics, furniture, automobiles, and
homes, is a logical next step in this research. The challenge would be to find similar products that
are standard and customizable with manufacturers that are willing to be transparent with their
data. Like the study of women's jeans and bras, this study would test the limits of the methods
developed in this study as well as bring new levels of complexity into consideration.
Question: Can this research be expanded to an entire wardrobe?
Apparel Genome and Smart Closet
Another project to consider for future study would be the creation of a "Smart Closet" which
captures data about everyday apparel decisions within the context of the home. Utilizing the RFID
technologies developed in this study, the Smart Closet project could embed tags in all the articles
of clothing belonging to study participants including shoes, pants, jackets, shirts and possibly
jewelry and intimates. Data analysis could provide a picture of how decisions are made in finely-
grained detail. We could discover which articles of clothing are hierarchically dominant and dictate
the use of others (e.g., shirts determining which pants to wear or visa versa?). The collection of
this data could be synthesized into an Apparel Genome that is unique to every individual. The
solution space generated by the apparel genome will be small for some individuals, and perhaps
large for others depending on the wardrobe, taste, and the user's vocation and personality.
Retailers could utilize this notion for making suggestions for new apparel that would complement
and expand each user's solution space. The implications for right-sizing and waste reduction
would also be made apparent with the construction of algorithms that approximate the Apparel
Genome.
Question: Are there fundamental principles of design that provide inherent environmental benefit?
Environmental Value of Timeless Design
An examination of on the concept of timeless design would have great impact on the
understanding the trade-offs between the extra time, energy, cost, and effort to create designs
that evoke timelessness vs. designs that are kitsch, disposable, low cost, and fashionable. For
example, a Rolex watch which costs thousands of dollars that could be worn for generations,
maintained and repaired may require much less material and energy to manufacture, distribute,
and use than the equivalent 100 watches that cost $20 each if we examine the complete product
lifecycle and ecosystem. A list of timeless designs could be created with their short-lived and
fleeting counterparts to be considered as case studies. The results of the study would provide
evidence-based guidelines for the design of timeless products.
Question: Are there even bigger questions that we have not even asked?
Customizable Cities
Today's cities are sets of systems that interact with each other in suboptimal ways. For example,
our public transit networks do not cooperate with our private vehicle infrastructure network. Often
they compete and create inefficiencies for the entire system. Another example is our energy
networks, which are based on centralized generation and distribution, and yet the communication
and feedback is minimal between users and manufacturers of energy. The inability to customize
our cities at every level from large and complex energy and transportation networks to appliances
that could customize their ideal use time based on real-time feedback systems has an impact on
our ability to be economically and environmentally sustainable. It also stifles and impedes
innovation happening because cities are typically made from standard components that are sub-
optimally customized. The automobiles that we drive are more efficient when driving at higher
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speeds, but we live in cities where the speeds are low, i.e., Shanghai, where the 9mph is the
average speed (Mitchell et al. 2010). The next big question is can we create cities that are fully
customizable at every level of urban life, while allowing citizens to personalize their own
experiences?
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Appendix A
This appendix includes the following interviews, data collected from surveys, and additional
visualizations not included in Chapters 1-7:
Environmental Impact Analysis of MP and MC (Appendix A)
This section provides flow diagrams for the manufacturing and distribution sequences for MP
Offline, MP Online, MM, and CT models.
Exit Interviews with MC shirt retailers (Appendix B)
Interviews with Fan Bi, Chief Shirt of Blank Label (MM), and Samatha Shih, CEO of 9Tailors, LLC
provide answers to an end-of-study interview on their retailing business.
Exit Interviews from Study Participants (Appendix B)
All participants were interviewed at the end of the study to verify new their new MC and MP shirts
as well as their shirt wearing behavior and overall thoughts on the study methodology.
Quantitative Survey Results (Appendix C)
Results gathered by SurveyMonkey from the 276 respondents that participated in Quantitative
Survey (Chapter 4) are listed in this appendix.
Experiment I: Acquisition Survey Results (Appendix D)
Results gathered by SurveyMoney for the acquisition phase of the study are listed in this
appendix including the 10 respondents for the MM survey, 13 respondents for the CT survey, and
21 respondents for the MP survey. Also in this section included answers from the "Optional
Questions" section of this survey. There are more respondents for the Experiment I survey, than
participants as several dropped out during this stage of the study.
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Environmental Impact Analysis of MP and MC
This section provides a sequence of flow diagrams for the manufacturing and distribution for MP
Offline, MP Online, MM (Blank Label), CT (9Tailors with alternative), and CT (Dillon Road with
alternative) models.
MP Offline Manufacturing and Distribution Sequence
Mass Production (MP) Offline Production, Distribution, and Retail
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MN (Blank Label) Manufacturing and Distribution Sequence
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CT (9Tailors with alternative last step) Manufacturing and Distribution Sequence
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This step requires the customer to travel to 9Tailor's offices for final fitting. Note that this does
increase carbon emissions significantly especially if the customer drive's an automobile.
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Dillon Road with alternative last step
This step is similar to 9Tailors's last step in the study (Step 14) in which the style consultant
receives the shirt at the CT studios via airfreight, and then utilizes public transport to deliver the
shirt for the final fitting. This is typically done for all customers in the NYC area for Dillon Road,
however, for other markets the style consultant typically travels, often for more than 10 miles in
one direction, for the first and second meeting. This drastically increases carbon emissions for all
markets outside their home base of Manhattan.
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Appendix B
Exit Interviews with MC shirt retailers
Interviews with Fan Bi, Chief Shirt of Blank Label (MM), and Samatha Shih, CEO of 9Tailors, LLC
provide answers to an end-of-study interview on their retailing business.
Shirt Study Interview: 9Tailors, Samantha Shih
This interview will focus mostly on the energy and environmental benefits of mass customized
men's dress shirts. The majority of our questions aim to uncover key insights in your company's
process, so that we can evaluate metrics like carbon footprint, material use, and energy use from
the perspective of both the retailer/manufacturer and consumer. We completely understand that
you may choose not to answer some of these questions for business, privacy reasons, or simply
don't have the data. We will not publish any sensitive information and materials.
Your responses will be particularly important in the development of product lifecycle flow
diagrams (factory to customer). Once we have completed our study we can share with you the
results from the surveys and experiments we have conducted.
General Questions
1. What is your particular role in this company?
Founder/Owner
2. Do you consider your company a mass customizer, mass producer, custom tailor, or
other type of company? (i.e., fashion services that produces apparel)
CT. Wanted more face-to-face interaction. Customer based wanted to utilize the website
more. Making better decisions. More customers are local.
3. Besides men's shirts do you sell other products? And if so, do you go through similar
processes?
Suites, men's accessories (not self-produced on consignment). Women's suites, dress
shirts, outwear for men (no women yet).
4. Do you have your own manufacturing operation or do you outsource or contract
manufacture?
Outsourced manufacturing.
5. How do you acquire new customers? (Marketing, word-of-mouth, referrals, website, etc.?)
Referrals, press, or deal sites (gilt, group-on).
6. Do you have customers all over the US and world or it just local? If it is local what is your
radius of operation?
Most are in Boston, some in NY (mostly college grads from Boston have that moved).
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Ordering process
1. How many style consultants do you typically use per office visit?
Don't tend to do too many mostly because of physical location. About 90% on-site, some
drive (mostly public transit or walk - State street, Hancock building).
HBS, MIT, Dartmouth (Tuck School of Management), off-site, school visits twice a year. 3
to 4 schools. Students end up in NYC. Go do office visits there. Sometimes rent an office
in NYC. We'll send to item first, then do subsequent fittings. Suites need more fittings.
Additional delivery fee required. 90% of shirts don't need additional fitting (no third visit).
2. How many customers do you usually have per office visit? Per trip?
10-15 people per visit.
3. How many office visits do you typically have in a week?
Once a month for schools and other. Providing shirts for liberty hotel (do fitting at
location).
4. What is the typical distance traveled by your consultants?
Mostly walk or take the T.
5. In what mode do they typically travel (car, walk, bike, T, etc.)?
Drive to schools. NYC (once every other months), take the bus.
6. How much time do they typically spend per customer (office vs. store)?
30 minutes per person for office. 45 minutes in store.
7. What is the ratio of customers that come to visit your store vs. office visits?
About 90% come to store.
8. What is the typical number of shirts per order from each customer?
2.
9. What percentage are repeat customers?
40%.
10. What is the average purchase price for your men's custom dress shirts?
120-145$.
Manufacturing
1. How do you manufacture the product? Is any of the process automated?
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Process is manual. Cut by hand, save patterns, use a machine for sewing. Making new
patterns for each customer. Bespoke model - save the pattern (for shirts). They are not
M-to-M set pattern to trim.
2. Where is the manufacturing done?
Hong Kong.
3. Is your manufacturing process only for custom manufacture or is it part of a larger mass
production manufacturing operation?
They make custom for other vendors, mostly custom.
4. How large is the manufacturing operation in terms of size of facility?
Approximately 50 tailors plus other support staff (estimate from 9Tailors)
5. How do you package your product? (How do you get it from the manufacturer? How do
you deliver it to your customer)?
Fedex box, individually packaged in plastic. They inspect each shirt, try not to repackage
unless plastic packaging has been ripped. They do use plastic to packing for second
shipping.
6. Could you estimate how many people are utilized in manufacturing?
Not sure exactly. Manager of factory says - they have people that do only cuffs and
collars. Others do the body. Touched by at least 2 people, one person for quality.
7. How many shirts do you produce per day on average?
Weekly 50-60 shirts - 9Tailors. Manufacturer has other vendors. Orders are emailed
once a day.
8. Could you describe how you generally handle fabric inventory? Do you keep a stock of
limited quantities or do you order inventory as orders are made?
No inventory. 9Tailors is reliant on them. Sometimes source fabric, but not very often.
9. Where does your fabric inventory come from? (i.e., where is it made).
Fabric from UK, China, Italy, Japan (higher end from Italy). Carry mostly $150 and under
is predominant stock for shirts.
10. What percentage of your fabric selections are stable (i.e., sold frequently enough to
reliably stock inventory) as opposed to fabrics that change frequently (like seasonal
fabrics)?
Unknown how manufacturer handles fabric inventory. They always have stock readily
available.
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11. Do you use push or pull strategies with respect to fabrics?
Manufacturers don't push. They order what they need.
12. Do you aggregate orders before starting manufacturing?
Places orders once a day. No understanding of how manufacturer handles aggregate
orders from multiple vendors.
13. If you have surplus inventory, what do you do with it (i.e., do you have discount sales)?
When we want to sell samples off.
1% Total money back (customer didn't want to receive).
4% Partial orders which includes small mistakes that can be corrected locally (without
shipping back to manufacturer. This includes any error (everything from manufacturing
error to client issue)
5% Remakes - Mistakes that are not correctable locally, there remade in Hong Kong.
This includes any error (everything from manufacturing error to client issue)
Capable of fixing onsite - bicep too large, shirt is too large, tapering in more, button
replacement. Sleeves to Torso, need to be remade. Rare occasions.
Fit is subjective, they try to persuade you into a reasonable fit expectation. Inform
customers on what they mean by certain types of fit.
14. Would you be able to estimate shirts/operator per day?
No information.
15. How much time on average does it take to make a single shirt?
Manufacturer takes 4-5 weeks (including shipping). Rush order - More strict.
Manufacturer ships every Friday (2 weeks is fast).
16. How much waste do you estimate is created when making a shirt? (i.e., what percentage
of fabric do you utilize in making one shirt, does this scale with multiple shirts of the same
fabric)?
We recycle as much as possible. Pocket squares of out shirting material. Turn materials
as flower pins. Waste is hard to determine. Exact waste of HK manufacturers is unknown.
17. If you have any waste in manufacturing, what do you do with it? (i.e., recycle, trash, reuse
creatively, etc.)?
Recycle as much as possible.
Shipping
1. How do you ship shirts from the manufacturer (air, ship, truck, combination)? Could you
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tell us in detail?
Once a week using Fedex international economy. (4-5 days).
Shirts shipped on Friday in China arrive on Tuesday in Boston. They don't use
International priority often - 2 days (Monday gets here on Tuesday).
Memphis, Anchorage (routing centers).
Local shipping is Fedex (ground).
2. Do you ship them to your office then deliver them to the customer? And to which location
do you deliver?
90% come to the office. The rest is shipped locally using Fedex ground.
3. What percentage of your customers come and pick up the shirt at your location?
Already answered.
4. What percentage of your customers are too far away to pick up a shirt at your location?
Small percentage to NYC and places like Yale university (about 10%. Total).
5. Could you give an overall breakdown of the time tables for shipping? (i.e., finished
product to your office, office to customer for first fitting, etc.).
4 weeks for manufacture
4-5 days for shipping
1 week for pick-up and second fitting
2-3 weeks for a remake if necessary.
Side comment - Sometimes customers don't pick up immediately (over one year).
6. Do you collect them in batches and then deliver to individual office locations? What is the
minimum order quantity that makes sense for bundling?
Don't batch ship office visits. Individual will come in for pick up.
Final fitting and delivery
1. What would you estimate to be the average total time from first meeting with customer to
final delivery?
Answered above.
2. Do you have a final fitting for all customers? If not, what percentage simply receives the
order?
90% only need the second fitting.
3. What percentage of your shirts require additional adjustments? For our study, which
shirts needed to be altered?
10%.
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4. How long did you typically spend per customer for a final fitting?
Quick. 5 minutes sometimes. 10-15 minutes.
5. If there is an adjustment, where and how is that done? How long does this process take?
How many people are involved in this process?
One person - does the alteration. One additional person may help with fitting.
6. What percentage of your final products cannot be repaired and a new one will need to be
made?
5% need to be remade.
7. Do you have any returns? And if so, what is the percentage? And if so, what is the policy
for returns (i.e., credit towards another shirt)?
Nobody wants credits usually - return policy (30 day trial period to wear the shirt around,
can come back if they want tweaks). Shirts clients are more generally more flexible than
suite clients. If there is a problem they usually apply the credit to the next shirt. Apply to
next shirt.
8. If a shirt is not acceptable to the customer what are the major reasons? (i.e., can't be
repaired, wrong fabric/pattern, etc.). Also, what percentage of returns cannot be fixed and
require an entirely new shirt to be made? What do you do with the unsatisfactory shirt?
Fit is the number one reason. Second is probably that the customer had some special or
unique design option that couldn't be reproduced.
9. On repeat customers do you also provide additional or repeat consultation services or is
there a web interface they can use?
Web interface is under development for follow up orders. Most customers still want to feel
the actual fabrics. B-school students are harder to schedule.
Conclusion
1. Do you think there are other areas of your entire process where you could improve your
environmental impact? (e.g., more environmental friendly materials, ordering process,
more localized manufacturing, etc.)
Reduction of plastic is first concern.
Local manufacturer? Fall River has one by not 100% custom. They make standard sizing,
but the pricing is not competitive.
Quality of manufacturers in China, Thailand, Vietnam were not great. Some problems
with payments and language barrier in Thailand.
A full time person is employed for doing quality control for suites.
Fabrics - would like to use more organic or environmentally friendly dyes.
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2. What sorts of information or analyses would be useful for you as a company from our
study? (e.g., Does the use rate of custom vs. standard shirts after sale matter?)
No answer.
3. Are there any questions you have for the customers that you would like us to integrate
into our end-of-study interview with our test subjects?
Curious on the quality of the shirt after 3 months of wear and tear? For example, buttons,
quality of tread, etc.
All white shirts? For the next study? Avoid occasional wear type shirts in the next study.
4. Can we have the specifications of the shirts for our specific projects? We would like to
verify our data cataloging.
Longevity of the shirt - knowing the condition after a time period? Quality of the fabric,
how well does it wash?
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Shirt Study Interview: Blank Label
This interview will focus mostly on the energy and environmental benefits of mass customized
men's dress shirts. The majority of our questions aim to uncover key insights in your company's
process, so that we can evaluate metrics like carbon footprint, material use, and energy use from
the perspective of both the retailer/manufacturer and consumer. We understand that you may
choose not to answer some of these questions for business, privacy reasons, or simply don't
have the data. We will not publish any sensitive information and materials.
Your responses will be particularly important in the development of product lifecycle flow
diagrams (factory to customer). Once we have completed our study we can share with you the
results from the surveys and experiments we have conducted.
General Questions
7. What is your particular role in this company?
Fan Bi, CEO founder (started in Nov 2009)
8. Do you consider your company a mass customizer, mass producer, custom tailor, or
other type of company? (i.e., fashion services that produces apparel)
Online Custom Clothier or online tailor (traveling tailor now online).
9. Besides men's shirts do you sell other products? And if so, do you go through similar
processes?
No.
10. Do you have your own manufacturing operation or do you outsource or contract
manufacture?
Two manufacturing partners - Office in Shanghai (operations guy - pulls orders each day
(M-Sat) - internal pattern maker - she makes 2 yards of material - goes into plastic shirt
- 80-90% goes to one manufacturer - makes custom pattern, runs down the line, 2-5
days later, QA staff in China (check sizes, check specs, check finishing), packaged DHL
(2 day).
Other manufacturer load levels for them.
11. How do you acquire new customers? (Marketing, word-of-mouth, referrals, website, etc.?)
Display advertising online through Google network, word of mouth, partner directly with
gyms, dry cleaners, country clubs (special promotions - discounts).
12. Do you have customers all over the US, world, or it just local? If it is local what is your
radius of operation?
90%+ USA.
Canada/UK 8-9%.
13. Could you provide a percentage breakdown of your sales? (i.e., 50% men's shirts, 5%
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men's accessories, 25% men's suites, other products, etc.).
100% MM Dress Shirts.
Ordering process
11. Is all of your business through your website? If not, what percentage is not?
All done through website.
12. How much time does a customer typically spend on your website before purchasing?
1 minute and 15 secs (average time for visiting website). Look up average time (10-15
minutes) to buy something.
13. How many hits do you have on your site a month?
40K.
14. What is the typical number of shirts per order from each customer?
1.7.
15. What percentage are repeat customers?
30% (low 30s).
16. What is the average purchase price for your men's custom dress shirts?
$92 (Range = $70-145).
Manufacturing
18. How do you manufacture the product? Is any of the process automated?
2 yards for each shirt. 80-100 fabrics (long rolls) in stock. Fabric agencies approached
Blank Label (better offer to hold his own stock). Small percentage of cash flow is
inventory (50-150 yards). Some fabrics keep 3 rolls.
19. Where is the manufacturing done?
Hand-cut fabrics, 14-16 tailors (pattern making to button stitching), specialization of tasks,
2 pattern makers, specialization on collar, placket, and cuffs, body of shirt (putting
together), embroidery (machine), one button guy stitching (foot peddle). They don't do
digital cutting with larger MP cutting.
20. Is your manufacturing process only for custom manufacture or is it part of a larger mass
production manufacturing operation?
50-70% of manufacturing business (they also make IndoChino). Mostly custom.
21. How large is the manufacturing operation in terms of size of facility?
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No information.
22. How do you package your product? (How do you get it from the manufacturer? How do
you deliver it to your customer)?
Packaging at QA office. Ships everyday. Multiple times a day between manufacturer and
QA offices. One mile away (electric scooter). DHL M-Sat (shipping everyday)
23. Could you estimate how many people are utilized in manufacturing?
14-16 people.
24. How many shirts do you produce per day/week on average?
1080 per month.
25. Could you describe how you generally handle fabric inventory? Do you keep a stock of
limited quantities or do you order inventory as orders are made?
Western Chinese fabrics. 80% (little of Japan/Italy - shipped). Restock and buy (4-6
weeks), Fabric is a 3 hour drive from warehouse.
26. Where does your fabric inventory come from? (i.e., where is it made).
Answered above.
27. What percentage of your fabric selections are stable (i.e., sold frequently enough to
reliably stock inventory) as opposed to fabrics that change frequently (like seasonal
fabrics)?
6 - 9 months (stable fabrics), new white ones. Reorder every 4-6 weeks.
28. Do you use push or pull strategies with respect to fabrics?
Both push and pull. Mostly pull.
29. Do you aggregate orders before starting manufacturing?
Don't aggregate.
30. If you have surplus inventory, what do you do with it (i.e., do you have discount sales)?
Surplus fabric inventory - try to sell back to manufacturer. Sell to fabric markets (not
great connections). 400 yards are idle (try again later). Surplus shirt - Returns become
donations (3 person customer service in St. Louis).
31. Could you verify which participants of our study that needed alterations after the second
fitting for our study? I believe one participant had to have his shirt remade after an error
on the website?
N/A.
32. How much time does it take for alterations after the second fitting?
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Free remake on 1st shirt (for any reason). Most of the time is fit. 15% of new customers
do this. 2 nd reason - didn't like the shirt, didn't get what I expected. 0.75-1% QA mistakes
(sizing, spec issue, finishing issue - one button hole was not stitched through).
Alterations too expensive in US, Alterations by customer too burdensome. Just make
another one. Don't make any modifications.
33. Would you be able to estimate shirts/operator per day?
50-60 shirts a day (whole day). 15 people.
34. How much time on average does it take to make a single shirt?
No answer.
35. How much waste do you estimate is created when making a shirt? (i.e., what percentage
of fabric do you utilize in making one shirt, does this scale with multiple shirts of the same
fabric)?
Collect excess to make fabric swatches.
36. If you have any waste in manufacturing, what do you do with it? (i.e., recycle, trash, reuse
creatively, etc.)?
Make fabric swatches and include them in orders for future purchases.
Shipping
7. How do you ship shirts from the manufacturer (air, ship, truck, combination)? Could you
tell us in detail?
DHL Individual packaging, drop ship. (used to ship to NC, redistribution, week faster).
8. Do you ship them to your office then deliver/ship them to the customer? And to which
location do you deliver?
Direct ship to customer.
9. Could you give an overall breakdown of the time tables for shipping? (i.e., finished
product to your office, office to customer for first fitting, etc., below is an example):
Best case
6-8am local time (prints out new orders)
Fabric and buttons are on inventory - cut and brought to manufacturer in the same day.
Could be 1-3 days waiting at pattern maker.
Shirt production 2 days
Embroidery 1 extra
Sent to office for packing (1 day for QA and Packaging).
Best case is 1 week.
2 day DHL shipping.
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10. Do you collect them in batches and then deliver to individual office locations? What is the
minimum order quantity that makes sense for bundling?
No.
Final fitting and delivery
10. What would you estimate to be the average total time from first meeting with customer to
final delivery?
11. What percentage of your shirts require additional adjustments? For our study, which
shirts needed to be altered?
15% of new customers.
10% remakes (across the board).
12. If there is an adjustment, where and how is that done? How long does this process take?
How many people are involved in this process?
No adjustments - all remakes.
13. What percentage of your final products cannot be repaired and a new one will need to be
made?
None.
14. Do you have any returns? And if so, what is the percentage? And if so, what is the policy
for returns (i.e., credit towards another shirt)?
Answered earlier.
15. If a shirt is not acceptable to the customer what are the major reasons? (i.e., can't be
repaired, wrong fabric/pattern, etc.). Also, what percentage of returns cannot be fixed and
require an entirely new shirt to be made? What do you do with the unsatisfactory shirt?
Answered earlier.
16. On repeat customers do you also provide additional benefits?
Requests for special fabrics (don't do).
Conclusion
5. Do you think there are other areas of your entire process where you could improve your
environmental impact? (e.g., more environmental friendly materials, ordering process,
more localized manufacturing, etc.)
Remakes lower. Making the sizing user experience on the site better. Local
manufacturing (prohibitive 2.5X including shipping cost).
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6. What sorts of information or analyses would be useful for you as a company from our
study? (e.g., Does the use rate of custom vs. standard shirts after sale matter?)
7. Are there any questions you have for the test subjects that you would like us to integrate
into our end-of-study interview with our test subjects?
Would you switch from MP to MC? Why and why not? Or under what conditions?
96% of customers is the first custom shirt. Demo is 25-44 even distribution. Brooks
Brothers shift.
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Exit Interviews from Study Participants
All participants were interviewed at the end of the study to verify new their new MC and MP shirts
as well as their shirt wearing behavior and overall thoughts on the study methodology.
End-of-Shirt-Study Interview
Name: FI-A
Office: Fidelity (FCAT)
Extending the study: Yes
Instructions
This end-of-study interview will take approximately 15 minutes. Attached is a catalog of your
shirts that provides a visual guide of your dress shirt wardrobe. Each shirt in your wardrobe has
been assigned a number and type. Shirts can either be mass produced (off-the-rack) or mass
customized. Most of participants only have one mass customized shirt, which is the new one you
purchased earlier in the study. Custom shirts that were purchased online are called Made-to-
Measure Shirts (MM). Custom shirts that were a result of working with a style consultant are
called Custom Tailored Shirts (CT). Depending on your assignment you will either have a new
MM or CT shirt in your wardrobe for this study. This catalog tabulates your dress shirt wardrobe
as well as the number of days you wore each one. Please use this to help answer the questions
below. Thinking of your answers before the meeting would help us to complete the interview
within 15 minutes. Thanks!
Specific Behavior
Your most worn shirt was shirt no. 6 (8 times) followed by shirt no. 3 (7 times). Please tell us why
you think these shirts were worn so much more often than your other shirts. (e.g., perfect fit, feels
comfortable, favorite color/pattern, easy to match, other reasons).
They all had the best fit and versatile (goes with many pants).
Can you identify shirts, using the catalog, in your wardrobe that you only wear for special
occasions?
2.
Is your most worn shirt your most favorite shirt? If so, why or why not?
2 was his favorite.
The New Standard Shirt
Please identify which shirt is your new standard off-the-rack dress shirt using the attached catalog
document.
2.
How happy were you with your new standard off-the-rack dress shirt after this study (1= most
satisfied, 5= least satisfied)?
I or 2. Pricing is out of normal range.
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The New Custom Shirt
Verify your new custom dress shirt using the same document.
1.
Did you use the custom shirt for special occasions only? (e.g., important meetings, etc).
Worn it like a normal shirt.
How happy were you with your new custom dress shirt after this study (1= most satisfied, 5= least
satisfied)?
Process was fun. Spent time designing the shirt (45-60 minutes). Quality not as good (button fell
off).
What was the key difference between your new custom and standard dress shirt? Were there any
major benefits for one or the other?
Workmanship was better on new MP offline shirt.
Did you wear your custom shirt frequently or infrequently? What was the reason? (e.g., shirt was
only for special occasions, it fit really well, other factors).
General Trends
We found from surveys that most people expected to wear custom shirts less often, however, the
study shows that people generally wear them the same amount as mass produced shirts. Do you
have any reflections on this?
Expected to wear most often. Novelty factor goes up.
Methodology
What aspect(s) of this experiment most dramatically changed your shirt purchasing and wearing
behavior (i.e., coupon, RFID tower presence, length of the study, RFID tagging, surveys, target
price of new shirts)?
No real effect.
How do you feel about being tracked in general (with fine grain detail of your whereabouts)?
Controlled environment was fine.
Visual feedback was fulfilling.
End-of-Shirt-Study Interview
Name: Fl-B
Office: Fidelity (FCAT)
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Extending the study: Yes
Specific Behavior
Your most worn shirt was shirt no. 9 and 20 (6 times each) followed by shirt no. 13 (5 times).
Please tell us why you think these shirts were worn so much more often than your other shirts.
(e.g., perfect fit, feels comfortable, favorite color/pattern, easy to match, other reasons).
Shirt 9 was purple and it was a good color for matching pants. 20 was a recently bought shirt.
Shirt 13 is a black/white checked shirt matches well with other pants (mostly black or brown).
Rides a bike to work, so weather is a factor.
Gives tours for work and crawls on the floor a lot, so nice shirts are worn less.
Can you identify shirts, using the catalog, in your wardrobe that you only wear for special
occasions?
Shirt 6 was worn outside the office. Shirt 4, 2, 5 designed to go with a tie and suit.
Is your most worn shirt your most favorite shirt? If so, why or why not?
CT is new favorite. 20 is his favorite for work.
The New Standard Shirt
Please identify which shirt is your new standard off-the-rack dress shirt using the attached catalog
document.
3.
How happy were you with your new standard off-the-rack dress shirt after this study (1= most
satisfied, 5= least satisfied)?
1.
The New Custom Shirt
Verify your new custom dress shirt using the same document.
6.
Did you use the custom shirt for special occasions only? (e.g., important meetings, etc).
Yes, outside of work.
How happy were you with your new custom dress shirt after this study (1= most satisfied, 5= least
satisfied)?
1.
What was the key difference between your new custom and standard dress shirt? Were there any
major benefits for one or the other?
Many custom options remind him of the customization experience. Custom fit is tighter, but good.
New standard shirt is too warm for summer however. Color is very important.
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Did you wear your custom shirt frequently or infrequently? What was the reason? (e.g., shirt was
only for special occasions, it fit really well, other factors).
Answered already.
General Trends
We found from surveys that most people expected to wear custom shirts less often, however, the
study shows that people generally wear them the same amount as mass produced shirts. Do you
have any reflections on this?
Wish he had 12 of the custom shirts, if they were cheaper. 50$ or so was the max price. Custom
shirt is too nice. After wearing the shirt once he realized the shirt was definitely too nice to wear
to work.
Methodology
What aspect(s) of this experiment most dramatically changed your shirt purchasing and wearing
behavior (i.e., coupon, RFID tower presence, length of the study, RFID tagging, surveys, target
price of new shirts)?
Once a day he gives a hip check.
The study didn't really affect shirt-wearing behavior. Style was and is determining factor in
decided which shirt to wear that day.
How do you feel about being tracked in general (with fine grain detail of your whereabouts)?
OK.
Side Notes
Perception of customization has changed his perspective on quality of shirts.
End-of-Shirt-Study Interview
Name: Fl-C
Office: Fidelity (FCAT)
Extending the study: YES
Specific Behavior
Your most worn shirt was shirt no. 3 followed by shirt no. 17. Please tell us why you think these
shirts were worn so much more often than your other shirts. (e.g., perfect fit, feels comfortable,
favorite color/pattern, easy to match, other reasons).
No. 3 was a short sleeve shirt. It was his favorite color (Green) and it matched the majority of his
pants (mostly khakis). No. 17 is a neutral color, and requires no ironing and was very cheap $8.
Can you identify shirts, using the catalog, in your wardrobe that you only wear for special
occasions?
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CT shirt was consciously worn for special occasions. No. 5 was also for special occasions.
Presentations, meetings with new people, were main reasons for wearing.
Would have typically worn shirt #5 for special occasions before the study, but button broke.
Is your most worn shirt your most favorite shirt? If so, why or why not?
Probably. No. 16 is also a favorite because it is a crisp cotton with short sleeves, but a little more
formal.
The New Standard Shirt
Please identify which shirt is your new standard off-the-rack dress shirt using the attached catalog
document.
No. 4 is the new MP shirt. Ordered online. It's very likeable and probably would have been worn
more often but it was made of a heavy material than anticipated.
How happy were you with your new standard off-the-rack dress shirt after this study (1 = most
satisfied, 5= least satisfied)?
1. No need to iron.
The New Custom Shirt
Verify your new custom dress shirt using the same document.
No. 11
Did you use the custom shirt for special occasions only? (e.g., important meetings, etc).
Yes, for special presentations, new people, etc.
How happy were you with your new custom dress shirt after this study (1= most satisfied, 5= least
satisfied)?
3. Too much ironing and maintenance. It is also a tight fit, so it took some time to get used to
wearing it. Would have worn more if he had more pants that matched it.
What was the key difference between your new custom and standard dress shirt? Were there any
major benefits for one or the other?
Snug. Required ironing. More formal than most shirts in wardrobe.
Did you wear your custom shirt frequently or infrequently? What was the reason? (e.g., shirt was
only for special occasions, it fit really well, other factors).
Already answered.
General Trends
We found from surveys that most people expected to wear custom shirts less often, however, the
study shows that people generally wear them the same amount as mass produced shirts. Do you
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have any reflections on this?
Expected to wear it twice every three weeks. Thought he would wear it more often, but it was a
little more formal than anticipating.
Methodology
What aspect(s) of this experiment most dramatically changed your shirt purchasing and wearing
behavior (i.e., coupon, RFID tower presence, length of the study, RFID tagging, surveys, target
price of new shirts)?
Subject was more subconscious in the beginning, but definitely aware that he was being tracked.
The sight of the tower (before the LED lights went on) was a reminder. Also, some
troubleshooting by him and Carl, made them more aware.
Wore the custom shirt for novelty and pleasing the researchers initially.
How do you feel about being tracked in general (with fine grain detail of your whereabouts)?
Not a problem especially since it is not 24 hours.
End-of-Shirt-Study Interview
Name: FI-D
Office: Fidelity (FCAT)
Extending the study: Yes
Specific Behavior
Your most worn shirt was shirt no. 1 and 14 (3 times each). Please tell us why you think these
shirts were worn more often than your other shirts. (e.g., perfect fit, feels comfortable, favorite
color/pattern, easy to match, other reasons).
FIFO shirt wearing process. Picks shirts based on audience.
Can you identify shirts, using the catalog, in your wardrobe that you only wear for special
occasions?
Not in this set.
Is your most worn shirt your most favorite shirt? If so, why or why not?
24, 28, 5 (most comfortable). Most favorite is defined by comfort and fit, then look and style.
The New Standard Shirt
Please identify which shirt is your new standard off-the-rack dress shirt using the attached catalog
document.
19.
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How happy were you with your new standard off-the-rack dress shirt after this study (1= most
satisfied, 5= least satisfied)?
1. Too expensive for him normally. He tries to get a $125 shirt for $60 or 70 or even 50.
The New Custom Shirt
Verify your new custom dress shirt using the same document.
27.
Did you use the custom shirt for special occasions only? (e.g., important meetings, etc).
Any occasion. Some are more for business.
How happy were you with your new custom dress shirt after this study (1= most satisfied, 5= least
satisfied)?
2. Less well than the new MP.
What was the key difference between your new custom and standard dress shirt? Were there any
major benefits for one or the other?
Funny collar on the new custom shirt. New MP shirt was a better fit and better material. Difficult to
find a $100 shirt.
Did you wear your custom shirt frequently or infrequently? What was the reason? (e.g., shirt was
only for special occasions, it fit really well, other factors).
General Trends
We found from surveys that most people expected to wear custom shirts less often, however, the
study shows that people generally wear them the same amount as mass produced shirts. Do you
have any reflections on this?
He expected them to be worn more often slightly.
Methodology
What aspect(s) of this experiment most dramatically changed your shirt purchasing and wearing
behavior (i.e., coupon, RFID tower presence, length of the study, RFID tagging, surveys, target
price of new shirts)?
Just aware. Some travel might have affected data.
How do you feel about being tracked in general (with fine grain detail of your whereabouts)?
Side Notes
Flexibility of tags not stiff enough.
Usually buys shirts from Nordstrom and Ike Behar.
I shirt tag fell out for shirt 24 (one of his favorites).
Shirt 27 was a remake (of the MM shirt). Second remake was made, but not tagged and not
worn.
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Purchases a new shirt maybe once a month, some from gifts.
End-of-Shirt-Study Interview
Name: Fl-F
Office: Fidelity (FCAT)
Extending the study: Yes
Specific Behavior
Your most worn shirt was shirt no. 12 (8 times) followed by shirt no. 10 and 11 (4 times). Please
tell us why you think these shirts were worn so much more often than your other shirts. (e.g.,
perfect fit, feels comfortable, favorite color/pattern, easy to match, other reasons).
12 was the new MP shirt. Best fitted and light colored - nice for the summer 10 was the best
fitting and comfortable.
Rides a scooter to work.
Can you identify shirts, using the catalog, in your wardrobe that you only wear for special
occasions?
13, 11.
Is your most worn shirt your most favorite shirt? If so, why or why not?
Yes.
The New Standard Shirt
Please identify which shirt is your new standard off-the-rack dress shirt using the attached catalog
document.
12.
How happy were you with your new standard off-the-rack dress shirt after this study (1= most
satisfied, 5= least satisfied)?
1.
The New Custom Shirt
Verify your new custom dress shirt using the same document.
13 with French cuff.
Did you use the custom shirt for special occasions only? (e.g., important meetings, etc).
Mostly.
How happy were you with your new custom dress shirt after this study (1= most satisfied, 5= least
satisfied)?
2.
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What was the key difference between your new custom and standard dress shirt? Were there any
major benefits for one or the other?
High expectations for CT shirt. New MP was worn more and the fit was better and more seasonal.
Did you wear your custom shirt frequently or infrequently? What was the reason? (e.g., shirt was
only for special occasions, it fit really well, other factors).
CT was worn often after the new MP shirt.
General Trends
We found from surveys that most people expected to wear custom shirts less often, however, the
study shows that people generally wear them the same amount as mass produced shirts. Do you
have any reflections on this?
He expected to wear them less.
Methodology
What aspect(s) of this experiment most dramatically changed your shirt purchasing and wearing
behavior (i.e., coupon, RFID tower presence, length of the study, RFID tagging, surveys, target
price of new shirts)?
Awareness only.
How do you feel about being tracked in general (with fine grain detail of your whereabouts)?
OK.
End-of-Shirt-Study Interview
Name: FI-G
Office: Fidelity (FCAT)
Extending the study: Yes
Specific Behavior
Your most worn shirt was shirt no. 15 and 23 (6 times each) followed by shirt no. 10 (5 times).
Please tell us why you think these shirts were worn so much more often than your other shirts.
(e.g., perfect fit, feels comfortable, favorite color/pattern, easy to match, other reasons).
Shirt 15 was an inexpensive clearance, blue, disposable shirt that cost 16$. 23 was also a
disposable shirt as well as shirt no. 10. Shirt 10 was a slim, blue, corporate jump suit" shirt.
Participant worries about high priced shirts with all of his accidents plus having kids around (i.e.,
he has a high slob factor).
Can you identify shirts, using the catalog, in your wardrobe that you only wear for special
occasions?
The two new shirts which are 2-3X the normal price he pays.
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Is your most worn shirt your most favorite shirt? If so, why or why not?
No, all his shirts are 'good enough'. Favorite doesn't equate to most worn.
The New Standard Shirt
Please identify which shirt is your new standard off-the-rack dress shirt using the attached catalog
document.
18. Offline MP - Hugo Boss shirt, also best fitting, bought from Neiman Marcus.
How happy were you with your new standard off-the-rack dress shirt after this study (1= most
satisfied, 5= least satisfied)?
1.
The New Custom Shirt
Verify your new custom dress shirt using the same document.
16.
Did you use the custom shirt for special occasions only? (e.g., important meetings, etc).
Presentations to executives and large groups.
How happy were you with your new custom dress shirt after this study (1= most satisfied, 5= least
satisfied)?
2. But likely not buying from Blank Label again. It took 3 tries to get the right shirt.
What was the key difference between your new custom and standard dress shirt? Were there any
major benefits for one or the other?
Fabric was not as good as new MP shirt. Blank label shirt didn't fit as well as the hug boss. BL
shirt is still leaps and bounds ahead of typically off the rack shirts he owns.
Did you wear your custom shirt frequently or infrequently? What was the reason? (e.g., shirt was
only for special occasions, it fit really well, other factors).
Special occasions only.
General Trends
We found from surveys that most people expected to wear custom shirts less often, however, the
study shows that people generally wear them the same amount as mass produced shirts. Do you
have any reflections on this?
Expected MC shirts would be worn slightly more. Felt classier in the new shirts, but too worried
about ruining the shirts.
Methodology
What aspect(s) of this experiment most dramatically changed your shirt purchasing and wearing
behavior (i.e., coupon, RFID tower presence, length of the study, RFID tagging, surveys, target
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price of new shirts)?
Conscious of tracking. The study made him aware of doing laundry. Generally don't spend a lot
of time thinking about his clothes. The new shirts made him think that good fitting shirts are worth
more money. Don't know how much they're worth though. $100 too much.
How do you feel about being tracked in general (with fine grain detail of your whereabouts)?
No problem.
Side notes:
Participant will continue tracking but would like to replace two shirts.
If he could buy MC shirts for 75$ he would. 100$ is out of range.
End-of-Shirt-Study Interview
Name: Fl-H
Office: Fidelity (FCAT)
Extended Study: Yes, however 2 shirts were ruined by dry cleaner. He would like to replace them
with 2 of the 4-5 new shirts he has in his possession.
Specific Behavior
Your most worn shirt was shirt no. 7 (6 times) followed by shirt no. 13 (5 times). Please tell us
why you think these shirts were worn so much more often than your other shirts. (e.g., perfect fit,
feels comfortable, favorite color/pattern, easy to match, other reasons).
He is somewhat disorganized and grabs whatever shirts are available after they come from the
dry cleaner. No real reason for these shirts to be worn other than he likes blue.
Can you identify shirts, using the catalog, in your wardrobe that you only wear for special
occasions?
No. All shirts worn with no special consideration.
Is your most worn shirt your most favorite shirt? If so, why or why not?
No favorite shirt.
The New Standard Shirt
Please identify which shirt is your new standard off-the-rack dress shirt using the attached catalog
document.
8.
How happy were you with your new standard off-the-rack dress shirt after this study (1= most
satisfied, 5= least satisfied)?
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1.
The New Custom Shirt
Verify your new custom dress shirt using the same document.
4. Based on measurements from shirt 8.
Did you use the custom shirt for special occasions only? (e.g., important meetings, etc).
No, not really.
How happy were you with your new custom dress shirt after this study (1= most satisfied, 5= least
satisfied)?
1.
What was the key difference between your new custom and standard dress shirt? Were there any
major benefits for one or the other?
No real difference.
Did you wear your custom shirt frequently or infrequently? What was the reason? (e.g., shirt was
only for special occasions, it fit really well, other factors).
Normal rotation.
General Trends
We found from surveys that most people expected to wear custom shirts less often, however, the
study shows that people generally wear them the same amount as mass produced shirts. Do you
have any reflections on this?
Expected MC shirts to be worn more often.
Methodology
What aspect(s) of this experiment most dramatically changed your shirt purchasing and wearing
behavior (i.e., coupon, RFID tower presence, length of the study, RFID tagging, surveys, target
price of new shirts)?
No, not really.
How do you feel about being tracked in general (with fine grain detail of your whereabouts)?
No, not really.
Extra Notes:
Shirt 2 and 10 were worn just one time each. They were cuff link shirts.
End-of-Shirt-Study Interview
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Name: Fl-I
Office: Fidelity (FCAT)
Extending the study: Yes
Specific Behavior
Your most worn shirt was shirt no. 17 (6 times) followed by shirt no. 1, 5, and 19 (5 times). Please
tell us why you think these shirts were worn so much more often than your other shirts. (e.g.,
perfect fit, feels comfortable, favorite color/pattern, easy to match, other reasons).
Shirt 17 was a new shirt, slim fit, and probably best shirt. Shirt 5 was a J.A. Banks shirt, no
wrinkle. I had a nice spring with a yellow/blue pattern. Shirt 19 was a Brooks Brothers shirt. Many
of his Tywitt shirts were too baggy. Only dry-cleans once a month, so wrinkling is a factor.
Can you identify shirts, using the catalog, in your wardrobe that you only wear for special
occasions?
Wears shirt 9 on special occasions and presentations.
Is your most worn shirt your most favorite shirt? If so, why or why not?
Yes.
The New Standard Shirt
Please identify which shirt is your new standard off-the-rack dress shirt using the attached catalog
document.
17.
How happy were you with your new standard off-the-rack dress shirt after this study (1= most
satisfied, 5= least satisfied)?
1.
The New Custom Shirt
Verify your new custom dress shirt using the same document.
14.
Did you use the custom shirt for special occasions only? (e.g., important meetings, etc).
No, it was part of the normal rotation.
How happy were you with your new custom dress shirt after this study (1= most satisfied, 5= least
satisfied)?
2 or 3.
What was the key difference between your new custom and standard dress shirt? Were there any
major benefits for one or the other?
New MP was thicker, broad cloth. CT was thinner weave, more dressy, more see through. No
emotional connection to the personalization process.
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Did you wear your custom shirt frequently or infrequently? What was the reason? (e.g., shirt was
only for special occasions, it fit really well, other factors).
Normal rotation.
General Trends
We found from surveys that most people expected to wear custom shirts less often, however, the
study shows that people generally wear them the same amount as mass produced shirts. Do you
have any reflections on this?
Does not like to wear shirts that other people have. Shirts 7, 8, 14, 17, and 20 are owned by other
people in his office. Subject was expecting to wear MC shirt a normal amount.
Methodology
What aspect(s) of this experiment most dramatically changed your shirt purchasing and wearing
behavior (i.e., coupon, RFID tower presence, length of the study, RFID tagging, surveys, target
price of new shirts)?
Subject took extra care to get reading. Read distance a problem with placket location.
How do you feel about being tracked in general (with fine grain detail of your whereabouts)?
No problem.
End-of-Shirt-Study Interview
Name: Fl-K
Office: Fidelity (FCAT)
Extending the study: No
Specific Behavior
Your most worn shirt was shirt no. 18 (5 times) followed by shirt no. 14 (4 times). Please tell us
why you think these shirts were worn so much more often than your other shirts. (e.g., perfect fit,
feels comfortable, favorite color/pattern, easy to match, other reasons).
Shirt 18 was a summer season shirt. Shirt 14 was a solid blue causal - trooper - shirt.
Can you identify shirts, using the catalog, in your wardrobe that you only wear for special
occasions?
30, 16 for presentations/meetings. 8, 19.
Participant wears pink on Friday (casual Fridays) as part of an office tradition in his old office.
Is your most worn shirt your most favorite shirt? If so, why or why not?
Favorite is not necessarily most worn. Over time, over wearing the shirt multiple times it becomes
less 'favorite'. Favorite shirts for now are Pink Gingham 7 and 18.
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The New Standard Shirt
Please identify which shirt is your new standard off-the-rack dress shirt using the attached catalog
document.
8. Thomas Pink.
How happy were you with your new standard off-the-rack dress shirt after this study (1= most
satisfied, 5= least satisfied)?
2.
The New Custom Shirt
Verify your new custom dress shirt using the same document.
13. 30 was the mistake one. Meetings only with 13.
Did you use the custom shirt for special occasions only? (e.g., important meetings, etc).
Already answered.
How happy were you with your new custom dress shirt after this study (1= most satisfied, 5= least
satisfied)?
1 for both.
What was the key difference between your new custom and standard dress shirt? Were there any
major benefits for one or the other?
Minor differences in fit. Fabric was the same. Better fit on CT.
Did you wear your custom shirt frequently or infrequently? What was the reason? (e.g., shirt was
only for special occasions, it fit really well, other factors).
No answer.
General Trends
We found from surveys that most people expected to wear custom shirts less often, however, the
study shows that people generally wear them the same amount as mass produced shirts. Do you
have any reflections on this?
Expected MP shirts to be worn more. Typically for him, shirts worn the least are the oldest shirts.
Methodology
What aspect(s) of this experiment most dramatically changed your shirt purchasing and wearing
behavior (i.e., coupon, RFID tower presence, length of the study, RFID tagging, surveys, target
price of new shirts)?
Reader issues in the beginning only. $100 is more than usual spending for standard shirt.
Usually pays $40-50 per standard shirt. Usually $80-90 for custom shirts.
How do you feel about being tracked in general (with fine grain detail of your whereabouts)?
No problem.
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Side Notes
Learned about custom shirts in B. School
MP shirts his average price was 30-40$.
CT shirts his average prices was 80-90$.
End-of-Shirt-Study Interview
Name: FI-L
Office: Fidelity (FCAT)
Extending the study: Yes
Specific Behavior
Your most worn shirt was shirt no. 24 (10 times) followed by shirt no. 26 and 27 (6 times). Please
tell us why you think these shirts were worn so much more often than your other shirts. (e.g.,
perfect fit, feels comfortable, favorite color/pattern, easy to match, other reasons).
24 was a 24$ MP shirt. Shirt 27 was a convenient shirt. Participant chooses shirts based on
availability. Dry cleaning turn around is long and he sends many shirts to the cleaner, so he picks
what is available. Participant is also in a rush often to catch the bus or usher children to school,
thus low maintenance shirts (without cuff links) are worn more often.
Can you identify shirts, using the catalog, in your wardrobe that you only wear for special
occasions?
None in particular. Only shirts that work for ties and a suit will be used occasionally for special
meetings.
Is your most worn shirt your most favorite shirt? If so, why or why not?
Favorite shirt is not in this study. His favorite shirts are floral, textured, and with French cuffs.
The New Standard Shirt
Please identify which shirt is your new standard off-the-rack dress shirt using the attached catalog
document.
19 with a French cuff (Takumi).
How happy were you with your new standard off-the-rack dress shirt after this study (1= most
satisfied, 5= least satisfied)?
1.
The New Custom Shirt
Verify your new custom dress shirt using the same document.
18. It was in bought and in hand first.
Did you use the custom shirt for special occasions only? (e.g., important meetings, etc).
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Normal wearing.
How happy were you with your new custom dress shirt after this study (1= most satisfied, 5= least
satisfied)?
2 or 3. Shirt was a little tight. Harder to roll up sleeves without wrinkling.
What was the key difference between your new custom and standard dress shirt? Were there any
major benefits for one or the other?
Fit was similar, 9Tailors shirt was tighter, not as comfortable.
Did you wear your custom shirt frequently or infrequently? What was the reason? (e.g., shirt was
only for special occasions, it fit really well, other factors).
No special reasons. It was worn normally. Gets very wrinkled every time its worn however.
General Trends
We found from surveys that most people expected to wear custom shirts less often, however, the
study shows that people generally wear them the same amount as mass produced shirts. Do you
have any reflections on this?
No preconceived notion of which shirt would be worn more.
Methodology
What aspect(s) of this experiment most dramatically changed your shirt purchasing and wearing
behavior (i.e., coupon, RFID tower presence, length of the study, RFID tagging, surveys, target
price of new shirts)?
Just aware only. Tracking did not affect choices though.
How do you feel about being tracked in general (with fine grain detail of your whereabouts)?
He is against tracking in general, does not have data in the cloud or sync his phone.
Cheated 2 times with other shirts. Wore the Takumi shirt for a trip.
End-of-Shirt-Study Interview
Name: TR-A
Office: MIT Technology Review
Extended Study: No.
Specific Behavior
Your most worn shirt was shirt no. 1 (10 times) followed by shirt no. 4 (9 times). Please tell us
why you think these shirts were worn so much more often than your other shirts. (e.g., perfect fit,
feels comfortable, favorite color/pattern, easy to match, other reasons).
Shirt no. I fit well and was new. Shirt no. 4 was a color he liked. Most of the shirts not worn were
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older. Shirt no. 3 sleeve was broken.
Can you identify shirts, using the catalog, in your wardrobe that you only wear for special
occasions?
Yes, it was definitely higher quality and therefore used on more special meetings.
Is your most worn shirt your most favorite shirt? If so, why or why not?
Second most worn shirt was his favorite. No. 2 (CT) was also well liked.
The New Standard Shirt
Please identify which shirt is your new standard off-the-rack dress shirt using the attached catalog
document.
1.
How happy were you with your new standard off-the-rack dress shirt after this study (1= most
satisfied, 5= least satisfied)?
2.
The New Custom Shirt
Verify your new custom dress shirt using the same document.
2.
Did you use the custom shirt for special occasions only? (e.g., important meetings, etc).
Yes, there was a tendency to wear them for special occasions.
How happy were you with your new custom dress shirt after this study (1= most satisfied, 5= least
satisfied)?
2.
What was the key difference between your new custom and standard dress shirt? Were there any
major benefits for one or the other?
CT style was very good. New MP had some compromises. It had a different collar style, and
sleeve was high on shoulder, less maneuverable.
Did you wear your custom shirt frequently or infrequently? What was the reason? (e.g., shirt was
only for special occasions, it fit really well, other factors).
Already answered.
General Trends
We found from surveys that most people expected to wear custom shirts less often, however, the
study shows that people generally wear them the same amount as mass produced shirts. Do you
have any reflections on this?
Subject was expecting that shirts would be worn less.
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Methodology
What aspect(s) of this experiment most dramatically changed your shirt purchasing and wearing
behavior (i.e., coupon, RFID tower presence, length of the study, RFID tagging, surveys, target
price of new shirts)?
Target price was difficult to achieve. Most shirts were either in the $50-60 or +$200 range.
How do you feel about being tracked in general (with fine grain detail of your whereabouts)?
No problem with tracking.
End-of-Shirt-Study Interview
Name: TR-B
Office: MIT Technology Review
Extended Study: Yes.
Specific Behavior
Your most worn shirt was shirt no. 3 (10 times) followed by shirt no. 2, your custom shirt at 9
times. Please tell us why you think these shirts were worn so much more often than your other
shirts. (e.g., perfect fit, feels comfortable, favorite color/pattern, easy to match, other reasons).
#3 is wrinkle-free. #2 custom shirt, wrinkle-free also. If it didn't require dry-cleaning he would
have worn it more often.
Can you identify shirts, using the catalog, in your wardrobe that you only wear for special
occasions?
No.
Is your most worn shirt your most favorite shirt? If so, why or why not?
Favorite is #2. Light weight, color and pattern are. Drawback is dry-cleaning 1/5 ranking.
The New Standard Shirt
Please identify which shirt is your new standard off-the-rack dress shirt using the attached catalog
document.
3.
How happy were you with your new standard off-the-rack dress shirt after this study (1= most
satisfied, 5= least satisfied)?
2. Purchased at store before custom shirt arrived.
The New Custom Shirt
Verify your new custom dress shirt using the same document.
2. Favorite shirt.
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Did you use the custom shirt for special occasions only? (e.g., important meetings, etc).
Normal rotation.
How happy were you with your new custom dress shirt after this study (1= most satisfied, 5= least
satisfied)?
1.
What was the key difference between your new custom and standard dress shirt? Were there any
major benefits for one or the other?
Difference mainly in quality of fabric - really high in custom. Off the rack lower in quality. Collar
isn't as stiff and doesn't lay well.
Did you wear your custom shirt frequently or infrequently? What was the reason? (e.g., shirt was
only for special occasions, it fit really well, other factors).
Already answered.
General Trends
We found from surveys that most people expected to wear custom shirts less often, however, the
study shows that people generally wear them the same amount as mass produced shirts. Do you
have any reflections on this?
Thought the custom shirts would be worn more often than the study found given the quality. Likes
to wear the high quality shirts more often.
Methodology
What aspect(s) of this experiment most dramatically changed your shirt purchasing and wearing
behavior (i.e., coupon, RFID tower presence, length of the study, RFID tagging, surveys, target
price of new shirts)?
The study didn't affect behavior in general. Didn't notice the technology involved in study.
How do you feel about being tracked in general (with fine grain detail of your whereabouts)?
Being tracked: totally fine. No issues.
Extra Notes
Perception of higher quality was raised because of study.
End-of-Shirt-Study Interview
Name: TR-C
Office: MIT Technology Review
Extended Study: Yes.
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Specific Behavior
Your most worn shirt was shirt no. 2, 5, 15, 17, and 25 (3 times each). Please tell us why you
think these shirts were worn more often than your other shirts. (e.g., perfect fit, feels comfortable,
favorite color/pattern, easy to match, other reasons).
#2 like the style and comfort, #5 like the color and is comfortable. #17 is comfortable. Looser fit,
feel of the fabric in general. These five shirts still look good, others in the study are becoming
worn out. Color and comfort are key factors for him.
Can you identify shirts, using the catalog, in your wardrobe that you only wear for special
occasions?
None.
Is your most worn shirt your most favorite shirt? If so, why or why not?
No distinct favorite shirt.
The New Standard Shirt
Please identify which shirt is your new standard off-the-rack dress shirt using the attached catalog
document.
Accidently omitted from the study. Joesph Obboud, grey dress shirt, with black buttons.
How happy were you with your new standard off-the-rack dress shirt after this study (1= most
satisfied, 5= least satisfied)?
No answer.
The New Custom Shirt
Verify your new custom dress shirt using the same document.
1.
Did you use the custom shirt for special occasions only? (e.g., important meetings, etc).
Worn it normally. Less frequent because of dry cleaning.
How happy were you with your new custom dress shirt after this study (1= most satisfied, 5= least
satisfied)?
Custom shirt 2/5.
What was the key difference between your new custom and standard dress shirt? Were there any
major benefits for one or the other?
Because of dry cleaning and tighter fit was worn less often. Dry clean only, not home wash.
Did you wear your custom shirt frequently or infrequently? What was the reason? (e.g., shirt was
only for special occasions, it fit really well, other factors).
Already answered.
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General Trends
We found from surveys that most people expected to wear custom shirts less often, however, the
study shows that people generally wear them the same amount as mass produced shirts. Do you
have any reflections on this?
Perception of wearing custom with the amount of time and effort involved, he would wear it less
often.
Methodology
What aspect(s) of this experiment most dramatically changed your shirt purchasing and wearing
behavior (i.e., coupon, RFID tower presence, length of the study, RFID tagging, surveys, target
price of new shirts)?
Feeling guilty about not wearing the custom shirt, but overall, didn't really change behavior.
MM shirt took less effort than CT. He felt more time and effort equals less worn.
How do you feel about being tracked in general (with fine grain detail of your whereabouts)?
Didn't really think about it. When he does think about it, doesn't like the idea of it all.
Extra Notes
End-of-Shirt-Study Interview
Name: TR-C
Office: MIT Technology Review
Extended Study - Only for a little while.
Specific Behavior
Your most worn shirt was shirt no. 4 (11 times) followed by shirt no. 2 (9 times). Please tell us
why you think these shirts were worn so much more often than your other shirts. (e.g., perfect fit,
feels comfortable, favorite color/pattern, easy to match, other reasons).
Both No.4 and No.2 are non-iron and I like the patterns. I'm more likely to wear non-iron shirts for
the obvious reason that I don't have to bother getting out the ironing board in order to wear them.
I'm also more like to wear them a few times before throwing them in the wash. I think these two
patterns are smart but also understated.
Can you identify shirts, using the catalog, in your wardrobe that you only wear for special
occasions?
No.12. This one is just a bit too "jazzy" for work, so I usually reserve it for a night out.
Is your most worn shirt your most favorite shirt? If so, why or why not?
No. I'm not all that fond of the colors. My wife refers to it as the "my little pony" shirt because it
combines pink and purple", which doesn't endear it to me. I think No.2 is my favorite.
The New Standard Shirt
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Please identify which shirt is your new standard off-the-rack dress shirt using the attached catalog
document.
No.5
How happy were you with your new standard off-the-rack dress shirt after this study (1= most
satisfied, 5= least satisfied)?
4.
The New Custom Shirt
Verify your new custom dress shirt using the same document.
No.13
Did you use the custom shirt for special occasions only? (e.g., important meetings, etc).
No. Although I wore it on a few special occasions, including a couple of weddings, I also wore it
on regular workdays.
How happy were you with your new custom dress shirt after this study (1= most satisfied, 5= least
satisfied)?
5.
What was the key difference between your new custom and standard dress shirt? Were there any
major benefits for one or the other?
The fit was better than my other shirts, and the material was very nice. I would've preferred it to
non-iron though, because I'm a bit lazy.
Did you wear your custom shirt frequently or infrequently? What was the reason? (e.g., shirt was
only for special occasions, it fit really well, other factors).
I wore it slightly less than my other dress shirts - probably because it seemed more special.
General Trends
We found from surveys that most people expected to wear custom shirts less often, however, the
study shows that people generally wear them the same amount as mass produced shirts. Do you
have any reflections on this?
I can see why people might expect that to be the case -- because they'd expect such a shirt to be
more expensive. So perhaps having the shirt supplied to them made them less cost-conscious.
Or perhaps learning that the custom shirt was only around $125 made them feel they could wear
it more often.
Methodology
What aspect(s) of this experiment most dramatically changed your shirt purchasing and wearing
behavior (i.e., coupon, RFID tower presence, length of the study, RFID tagging, surveys, target
price of new shirts)?
I honesty don't think that any of these factors changed my shirt purchasing behavior very much.
That we were told not to buy any new shirts was probably the biggest factor. Knowing that we
were being tracked might've encouraged me to wear a wider variety of shirts a bit - but only at
the beginning of the study.
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How do you feel about being tracked in general (with fine grain detail of your whereabouts)?
I don't feel particularly uncomfortable, but I am also conscious that tracking is increasingly
common and that raises important societal questions regarding privacy and civil liberties.
End-of-Shirt-Study Interview
Name: TR-E
Office: MIT Technology Review
Extended Study: No.
Specific Behavior
Your most worn shirt was shirt no. 36 (4 times) followed by shirt no. 1, 19, 24, and 37 (3 times
each). Please tell us why you think these shirts were worn so much more often than your other
shirts. (e.g., perfect fit, feels comfortable, favorite color/pattern, easy to match, other reasons).
#36 worn most. Non iron fabric convenient for wearing multiple times - no need to dry clean.
Summer weather you don't jackets, so the shirts must be more bold on their own - style thing.
Checker or grid patterns. Some shirts are more light weight - better for hot weather.
Is most worn most favorite? Wouldn't say that. How would you define? Most favorite shirt is #24
- shirt is very nice fabric - silky feels good to wear.
One shirt ripped in the elbow #38 - during the study.
Can you identify shirts, using the catalog, in your wardrobe that you only wear for special
occasions?
Is your most worn shirt your most favorite shirt? If so, why or why not?
The New Standard Shirt
Please identify which shirt is your new standard off-the-rack dress shirt using the attached catalog
document.
New standard shirt is not in the photos. He went to multiple locations to try to find this new shirt,
ultimately had to find a cheaper shirt that was $65, but it was on sale for $35. Most shirts at $100
were for the disco.
How happy were you with your new standard off-the-rack dress shirt after this study (1= most
satisfied, 5= least satisfied)?
3/5 for ranking.
The New Custom Shirt
Verify your new custom dress shirt using the same document.
6.
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Did you use the custom shirt for special occasions only? (e.g., important meetings, etc).
No answer.
How happy were you with your new custom dress shirt after this study (1= most satisfied, 5= least
satisfied)?
2/5 for custom shirt.
What was the key difference between your new custom and standard dress shirt? Were there any
major benefits for one or the other?
Key differences - nicer material in custom shirt. Cut of collar is better, buttons are special color.
Custom shirt outcome was very good, but too expensive for him normally.
Did you wear your custom shirt frequently or infrequently? What was the reason? (e.g., shirt was
only for special occasions, it fit really well, other factors).
Wore the custom shirt 2 times. Definitely a little fancier. Felt hesitation in wearing. Wore with
jacket and suit. A new 'level' of shirt. Jacket and suit played a factor in which shirts he wore
especially at the start of the day if it was a hot day.
General Trends
We found from surveys that most people expected to wear custom shirts less often, however, the
study shows that people generally wear them the same amount as mass produced shirts. Do you
have any reflections on this?
Expectation on wearing - slight line of resistance to wearing the custom shirt. Would wear it
slightly less because it's a nice shirt.
Methodology
What aspect(s) of this experiment most dramatically changed your shirt purchasing and wearing
behavior (i.e., coupon, RFID tower presence, length of the study, RFID tagging, surveys, target
price of new shirts)?
The tag was annoying - scratchy. Wore other shirts in many cases when too hot. Bias against
shirts with tags.
How do you feel about being tracked in general (with fine grain detail of your whereabouts)?
Didn't mind being tracked - kind of fun.
Extra Notes
Online customization process was fun. But offline process was hell. Hard time finding $100 dress
shirts. Most shirts are hand-me downs, so shopping at a store was not typical behavior.
End-of-Shirt-Study Interview
Name: TR-F
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Office: MIT Technology Review
Extended Study: Yes.
Specific Behavior
Your most worn shirt was shirt no. 6 and 13 (4 times each) followed by shirt no. 9, 10, 15,16, 20
(3 times each). Please tell us why you think these shirts were worn so much more often than your
other shirts. (e.g., perfect fit, feels comfortable, favorite color/pattern, easy to match, other
reasons).
FIFO batch system. Some shirts were older and didn't fit.
Can you identify shirts, using the catalog, in your wardrobe that you only wear for special
occasions?
Not in this study.
Is your most worn shirt your most favorite shirt? If so, why or why not?
No favorites.
The New Standard Shirt
Please identify which shirt is your new standard off-the-rack dress shirt using the attached catalog
document.
10. More colorful with brighter blue and nice pattern.
How happy were you with your new standard off-the-rack dress shirt after this study (1= most
satisfied, 5= least satisfied)?
1.
The New Custom Shirt
Verify your new custom dress shirt using the same document.
3.
Did you use the custom shirt for special occasions only? (e.g., important meetings, etc.).
May 10th he used it for a special meeting. Shirt was too nice for normal use.
How happy were you with your new custom dress shirt after this study (1= most satisfied, 5= least
satisfied)?
No answer.
What was the key difference between your new custom and standard dress shirt? Were there any
major benefits for one or the other?
Higher material quality, monogram for custom shirt. Better feeling fabric. Cool feeling from the
extra personalization from MC shirt.
Did you wear your custom shirt frequently or infrequently? What was the reason? (e.g., shirt was
only for special occasions, it fit really well, other factors).
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Already answered.
General Trends
We found from surveys that most people expected to wear custom shirts less often, however, the
study shows that people generally wear them the same amount as mass produced shirts. Do you
have any reflections on this?
Felt guilty not wearing the shirts during the study. It was too hot for long sleeve for some periods.
Methodology
What aspect(s) of this experiment most dramatically changed your shirt purchasing and wearing
behavior (i.e., coupon, RFID tower presence, length of the study, RFID tagging, surveys, target
price of new shirts)?
No problems.
How do you feel about being tracked in general (with fine grain detail of your whereabouts)?
Feel about being tracked? He kind of enjoyed it - loved this kind of stuff. Felt safe in the study -
he knew us.
Extra Notes
Board meeting: MC shirt felt REAL GOOD!
End-of-Shirt-Study Interview
Name: TR-G
Office: MIT Technology Review
Extended Study: Yes.
Specific Behavior
Your most worn shirt was shirt no. 11 (11 times) followed by shirt no. 14 (10 times). Please tell us
why you think these shirts were worn so much more often than your other shirts. (e.g., perfect fit,
feels comfortable, favorite color/pattern, easy to match, other reasons).
#11 and 10 are same brand and go well with many other clothing. More inclined to wear darker,
blue shirts.
Can you identify shirts, using the catalog, in your wardrobe that you only wear for special
occasions?
Special occasion shirts - 'nicer' shirts.
Is your most worn shirt your most favorite shirt? If so, why or why not?
#14 is most favorite and second most worn. Liked the pattern. Fits well, versatile and likes the
pattern. 2/5 ranking.
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The New Standard Shirt
Please identify which shirt is your new standard off-the-rack dress shirt using the attached catalog
document.
#4 is new standard shirt and is probably the most special. New standard shirt from banana
republic.
How happy were you with your new standard off-the-rack dress shirt after this study (1= most
satisfied, 5= least satisfied)?
2.
The New Custom Shirt
Verify your new custom dress shirt using the same document.
#12 is new custom shirt. Second nicest shirt after off the rack. Custom shirt felt a little more
casual - had a pocket. Went with jeans.
Did you use the custom shirt for special occasions only? (e.g., important meetings, etc).
No answer.
How happy were you with your new custom dress shirt after this study (1= most satisfied, 5= least
satisfied)?
2/5 ranking.
What was the key difference between your new custom and standard dress shirt? Were there any
major benefits for one or the other?
MC was more casual and had a pocket. Went with jeans better.
Did you wear your custom shirt frequently or infrequently? What was the reason? (e.g., shirt was
only for special occasions, it fit really well, other factors).
Average amount.
General Trends
We found from surveys that most people expected to wear custom shirts less often, however, the
study shows that people generally wear them the same amount as mass produced shirts. Do you
have any reflections on this?
Top 2 shirts he tried in the store. Custom shirt worn 6 times had a slimmer fit. It grew on him and
had a fancy button.
Methodology
What aspect(s) of this experiment most dramatically changed your shirt purchasing and wearing
behavior (i.e., coupon, RFID tower presence, length of the study, RFID tagging, surveys, target
price of new shirts)?
Aspects of experiment: little more conscious of wearing variety of shirts. Tried to vary his shirt
wearing.
How do you feel about being tracked in general (with fine grain detail of your whereabouts)?
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Feeling about being tracked. Didn't really care - didn't think about it.
Extra Notes
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Appendix C
Quantitative Survey Results
Results gathered by SurveyMonkey from the 276 respondents that participated in Quantitative
Survey (Chapter 4) are below:
Quantitative Survey of Patterns of Shirt Usage and Ownership (276 Respondents)
1. What Is your gender?
ReponMe Response
Perout Count
le 100.0% 267
Female a.0% 0
answered queston 267
supped quesson 0
2. What Is your age?
Aeop.nse Response
Percent Count
18-24 3.4% 9
25-29 12.4% 33
30-39 19.1% 51
4049 22.1% 59
046 30.3% 81
60-69 12.7% 34
70-79 0.0% 
804 0.0% 0
answered quesdn 267
sMpped quesaen 0
Page 1. Quantitative Survey
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S. Plm antr your ZIP CODE
coum
267
answee qus 267
smpped qauen 0
4. How mesy dsm i* ds youe- for wwaing to work?
spremn counm
1-033.0% so
IWO - 5.7% U5
200 - 14.2% 43
30.4K 4.9% 13
so+ 1.9% 5
ieweed queeUen 2
*Mpped quesman 1
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5. How often do you wear a dress shirt to work? (average over the lest year)
1-10 days per YEAR
1-3 days per MONTH
1-3 days per WEEK
4-4 days per WEEK
Response
Percent
13.1%
14.8%
26.8%
45.5%
answered question
skipped question
Response
Count
32
36
65
111
244
23
6. Of all your dress shirts for work, how many do you wear frequently over an average1
yea period?
Response Response
Percent Count
I wear LESS THAN HALF of my
shifts
I wear ABOUT HALF of my shirts
I wear MORE THAN HALF of my
shirts
I wer ALMOST ALL of my shirts
Page 3. Quantitative Survey
14.8%
18.4%
22.5%
".3%
enswered question
skipped question
36
45
55
106
244
23
265
7. Please elost oee masm wiy you don'tweer some or meny ofteedss ehirts Ins your
wrebe.(eeslstehetappy)
Dena t anwnee
ThSp een~w WWut A
Do t it etp
ag e et meI a"
""pes.
Pew
38.&%
s.%
19.3%
20.2%
16.0%
neaPons.
Cm
94
66
47
64
3,
23.4% 67
wws quesom
eSMp gaeme
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0. Pleas e elet the epftn *tm beet deerisme your esst dress* t wardrobe. (ee
bdw fer dr e b typeinM" da.t..
2se
2
Only dstaod neeW shinst
only camoan est mom
01" SMMa~d s custm
Tau"a dise
arIy ow ALLTM useds
Iown~ ALL TREEt TPES
Map m-
mepoe
75.7%
1.2%
0.%
I
I
7.0%
6.2%
1.2%I
7.4%
nWved Wes in
eMppe esseten
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cou
164
3
2
17
16
3
16
as
24
9. Are there any specific reasons you don't own a Custom Tailored dress ashirt? (select all
that apply)
Response Response
Percent Count
They are typically too expensIve
I usually don't have the time work
with a tailor
There are no tailors conveniently
located near me
I prefer wearing brand name dress
shirts that I'm familiar with
I would only purchase a custom
tailored shirt If I was also buying a
custom tailored suit
Other
73.6%
20.3%
17.6%
12.1%
11.5%
anewered question
skipped queslon
134
182
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37
32
22
21
86
10. Are thee any speol. measons you don't own aMadets Meeure drees ehirt? (sebet aN
that apply)
- -eape*
ftr " cw
I usuly dont have Oe the i
c iure a Ol arens
rVe never hoawd of msde t
moom rawn f
MON low esn w e too
I woulordmchesbemn p-
made tow ame a now do
by "Wyew
omor
wered qo~
s-ipe quoa
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$246.1%
21.4%
41.2% 75
a
30.8%
10.4%
56
19
'e
88
11. Please rank the following characterlstics In order of Importance when purchasing a
dress ahlrL 1= most Important; 5= least Important
1 2 3 4 5 Rating ResponseAverage Count
fit 39.4%
(eg
asthetics 13.6%(24)
fabric / constructon quality 10.7%
33.9%
(60)
14.1%
(25)
19.2%
(34)
13.6%
(24)
17.5%
(31)
35.6%
9.6% (17) 4.5%(8)
34.5%
(61)
28.0%
(40)
20.3%
(36)
8.5% (15)
brand familIarity 9.6% (17) 8.5% (15) 8.5% (15) 15.8% 57.6%(28) (102)
price / value 27.7% 24.3% 24.9% 14.1%(49) (43) (44) (25)
9.0% (16)
1.00 177
1.00 177
1.00 177
1.00 177
1.00 177
answered question
skipped question
12. What Is the esimated price that you typlally pay for a dress shirt?
Lew man $19
$2048
$40459
$W4-99
$1004199
Greater Vn $200
Response
Percent
11.3%
55.9%
21.5%
10.2%
0.6%
0.6%
~~ ~ ~
~~ ~~I ~ ~
answered question
skipped question
177
90
Response
Count
20
99
38
18
1
1
177
90
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1& Have yu ever purebee e ale shiut ntough an onine retwer? (Whrugh a web elte)
Yes
nepoe
33.3%
N-owee quesm
eopoea a*-
itsmenem
Could
60
ae
177
so
14 Fan whoe doa omeemaMewt pwuhmymar dsse ebmb?(deet UmA etapplV)
Ressesse nepen
owe" cow
ieme are in -me*0.6%
sil" doPIe Wornim1t
resun *oreo be imeSs)
SeoWeu Awe~sw SIMn 23.7%
nne avow 3.0%
ol 64" " mPCY 6.6%
enewee qumenn
ekipel qmeenen 2
'5
40
14
23
4
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15. When purchasing a dress shirt from a physical retail store, how do you typically travel
to that store?
Reeponse
Percent
93.2%Personal automobile
Public transit
Walk
Bike
Shared vehicle (Zipcar, Car2Go,
etc.)
3.4%
1.7%
1.7%
0.0%
0.0%Other (please specify)
Response
Count
55
2
0
answered question
skipped question 2
16. What is the average distance you travel to purchase a dress shirt from a physical retail
store?
0
59
Les than 1 mIle
I - 3 miles
3 - 5 miles
5 - 10 mile
Greater than 10 miles,
Response
Percent
0.0%
20.3%
22.0%
22.0%
35.0%
answered question
skipped question
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Response
Count
0
12
13
13
21
50
208
17. Wh . purchasing a dies hirt fro m a online rstdler, how do you typheally haes Vie
shirt dsllMd to you?
stenase Grund shippine
S2s Day shppng
It Is *ds ddWr. ts a swor nwr
nmmn Igeplex a U p
Onwl sms apsony)
01.0%
3.4%
0.0%
0.0%
3.4%
1.7%
Count
54
2
0
0
2
eneware queeuen
- a-,
I. Peas ruih Ste teMswkn einaslrlsDWs S  opiler IO I6pe1ane will pumeheshig a
shirt at a piiuoei store. Iwso hetpsleitn; S .is tl epirnL
2
God shmite n at sae
nONdgss l  WOOes at M"er
Ecinsiny u of O I
Famlller aens asisatlemicroe
cunessan teae et sa
46.0%(27)
6.9%(4)
24.1%(14)
6.8% (S)
13.0% (5)
6.0% (5)
4
0.0%(6)
32.6%(19)
nsapense
6.9%(4) 56
43.1% (25) s
12.1%(7) 13.0% (6) 26.0% (15) 27.0% (14) 20.7% (12)
22.4% (13)
12.1% (7)
24.1% (14)
25.8% (17)
24.1%(14)
27.0% (10)
16.% (I) 13.0% (6)
16.0% (0) 16.0% (6)
ompped geesuen
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19. Please rank the following characteristics in order of Importance when purchasing a
shirt at a physical store.1= most important; 5=least Important.
2
Good selection at store
Knowledgeable sales staff at store
Efficiency and predictability Of
purchasing process
Familiar brands available at store
Convenient location of store
40.5% (47)
12.1% (14)
30.2% (38)
7.8% (9)
3
16.4% (19)
12.9% (15)
4
6.9% (8)
18.1% (21)
5 ResponeCount
6.0%(7) 116
49.1% (57) 116
15.5%(18) 12.9%(15) 22.4%(26) 35.3%(41) 13.8%(16)
12.1% (14)
19.8% (23)
25.9% (30)
23.3% (27)
20.7% (24)
27.6% (32)
22.4% (26)
17.2% (20)
19.0% (22)
12.1% (14)
answered question
skipped question
118
116
116
116
151
20. From where do you most commonly purchase your dress shirts? (select up to 2
choices)
Retail store In mail
Boutique designer store (not
including stores located in male)
Secondary marketeiscount store
Other (please specify)
answered question
skipped question
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Response
Percent
76.3%
Response
Count
90
17
41
14.4%
34.7%
5.1% 8
11
149
21. How do you typially aved to a eorn to prohm ades shit?
Prnt Counm
PferonalsAmsbi 94.1% 111
Pusbe #WAR 3.4% 4
Walk 2.5% 3
may cde 0.0% 0
Otwed vetSM IseW, Cwao. 0.0% 0
the peas espeoly) 0.0% 0
enewarsi qusene 11e
skippW quuunen 10
22. Whist **0wrw gdistweyow tawe tG pu010.sea di rd*tens apigyls WIW
Rwpmens ne"ponse
Lou PmrI M" & oun4
1-3mie 11.9% 14
3- smae 25.4% 30
6 - to mss 36.1% 46
GMAlW #w 1osees 21.2% 25
snwwo quenen 1ie
Mppsp quu"n 140
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23. Are there any specific reasons why you don't own Standardized Dress shirts? (select
all that apply)
Response Response
Percent Count
They typically don't fit me very3.%1
Well3331
I don't like the style of most brands
available
I don't like shopping at retail 33.3% 1
stores for dress shirts
I wotd rather create a new shirt
than choose between premade 0.0% 0
shirts
Quality is typically poor
Other
0.0%
33.3%
answered question
skipped question
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0
3
264
24. Are titre tny sol o r n* you don' own Mndal Measre dres shirt? (gelot l
dhat apply)
Reopese- -eepenm
POm Cowe
Thy ar typica~y too exupensiw
I usady dant hvtf tine to
coigue a Ot n*n
rve nevr hooa of nadO to
M-WAM -ifn
Moaum pansies e so
iWeWe tw me
Gum
2. at Is oe etnd pris ia you typley pey for a Iss ~hirt?
por-- w
0eres
o0o0%Les $19
Gresr mn Wo
33%
0.0%
33.3%
0.0%
O"sd -MW
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00.0%
33.3%
0.0%
0.0%
0
0
2
-nean -91er uo-m
empS queen * M
a
ses
ome
o
0
0
a
see
26. Please rank the following characteristics In order of Importance when purchasing a
Custom TaIored Dress Shirt.1= most Important; 5 = least Important
fit
aesthetics
fabdic / construction quality
brand farmillarity
price / value
1 2 3 4 5 RatingAverage
66.7%(2) 0.0%(0) 0.0%(0) 33.3% (1) 0.0%(0) 1.00
33.3%(1) 0.0%(0) 0.0%(0) 66.7%(2) 0.0%(0) 1.00
0.0%(0) 66.7%(2) 0.0%(0) 0.0%(0) 33.3%(1) 1.00
0.0%(0) 0.0%(0) 66.7% (2) 0.0%(0) 33.3% (1) 1.00
0.0%(0) 33.3%(1) 33.3%(1) 0.0%(0) 33.3%(1) 1.00
answered question
skipped question
Response
Count
3
3
3
3
3
3
264
27. How do you typically travel to a talor to purchase a dress shirt?
Personal automoblle
Public transit
Walk
Bicycle
Shared vehicle (Zipoar, Oar2Go,
etc.)
Other (please specify)
Response
Percent
0.0%
0.0%
0.0%
0.0%
Response
Count
0
0
0
0
0.0%
0.0%
answered question
skipped question
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0
0
0
267
28. What Is Oh avwra ditnos you travol to puhe a dres. shirt from a lUtNw?
Low Own 1mI 
1-3M Mss
3 -Subes
65- 10 M~es
Oesie ete 1 aesi
0.0%
0.0%
0.0%
0.0%
0.0%
etsped queenen
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20. What w.htg with iNnr to ussteyur sirt, whaftius(J) de you typllyie tek
Ma delsln o? (ueist UsaR tapply)
-olepie Reesnsm
pereM Count
FaiuIs uMteuig (.e.e, 00R,
caw, assie.
suse, ot.)
05w M 1 1s 1-
omer r "0as ses
33.3%
0.0%
0.0%
0.0%
0.0%
0.0%
33.3%
0.0%
menwmra que-len
sipped quesen
2
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
s
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Response
Count
0
0
0
0
0
0
30. Please rank the following reasons in order of importance when working with a tailor to
create your dress shirts.1= most important; 5 - least Important
2 3 4 5 ResponseCount
One-on-one relatlonship with my
Ability to touch and feel fabric
Ability to purchase other
personalizedanaching clothirg
items at same time and/or location
Relevant wardrobe advice
Guaranteed to be exacty what I
want
0.0% (0)
0.0% (0)
0.0% (0)
0.0% (0)
100.0% (3)
0.0% (0) 0.0% (0) 66.7% (2) 33.3% (1)
66.7% (2) 0.0% (0) 33.3% (1) 0.0% (0)
33.3% (1) 66.7% (2) 0.0% (0) 0.0% (0)
0.0% (0) 33.3% (1) 0.0% (0) 66.7% (2)
0.0% (0) 0.0% (0) 0.0% (0) 0.0% (0)
answered question
skipped question
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31. Are there any specific reasons why you don't own Staudardized Dress shifts? (select
al that apply)
3
3
3
3
3
3
264
Response Response
Percent Count
They typloally don't fit me very
weln
I don't like the style of most brands
available
I don like shopping at retail M
for dress shirts
I would rather create a new shirt
than chooss between premade
shirts
Quality Is typically poor
Other
150.0%
0.0%
0.0%
0.0%
50.0%
0.0%
0
0
0
0
2answered question
skipped question 265
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32. Are thws any peif reason. you don'town Custm Tailored dressehirb? (sesctuN
Reepmne Renpser
10.0%
I uuy dtl hve ft "n wk
wIN a te"
Them a no emca tft
tsase near me
I pfM wftr b!~ -_____m
dlg. 9aat O flm temassewma
I wouldey pinhems saxism
teoreS oIw * 110e obus a
cueenn e atI
Olmr
0.0%
0.0%
0.0%
0.0%
0
0
0
0
a
Sapped qesnin
3M. MW Is #0 6esiatd pre uM youtypally pay fi a des I St?
Response Reempn
wew count
LaIs lten 1si
Sas4.-
0.0%
0.0%
30.0%
0.0%
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0
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0
0
0
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34. When purchasing a dress shirt from n online retailer, how do you typically have the
shirt delivered to you?
Response
Percent
0.0%
0.0%
Standard Ground Shipping
2 Day Shipping
Overnight Shipping
Same Day Shipping
it is first delivered to a store near
me, then i go pick it up
other se spec _ __ __
50.0%
0.0%
0.0%
50.0%
Response
Count
0
0
1
0
0
answered question
skipped question
2
266
35. Please rank the following ch-asrstti In order of Importance when purchasing a
Made to Measure Drees Shirt.1 = most Important; 5=least Important.
1 2 3 4 5 ARGeAver"g*
fit 0.0%(0) 50.0% (1) 50.0% (1) 0.0%(0) 0.0%(0)
aesthetcs 0.0%(0) 0.0%(0) 0.0%(0) 0.0%(0) 100.0%
(2)
fabric / construction quality 0.0%(0)
brand familiarity
(2)
50.0% (1) 50.0%(1) 0.0%(0) 0.0%(0)
0.0%(0) 0.0%(0) 0.0%(0) 0.0%(0)
price / value 0.0% (0) 0.0% (0) 0.0% (0) 100.0%
(2)
0.0% (0)
1.00
Response
Count
2
1.00 2
1.00 2
1.00 2
1.00 2
answered question
skipped question
2
265
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34. Wham purchahng a Made to Memm drss aMrt, what feaun(s) do you typlely
oustomla?(.lost an that apply)
namenewe Mesponse
Fdbft~~~N"" RU"(OW K00Faixi matetaPemenonceuk
"ynw*s, c.)
SW~~mun 0.0% 1
Fdxlc psm~ffodo 0.0% 0
COONa9 0.0% 0
MWWmnq 0.0% 0
s CnfameSion se 0 1
A Fccet pen loW 0.0% 0
Acwn e0.0% 0
OW a" spety) 0.0% 0
aNisr queo"en 2
mppd quenen US
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37. Please rank the following reasons In order of Importance for purchasing a Made to
Measure Dress Shirt. I most Important; 5= least Important
2 3 4 5 ResponeCount
Ability to create a uniquely sed
shirt
Ease of online shopping
Shirts are delivered directly to me
Getting a shirt that I know will It
me
Loe expensive than custom-
tailored dres shirts
0.0% (0)
0.0% (0)
50.0% (1)
0.0%(0) 50.0% (1) 50.0% (1) 0.0%(0)
0.0% (0)
0.0% (0)
0.0% (0)
50.0% (1)
50.0% (1)
0.0% (0)
50.0% (1)
0.0% (0)
50.0% (1) 0.0% (0) 0.0% (0) 0.0% (0) 50.0% (1)
0.0%(0) 100.0% (2) 0.0%(0)
answered question 2
skipped question 266
38. Of your total number of dress shirts (your answer was: [04D, how many are of the followin
Standardized Shirts
1-2 3-4 5-9 10-19 2049
Please divide your total Into each
category to the right. 0.0% (0) 0.0% (0) 40.0% (6) 20.0% (3) 26.7% (4)
Custom Tailored Shirts
1-2 3-4 5-0 10-19
Please divide your total Into each
caeory to the right. 0.0% (0) 33.3% (5) 40.0% (6) 26.7% (4) 0.0% (0)
.n...,
skipp
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2
2
2
2
20.0%(0) 0.0%(0)
Wt Of your M OWnunbr ot dress shits, hlo t do You WOer Uifolllig tVs?
sim"Ideme Mnile
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Average or o lad yw
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Aversge pete. tor es et type:
Culom Tauered SMte
AverWe Puse ter each di type:
Lowine
0.0% (0)
ste
& 7% 1)
I4-
40% (0)
0.0% (0)
40.0%(G) 13.3%(2)
.74)
28.7% (4)
6.7%~1)
30.3% (0)
anew
sm
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41. Please rank the following chuacteristics In order of Importance when purchasing a
dress shirt 1 = most Important; 5=least Important.
1 2 3 4 5 Rating ResponseAverage Count
fit 40.0% (6) 33.3% (5) 26.7% (4) 0.0% (0) 0.0% (0) 1.00 15
aesthetics 13.3% (2) 33.3% (5) 13.3% (2) 20.0% (3) 20.0% (3) 1.00 15
fabric / construction quality 26.7% (4) 13.3% (2) 20.0% (3) 33.3% (5) 6.7% (1) 1.00 15
brand farriliarity 13.3% (2) 6.7% (1) 6.7% (1) 13.3% (2) 60.0% (9) 1.00 15
price / value 6.7% (1) 13.3% (2) 33.3% (5) 33.3% (5) 13.3% (2) 1.00 15
answered question 15
skipped question 252
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42. When woking with % tID ret your euute mabed dre ehir, what feMure() do
you typledly Mike to mOw desldone on? (*set tN het apply)
ReeeResponse
psen cone[
9
symU. ese .)
sFeansiondl e n (0#kO
Fms pswen muor
cost eyle
Accen enspnee nl'
oufl, sI.)
00M POWY)
10
9
a
2
5
6.7%
60.0%
53.3%
13.3%
33.3%
13.3%
20.0%
13.3%
2
3
2
-newee que-tion
81ps01 quesln
4. Whish dret siertd tNd to your evkete? (whih type aemsy?)
1s
They tend t be
se %onns
standeniasUme l -
cuem Tallow esd dons
40.0%(6)
$o.o0te9)
mar,. Ok
40.0%(6)
40.0% (6)
Thera toe Nin
0.0%(0) 1.00
0.0%(0) 1.00
elopped question
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44. Please rank the following characteriets In order of importance for the shopping
experience of purchasing a STANDARDIZED DRESS SHIRT. 1= most Important;5 least
Important.
2
Good selection at store
Knowledgeable sales staff at store
Efficiency and predictability of
purchasing process
Familiar brands available at store
Convenient location of store
53.3% (6)
6.7% (1)
26.7% (4)
26.7% (4)
3
6.7% (1)
13.3% (2)
4
6.7% (1)
20.0% (3)
5 ResponseCount
6.7%(1) 15
33.3%(5) 15
13.3% (2) 13.3% (2) 26.7% (4) 33.3% (5) 13.3% (2)
20.0% (3)
6.7% (1)
26.7% (4)
6.7% (1)
13.3% (2)
40.0% (6)
20.0% (3) 20.0%(3)
20.0% (3) 26.7% (4)
answered question
skipped question
15
15
15
15
252
45. Please rank the following reasons In order of Importance when working with a tailor to
create your CUSTOM TAILORED DRESS SHIRTS. 1= most hmportant; 5=least important.
2 3 4 5 ResponseCount
One-on-one relationship with My
tailor
Ability to touch and feel fabric
Ability to purchase other
persona-zed-nt- hin ccthoin
items at seame ine and/or location
Relevant wardrobe advice
Guaranteed to be exacly what I
want
6.7% (1) 20.0% (3) 26.7% (4) 20.0% (3) 26.7% (4)
20.0% (3) 26.7% (4) 20.0% (3) 20.0% (3) 13.3% (2)
6.7% (1) 0.0% (0) 26.7% (4) 20.0% (3) 46.7% (7)
26.7% (4) 13.3% (2) 20.0% (3) 33.3% (5)
40.0% (6)
6.7% (1)
40.0%(6) 6.7%(1) 6.7%(1) 6.7%(1)
answered question
skipped question
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15
15
15
15
15
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4g, 0M yar gWI nmnber of dress abtis (your answer wae: Mg4, how many am of Uwfonowln
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48. What Is the estimated price that you typically pay for a dress shirt?
Standardized Shirts
Average price for each shirt type:
Made to Measure Shirts
Average price for each shirt type:
Les than
$19
6.7% (1)
Les than
819
0.0% (0)
840469 *0*00-9 $1004199
46.7% (7) 26.7% (4) 20.0% (3) 0.0% (0)
40489 860-899 81004199
26.7% (4) 26.7% (4) 33.3% (5) 13.3% (2)
ans
skil
48. Please rn* the following characteristics In order of Importance when purchasing a
dress shirt. 1 most Important; 5-least Important.
fit
aestihetics
fabric / construction quality
brand familiadty
price / value
1 2 3 4 5 RatingAverage
33.3% (5) 33.3% (5) 6.7%(1) 13.3% (2) 13.3% (2) 1.00
6.7%(1) 20.0%(3) 26.7%(4) 26.7%(4) 20.0%(3) 1.00
20.0% (3) 26.7% (4) 40.0% (6) 13.3% (2) 0.0% (0) 1.00
6.7%(1) 6.7%(1) 0.0%(0) 26.7%(4) 60.0%(9) 1.00
33.3%(5) 13.3%(2) 26.7%(4) 20.0%(3) 6.7%(1) 1.00
answered question
skipped question
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Response
Count
15
15
15
15
15
15
252
50. When puhIng I MulIe Meaiure dress sbt, whetfesture(s)do you typisally Mkoto
cuetomlas? (sest dallht apply)
Rnepenme Raene
pRan 114e0 0
Fabric Wat"ae (Oenk OWt'
FyeWset, ol.)
FaicS p&O n"Sle
Cuffs'Wo.
Ace" fabric penaWnA*M OCe,
iaue, e1C.)
*umsW
odwf Ois Wpolly)
533.3%
73.3%
40.0%
73.5%
26.7%
46.7%
6.7%
13.3%
0.0%
11
0
11
4
7
2
0
Is
211sWped qud nenm
51. WhMe dr6 m hm tend to be yea fe&ariass(which typ are *hAM
"etwe"to se
n teeiksm
MWsto MeOmWusudoIen 42.0%(6)
ThW OK
40.0%(6)
3.7% (5)
Th"y ted b tin
0.0%(0) 1.00
21.4% (3) 1.00
enward uaONW
- -pped queen
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52. Please rank the following characterlstics In order of Importance for the shopping
experience of purchasing a STANDARDIZED DRESS SHIRT. 1= most Important;5 -least
Important.
1
Good selection at store
Knowledgeable sales stat at store
Efficiency and predictability of
purchasing process
Familiar brands available at store
Convenient location of store
33.3% (5)
6.7% (1)
20.0% (3)
6.7% (1)
33.3% (5)
2
40.0% (6)
13.3% (2)
3
20.0% (3)
0.0% (0)
4
0.0% (0)
33.3% (5)
5 ResponseCount
6.7%(1) 15
46.7%(7) 15
20.0% (3) 33.3% (5) 13.3% (2) 13.3% (2)
20.0% (3)
6.7% (1)
13.3% (2)
33.3% (5)
40.0% (6)
13.3% (2)
20.0% (3)
13.3% (2)
answered question
skipped question
53. Please rank the folowing reasons in order of importance for purchasing a MADE TO
MEASURE DRESS SHIRT.1= most Important; 5-least important.
Rees
1 2 3 4 5 Cc
15
15
15
15
252
ponse
ount
Ability to create a uniquely styled
shirt
Ease of online shopping
Shirt Is delivered directly to me
Gelfng a shir that I know WIN #t
me
Les expensive than custom-
tailored drems shirts
13.3% (2)
6.7% (1)
0.0%(0)
66.7% (10)
13.3% (2)
20.0%(3) 13.3%(2) 20.0%(3) 33.3%(5)
33.3% (5)
6.7% (1)
40.0% (6)
13.3% (2)
20.0% (3)
40.0% (6)
0.0% (0)
40.0% (6)
20.0% (3) 13.3% (2) 0.0% (0) 0.0% (0)
20.0% (3) 20.0% (3) 20.0% (3) 26.7% (4)
answered question
skipped question
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15
15
15
15
15
15
252
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3.% (2)
14eeea-1m6
14 N1 ASwee
67 ()
16 7% (1)
0.0% (0)
-paw5e 
aoP -
35555555
0531
6
usm-
es
6
6*
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57. Please rank the folowing characltes In order of Importance when purchasing a dres shirt 1= most important; 5=
Imt kporant
Raling Response
1 2 3 Awrage Count
fit 100.0%(4) 0.0% (0) 0-0%(0) 0.0%(0) 0 0%(0) 1.00 4
aeelhlce 0.0% (0) 0.0% (0) 90.0% (2) 50.0%(2) 0-0% (0) 1.00 4
fabric / contuen nquity 00%(0) 50.0%(2) 50.0%(2) 0.0%(0) 0-0%(0) 1.00 4
brand IIlarty 00%(0) 0.0%(0) 0.0%(0) 0.0%(0) 100.0%(4) 1.00 4
price / value 0.0%(0) 50.0%(2) 0.0%(0) 50.0% (2) 0.0%(0) 1.00 4
answered questIon 4
skipped qusetion 747
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6. When purehsing a dress shkt, what fsswes) do you typleally euslomle?(sslstsal
enwapply)
Rompons
Pteeen Count
FAt mets1W (000nn dik,
Fabfc podosWWaa
Mennm 
ACM*ent epensAmt "eWe,
Cufs, stc.)
01wene-DUN"else ea)
50.0%
tor%
50.0%
0.0%
0.0%
0.0%
1
2
1
0
0
0
00.0%
0.0%
0.0%
0
0
2
NOs
-newered -uad=
em~psed quenn
56. Whleh dmeas shirts ltnd lo be yur fawtss?(which type A y)
They tn I* be
Wei blai
cuaOm TAiate "
Made to Mesmaon" shn
sorn(1)
50.n%(1)
ThWs* OK
ICA% (1)
s0.0%(1)
They toe to be
0.0%(0) 1.00 2
0.0%(0) 1.00 2
snswsumi quessen 2
sMpped quonn NO
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60. Please rank the following reason* In order of Importance when working with a tailor to
create your CUSTOM TAILORED DRESS SHIRTS. 1 = most important; 5 =least important
2 3 4 5 ResponseCount
One-on-One relationship with my
tailor
Ability to touch and feel fabric
Ability to purchase other
personallzedknatching clothing
Items at same tme and/or location
Relevant wardrobe advice
Guaranteed to be exactly what I
went
0.0% (0) 50.0% (1)
0.0% (0)
0.0% (0)
0.0%(0) 0.0%(0) 50.0% (1)
0.0% (0) 100.0%(2) 0.0% (0) 0.0% (0)
0.0% (0) 0.0% (0) 50.0% (1) 50.0% (1)
0.0%(0) 50.0% (1)
100.0% (2)
0.0%(0) 50.0% (1) 0.0%(0)
0.0% (0) 0.0%(0) 0.0%(0) 0.0%(0)
answered question 2
skipped question 205
61. Please rank the following reasons in order of importance for purchasing a MADE TO
MEASURE DRESS SHIRTS. 1=moat important; 5=least important
1 2 3 4 5 ResponseCount
Ability to create a uniquely styled
Shirt
Ease of online shopping
Shirt is delivered directly to me
Getting a shirt that I know wiN t
me
Less expensive than custom-
tailored drewshrts
0.0% (0)
50.0% (1)
0.0% (0)
50.0% (1)
0.0% (0) 0.0% (0) 0.0% (0) 100.0% (2)
0.0% (0)
0.0% (0)
50.0% (1)
50.0% (1)
0.0% (0)
50.0% (1)
0.0% (0)
0.0% (0)
0.0%(0) 0.0%(0) 50.0% (1) 0.0%(0)
0.0%(0) 100.0% (2) 0.0%(0) 0.0% (0) 0.0% (0)
answered question
skipped question
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64 What Is he eslmated prims that you typoally pay for a dres irt?
Stendardized Shirts
Average ptce for each Shirt type:
Made to Measure Shkt
Average pdce for each shirt type:
Custom Tailored Shirts
Average price for each shirt type:
Leew them $10
4.0% (2)
Lou then O111
8.0% (4)
Lees then $18
6.0% (3)
04M
32.0% (16)
$404-0
34.0% (17)
820410 0104W
6.0%(3) 22.0% (11)
82041W $404M
0.0%(0) 12.0% (0)
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65. Pbese rank the foNowing characteristIcs In order of Importance when purchasing a
dres shirt 1 = most kmportant; 5=beest Important.
1 2 3 4 5 Rating ResponseAverage Count
fit 70.0%(12)
fabric / co
17.6%(3) 5.9%(1) 5.9%(1) 0.0%(0)
asehelics 0.0% (0) 11.8% (2) 23.5% (4) 47.1% (8) 17.6% (3)
nstruction quality 17.6% (3) 41.2% (7) 41.2% (7) 0.0%(0) 0.0%(0)
brand famllarity 0.0% (0) 5.9%(1) 5.9%(1) 17.6%(3) 70.0%
(12)
1.00 17
1.00
1.00
17
17
1.00 17
price / value 11.8% (2) 23.5% (4) 23.5% (4) 29.4% (5) 11.8% (2) 1.00
answered question
skipped question
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1110049
26.0% (13)
1104-9
40.0% (20)
8404-9
32.0% (16)
$1004100
4.0% (2)
$1004100
22.0% (11)
31004190
42.0% (21)
Oree than
0.0% (0)
Greeter than
8200
2.0% (1)
Greater then
8.0% (4)
answered question
ekipped question
Response
Count
50
count
50
Commt
50
80
701
so. When purshasin .User a Made to Massme or a Custom TaBored dres shirt, whet
fesha(s) doyou toyl ustonds? (seist aN iet apply)
comm
mynm lo, ON.)
Fsann pasnle
ACMU 1bft Po Cudo t Otyle
cuff, e s.)
SWUn
06w "*m wafty
e52.9%
76.0%
41.2%
70.0%
41.2%
.4.7%
17.9%
1s
7
12
7
11
3
3
211.8%
nmwMW quann 17
mS
67. Whlb drea shirts tmd to be yourfavwlde(whish type weo ?)
They ed to be
.. .m ..
M1 to dSIwft I
Cuemo Tarma" a"u
17.6% (3)
23.% (4)
U.6% (16)
ThsWveOK
17.0% (3)
20b (14)
23e6 (4)
Thus Modi 1 he ""ls
64.7%(11) 1.00
17.0%(3) 1.00
17.0% (3) 1.00
anewed quon m
eked -
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68. Please rank the following oharacterIstlos In order of Importance when purchasing a
STANDARDIZED DRESS SHIRT. Imost Important; 5= least Important.
Good eslection at store
Knowledgeable sales staff at store
Efficiency and predictability of
purchasing process
Familiar brands avallable at store
Convenient location of store
37.5% (6)
25.0% (4)
6.3% (1)
18.8% (3)
12.5% (2)
2
18.8% (3)
12.6% (2)
3
31.3% (5)
18.8% (3)
4
0.0% (0)
18.8% (3)
5 ResponseCount
12.5% (2) 16
25.0% (4) 16
37.5% (6) 12.5% (2) 25.0% (4) 18.8% (3)
25.0% (4)
6.3% (1)
12.5% (2)
25.0% (4)
18.8% (3) 25.0% (4)
37.5% (6) 18.8% (3)
answered question
skipped question
16
16
16
16
251
69. Please rank the following reasons In order of Importance for purchasing a MADE TO
MEASURE DRESS SHIRT. 1 - most Important; 5-least Important.
2 3 5 Response
count
Ability to create a uniquely styled
shirt
Ease of online shopping
Shirt Is delivered directly to me
Getting a shirt #Wat I know will fit
me
Les expensive than custom-
tailored dress shirts
6.3% (1)
12.5% (2)
0.0% (0)
62.5% (10)
18.8% (3)
6.3% (1) 31.3% (5) 37.5% (6) 18.8% (3)
12.5% (2)
31.3% (5)
31.3% (5)
12.5% (2)
6.3% (1)
31.3% (5)
37.5% (6)
25.0% (4)
12.5% (2) 18.8% (3) 6.3% (1) 0.0% (0)
37.5% (6) 6.3% (1) 18.8% (3) 18.8% (3)
answered question
skipped questIon
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16
16
16
16
16
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70. Pmes r WthfolOwing usessO I order IportM n when worthg wUn a tMlor t
crsts your CUOMTALRED D ESS SMitI 1a meM hMpft; S aWOtp .
2 3 4
.mpmw.0~
Onborw-ow rPonop V~l my
Ablhy to tW" nd t Mt
emasam am e einWas tenn
GUMnW to be n"er wht I
wwd
6.3% (1) 168% (3) 2.0% (4) 26.0% (4 25M0% (4)
12.5% (2) 31.3%(5) 26.0% (4) 12.1% (2) 1.% (3)
6.3%(1) 25.0%(4) 31.3%(5) 25.0%(4) 12.1% (2)
12.6% (2) 12.5%(2) 12.6% (2) 25.0% (4) r.0% (4
12.% (2) 6.3% (1) 12.&% (2) 6.3% (1)
71. Hate yousser pwuhesd a dren hrt(enmb Wngshe purues. glftm se59 furs
mde fanmIy maber, Mmuid pmtnur, or spO...?
Its~p R-e Olofl
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72. Ples sIe-t which types of shirts tt you have purchased for any male friende, faindly menbers, partners, or
spouss. (see below for dress shin type definitons)
Only Standardixed shine
Only Custom Tailored shinls
Only Made to Measure sirts
Only Standaldized and Custom
Tallored swts
Only Standardized and Made to
Measures llst
Only Custom Tailored and Made to
Measure shirte
I have purchased ALL THREE
TYPES
Resne
Percent
78.6%
0.0%
0.0%
Response
Count
62
0
8.9% 7
3.8% 3
I 1.3%
7.0% a
onswered question 76
skipped question o72
73. What Is the estimated price that you typlely pay for a dess shirt?
Standardized Dress Shirts
Lees thn $16 $20426
Average price for each shirt type: 0.0% (0) 14.3% (1)
Custom Tailored Dress Shirts
$40460 104" $1004106 Greater than
42.9% (3) 42.9% (3) 0.0% (0) 0.0% (0)
Less than $16 $2040 $4046 604M6 1100-10 Greater then
Average price for each shirt type: 14.3% (1) 0.0% (0) 0.0% (0) 42.6% (3) 42.9% (3) 0.0% (0)
anewered question
skipped question
Resone
Count
Response
Count
7
7
7"
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74. Piene rnink Owfoewng Ihtilses in order of huporlans when seang a
dress shit ro men. I m tn kpuofnt; 5 mi e tleont.
II'
fabric Iconeinaonqueky
rie -I my
p~Ini veine
1 5 4 10
0.0%(0) 0.0%(0) 0.0%(0) 0.0%(0) 0.0%(0) 0.00
0.0%(0) 0.0%(0) 0.0%(0) 0.0%(0) 0.0%(0) 0.00
0.0%(0) 0.0%(0) 0.0%(0) 0.0%(0) 0.0%(0) 0.00
0.0%(0) 0.0%(0) 0.0%(0) 0.0%(0) 0.0%(0) 0.00
0.0%(0) 0.0%(0) 0.0%(0) 0.0%(0) 0.0%(0) 0.00
ano Ues 9--=It*-
oe" qu..*1--
"cew"
o
0
0
0
0
0
0
o
7.1 WhIudbm e shIrN W you typely aeet eNised wM ~fPm $or p g ?
(Wtle type se fty)
StmndnsaoetdfMe gns
custom Taiored drs dstls
I tone s be Rnet
0.0%(0)
0.0%(0)
Theye OK
0.0% (0)
0.0%(0)
I e o e oe sm seNsm
-d" "a Avwmp
0.0%(0) 0.00
O.0%(0) 0.00
anwequaeen
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76. Are there any specific reasons you have not purchased Custom Tailored dress shirts
for men? (select all that apply)
Response Response
Percent Count
They are typically too expensive
I didntv know his size /
measurements
it takes too much time to work with
a tailor
I did not know that shirts could be
custom tailored
There are no tailors conveniently
located near me
Other
0.0%
0.0%
0.0%
0.0%
0.0%
0.0%
answered question
skIpped question
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77. OM the total number of dress shirts that you haw purehmed tfor men, how many ane of the following types?
Stenderdized Shirts
267
1-2
Pes Ctgry the ro Ingto eah
category to the. ftgt 0.0%(0)
Med. to Meesure ShNrt
14
Pisee Vcort the kito ch
category to the figtt. 0.7% (2)
01.7% (2)
3.4
333% (1)
'4
33 3%(1)
64
0.0% (0)
1049
0.0%(0)
10-i
0.0%(0)
20+ "oo-ol
0.0% (0) 3
20+ Res0011count
0.0% (0) 3
enswered question I
skipped question 748
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3w ena0.0%
0.0% 0
m-r-
me-
Ru.
6
S
7.
0.0% (0)
-w.9em.e.
30. Pieese rank te following oheroateletlo In order of importance when purchasing a dress shirt for a man. 1= most
imporIent;5 mlestimportMnt
II
fit 50.0% (3) 16.7% (1)
aeeltece 0.0%(0) 0.0%(0)
fabric /construction quality 33.3%(2) 3s3%(2)
brand famtilarity 16.7% (1) 16.7% (1)
price / value 0.0%(0) 339% (2)
0.0% (0)
66.7% (4)
16.7%(1)
16.7% (1)
0.0% (0)
0.0%(0)
33.3% (2)
16.7% (1)
16.7% (1)
33.3% (2)
Raing Response
Average Count
33.3% (2) 1.00 6
0.0%(0) 1.00 6
0.0%(0) 1.00 6
33.3% (2) 1.00 6
33.3%(2) 1.00 6
answered question
skipped question
6
745
Si. Whiob dress shirtl ae you typoaey most sasfied with ftur purhessing for him? (whiCh type are they?)
I tend to be most stlettned
with
16.7% (1)
16.7% (1)
66.7%(4)
The~rs OK
0.0% (0)
6.3% (6)
16.7% (1)
I tend to be least setteied
with
623% (5)
0.0% (0)
16.7% (1)
answered question
skipped question
32. What l thw eteMaed pries that you typIoelly py forea des sirt?
Stenderdized Shirte
Greater than
Lees theri *15 32a-13 340-466 00466 81604166 26
Average price for each shirt type: a.3% (1) 3.3% (1) 0.0%(0) 0.0% (0) 33.3%(1) 0.0% (0)
Made to Measure Shirte
Greater then
Lea than 815 030428 140466 6e0465 31004166 0300
Average price for each Whil type: 0.0% (0) 33.32 (1) 3.3%(1) 0.0% (0) s.3% (1) 0.0% (0)
enewered question
skipped qustion
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Standwtzed alte
Made to Meaus 8hile
Curtom Tailored shie
Rating Response
Average Count
1.00 6
1.00 6
1.00 6
6
745
Response
count
3
Response
count
3
3
745
63. Plsese runk US fbwing ohmsterinsetn order ot hmporeWs when prehsning a
dme. shirt for a man. I met hporen; 5 mwIet impormt.
Ut 0.0%(0)
emese 0.0%(0)
febd teIonWucn qua* 0.0% (0)
brand two"ey 0.0%(0)
PI V" 0.0%(0)
a 3 4 5 Ahspense
0.0%(0) 0.0%(0) 0.0%(0) 0.0%(0) 0.00 0
0.0%(0) 0.0%(0) 0.0%(0) 0.0%(0) 0.00 0
0.0%(0) 0.0%(O) 0.0%(0) 0.0%(0) 0.00 0
0.0%(0) 0.0%(0) 0.0%(0) 0.0%(0) 0.00 0
0.0%(0) 0.0%(0) 0.0%(0) 0.0%(0) 0.00 0
nwered quesen 0
- ueens ser
64, Wlah deues a1*W ave ysu typtl mieet essfned wit ir pushamligfr ll?
(whish tnps ueeny?
end to be msot The OK
0.0%(0) 0.0%(0)
0.0%(0) 0.0%(0)
I tend to be tew me Reepenn
-aa wit Awiqe co"d
0.0%(0) 0.00 0
0.0%(0) 0.00 0
nwwr qu en 0
ekised qeenOen 2
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Mefs to MseusM 0A
85. Are there any specific reasons you have not purchased Custom Tailored dress shirts
for men? (select all that apply)
Response Response
Percent Count
They are typically too expensive 0.0% 0
I dldnt know his size / 0.0% 0
measurements
it takes too much time to work with 0.0% 0
a tailor
I did not know that shirts could be 0.0% 0
custom tailored
There are no talors convenIently 0.0% 0located near me
Other 0.0% 0
answered question 0
skipped question 267
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U6. Am e any spasm. reaoOns you have not ptwhagd MWi o Meanure dream shif
for men? (seet a l apply)
OPeM Ce*PPocono count
They are typcaly too expensive 0.0% 0
It tase too muth MW to Canagure 0.0% 0
a hlbt oN.n0
've never head of made to
0.0% 0meesure *A~ft
I woukt |y a it unless he 0.0% 0caM try It en
I F" ho V s oq sm1*0.0% 0
I prefer helpa ealeepren to
hlm 0.0% 0
Olhuo 0 0
eneuwered quessen S
skipped queeen 27
37. What Is Vs. emasd prios Vhat you typlOlly pay for adues shirtfor aursa?
Re-ponse Response
perewnt Count
Les #Mn $19 0.0% 0
$20430 0.0% 0
$40450 0.0% 0
26040 0.0% 0
StOO410 0.0% 0
emter Vw "D0o 0.0% 0
unewered queunen 0
epped quesen 267
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88. Please rank the following characotrlstics In order of importance when purchasing a
StandardIzed Dress Shirt for a man. 1 =most Important; 5 least Important
fit
aestheics
fabric / construction quality
brand familiarity
price / value
0.0%(0)
0.0% (0)
0.0% (0)
0.0% (0)
0.0% (0)
2 3 4 5 RatingAverge
0.0% (0) 0.0%(0) 0.0% (0) 0.0%(0) 0.00
0.0%(0) 0.0%(0) 0.0%(0) 0.0%(0) 0.00
0.0% (0) 0.0% (0) 0.0% (0) 0.0% (0) 0.00
0.0% (0) 0.0% (0) 0.0% (0) 0.0% (0) 0.00
0.0%(0) 0.0%(0) 0.0%(0) 0.0%(0) 0.00
answered questton
skipped question
89. What Is the estimated price that you typically pay for a dress shirt for a man?
Less than $19
$20-$39
$404M
$100-$199
greater than $200
Reepone
Percent
0.0%
0.0%
0.0%
0.0%
0.0%
0.0%
answered question
skipped question
Response
Count
0
0
0
0
0
0
267
Response
Count
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
267
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90. Pease rn* V foeoming eh-aoreter Ins in order -f importwe when puwhdming a
Made to Mesure DeoohIrmfora ii a m.1a matt Mprt; lest Insportant,
t 0.0%o(0)
see*sese 0.0%(0)
lasbd IeeniueOM N qudity 00% (0)
brw emooy 0.0%(0)
pft aOa .0%(0)
0.0
0.c.
0.o
0o
a a 4 Nsn epe
AVON@* Ceas
%(0) 0.0%(0) 0.0%(0) 0.0%(0) 0.00 0
%(0) 0.0%(0) 0.0%(0) 0.0%(0) 0.00 0
%(0) 0.0%(0) 0.0%(0) 0.0%(0) 0.00 0
%(0) 0.0%) 0.0%(0) 0.0% 0.00 0
%(0) 0.0%(0) 0.0%(0) 0.0%(D) 0.00 0
-'-wued qa~
Upsed *uo
0
2V7
1. What ks semomated pries thWt you tplen" payftor admes aistri sN
Rpemm ComPNeseW OagSM
0.0%
$40
stm4Wo
0.0%
0.0%
0.0%
0.0%
0.0%
- Ueee -usen
-"emp -usen
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
ser
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92. Please rank the following characteristics In order of Importance when purchasing a
Custom Tailored Dress Shirt for a man. 1 = most Important; 5 = least Important.
fit
aesthetics
fabric / construction quality
brand familiarity
price / value
1 2 3 4 5 RatingAverage
0.0%(0) 0.0%(0) 0.0%(0) 0.0%(0) 0.0%(0) 0.00
0.0%(0) 0.0%(0) 0.0%(0) 0.0%(0) 0.0%(0) 0.00
0.0%(0) 0.0%(0) 0.0% (0) 0.0%(0) 0.0% (0) 0.00
0.0%(0) 0.0%(0) 0.0% (0) 0.0%(0) 0.0%(0) 0.00
0.0%(0) 0.0%(0) 0.0%(0) 0.0%(0) 0.0%(0) 0.00
answered question
skipped question
93. Are ther. any specific remas you haw not purchased Custom Tailored dress shirts
for men? (select all that apply)
Response
Percent
0.0%They are typically too expensive
I didn't know his size /
measurements
It takes too much time to work with
a tailor
I did not know that shirts could be
custom tailored
There are no talors convenlenly
located near me
Other
Response
Count
0
0.0%
0.0%
0.0%
0.0%
0.0%
answered question
skipped question
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Response
Count
0
0
0
0
0
0
267
0
0
0
0
0
0
267
4. Are tere may epeelle rsesm why you have not purchaed Sabndard d Drese ahirtS
for mneua9(seeiet aN tht apply)
Moee-ns N-op"n.
Ptees ceum
They typIctey don't M him vey
o..n~tw~, loon as.
He .. nsot We no oOstye of mos braids avabbl
I dam tke Shopping at a stoe for
ouaty Is tyIay POW
to =1w
nw-'-odquesn
skipped que-nen U7
S. Ae thse any epe sMs me why yu bave nt sekaad d duiIb DraeebI
for alm?(edmet el a apply)
Prcent Coum
They typcay don't it him very
Wd
I do not in nddo I do not in he
likes M style of most bramid
awesome
I donf Oka shOP oppn at a MIne IMr
COWGuesty Is typlelly peer
01er
0.0%
0.0%
0.0%
0.0%
0.0%
0
0
0
0
0
0anw-erd quene
Shpped quaten 207
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0.0%
0.0%
0.0%
0.0%
0.0%
0
0
0
0
0
a
96. Are there any specific reason. you have not purchased Made to Measure dress shirts
for men? (select all that apply)
Response Response
Percent Count
They are typically too expensive 0.0% 0
It takes too much time to configure 0.0% 0
a shirt online
I've never heard of made to 0.0% 0
measure shirts
I wouldn't buy a shirt unless he 0.0% 0
could try It on
I prefer having a salesperson t 0.0% 0help me choose a shIrt
Other 0.0% 0
answered question 0
skipped question 267
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97. Are there any specific reasons you have not purchased Made to Measure dress shirts
for men? (select all that apply)
Response Response
Percent Count
They are typically too expensive 0.0% 0
It takes too much time to configure 0.0% 0
a shirt online
I've never heard of made to 0.0% 0
measure shirts
I wouldn't buy a shirt unless he 0.0% 0
could try It on
I prefer having a salesperson to 0.0% 0help me choose a shirt
Other 0.0% 0
anewered question 0
skipped question 267
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Ws. OSSoww wwomenmnao om yo M n pwe rmnMfsbalwameet *resinswuafm %eet
InKWdmed ONe
14
catqity a me gI~A.
14.3%(1)
Cushm TaIered OMite
14
M. ds OW $M WD ow
"Niowy in obs opt 0.0%(0)
-4
143% (1)
64
57.1%14
.4
0.0% (0)
429% (3)
42. to
0.0%(0)
02.0%(0) 7
e~pps~em 44
"..m m...
wo.
I do nt No NdW Ido not V" he
Nke.. "eye of bonds
I dmre sh aippi a aM M
Ouanty Is tyIceny poor
Coe
omg-i quso""u 7W
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1o*0%
0.0% 0
00% 0
0.0% 0
0.0% 0
100. Of the tOa number of dress shift tat you hawe purchased for men, how many ar of t following type?
Custom Tailored Shirte
1-2
Plase diide the tW Ito eawh
category to Ithe right
Made to Measure Shits
Plesse divide the toldt Into each
category to the rIght
0.0% (0)
1-2
100.0%(1)
34
0.0% (0)
-4
0.0% (0)
5.0
100.0% ( 1)
.0
0.0% (0)
10-1s
0.0% (0)
10-19
0.0%(0)
20 ResponseCount
0.0%(0) 1
20+ RsponeCount
0.0%(0)1
answered question
skipped question 750
101. What Is the eslmatd pries that you typloally pay for a dras irht?
Custom Tailored Sirts
Lss than *19 U.20-
Average price tor each shirt type: 0.0% (0) 0.0%(0)
Made to Measure 11rt
Less thAn $19 U- as
Average price tor each shirt type: 0.0% (0) 0.0% (0)
$40M 804
0.0%(0) 100.0%(1)
$404111 $0-0
0.0%(0) 0.0% (0)
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$1004100
0.0% (0)
$100010(1
100.0 (l)
0.0% (0)
Greater than
0.0% (0)
answered question
skipped question
count
Response
Count
750
12. Please rank te folowing oharaestreoo In order of Importnoe when purhaming a
dress htlform man. 1=most mapotnt 5= least InpotLant.
0.0% (0)
0.0%(0)
0.0%(0)
0.0%(0)
0.0%(0)
2 S 4 RdbV
0.0% (0) 0.0% (0) 0.0%(0) 0.0%(0) 0.00
0.0%(0) 0.0%(0) 0.0%(0) 0.0%(0) 0.00
0.0 9(0) 0.0% (0) 0.0%(0) 0.0%(0) 0.00
0.0%(0) O.0%(0) 0.0%(0) 0.0%(0) 0.00
0.0%(0) 0.0%(0) 0.0%(0) 0.0%(0) 0.00
hop-p eu qeene
eme.m- -
0
0
0
0
0
0
37
1L ~Ieh dress el*m arm you typIsol~ must inalIsEIud wU. ofSWPUUbS~UfoV hhw?
(WMUb type usWmv?~
Qjm Tolores ear
Ae Meseie uets
i ton to be mos
-ne wie
0.0%(0)
0.0%(0)
I tonw to be ow PI
0.0%pD) 0.0%(0) 0.00
0.0%(0) 0.0%(0) 0.00
w r quoEn
empse qEmn
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tende ieensuna quaky
brnW IeuiNsty
poIVakm
er
20
104. If you would like your male family members, friends, partner, or spouse to participate
In the survey with a chance for them to win a FREE MEN'S DRESS SHIRT ($100 retail value),
please enter up to 3 email addresses below (enter only one email per line). If you do not
want to share this with others, just hit submiL
Response Response
Percent Count
email 1
email 2
email 3
0.0%
0.0%
0.0%
0
0
0
0answered question
skipped question 267
105. What method of cleaning do you use most often for your dress shirts?
Response Response
Percent Count
Dry clean
Machine wash
Hand wash I
Professionally laundered
23.0%
62.6%
1.1%
13.2%
40
100
2
23
174answered question
skipped question 93
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106.w @.n., do you h. yew. d.. e shht @...
After *ry us, no in rwha
Afer overy 2nd uns
Afer every 3rd use
Ohw Gpow specity)
46.0%
32.2%
15.5%
U-
5.7%
ene m m e qoe y ial
m* nmw w, e .a.......i ra bw,..,....aw .......
i's vibly dirty
Ws wrnkled
i'e ely
05 4W" WOsspesi
POP
10.0%
37.4%
31.0%
12.0%
-NWred queen
pped uen
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coun"
50
27
10
174
0
33
54
22
174
9s
108. What method of cleaning do you use most often for your dress shirts?
Dry clean
Machine wash
Hand wash
Professionally laundered
109. How often do you have your dres shirts oleaned?
Response
Percent
66.7%
0.0%
33.3%
0.0%
answered question
skipped question
After every use, no mater what
After every 2nd use
After every 3rd use
Other (please specify)
Response Response
Percent Count
33.3% 1
33.3% 1
33.3% 1
0.0% 0
answered question
skipped question
3
264
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Response
Count
2
0
1
0
3
264
110. What l the numbar ne reeen for having your dre elebned?
We viemy dtly
We *isd
r's seMnksy
Se osm
Dry cmwn
Meshw wush
Hwd Wash
P 0lnell kaumered
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Mm"-e
Peoa-
0.0%
0.0%
66.7%
Reupons
couen
0
0
2
33.3%
anl qgeNen
empp" u
a
24
Pveen
0.0%
10.0%
0.0%
10.0%
0
1
0
1
2
as
112. How often do you have your dress shirts cleaned?
Response
Percent
After every use, no matter what 0.0%
After every 2nd use 50.0%
After every 3rd use 0.0%
Other (please specify) 
- 50.0%
answered question
skipped question
113. What Is the number one reason for having your dress shirt cleaned?
Response
Percent
0.0%It's visibly dirty
It's wrinkled
It's smelly
Other (please specify)
100.0%
0.0%
0.0%
answered question
skipped question
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Response
Count
0
1
0
1
2
265
Response
Count
0
2
0
0
2
265
114. What method of olening do you use most of~n for your *rss shirt?
Resonse Reopen"
Dry Oman 46.7% 7
Mu~ne -' - 26.7% 4
Hnd wenah 0.0% 0
Pvc .hdaney tawejd 26.7% 4
eUpsed qusut IS
115. New oftende you haeyour diems shbsle sd?
sees coun
J11" eryam. i3r 46.7% 7
After vey 3rd use 6.7% 1
Other eMSS esocy) 0.0% 0
anwered queseOn 1
smpped question 32
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116. What Is the number one rmason for having your dress shirt cleaned?
It's vilbly dirty
It's wrinkled
It's smelly
Other (please specify)
Response Response
Percent Count
33.3% 5
46.7% 7
6.7% 1
13.3% 2
answered question
skipped question
117. What method of oleaning do you use most often for your dress shirts?
15
252
Dry clean
Machine wash
Hand wash
Professionally laundered
Response
Percent
40.0%
46.7%
0.0%
13.3%
answered question
skipped question
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Response
Count
6
7
0
2
15
252
119. How of~ do you hve your dreehlrts el"etned?
moepems
pswS
4s.7%
40.0%
Maer evry urn, no mner wW
A evey a2M use
Mwr vy 3rd urn
o0w W"" orn"
.7%
6.7,'
IM. Wha Ithe nuner ne smenteorhi ng yur dese aletelsmed?
we viuly dety 20.0%
we wrbitebd 4.7%
We emy 13.3%
oter eleMs essy) 20.0%
nwe*N o""
e 9-e 
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RuPonse
coun-
1
1s
M
co"-
3
7
2
3
1s
an
1
120. What metod of cleaning do you use most often for your dress shirts?
Dry clean
MaChine wash
Hand wash
Professionally laundered
Response
Percent
50.0%
0.0%
0.0%
50.0%
answered question
skipped question
121. How often do you have your dies shirts oleaned?
After every use, no mater what
After every 2nd use
After every 3rd use
Other (please specify)
Response
Percent
100.0%
0.0%
0.0%
0.0%
answered question
skipped question
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Response
Count
0
0
1
2
265
Response
Count
2
0
0
0
2
265
12. What Is the number one reawon for havbg your dme d*telewd?
-n -ann
Pen couni
e viuily dirty
N's wriNkd
Wie smely
OtWW pcy)
0.0%
1oo.
0.0%
0.0%
-ns. -ueen
sk1Wd dMyMu
128. Who mido ol eni do you. urns met Asinr yaw Mism a~bgs
Pflssed y aneed
mwt oo
Mu" wo-
50.0%12 5
0.0%
37.0%
mn merMd quenn
*Mppe qu-aUn.
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0
2
0
0
2
0
2
0
a
ls
251
124. How often do you have your dress shirts cleaned?
Response
Percent
43.8%
31.3%
After every use, no matter what
After every 2nd use
After every 3rd use
Other (please specify)
18.8%
6.3%
answered question
skipped question
125. What Is the number one reason for having your dress shirt cleaned?
Response
Percent
it's visibly dirty 12.5%
it's wrinkled 81.3%
it's smelly 6.3%
Other (please specify) 0.0%
enewered question
skipped question
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Respone
Count
7
5
3
16
251
Response
Count
2
13
0
16
251
126. Out of your total number of dress mhirt peMshases, how many shrts ha , you had to
rstun?
0
1-2
10-19
20+,
46.4%
40.6%
10.3%
3.4%
0.0%
0.0%
WAWerd quetn
Gmissd quesnen
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127. What wee your top rmemn(s) for rewrnlng a dise shirt?(esleet up to 2 *he...)
It did nM ft 54.7%
I did not ne " Vay It Ieeled
WAulde of Ve ftore I when I sW N 20.0%
It did not go wN wih My ~@.r
d4.2%
coun
7,
71
0
0
174
as
6S2..
0-wi
62
19
The tbd left dfnt Vw
The uNut wae delsemv
N wasa ga a 1st I dd net RNe
0 w -e -Mly) I 1.1% 1
-ne" qummnn
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a8.4%
24.2%
16.g%
23
1
of
172
128. Out of your total number of dress shirt purchases, how many shirts have you had to
return?
Response
Percent
33.3%
66.7%
0.0%
0.0%
0.0%
0.0%
answered question
skipped question
Response
Count
2
0
0
0
0
3
264
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129. What was your top reason(s) for returning a dress shirt? (select up to 2 choices)
Response
Percent
0.0%It did not fit
I did not like the way it looked
outside of the store / when I saw it
In peison
it did not go well with my other
clothes
Response
Count
0
0.0%
0.0%
The fabric felt different than
expected
The shift was defective
it was a gift that I did not like
Other (pleas. specify)
50.0%
50.0%
0.0%
0.0%
answered question
skipped question
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0
1-2
3-4
5-9
10-19
20+
1
0
0
2
285
130. Out of yew tot nmbw of dmea dt puebass, how many ahifs hew you had t
retums?
Repons RspnsPoni CM
0 10.0% 1
1-2
3-4
6-4
1tne
20
0.0%
0.0%
50.0%
0.0%
0.0%
-wered *UM
skipped queen
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0
0
1
0
0
a
2es
131. What was your top reason(s) for returning a dress shirt? (select up to 2 choices)
Response,
Percent
0.0%It did riot fit
i did not like the way it looked
outside of the store / when I saw it
in person
it did not go well with my other
clothes
The fabric felt different then
expected
The shirt was defecive
It was a gift that I did not like
Other (please specify)
132. Have you ever had to return a dress shirt?
Yes
No
0.0%
100.0%
0.0%
0.0%
0.0%
0.0%
answered question
skipped question
Response
Percent
46.7%
53.3%
answered question
skipped question
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Response
Count
0
0
0
0
0
0
266
Response
Count
7
8
15
252
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6
6
23
I - -I,- -- " -- , , I" -I ,-,-- ' ' 1',-,,, 11- 11 1,
U2a(12)
136. Out of your total number of dress shirt purchases, how many shirts have you had to return?
Standerdized Dree Shirts
0 1-2 3-4 14 10-19 20+ ReponeCount
Ple e provide es5mate for each
shift type.: 5% 4
Custom Tailored Orees Shirts
Please provide estimate for each
shift type:
0
61.6% (16)
50.0%(13) 23.1% (6) 11.5% (3) 0.0%(0) 0.0%(0) 26
1-2 3-4 14 10-19 20+ ResponseCount
30.6% (6) 3.8% (1) 3.8% (1) 0.0% (0) 0.0% (0) 26
anewered question 26
skipped question 726
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137. Whatwa your top reason(s) for returning a drss shirt? (selet up to 2 oholo..)
Respon
61.5%it did not fit
I did not like the way it looked
outede of the store / when I eaw It
In person
Response
Count
16
30.8%
3.8%It did not go well with my other
clothee
The fbic felt dIfferent then
expected
The Shirt wee defectve
it wee a gift that I did not like
7.7% 2
38.5%
7.7%
10
2
0.0% 0
.awr.d qu..tion 26
skipped question 725
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16. m you wr had to mbme diS m~
'a
No
75.0%
25.0%
SNOW-w-a--
cua
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in. More urspuseneses myeemner ymaetmvamn
Cus.tm T.NDted Dre.. hiNet
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""*" *t """*0- wb.
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140. What was your top rmason(s) for returning a dress shirt? (select up to 2 choices)
Response Response
Percent Count
it did not fit 0.0% 0
I did not like the way it looked
outside of the store / when I saw It 0.0% 0
In person
It did not go well with my other 0.0% 0
clothes
The fabric felt different than 0.0% 0
expected
The shirt was dsbeotlve 100.0% 1
It was a gift that I did not like 0.0% 0
Other (please specify) 0.0% 0
answered question 1
skipped question 266
141. Have you ever had to return a dreas shirt?
Response Response
Percent Count
Yes 75.0% 12
No 25.0% 4
answered question 10
skipped question 251
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142. 0u of yw N obmmobe& s bbtpuamseS, hww muy bM haw you hd a e?
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143. What was your top reason(s) for returning a dress shirt? (select up to 2 choices)
Response Response
Percent Count
It did not fit 58.3% 7
I did not like the way It looked
outside of th store / when I saw It 33.3% 4
in person
It did not go well with my other 16.7% 2
clothes
The fabric felt different than 16.7% 2
expected
The shirt was defective 16.7% 2
It was a gift that I did not like 25.0% 3
Other (please specify) 0.0% 0
answered question 12
skipped question 255
144. What is your marital status? (optional)
Response Response
Percent Count
Singe 19.6% 44
Married 70.2% 156
Domestic Partner ~ 6.2% 14
Separated * 1.8% 4
Divorced 1.8% 4
Widowed 0.4% 1
answered question 225
skipped question 42
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146. What f your yowly household nome rang?9(opional)
Pemree coun
Law thn MO00
,0O0 - 300,000
MOOD - 5,000
rsmco - s*0o-
3.3%
13.1%
16.7%
22.4%
7
28
40
46
SIWeS - se.6U -
Gnaw sm mioo*
79
12
214-leg ad qwen
sWpses quNN a
146. Are ye sam*edy r hsw you.vur hi thsectwsteed puufssionllt(amedamcl ! esr
nuaaey) wuNemsnutelouibuiese, 1ess rou16p or eulisy?9Nesm
not surM sest Wad ,
neopen- naespas
Poo"n Comnm
Ye - 7.0%
92.1%
16
2o
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supp -06enn 4.
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Pag 2, QS. Pease enter your ZIP CODE
1 49322 Nov 11, 2011 7:08 AM
2 35749 Nov 11, 2011 6:45 AM
3 37375 Nov 11, 2011 5:05 AM
4 02151 Nov 11, 2011 3:39 AM
5 10029 Nov 10, 2011 10:52 PM
6 35603 Nov 10, 2011 9:57 PM
7 91387 Nov 10, 2011 7:58 PM
8 61821 Nov 10, 2011 7:35 PM
9 07645 Nov 10, 2011 7:21 PM
10 95628 Nov 10, 2011 7:14 PM
11 12835 Nov 10, 2011 7:02 PM
12 29078 Nov 10, 2011 6:34 PM
13 22046 Nov 10, 2011 6:13 PM
14 90501 Nov 10, 20116:00 PM
15 98408 Nov 10, 2011 5:15 PM
16 22932 Nov 10, 2011 5:13 PM
17 35541 Nov 10, 2011 4:42 PM
18 92592 Nov 10, 2011 4:41 PM
19 98039 Nov 10, 2011 4:22 PM
20 08108 Nov 10, 2011 4:08 PM
21 32119 Nov 10, 20114:05 PM
22 49519 Nov 10, 2011 3:44 PM
23 48108 Nov 10, 20112:49 PM
24 19063 Nov 10, 2011 2:44 PM
25 94002 Nov 10, 2011 2:43 PM
26 28774 Nov 10, 2011 2:33 PM
27 22032 Nov 10, 2011 2:24 PM
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Pag.2,0l. Psseunt your ZIP CODE
26 02100
20 4108
30 76179
31 1604
32 60015
33 -3M
34 30066
35 48
36 4017
37 406
3 44106
3 32003
40 0741
41 36067
42 770 2
43 75220
44 19406
46 46106
46 7m
47 91344
46 04110
46 96076
50 22083
51 966m
52 43128
63 95404
54 00022
Nov 10, 20112:22 PM
Nov 10, *011 2:18 PM
Nov 10, 2011 20 PM
Nov 10, 2011 1:06PM
Nov 10, 2011 161 PM
Nov 10,2011 1:41PM
Nov 10, 2011 1:26PM
Nov 1 201 1:1 PM
Nov 1, 2011 1:01 PM
Nov io 011 t2:41PM
Nov 1 2011 12:3PM
Nov 10, 201112:34 PM
Nov 10 0111S0 PM
Nov 10, 2011 12:2 PM
Nov 10.201112:PM
Nov 10, 2011 12:22PM
Nov 10, 2011 12:11 PM
Nov 10, 2011 12:0 PM
Nov 10. 2011 IIM AM
Nov 10, 2011 t1:56 AM
Nov 10, 201 11:47 AM
Nov 10, 2011 11:4 AM
Nov 10, 211 1:46AM
Nov 10, 2011 11:44 AM
Nov1 2011 :t 1 AM
Nov 10,2011 :I3 AM
Nov 10, 2011 :30 AM
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Psg2, QS. Pm wter your ZIP CODE
55 33411 Nov 10, 2011 11:27 AM
56 60641 Nov 10, 2011 11:19 AM
57 47452 Nov 10, 2011 11:19 AM
58 75070 Nov 10, 2011 11:13 AM
59 33178 Nov 10, 2011 11:12 AM
60 08108 Nov 10, 2011 11:07 AM
61 84003 Nov 10, 2011 1103 AM
62 78730 Nov 10, 2011 1102 AM
63 30024 Nov 10, 2011 11-02 AM
64 94109 Nov 10, 2011 11:01 AM
65 34787 Nov 10, 2011 11:00 AM
66 90266 Nov 10, 2011 10:51 AM
67 13417 Nov 10, 2011 10:50 AM
68 98133 Nov 10, 2011 10:49 AM
69 66061 Nov 10, 2011 10:39 AM
70 21230 Nov 10, 2011 10:28 AM
71 86016 Nov 10, 2011 10:24 AM
72 98121 Nov 10, 2011 10:16 AM
73 98178 Nov 10, 2011 10:10 AM
74 07008 Nov 10, 2011 10:02 AM
75 85204 Nov 10, 20119:58 AM
76 75020 Nov 10, 2011 9:52 AM
77 49021 Nov 10, 2011 9:46 AM
78 23237 Nov 10, 2011 9:35 AM
79 52240 Nov 10, 2011 9:35 AM
80 91784 Nov 10, 2011 9:30 AM
81 99507 Nov 10, 2011 9:20 AM
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PaWa,QS, P.in r yw ZIP CODE
62 76613
83 624
84 ss7
5 3152
6 86715
87 76131
6s 3201
s 91e661
90 0160
$I 11217
92 72207
93 60615
94 72207
965 2201
96 65711
97 64124
98 02481
90 60305
100 84123
101 82730
102 33774
10S a3157
104 33063
10s 622m
106 32666
107 36674
106 46237
Nov 10, 20 9:15 AM
Nov 10, 2011 -15 AM
Nov 10, 2011 :0 AM
Nov 10, 2011 04 AM
Nov 10, 2011 :0 AM
Nov 10, 2011 :4 AM
Nov 10, 20118:5 AM
Nov 10, 2011 :52 AM
Nov 10,2011 :50 AM
Nov 0 20118 :48 AM
Nov 10, 2011 :44 AM
Nov 10, 2011 6:3 AM
Nov10, 2011 M AM
Nov 10, 2011 6:30 AM
Nov 10, 2011 6:2 AM
Nov 10, 2011 :25 AM
Nov 10, 2011 :24 AM
Nov 10, 2011 :24 AM
Nov 10, 2011 :23 AM
Nov 10, 2011 622 AM
Nov 10, 2011 :22 AM
Nov 10, 201 8:20AM
Nov 10, 211 6:20 AM
Nov 10,2 01 6:19AM
Nov 10,011 6 :13AM
Nov 10, 2016:12 AM
Nov 10, 2011 6:11 AM
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Pag 2, Q3. Pese dntr your ZIP CODE
109 53092
110 10021
111 95482
112 44632
113 11354
114 13501
115 15203
116 32708
117 37620
118 19475
119 15234
120 62948
121 04092
122 99353
123 08736
124 75766
125 85203
126 78148
127 58075
128 80657
129 43235
130 03273
131 06762
132 75098
133 70737
134 30013
135 10025
Nov 10, 2011 8:09 AM
Nov 10, 2011 8:08 AM
Nov 10, 2011 805 AM
Nov 10, 2011 8:04 AM
Nov 10, 2011 8:04 AM
Nov 10, 2011 8:04 AM
Nov 10, 2011 8:02 AM
Nov 10, 2011 8:01 AM
Nov 10, 2011 8:00 AM
Nov 10, 2011 7:59 AM
Nov 10, 2011 7:59 AM
Nov 10, 2011 7:58 AM
Nov 10, 2011 7:57 AM
Nov 10, 2011 7:57 AM
Nov 10, 2011 7:54 AM
Nov 10, 2011 7:54 AM
Nov 10, 2011 7:52 AM
Nov 10, 2011 7:50 AM
Nov 10, 2011 7:49 AM
Nov 10, 2011 7:48 AM
Nov 10, 2011 7:46 AM
Nov 10, 2011 7:46 AM
Nov 10, 2011 7:45 AM
Nov 10, 2011 7:44 AM
Nov 10, 2011 7:42 AM
Nov 10, 2011 7:41 AM
Nov 10, 2011 7:40 AM
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Page, QL Plab ntr yur ZIP CODE
136 20119
137 700
136 94O6
139 2310
140 34007
141 11374
142 33610
143 3317
144 22153
145 30094
146 8406
147 9466
148 90690
14 20006
100 10677
161 17240
152 01460
163 95309
154 01536
156 2466
166 33167
167 8362
166 0047
10 04106
160 06408
161 94064
162 66506
Nov 10, 20117:30 AM
Nov 10,2 i 7:30 AM
Nov 10, 2011 7:30 AM
Nov 10, 011 7:AM
Nov 10,2011 7:37 AM
Nov 10, 20117:36 AM
Nov 10, 20117:20AM
NWv 10, 2011 6:2 AM
Nov 10, 2011 65:AM
Nov 10,20116:00AM
Nov , 2011 i1051 PM
Novo, 2011 9: 6PM
NovO, 20119:20 PM
Nov9, 2011 6:08PM
Nov9, 20116:01 PM
Nov9, 20ti 7:30 PM
Nov9, 20i 17 PM
Nov 9, 2011 7:14 PM
Nov 9, 2011 7:09PM
Nov 9, 2011 7:07 PM
Nov9, 2011 6: PM
Nov#, 2011 :40 PM
NOV9 20116:41 PM
NovO, 2011 6:00 PM
Nov 9,20114:46, PM
Nov 9, 2011t 444PM
Nov9, 2011 4:37 PM
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Pag 2, Q3. Pibes. enter your ZIP CODE
163 01520
164 92630
165 60640
166 53924
167 96707
168 24251
169 45322
170 54452
171 92131
172 44730
173 30076
174 32404
175 02891
176 88007
177 93001
178 90028
179 91107
180 60563
181 92708
182 91024
183 48101
184 97225
185 92115
186 94608
187 92705
188 92081
189 90036
Nov 9, 2011 4:31 PM
Nov 9, 2011 3:55 PM
Nov 9, 20113:22 PM
Nov 9, 2011 2:55 PM
Nov 9, 2011 2:49 PM
Nov 9, 2011 2:46 PM
Nov 9, 2011 2:35 PM
Nov 9, 2011 2:21 PM
Nov 9, 2011 1:48 PM
Nov 9, 2011 1:45 PM
Nov 9, 2011 1:38 PM
Nov 9, 2011 1:02 PM
Nov 9, 2011 12:40 PM
Nov 9, 2011 12:38 PM
Nov 9, 2011 12:04 PM
Nov 9, 2011 12:02 PM
Nov 9, 2011 11:51 AM
Nov 9, 2011 11:51 AM
Nov 9, 2011 11:31 AM
Nov 9, 2011 11:18 AM
Nov 9, 2011 11:12 AM
Nov 9, 2011 11:11 AM
Nov 9, 2011 11:01 AM
Nov 9, 2011 10:58 AM
Nov 9, 2011 10:48 AM
Nov 9, 2011 10:43 AM
Nov 9, 2011 10:34 AM
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PageR, Q& Pfsmenr yowZPCOOE
19o 70u
11 27023
192 56006
198 06ow
194 90006
1M6 26001
196 56414
197 27080
10 6870
190 30064
200 32064
201 eSs1.
202 2W412
203 95677
204 49774
205 3703
206 66007
207 75236
206 6144
206 83703
210 90007
211 77608
212 02673
213 8701
214 22101
215 97206
216 10626
Nov 6. 2011 10:16 AM
Nov , 201110:1 AM
Nov 9, 201110:01 AM
Nov, 2011 46 AM
Nov , 2011 W42 AM
Nov*, 2011:26 AM
Nov 9, 2011 :20 AM
Nov 9, 2011 :20 AM
Nov 9, 2011 :06 AM
Nov, 2011 01 AM
Nov 0, 2011 &0 AM
Nov 0, 2011 4:4 AM
NOVO, 2011 :4 AM
Nov9,201 8:42 AM
Nov#, 20118:30 AM
Nov 0, 2011 6:2 AM
Nov9, 2011 6:22 AM
Nov9, 2011 6:18 AM
Nov 0, 2011:16 AM
Nov$, 2011 6:16 AM
Nov 9, 20116:15 AM
Nov9, 20116:14 AM
Nov9, 2011 :12 AM
NovO, 20110-11 AM
Nov. 2011 6:10AM
Nov$, 20116:07 AM
Nov , 2011:06 AM
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Pag 2, 03. Pese tr yow ZP CODE
217 94588 Nov 9, 2011 8:05 AM
218 47401 Nov 9, 20118:03 AM
219 29880 Nov 9, 2011 8:00 AM
220 14217 Nov 9, 2011 7:55 AM
221 11050 Nov 9, 2011 7:55 AM
222 66215 Nov 9, 2011 7:52 AM
223 97124 Nov 9, 2011 7:52 AM
224 76244 Nov 9,2011 7:49 AM
225 17601 Nov 9, 2011 7:49 AM
226 80907 Nov 9, 2011 7:48 AM
227 02893 Nov 9, 2011 7:46 AM
228 05443 Nov 9, 2011 7:45 AM
229 54853 Nov 9, 2011 7:43 AM
230 43110 Nov 9, 2011 7:41 AM
231 08691 Nov 9, 2011 7:40 AM
232 10021 Nov 9, 2011 7:39 AM
233 58501 Nov 9, 2011 7:39 AM
234 55442 Nov 9, 2011 7:38 AM
235 64468 Nov 9, 2011 7:38 AM
236 07882 Nov 9, 2011 7:37 AM
237 67114 Nov 9, 20117:38 AM
238 80516 Nov 9, 2011 7:38 AM
239 28480 Nov 9, 2011 7:35 AM
240 15216 Nov 9, 2011 7:34 AM
241 11756 Nov 9,20117:12 AM
242 30034 Nov 9, 2011 5:34 AM
243 43017 Nov 9, 2011 5:02 AM
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Pag.2, 6. Pesanuew yourZPCODE
244 90005
245 1823
240 84040
247 76613
246 94116
249 1606
250 06415
251 97303
262 96003
253 66201
254 20678
256 94107
256 11560
257 9730
256 22603
259 019
260 om0
261 94114
212 1180
283 96321
254 56403
265 32805
266 4006
267 36106
Nov 9, 2011 2:27 AM
Nov S, 20119:57 PM
Nov$, 20119:13 PM
Nov 6, 20116:50 PM
Nov 6; 2011 6:10 PM
Nov . 20115:23 PM
Nov 8;2011 6:20 PM
Nov 6, 20114:43 PM
Nov6, 20113:31PM
Nov 6, 2011 1:4PM
Nov 6, 2011 1:20 PM
Nov 6, 2011 1296PM
Nov 6, 2011 12:13PM
Nm 4, 211 10:14 AM
Nov 8, 2011 10:22 AM
Nov 8, 20119:24 AM
Nov 6, 2011 9:18 AM
Nov, 2011 9:01 AM
Nov6, 20116:46 AM
Nov , 20116:12 AM
Nov$, 20116 10 AM
Nov , 20117:46 AM
Nov 8, 20117:47 AM
Nov 6.20117:42 AM
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Pag. 4, 07. Please select the reasons why you don't wear some or many of the dress shirts In your wardrobe.
(select all that apply)
not necessary
Won't wear until what I have has worn out
I wear all of my dress shirts
None
Not as comfortable as others
to big
got the wrong color
N/A
Not as comfortable as other shirts
I do wear them.
Difficult color to match
newer shirts rve gotten fit better, look better
color...certain suits no longer fit
Long Sleeves not required so I wear Polos most of the time
Work from home on occasion
diff"it to iron
Some are French Cuffs and a little too formal
I have seasonal favorites that get more wear than some others in my closet.
NEW AND STILL UN-OPENED
some are "too dressy" for work
too many choices
Rarely wear dress shirts to work
dorft fit as well as the newer shirts
Those shirts that need cuff links get worn less
Dont like wearing dress shirts
As far as i know, I do wear all of my shirls.
As far as I can tell, I do wear most of my shirts.
Nov 10, 20119:58 PM
Nov 10, 2011 7:22 PM
Nov 10, 2011 6:13 PM
Nov 10, 2011 5:16 PM
Nov 10, 2011 4:44 PM
Nov 10, 2011 4:42 PM
Nov 10, 2011 2:35 PM
Nov 10, 2011 2:15 PM
Nov 10, 2011 1:42 PM
Nov 10, 2011 1:26 PM
Nov 10, 2011 12:10 PM
Nov 10, 2011 11:48 AM
Nov 10, 2011 11:46 AM
Nov 10, 2011 11:39 AM
Nov 10, 2011 11:16 AM
Nov 10, 2011 11:15 AM
Nov 10, 2011 11:01 AM
Nov 10, 2011 10:51 AM
Nov 10, 2011 10:40 AM
Nov 10, 2011 10:28 AM
Nov 10, 2011 10:10 AM
Nov 10, 2011 9:07 AM
Nov 10, 2011 9:05 AM
Nov 10, 2011 8:58 AM
Nov 10, 2011 8:53 AM
Nov 10, 2011 8:45 AM
Nov 10, 2011 8:41 AM
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407. PIheesetthere s whyyuwdewetweesmeer masy ef lmds uhitslaWennsf litheeapplm y
26 iama PreMuViona PMxdUl Conultawt The mjerity of nyclw were cmauel
appm*e
29 Not needteweer them
30 NA an I wes t alm o f ty shte
31 Speeyshftefor occon , fenchcub, twoklore ec
32 d"t iWi lE wering cL kks m nt
33 They We seMOnl acomdg o we d the fbric.
34 ly W rt meaRt for fte c~be whoe Iouerly Bvt...loo hot for flordae
35 Not much ned
30 draScmforthem
37 Mlelg bu*oneon e*t1o eplace Ion and bad collre
36 RePkee bin 0ewned end pressed
39 NOT A VEA Y PROFESSIONAL SCENE
40 In theidorft come out in w hyer
41 TOOeoea, or high minenwnc
42 wethclor combol esen
43 b*eeuent cccuemiolsn for wew.
44 aome have hol
46 Some haee holm
46 1neyer rewiy Ikedth color, fit, coler otyle, et.
47 Ilu cPl #Vaugh thm wuri they are wom o, then buy anw one.
46 1hewe0MsbougMfor wern whaut wich ares Wquewy wom now.
49 Not nyevorsee or we seasonacoIry queni t cle
60 Many we too deyse for everyday work.
51 Ju don' ike thVemas wel aw re
se They feel kward
63 Cmueljob
Nov 10, 2011 8:32 AM
Nov 10, 20116*4 AM
Nov 10. 2011 :14 AM
Nov ,10 2011 8:11 AM
Nov 10, 20111 :06 AM
NOV 10, 2011 -04 AM
NOV 10, 2011 6:03 AM
Nov 10 2011 740 AM
Nov 10, 20117:38 AM
Nov 10 2011 7:37 AM
Nov9, 2011 7:16 PM
Nov, 2011 7:06PM
NwvR, 20110:42 PM
NMvR, 2011 1:46 PM
Nov, 201 1205 PM
Nov-0, 2011 1044 AM
Nov *, 2011 1018 AM
NOV 9, 201110:14 AM
Nov S, 2011 9:44 AM
Nov , 2011 :0S AM
NevI, 2011 :43 AM
NWS, 2011 :00 AM
Nov 9, 20118:06 AM
NovI, 2011 7:43 AM
Nov 9, 20117:36 AM
Nov, 2011 7:37 AM
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64
56
57
-e n Iyvers eds
Doss not apply
To nice and I don't wwt to weer tSm t
too many
Nevo, 2011 :00 PM
Nov , 2011 :40 AM
NovO, 20116:11 AM
Nov 6, 2011 7:46 AM
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Page , Q Ar re any speflc ressens you don't own a Custom Ta@loeed dres shirt?
(melest ON that apply)
fm a pretty standard size
Years ago I bought custom tailored shirts but no longer.
I never have considered it.
Never had a reason to
Fluctuating weighthize
I don't wear cotton shirts. Only performance material shirts. Under Amrour, Nike,
etc.
Never considered them.
never occurred to me
I hadrft considered it before, but think It might be too expensive
I have pretty standard body, off the rack works fine for me
Not sure a tailored shirt is really any better than an off the rack one.
why?
I never considered it
I never had the chance to ever need or want a Custom Tailored dress shirt.
shirts are dictated through work.
Costs
I can wear off-the-rack products without problem, and on those few occasions
when I have purchased a custom-tailored suit I have been unhappy with the
results; usually the tailor's style preferences predominate.
The standard size fits me perfectly. Why pay more and have to wait?
Would never occur to me.
Assumed it was too expensive, never looked
I don't wear dress shirts enough that I need something that nice.
Nov 11, 2011 5:08 AM
Nov 10, 2011 4:28 PM
Nov 10, 2011 1:28 PM
Nov 10, 2011 12:16 PM
Nov 10, 2011 11:22 AM
Nov 10, 2011 9:23 AM
Nov 10, 2011 9:06 AM
Nov 10, 2011 8:52 AM
Nov 10, 2011 8:29 AM
Nov 10, 2011 8:14 AM
Nov 10, 2011 7:40 AM
Nov 10, 2011 7:39 AM
Nov 10, 2011 7:28 AM
Nov 9, 2011 7:33 PM
Nov 9, 2011 6:49 PM
Nov 9, 2011 9:04 AM
Nov 9, 2011 8:16 AM
Nov 9, 2011 7:43 AM
Nov 8, 2011 6:16 PM
Nov 8, 2011 10:26 AM
Nov 8, 20118:12 AM
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0,M. As hien spele rmn yeudae own a moud to MmOme*s ssdet?
oRta pply)
star n sa 611 rm wea
tIWe lb try th p to n first becam it may not A tnd O I mu jck wlUh the
fve nevr hrdotmem
New hsmedeo it
newer had to Isnf a fmade ts mesure diess shrt
Iam n sre6tedin he idea but never pmajsd it
Only wear wek abts made fWrm p wmnoe matewl:non- coNn or silk.
welot koustunn
Have in Oe past Th re eau~gsodholes Or of tek ute
never took btme t do It
why?
ShOite ildugwork
Drft nedhitemfor ay work
coss
tenme u#t to have some sNrtoustonatald bud smest immediasly
became bioebedinacen esy withfm rmAsuwer over sizwng ndwduned
he ert Alm, Idorft Inow how Icmdd mew y m ue m seN.
For t n re ivent above.
Prer to tryon before buying
Not sure, but would sum nxibb rtu
Idont weer dress shIrt enug ow i sed m g tv h nic. 
Nov I1, 2011 5:00 AM
Nov 10,2091 4:42PM
Nov 1V, 2011 4'11PM
Nov 10, 2011 1:28 PM
Nv 10, 2011 12:16 PM
Nov 10, 201 11:47 AM
Nw10, 2011 :28 AM
Nov 10, 2011 0:56 AM
Nv 10, 20114:4 AM
NOV 10, 2011 00 AM
Nov 10, 2011 7:3 AM
NOv*. 201 6'40 PM
Nov , 201 i11:64AM
Nov D, 2011 .04 AM
Nov9, 2011 6:16 AM
Nov 0, 20117:4 AM
Nov 6, 2011 6:25 PM
Nov6, 2011 10:26 AM
Nov O, 20116:12 AM
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Page 8, 014. From where do you moot conunonly purcuhse your dress shrt? (select all that apply)
I Kohls Nov 10, 2011 4:45 PM
2 Brooks Brothers Nov 10, 2011 8:02 AM
3 LL BEAN, CABELAS Nov 9, 2011 7:14 PM
4 Big and tall shop Nov 8, 2011 5:27 PM
Page , 017. When purchaeing a dreas shirt from an online retaller, how do you typicaly have the hlt denvered
to you?
I Whatever is free first then the cheapest iN nothing is free. Nov 10, 2011 9:47 AM
Page 11, 020. From where do you meet commonly purchase your dres shits? (seleot up to 2 choloe)
1 Khols Nov 10, 2011 1:16 PM
2 On-line Nov 10, 2011 9:25 AM
3 Local Mens' Clothing Store Nov 9, 2011 9:26 AM
4 Stand alone retailer (Kohis) Nov 9, 2011 8:19 AM
5 Resake stores like Goodwill Nov 9, 2011 8:18 AM
6 Retail sale Nov 9, 20117:47 AM
Page 12, 023. Are there any specifoi reasons why you don't own Siendardised Dress shirts?(select al that apply)
I No reason. Nov 10, 2011 7:56 AM
Page 12, 024. Are there any speolft reasons you don't own Made to Measure draw shirll?(select N that apply)
1 No reason. Nov 10, 2011 7:56 AM
2 t own two made to measure shirts Nov 10, 2011 7:41 AM
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Pqg.17,04. mn puwbseheg a dees emr leem ane uen r,IN hdew yotypiety havefthw M d No d
1 aost Nov 8, 2011 7:46 AM
Pagem,000 #1henwuu~ew~be,'5mtesseswasm ne addressuht, whatusue(~syo
tpss imbmeIethoseflsanmessnsssppi
Omfi
ARhoug town som cutm 1Or2Ed Vt eyweren' talored for me. I
bowut them sid les.
Nov 10, 2011 10:58 AM
Nov 10, 2011 :47 AM
Pagem,0. ml 1pulgeW e Mi.. i er Meemsm Tiansiades e~t, wh tseu(r*Od
yea typie-111 comnta(odimt e*"atppl*
1 TqpeIng Nov 10, 2011 7:42 AM
2 dont hovthee Nov$, 2011 1:02 PM
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Pe 40, O0. HteNw An-do y" hau yewr dbose b chn etmi
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
91
10
5 Ues
As needed
genery abt each use but 9 < 4 hor may re wer
none
Depends an emel Iwrfte rmi
nerw
Depends on when It is needed
every 1-2 uses -depenb
R varies depening on teWeAturend iW IwlevS.
Hwy ever
Nov 10, 2011 7:25 PM
Nov 10, 2011 4:46 PM
Nov 10, 2011 12:50 PM
Nov 10, 2011 10:3 AM
Nov 10, 2011 9:46 AM
Nov 10, 2011 :5 AM
Nov 10, 2019 :0AM
Nov , 20113:27 PM
Nov 9, 20116:14 AM
Nov 9, 20117:44 AM
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1
2
Page 40, 0107. What Is the number one reason for having your dress shirt oleaned?
end of the week
pattern
na
looks nicer after washed by professionals
rnachine wash only
none
I don't want to wear a shirt twice
I know I have worn it.
personal preference
Clean after every use
i wore it all day
Cleanliness (kill germs and bacteria)
no real reason
all of the above
I get free dry cleaning through my work
I have worn it enough (twice)
Dirtylwrinkled
I wash them regularly...to have clean shirts...?
I wore it.
Smell and wrinkled
always wash after any wear
habit
Nov 10, 2011 7:25 PM
Nov 10, 2011 1:33 PM
Nov 10, 2011 10:53 AM
Nov 10, 2011 8:53 AM
Nov 10, 2011 8:28 AM
Nov 10, 2011 8:20 AM
Nov 10, 2011 8:17 AM
Nov 10, 2011 8:16 AM
Nov 10, 2011 8:05 AM
Nov 10, 2011 7:44 AM
Nov 10, 2011 7:43 AM
Nov 10, 2011 7:31 AM
Nov 9, 2011 4:41 PM
Nov 9, 2011 1:43 PM
Nov 9, 2011 12:10 PM
Nov 9, 2011 12:00 PM
Nov 9, 2011 9:06 AM
Nov 9, 2011 7:52 AM
Nov 8, 2011 6:19 PM
Nov 8, 2011 5:28 PM
Nov 8, 2011 4:49 PM
Nov 8, 2011 10:29 AM
Page 40, 0110. What lethe number one season for having your drese shirt oleaned?
1 Has been wom. Nov 10, 2011 7:57 AM
Page 50, 0112. How often do you have your dress shirts olened?
1 4 Nov 8, 2011 7:47 AM
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Peps, Otte. Wmmatemaamher emes.e berhawing yuir *ekeht essenedi
I I jut doft wart I wear a hiM more thn tice wlhoau cleaning. Nov 10, 2011 6:40 AM
2 he worn t Nev, 2011 8:47 AM
Pe , @OSI tew.eas PMd Iyeeh u *heeahkte aeigen?
1 Rarely Nov 10, 2011 8:07 AM
Pe U,@tio Whbit nitm-hmer e gemeenmsr hegyes ems e hte
1 e ben wom NO*, 2011 4:43 PM
2 The cleaner. stches ny shke Nov S, 2011 620 AM
3 l.clean shIrts Nov , 2011 3:46 PM
Pap 14, 9i4, Newftend. yukhsoadew*e eahblsene.d?
I Doem on wer and hidty Nov 10, 2011 1126 AM
POg O, 027. Wh yew tpresn( tr rsb ns w e~?(eead to bhlese
1 Just a pemonal change o opinion alter puuhming. Nov 9, 2011 7:37 PM
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Appendix D
Experiment I: Acquisition Survey Results
Results gathered by SurveyMoney for the acquisition phase of the study are listed below. They
are broken into three different sets of surveys: MM (10), CT (13), and MP (21). Also included are
responses to "Optional Questions" section of the survey. Note that there are more respondents
for Experiment I survey, than participants as several dropped out during this stage of the study.
MM Survey (10 Respondents)
1. Please provide your contact Information. We will not share this individual data with
anyone. We will only present results from the study in the aggregate at the end of the study.
Please enter your name.
Response
Count
10
answered question
skipped question
10
0
2. Please enter your email address.
Response
Count
10
answered question
skipped question
10
0
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3. What was your general strategy for designing the shirt online? (select all that apply)
Response Response
Percent Count
I was looking to design a shirt that
was similar to what I already have 40.0% 4
in my wardrobe
I was looking to design
something unique relative to my 60.0% 6
existing wardrobe
I was looking for a particular color
and fabric range 20.0% 2
I admired a similar shirt on another
person, and I was looking to 0.0% 0
emulate that design
I had no preconceived strategy 30.0% 3
Other (please specify)
10.0% 1
answered question 10
skipped question 0
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4. Which of the following factors were Influential In the decisions you made when designing
your shirt? (select all that apply)
Response Response
Percent Count
The website showed designs that I 40.0% 4
thought were nice to emulate
I knew that my significant other
would appreciate certain colors and 0.0% 0
features so I chose those
I was under time pressure, so I just 0.0% 0picked the first decent one
My office has a dress code/norm,
so I designed a shirt that would 40.0% 4
work well for the office
No other factors 10.0% 1
Other (please specify) 50.0% 5
answered question 10
skipped question 0
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5. How much total time did you spend on the website designing your shirt?
Response Response
Percent Count
5 -10 min 0.0% 0
11 - 15 min 20.0% 2
16 - 20 min 50.0% 5
21 - 30 min 30.0% 3
31 - 45 min 0.0% 0
46 - 60 min 0.0% 0
60+ min 0.0% 0
answered question 10
skipped question 0
6. Over how many days did you spend on designing this shirt? (For example, you might have
gone to website one day, explored the design space, and went back to the site the following
day to purchase)
Response Response
Percent Count
I did it all within 1 day 60.0% 6
It stretched into 2 days 30.0% 3
It stretched into 3 days 10.0% 1
It stretched into 4 days 0.0% 0
It stretched into 5+ days 0.0% 0
answered question 10
skipped question 0
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7. Please rate the following characteristics In order of Importance when designing dress
shirt. (You may select more than one feature as being 'Most Important')
Most
Important Important
No Not Least Response
Opinion important Important Count
Fabric material (cotton, linen, silk,
synthetic, etc.)
Collar style
Accent fabric pattern/color (collar,
cuffs, etc.)
30.0% (3) 70.0% (7) 0.0% (0)
20.0% (2) 70.0% (7) 0.0% (0)
10.0% (1) 30.0% (3) 0.0% (0)
0.0% (0) 0.0% (0)
10.0% (1) 0.0%(0)
30.0% (3) 30.0% (3)
Buttons 0.0% (0) 70.0% (7) 10.0% (1) 20.0% (2) 0.0% (0)
Monogram 0.0% (0) 10.0% (1) 10.0% (1) 20.0% (2) 60.0% (6)
Fabric color/pattern 60.0% (6) 40.0% (4) 0.0% (0) 0.0% (0) 0.0% (0)
Cuff style 0.0% (0) 80.0% (8) 0.0% (0) 10.0% (1) 10.0% (1)
Size/dimension 50.0% (5) 40.0% (4) 10.0% (1) 0.0% (0) 0.0% (0)
Shoulder style 0.0% (0) 50.0% (5) 20.0% (2) 20.0% (2) 10.0% (1)
answered question
skipped question
8. How many different fabric options did you examine?
1 - 5
5-10
10- 20
21+
Response
Percent
50.0%
10.0%
30.0%
10.0%
answered question
skipped question
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10
10
10
10
10
10
10
10
10
10
0
Response
Count
5
3
10
0
9. Which of the following were part of your process for choosing a fabric? (Select all that
apply)
Response Response
Percent Count
I examined all of the options 60.0% 6
before choosing
I chose the first fabric that looked
appealing 20.0% 2
browsed pre-made shirts that were
promoted on the Blank Label 10.0% 1
website
I browsed pre-made shirts that were
promoted elsewhere
I narrowed the selection down to a
smaller number of choices based
on pre-determined criteria 50.0% 5
(e.g.,color, pattern, shirts I already
own, etc.)
Other (please specify) 10.0% 1
answered question 10
skipped question 0
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10. How long did you spend choosing your fabric?
Response
Percent
10.0%
20.0%
40.0%
30.0%
0.0%
0.0%
answered question
skipped question
11. How many different collar designs did you consider?
Response
Percent
10.0%
80.0%
10.0%
answered question
skipped question
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1 min
2 - 5 min
6 - 10 min
11 - 20 min
21 - 30 min
31+ min
Response
Count
2
4
3
0
0
10
0
1 ~
3-5 -
Response
Count
8
6+ 0.0% 0
10
0
12. What was the process for choosing your collar design? (please select all that apply)
Response Response
Percent Count
I knew in advance the specific 30.0% 3
collar that I wanted
I chose a collar that was similar 50.0% 5
to what I had In my wardrobe
I chose a collar different to ones on 10.0% 1
shirts that I already owned
I chose the first collar that looked 20.0% 2
appealing
I chose a collar that was
featured/displayed on the Blank 0.0% 0
Label website
I chose a collar that was 0.0% 0featured/displayed elsewhere
Other (please specify) 0.0% 0
answered question 10
skipped question 0
13. Did you consider a collar with contrasting fabric?
Response Response
Percent Count
Yes 40.0% 4
No 60.0% 6
answered question 10
skipped question 0
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14. How many different fabrics did you consider for your contrast collar?
1
2
3-5
6-10
Response Response
Percent Count
25.0% 1
25.0% 1
50.0% 2
0.0%
0.0%11+
answered question
skipped question
15. How much time did you spend looking at contrast collar fabrics?
Response
Percent
1 min 25.0%
2 min 50.0%
3 - 5 min
6 - 10 min
11+ min
0.0%
25.0%
0.0%
answered question
skipped question
0
0
4
6
Response
Count
2
0
0
4
6
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16. How many different placket designs did you consider? (if you don't know what a placket
Is, the Image below demonstrates the three options)
Response
Percent
60.0%
30.0%
10.0%
0.0%
3
4
answered question
skipped question
17. How many different cuff designs did you consider?
1 -
2
3-
4+
Response
Percent
30.0%
50.0%
20.0%
0.0%
answered question
skipped question
Response
Count
6
3
0
10
0
Response
Count
3
5
2
0
10
0
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1
18. What was your process for choosing your cuff design? (select all that apply)
Response Response
Percent Count
I knew in advance the specific cuff 40.0%
that I wanted
I chose a cuff that was similar to 80.0%
what I had in my wardrobe
I chose a cuff different to ones on 10.0%
shirts that I already owned
I chose the first cuff that looked 10.0%
appealing
I chose a cuff that was
featured/displayed on the Blank 0.0%
Label website
I chose a cuff that was 0.0%
featured/displayed elsewhere
Other (please specify) 0.0%
answered question
skipped question
19. Did you consider a contrast cuff (cuff with a different inner lining)?
8
0
0
0
10
0
Response Response
Percent Count
Yes
No
30.0%
70.0%
3
7
answered question
skipped question
10
0
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20. How much time did you spend looking at fabrics for the contrast cuff?
Response Response
Percent Count
1 min 0.0% 0
2 min 33.3% 1
3-5 min 66.7% 2
6 - 10 min 0.0% 0
11+ min 0.0% 0
answered question 3
skipped question 7
21. How many different fabrics did you consider for your contrast cuff?
Response Response
Percent Count
1 0.0% 0
2 33.3% 1
3-5 33.3% 1
6 - 10 33.3% 1
11+ 0.0% 0
answered question 3
skipped question 7
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22. How many different button designs did you consider?
Response Response
Percent Count
40.0%
50.0%
10.0%
0.0%
3-5
6+
5
1
0
answered question
skipped question
10
0
23. What was the process for choosing your button design? (select all that apply)
Response Response
Percent Count
I knew in advance the specific 0.0% 0button that I wanted
I chose a button that was similar 50.0% 5to what I had in my wardrobe
I chose a button different to ones 10.0% 1
on shirts that I already owned
I chose the first button that looked 40.0% 4
appealing
I chose a button that was
featured/displayed on the Blank 0.0% 0
Label website
I chose a button that was 0.0% 0featured/displayed elsewhere
Other (please specify) 10.0% 1
answered question
skipped question
10
0
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24. How many different shoulder designs did you consider?
Response Response
Percent Count
1 80.0% 8
2 10.0% 1
3 10.0% 1
4 0.0% 0
answered question 10
skipped question 0
25. How much time did you spend selecting your shoulder design?
Response Response
Percent Count
1 min 80.0% 8
2 min 20.0% 2
3 - 5 min 0.0% 0
6 - 10 min 0.0% 0
11+ min 0.0% 0
answered question 10
skipped question 0
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26. How many different shirt designs (complete designs) did you generate before selecting
a particular one?
Response Response
Percent Count
1 40.0% 4
2 50.0% 5
3-5 10.0% 1
6-10 0.0% 0
11+ 0.0% 0
answered question 10
skipped question 0
27. Did you use the online help tools? (please select all that apply)
Response Response
Percent Count
Smart measurement tools 60.0% 6
Help box 20.0% 2
Hint box 30.0% 3
Comparable sizing 20.0% 2
None 30.0% 3
Other (please specify) 10.0% 1
answered question 10
skipped question 0
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28. Please rate the following sizing methods that you used to determine your dress shirt
measurements. (You must select one option per row. If you did not use one or any of these
options, select 'Did not use')
I entered exact measurements
I used "ask our tailors"
I measured my best-fitting shirt
I sent in one of my shirts for a
measurement
Other method (please specify
below)
Most
useful
50.0% (5)
40.0% (4)
30.0% (3)
0.0% (0)
0.0% (0)
Somewhat
useful
20.0% (2)
20.0% (2)
20.0% (2)
Did not
use
30.0% (3)
30.0% (3)
50.0% (5)
Less
useful
0.0% (0)
10.0% (1)
0.0% (0)
Least
useful
0.0% (0)
0.0% (0)
0.0% (0)
0.0% (0) 90.0% (9) 0.0% (0) 10.0% (1)
0.0%(0) 88.9% (8) 0.0%(0) 11.1% (1)
Other (please specify here)
answered question
skipped question
Response
Count
10
10
10
10
9
0
10
0
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29. How much time did you spend on sizing?
Response Response
Percent Count
2 min - 10.0% 1
3-5min 20.0% 2
6-10 min 40.0% 4
11 - 15 min 300% 3
16 - 20 min 0.0% 0
21 -30 min 0.0% 0
31 - 45 min 0.0% 0
46 - 60 min 0.0% 0
61+ min 0.0% 0
answered question 10
skipped question 0
30. Were you confident about the fit without the opportunity to physically try on the shirt?
Response Response
Percent Count
Yes 40.0% 4
No 60.0% 6
answered question 10
skipped question 0
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31. DId anyone assist you In acquiring your made-to-measure shirt? (Acquiring Includes
designing the shirt or final purchasing decisions)
Response Reel
Percent Co
Yes, someone assisted me 30.0%
No, no one assisted me In 70.0%
acquiring the shirt
answered question
skipped question
32. Who helped you design your dress shirt? (select all that apply)
Family member
Spouse
Partner
Friend
Significant other
Colleague
Other (please specify)
Response
Percent
0.0%
Response
Count
0
66.7%
0.0%
0.0%
0.0%
0.0%
33.3%
answered question
skipped question
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ponse
unt
3
10
0
2
0
0
0
0
3
7
33. What decisions did they help you make? (please select all that apply)
Response Response
Percent Count
They assisted me with taking
measurements
They helped me select options
during the design process (contrast
fabrics, plackets, cuffs, buttons,
etc)
They provided feedback on a
completed shirt(s) at the end of
the design process
They made the final decision of
what to order
They did everything, I didn't make
any decisions
Other (please specify)
33.3%
33.3%
66.7%
0.0%
0.0%
0.0%
answered question
skipped question
2
0
0
0
3
7
34. Did you consider your wardrobe when designing this new shirt?
Response Response
Percent Count
Yes, I considered my existing
wardrobe
No, I did not consider my existing
wardrobe
70.0%
30.0%
7
3
answered question
skipped question
10
0
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35. In particular, what item(s) within your wardrobe were you considering when designing
the new shirt? (select all that apply)
Response Response
Percent Count
Pants 57.1% 4
Suits 28.6% 2
Shoes 42.9% 3
Jackets 28.6% 2
Ties 28.6% 2
Socks 0.0% 0
Cuff links 14.3% 1
Other (please specify) 28.6% 2
answered question 7
skipped question 3
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36. Why did you not consider your existing wardrobe when designing the new shirt? (select
all that apply)
Response Response
Percent Count
I was planning to buy new clothing 0.0% 0
to match it
I don't coordinate my clothing 66.7% 2
I don't typically buy my own
clothing, so it wasn't a 33.3% 1
consideration
This was a free shirt, so it didn't 33.3% 1
really matter
Other (please specify) 33.3% 1
answered question 3
skipped question 7
37. Did you move through the design process In a linear fashion, or did a later design
decision that you made cause you to go back and change earlier decisions?
Response Response
Percent Count
Yes, after designing later parts I
went back to revise earlier 80.0% 8
design choices that I had made
No, I did not go back to revise any 20.0% 2part of my shirt
answered question 10
skipped question 0
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36. Why did you not consider your existing wardrobe when designing the new shirt? (select
all that apply)
Response Response
Percent Count
I was planning to buy new clothing 0.0% 0to match it
I don't coordinate my clothing 66.7% 2
I don't typically buy my own
clothing, so it wasn't a 33.3% 1
consideration
This was a free shirt, so it didn't 33.3% 1
really matter
Other (please specify) 33.3% 1
answered question 3
skipped question 7
37. Did you move through the design process In a linear fashion, or did a later design
decision that you made cause you to go back and change earlier decisions?
Response Response
Percent Count
Yes, after designing later parts I
went back to revise earlier 80.0% 8
design choices that I had made
No, I did not go back to revise any 20.0% 2
part of my shirt
answered question 10
skipped question 0
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39. What was the reason for making a change? (Select all that apply)
Response Response
Percent Count
Color matching (i.e., matching
the main body color and accent
color)
When I was nearly finished with the
design, I felt the whole design
needed some tweaking.
I realized that I should adhere the
work dress code
I was influenced by the opinions of
family/friends during the design
process
Other (please specify)
62.5%
37.5%
0.0%
0.0%
37.5%
5
3
0
0
3
aanswered question
skipped question
40. Would you have purchased a similar shirt with your own money?
Response Response
Percent Count
yes
No
70.0%
30.0% 3
10answered question
skipped question 0
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41. What Is the estimated price you typically pay for a dress shirt?
Response Response
Peroent Count
Less than $19
$20- $39
$40- $59
$60-$99
$100-$199
more than $200
0.0%
20.0%
50.0%
10.0%
10.0%
10.0%
0
2
5
10
0
answered question
skipped question
42. Please indicate the accurateness of the following statements In regards to your overall
online experience.
Neither
Agree agree
nor
disagree
Disagree Strong Rating Responsedisagree Average Count
I designed a shirt that I probably
would not have chosen at a
conventional store
This process required less effort
than shopping at a store
I would use this process for
subsequent orders
I am confident with my shirt
design/aesthetics without
physically touching/seeing my
design
11.1%(1) 11.1%(1) 44.4%(4) 22.2%(2) 11.1% (1)
10.0% (1) 50.0% (5) 0.0% (0) 30.0% (3) 10.0% (1)
20.0% (2) 50.0% (5) 30.0% (3) 0.0% (0) 0.0% (0)
20.0% (2) 10.0% (1) 20.0% (2) 50.0% (5) 0.0% (0)
answered question
skipped question
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Strongly
Agree
1.00 9
1.00 10
1.00 10
1.00 10
10
0
1
43. Optional question: in 1-2 paragraphs describe your general experience with the online
design process. (For example: Was it fun? Was it what you expected? Was stressful? Too
ilmited? Too many choices?)
Response
Count
answered question
skipped question
9
44. How happy do you anticipate that you will be with your new made-to-measure shirt? 1=
Most satisfied; 5=Least satisfied
Response Response
Percent Count
3
20.0%
30.0%
40.0%
0.0%
10.0%5-
2
3
4
0
10
0
answered question
skipped question
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1
Page 3, 03. What was your general strategy for designing the shirt online? (select all that apply)
1 I wanted a great fit and to explore the service Mar 5, 2012 8:25 AM
Page 3, 04. Which of the following factors were Influential In the decisions you made when designing your shirt?(slect all that apply)
1 there was a range of fabrics, but not as many as I'd hoped for. I felt quite limited, Mar 11, 2012 11:23 PM
actually, looking for a base of white with a blue professional pattem/design on it.
2 want a stylish interesting shirt, but not too wild Mar 5, 2012 8:25 AM
3 Reproduce a shirt I used to have. Mar 4, 2012 6:35 AM
4 fabric and color Mar 1, 2012 8:44 AM
5 designing something similar to fasions I've seen in stores but thought would not Mar 1, 2012 8:40 AM
fit me
Page 5, 09. Which of the following were part of your process for choosing a fabric? (Select all that apply)
1 I don't recall picking a fabric, just a color. I am concerned I got the wrong fabric. Mar 4, 2012 6:39 AM
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Page 5, 09. Which of the following were part of your process for choosing a fabric? (Select all that apply)
Anyway, the answers to #8 and #10 should be "zero", I guess.
Page 11, 023. What was the process for choosing your button design? (select all that apply)
1 Chose a button that looked good with the fabric Mar 5, 2012 8:31 AM
Page 13, 027. Did you use the online help tools? (please select all that apply)
1 Wanted help but did not see the help tool Mar 5, 2012 8:32 AM
Page 17, 032. Who helped you design your dress shirt? (select all that apply)
1 someone from the company had questions about the exact measurements I had Mar 1, 2012 8:45 AM
entered to clarify
Page 19, 035. In particular, what Item(s) within your wardrobe were you considering when designing the new
shirt? (select all that apply)
Other shirts. Did not want anything too similar
Other shirts that I own
Mar 5, 2012 8:34 AM
Mar 4, 2012 6:45 AM
Page 20, 036. Why did you not consider your existing wardrobe when designing the new shirt? (select all that
apply)
1 I wanted a shirt neutral to my existing pants Mar 1, 2012 8:31 AM
Page 28. MM Acquisition Survey
Page 22, 039. What was the reason for making a change? (Select all that apply)
1 checked other web site to see if monograms were (forgive me for saying) Mar 11, 2012 11:29 PM
pretentious or not. :)
2 1 felt I put in a too-short shirt size (the one I used as a reference was likely on the Mar 9, 2012 7:40 AM
shorter end)
3 Found the interface confusing. Realized I had options too late Mar 5, 2012 8:35 AM
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1
2
Pag 24, 043. Optional question: In 1-2 paragraphs describe your general experience with the online design
process. (For example: Was it fun? Was it what you expected? Was stressful? Too limited? Too many choices?)
1 This is the first time I order clothing online. If all goes well, perhaps I'll feel more
confident about doing it in the future.
2 I loved it at first - playing with the designs, configuration options, etc was a blast.
Then, as I got to the end, I realized that I would actually have to wear the shirt I
made and that it cost $100, so it should be something I would actually like and
wear regularly. That meant I needed to reduce the risk of it being "weird" In any
way, so I went back and made more conservative choices. I did add a message
to my inside collar - that seems like it will be a cool custom "secret" that only I
know is there. I like that. The sizing process was also tough. I don't have any
shirts that are perfect fits, so I asked for help. I was given specific sizes that I
went with, but I am still waiting for the results. Fingers crossedl
3 it was easy, fun, and no hassle. I did have to call in and make sure I had the right
shirt sleeve length, and the associate on the phone was very helpful.
4 The User Interface needs work. I would have like to have browsed sample
designs before beginning my design. I did not notice all of the options on the first
pass and then found it hard to go back without undoing other selections. I am not
confident in my measures. I was disappointed in the numeber of fabric choices
and perplexed by the marked cost differences. Once I get a shirt that fits
however, I'd be very likely to order another. The design process is fun.
5 I enjoyed the process. Some doubt over my shirt size, (eg arm length) but no
more so than looking at packaged shirts in the store. I think I want to be able to
control the fabric type and color individually, but not sure I could that.
6 It was a lot of fun -- trying different fabrics and making other choices. I definitely
couldn't have found the same exact combination in a conventional store.
7 too limited
8 I wasn't a huge fan of the Ul. I thought it a little clunky and could have been more
useful with pop-up descriptions versus breaking the flow of my decisions. I also
strongly question the accurateness of the color of the fabric (based on the
description) on screen.
9 The sizing tools were helpful. The process was easy an d I felt that by
"designing" the shirt myself I was getting a shirt unique for me.
Mar 13, 2012 6:39 AM
Mar 11, 2012 11:34 PM
Mar 9, 2012 7:41 AM
Mar 5, 2012 8:39 AM
Mar 4, 2012 6:54 AM
Mar 1, 2012 11:28 AM
Mar 1, 2012 8:53 AM
Mar 1, 2012 8:50 AM
Mar 1, 2012 8:35 AM
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CT Survev (12 ResDondents)
1. Please provide your contact information. We will not share this Individual data with
anyone. We will only present results from the study in the aggregate at the end of the study.
Please enter your name.
Response
Count
12
answered question
skipped question
12
2. Please enter your email address.
Response
Count
12
answered question
skipped question
12
1
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3. Entering your custom shirt consultation, what was your general design strategy? (select
all that apply)
Response Response
Percent Count
I was looking to design a shirt that
is similar to what I already have in 8.3% 1
my wardrobe
I was looking to design
something unique relative to my 66.7% 8
existing wardrobe
I admired a similar shirt on another
person, and I was looking to 0.0% 0
emulate that design
I was looking for a particular color 16.7% 2and fabric range
I had no preconceived strategy 33.3% 4
Other (please specify) 8.3% 1
answered question 12
skipped question 1
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4. Which of the following factore were Influenti In the decisions you made when designing
your shirt? (select all that apply)
Response Response
Percent Count
My consultant was very
convincing and/or Influential
I knew that my significant other
would appreciate certain colors and
features, so I chose those
I was under time pressure, so I just
picked the first decent one
My office has a dress codehorm,
so I designed a shirt that would
work well for the office
No other factors
Other (please specify)
58.3%
8.3%
33.3%
50.0%
8.3%
41.7%
answered question
skipped question
5. PoM uAs you travdfistnceo (inomnes)from hom. work. (Fed .m to oo Gooe Mqn to delwn youwa e dioace)
-05 0s 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 9 IQ 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 1s 19 20 21 22 23 24 25
00% 00% 00% 0.% 1&? 03% 0% $3% 00% 1% 00% 83% 00% 00% 0.0% 0n0% 00% 00% 00% 00% 00% 00% 00% 03% 0,0% 0% 00%
00) 00) 11) (1) (a) 01) (1) ) (0) 0 ) (0) (1) 00) (0) 0M 0) 0 0) (0) 0) o0) 0o 0) 0 0) 000 00 01) 00) 00) 00)
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1
4
6
5
12
1
12
. WhaN doaf fmpsaIaNv do"O neomidI sse wah uils
"pr- OReepense
wemooN COU
V 0.0% 0
A~a~I~e26.0% 3
car pod 0.0% 0
wiswmmp adeene 12
7. PleasspeIy whatwMes ye draw
-ampo -r--
NwOM C~
Mho 100.0% a
100.0% a
enwmi quemnen S
supped w- - io
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8. How much Ume did you spend mesnng wilh your consultant?
5 - 10 min
11 - 20 min
21- 30 min
31 - 45 min
45+ min
Response Response
Percent Count
0.0% 0
33.3% 4
41.7% 5
25.0% 3
0.0% 0
answered question
skipped question
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12
s. Pkenf ,ggg ggggIOf fgpoenr an of.9 Wo elubkiig IsamVsm d ywUM
bonEd le*L (y.ou mySeISo m smamen 0enaa* bf n'sU MpaWrfn
011" No
mp -te opinen
Faxti mud (aon. oin ft 25. ) *.%rn) 1
cOa soe S.3%(1) .3%(16) 0.0%(0)
AVCent pdMM* 1 0.0%(0) 50.0% (6) 250% (3)
etas, e.)
Suwans 0.0%(0) 50.0% (4) 16.7% (2)
Wgnqvw 0.0% (0) 16.7% (2) 25.0% (3)
Fab u e renWi 7.0% (6) 25.0% (3) 0.0%(0)
Cufft ye 8.3%(1) 50.0%(6) 25.0%(3)
S ---- nsIon 75.0%(6) 16.7% (2) 8.3%(1)
ShwtAdi. Ot. 0.0% (0) 25.0% (3) 41.7%(5)
iNoetn LmOWt amont
0.0% (0) 0.0%(0) 12
8.3%(1) 0.0%(0) 12
18.7%(2) 8.3%(1)
250% (3) 8.3% ()
16.7%(2) 41.7%(S)
0.0%(0) 0.0%(0)
8.3%(1) S.3%(1)
0.0%(0) 0.0% (0)
2.0% (3) 6.3% (1)
kipped quIUn
12
12
12
12
12
12
12
12
0 How rmyW do@ 41s dl yu GOOlier be dm hi *Rd" your selseOs?
Rompene nesseM-
PNOWe Cont
1-2
0-10
610*
33.3%
50.0%
0.0%
16.7%
6
0
2
12
1
enweree queston
-spe g-enn
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11. What was your process for choosing a fabric? (select all that apply)
Response Response
Percent Count
I examined all of the options before 25.0% 3
chooing
I chose the first fabric that looked 8.3% 1
appealing
I asked the consultant what looked 25.0% 3good on me
I narrowed the ealection down to
a smeller number of choIces
based on predetermIned criteria 100.0% 12
(e.g.,color, pttern. shifts I
already own, etc.)
I chose a fabric that was similar to
one I liked from another retaller 0.0% 0
(online or ofillne)
Other (please specify) 0.0% 0
answered question 12
skipped question 1
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12.I w mush dyspndahoe. g ymarabrbf?
"Mbl 0.0% 0
2-5~ a16.7% 2
6 -19 on 60.0% 6
11 - 90nv 25.0% 3
21 - 30min 8.3% 1
31+ min 0.0% 0
answrm q~slnsa 12
k-ped queaoe 1
13. r mmy dMhnt. rdspigs l dl yew neidsr?
R-r-- Reepnse
reen C0us
1 41.7% 5
2 33.3% 4
3 16.7% 2
4+ .3% 1
eneware question 12
Sipped question 1
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.... .. ..................................... ................  .. ... ...  ...... ..............................................
14. What was your process for choosing your collar design? (pieae aelect all that apply)
Response Response
Percent Count
I know In advance the specific 25.0% 3Collar that I wanted
I chose the coller that the 50.0%6
consultant suggested
I chose a collar different to ones on 8.3% 1
shirts that I already owned
I chose a collar that was irnilar to 41.7% 5
what I had In my wardrobe
I chose the first collar that looked 16.7% 2
app1.
I chose a fabric collar that was
similar to one I liked from another 8.3% 1
retailer (online or offline)
Other (please specify) 8.3% 1
answered question 12
skipped question 1
15. Did you consider an Interlor contrast fabric for your collar?
Response Response
Percent Count
Yes 66.7% 8
No 33.3% 4
answered question 12
skipped question 1
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16. Hw muny diNentebdas didyounsdMrfor yaor enmstenat
-eopense nesfense
p"ee Om
1
-a
3. -10
- qussUss
-"se ~m
17. How amsh 8mwdd yuspmmsing your eonbstoefeatfb?
np-M- MpnsePOw
frum Oft"
1 6iina men.
3 -6 iWn
6-10 ei ~ ~
11+mlnn -
0.0%
25.0%
25.0%
12.5%
answre queenen
eses -uen
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11, -
0.0%
26.0%
0.0%
12.3%
0
5
2
0
s
0
a
2
2
1
S
...... .................. l---- - ,---, - : - 11 - .. --It- I I --- - - , - - - I, I - - - - - --- ---- ----- -- - -----
18. How many different plaoket design. did you conier? (If you don't know what a placket
lo, the Image below denonstrates twee options)
Response Response
Percent Count
1 41.7% 5
2 50.0% 6
3 8.3% 1
answered question 12
skipped question 1
19. How many different cuff deelgns did you consider?
Response Response
Percent Count
1 16.7% 2
2 56.3% 7
3 16.7% 2
4+ 8.3% 1
answered question 12
skipped question 1
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2SL What was your prmuosfom o bouig yew gf oissgn? (ea an t apply)
ponse -eponse
Poo"t comw
I krmw In hwee In me esac __ 
_
type of culo I W
I hes uff thW the .onsit
I chose a cul th t was allferent to
So ns on the shirts I lsedy
ownd
chose scuaf tt wa smear to
ha 1 hodIn my wWWbe
Ihose e eu ctao a alouer to
I choe & wh inW me ueeAnr o
am I bWornn rw emW -
ow oner ~lm)
0w1rsd quetn
21. Did you onaider a .onat eWu?
-- 0 -spns
Peren Count
yes
No
el-pe 9uWOn
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5
7
2
41.7%
o.3%
16.7%
33.3%
8.3%
6.3%
0.0% 0
12
3.7%
as.a3
a
4
12
1
.........................................................
22. How many diffrent fabric. did you consider for your contrast cuff?
Response Response
Percent Count
1 12.5% 1
2 37.5% 3
3-5 37.6% 3
6-10 0.0% 0
11+ 12.5% 1
answered question 8
skipped question 5
23. How much tine did you spend selecting your contrast fabric?
Response Response
Percent Count
1 mn 37.5% 3
2 min 250% 2
3 - 5 min" 25.0% 2
6 - 10 min 0.0% 0
11+ miin 12.5% 1
answered question a
skipped question 5
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24. How nMun dioernt hts depadd you oonlrdw?
1
3- - 6
Plempoen-a
Per4s
41.7%
50.0%
*.3%
0.0%
-4re -uWn
sEIppe queenen
5
0
12
I
SWiet wa ya rples. fer Ohomin er bWuO? (sset au4tappi
PWem c0"
I Wnw in advane he ipoi
bsn IM I A
I chow *a buitnh ho
OnaueM suggeatd
I choe a bun Vn to oes
an dhMt tha I easedp aned
I chaew a hbudtn WhW was ulnirw t
wM I hed in my Wdabe
I chase the l#M Iudten b~ M l O
*s-Us
I chase a ulen I" we ulw to
aw I nd from unlr ftaw
(w on r OeMn)
orm esee se" )
.3%
"0.3%
0.0%
16.7%
16.7%
0.0%
10
0
2
2
0
0.0%
snwed quasn
supped *esaln
0
12
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26. How many different shoulder designs did you consider?
Response
Percent
1 100.0%
2 0.0%
3 0.0%
4 0.0%
answered question
skipped question
27. How much time did you spend selecling your shoulder design?
Response
Percent
1 min 100.0%
2 min 0.0%
3 - 5 min 0.0%
6 - 10 min 0.0%
11+ min 0.0%
answered question
skipped question
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Response
Count
12
0
0
0
12
1
Response
Count
12
0
0
0
0
12
2. DOd you @onudryour warobe whm shoppk for om w uewom %lend ubt?
ym, S euuensgwe y auy dne1.7% 11
No, ide n enider my 0sse-e
answpee qinsen 11
GkIpped queeMeI
2. to putuhr, wiM an() wmbi yrawwidbewm ym uendiwrin when abppin
for to n et=n akend (a eo aI pp
pilwe coapew
its - 36.4% 4
Pses 6g.0% 7
shows 16.2% 2
Jaokets 45.5% 5
Ttes 9.1% 1
Sook 9.1% 1
0OW 0"00 speciy) 27.3% 3
eneweree quesse 11
sMPlee qusMn 2
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30. Why did you not consider your existing wardrobe when shopping for the new custom
tailored shirt? (select all that apply)
Response Response
Percent Count
I was planning to buy new clothing 0.0% 0to match It
I don't coordinate my clothing 0.0% 0
Normally, I don't buy my own 0.0% 0
clothing so it wasn't a consideration
This was a free shirt, so It dkn't 0.0% 0
really matter
Other (please speci 100.0% 1
answered questIon 1
skipped question 12
31. Did you move through the design process In a linear fashion, or did a later design
decision that you made cause you to go back and change ealer decisions?
Response Response
Percent Count
Yes, after designing later parts I
went back to revise earlier design 8.3% 1
choices that I had made
No, I did not go back to revise 91.7% 11
any pert of my shirt
answered question 12
skipped question 1
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32. Aflr whish pre) of w design pmees did you go bek o make changes to prevlue
dslslonm? (eslst aN "sat apply)
me poe lseA
ullns 0.0% 0
Menegewi1 0.0% 0
FPud Muisuh (OM N, uN , 0.0 0
cuff S" 0.0% 0
100.0% 1
Caw hibl 0.0% 0
Fdst oM&*~~s 0.0% 0
00ar smyle 0.0% 0
oMeW eM spey) 0.0% 0
-nwee quwun1
Omppes qunmn 12
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33. What was the rason for making a change? (Select all that apply)
Response Response
Percent Count
Color matching (I.e., matching
the main body color and accent 100.0% 1
color)
When we nearly tnished YAh the
design, I felt the Wihole design 0.0% 0
needed some twealdng.
I realized that I should adhere the 0.0% 0
work dress code
I was inluenced by the opinions of
familyfriends during the design 0.0% 0
process
During the design process the
consultant made some
recommendations that required 0.0% 0
changes to decisions we already
made
Other (please specify) 0.0% 0
answered question 1
skipped question 12
34. Would you have purchased a similar shirt with your own money?
Response Response
Percent Count
Yes 83.3% 10
No 16.7% 2
answered question 12
skipped question 1
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3. What Is Om esimamed price at you pay for a typilet hut for work?
eawe -epone
p e00 could
Los w $1
-- 'U- -s
0.0%
33.3%
33.3%
25.0%
8.3%
0.0%
*i00 - si -
more #m 200
0
4
4
3
1
0
12
36. Plun r-t M feewing st hmufts In regodim as yeawro Ads kp-a*stems,
usmely
Al4 nor
dgagr
mveg asing neeponse
d-re AMWs coun
My ennl feseemmended
delp Chelseset I would hew
noi chosen myself.
I Oetly moempled my oonesulaufs
esommeneten
I ought dve* frm e Oher
cuAemeV in e room dung me
eenuneen
O.0% (0) .6% (4) 25.0% (3) A.% (4) .3% (1)
0.0%(0) (10'(121 0.0%(0) 0.0%(0) 0.0%(0)
0.0% (0) a3.% (4) 16.7% (2) 16.7% (2) 3.3% (4)
1.00 12
1.00 12
1.00 12
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-en -1re quaseen
-sipped q-VSNn
12
37. Optional question: In 1-2 paragraphs describe your general experience with the online
design process. (For example: Was It fun? Was It what you expected? Was stressful? Too
limitd? Too many choices?)
Response
Count
9
answered question
skipped question
9
4
38. How happy do you anticipate that you will be with your new custom tailored shirt? 1=
Most satisfied; 5=Least satIsfied
Response Response
Percent Count
1~
3-
4-
5
4
6
33.3%
50.0%
8.3%
8.3%
0.0% 0
12answered question
skipped question
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Private data on this page.
Page 22. CT Acquisition Survey
Private data on this page.
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Page3, 03. Entering your oustom shirt eonsulleon, what was your general design strategy?(seleot aN that
apply)
1 I was looking for guidance on flt/measuremens. I had not been fitted for this type Mar 1, 2012 3:24 PM
of shirt before (suits, tux, etc. - I have been). So I really want to see how a
custom shirt fitfisels.
407
1
PageS, Q4L V.Iek eo thelewisabdmomb we atehusa Uwdeeleyew mdewbendee w yemwerytw(eeedat eppi)
1 Iweneeomsa hngrthet Icaml wear tomhe oeme, but which woul be a We
mr. utyngh when doinga video or being a pnelt
2 Winedtochee a colorMyle that was miinftfmm y waerbe
3 my own watI eand tet
4 eeingthecusmeit en the talor we hep. twishes es w hes we both
btio * raemoable (so Icewmare emo seim I I mhad in time, I
wutWhave tean an the abrlc (but Icouldhavpet a s h s an Oa -
lmaet to. mnychoicee andIwantadthis abbttlobe "awesomV)
5 Iwantedto Incorporate fets I Mkedabout my other custom site es wel as
ploe som n ones
Mar 6, 2012 6:60 AM
Mar 2, 20129:05 AM
Mar 2, 20127:50 AM
Mar 1, 2012 324 PM
Mar 1, 2012 10:26 AM
Pege4, OS. what .emdsafluwpeatommene. mwihUsaasiefeaelftO
1 VWk or Me (eamonal Mar2 2012 9O AM
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Page 5, 07. Please specify what vehicle you drov.
Make
Mar 2, 2012 8:01 AM
Mar 1, 2012 3:25 PM
Mar 1, 2012 1:07 PM
Mar 2, 2012 8:01 AM
Mar 1, 2012 3:25 PM
Mar 1, 2012 1:07 PM
Mar 2, 2012 8:01 AM
Mar 1, 2012 3:25 PM
Mar 1, 2012 1:07 PM
PageS, 014. What ws your process for choosing your collar design? (piaes gesut al that apply)
1 Chose a collar relative to the siz of ties I usually wear Mar 6, 2012 9:02 AM
Page 10, CIO. In partiular, what Rm(s) within your wardrobe were you considering when shopping for the now
oustom tilored shirt? (selet an that apply)
other shirts - wanted a color that was not already represented in my wardrobe.
my existing collection of shirt colors
other shirts this was sirnilar to
Mar 2, 2012 9:12 AM
Mar 1, 2012 3:28 PM
Mar 1, 2012 7:55 AM
Page 17, 00. Why did you not consider your existng wardrobe when shopping for the new oustom tailored
shirt? (elect aN that apply)
I didnt think of it with a suit and tie. Colors i looked at would go with multiple pairs Mar 2, 2012 8:09 AM
of pants I own
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MP Survev (21 ResDondents)
1. Please enter your name.
Respone
count
21
answered queeuon
skipped queeson
21
0
2. Please enter your email address.
Response
count
answered quesdon
skipped questeon
3. In what mode(s) did you shop for your standard dress shirt?
Onine (weble)
Offlne (relaN sorM)
Both Online and Oilne
answered quesdon
skipped queeson
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21
21
0
Response
Peroent
14.3%
66.7%
19.0
Response
Count
3
14
4
21
0
4. WhNt shoppig, what was your asatgy for choosing your sbrt? (sst le uM appM
Puroent Coun
I was Weg to puisch a 0h"t
met wm simler to whai I teedy 33.3% 1
hein my Wood"
I -e leefng tlochese
rmn 33.3%Vten Whet I uiready have In my
I admird a siAr OW an enuther
porsn wd I we oli tol d 0.0% 0
I w- loaldag to pisus ae O a 0t 0
anmw 0.0% 0
I had no preanenelved setregy 0.0% 0
0M.7% 2
enswered qesmUan 3
skipped question 1
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5. Which of the following factors were Influential In the decisions you made when
purchasing your shirt? (select all that apply)
Response Response
Percent Count
I knew that my slgnficant other
would appreciate certain colors and
features so I chose those
The website showed designs that I
thought were nice to emulate
My office hes dress codefnorm,
so I designed a shirt that would
work well for the office
I was under time pressure, so I just
picked the first decent one I could
find
No other factors
Other (please specify)
answered question 3
skipped question 15
6. How many websitma did you visit during your online shopping process (including the one
from where you purchased the new shirQ?
Response Response
Percent Count
2
3
4+
66.7%
0.0%
0.0%
33.3%
2
0
0
1
aanswered question
skipped question 18
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0.0% 0
33.3%
100.0%
00.0%
0.0%
0.0%
7. PO... - 1111 1i16 Of Onillm weblb
Responsee
mm
2
a
19
ee question
skpped qmuntie
. What was your melvaenl for eig t *is webit.?(8@1t80 4 * appI)
I he shopped thte bsie
I found If thgh a suuh rgne
I've bougtM km the phybstd
stor basI, 1so websle
woe work for me
The webene wom ese to use n
wel if
R Is a well known webisete
A friend toW e abu N I my
peer ene1s thae
This We~bee Cries brAnIde I le
This wbels reseveg Wend
revem (predeue - be seee
I saw adveeing for tt uoes
Othe Waee seify)
ansuered qeen
skpped queson
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0.0%
10.0%
0
10.0%
11.0%
10.0%
s0.0%
0.0%
0.0%
0
0
a
1
1
1
9. What was your process for choosing a shirt? (select all that apply)
Response
Percent
0.0%
0.0%
I browsed the entire website
I used the help tools on the webeite
I knew that I wanted a shirt in a
particular range or brand (i.e.,
looking for a shirt In a color
range)
I picked the first decent shirt that I
came across
I looked at their top
recommendations
I had someone help me with
shopping and/or opinions
With no preconceived Idea, I
simply knew what I wanted when I
saw it
I browsed the sales section first
Other (please specify)
100.0%
0.0%
50.0%
0.0%
0.0%
0.0%
0.0%
answered question
skipped question
Page 5. MP Acquisition Survey
10. How much tine did you spend shopping at that website?
5-10 min
11-20 min
21-30 min
31-46 min
40-60 mn
61+ min
Response
Percent
0.0%
50.0%
50.0%
0.0%
0.0%
0.0%
answered question
skipped question
415
Response
Count
0
0
2
0
0
0
0
0
2
19
Response
Count
0
1
1
0
0
0
2
10
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11. PormS1 IBslowlami togf ms, please vete01w beselt lmovw frw you sm.s
yournw stw d rshirt.(You may isl mes Own enetare beng'MosU t huporatit
osI No Old Lt own Reepse
ImperoM O" opinion IMsteit mpessWa Asg Count
Fabft l Ryf u COMMn, linn, k 0.0% (1) 0.0% (0) $.0% 0.0% (0) 0.0% (0) 1.00 2
synt, ot.) (1)
Accent fabdC Pa10E W 40400, 0.0%(0) 100.% 0.0% (0) 0.0%(0) 0.0%(0) 1.00 2
tufs, etO.) (2)
Calr tyle 0.0% (0) 100.0% 0.0% (0) 0.0% (0) 0.0%(0) 1.00 2(2)
b&ne 0.0%(0) 50.0%(1) 0.0%(0) 0.0%(0) 0.0% (1) 1.00 2
FaxtepaengCie 100.0% 0.0%(0) 0.0% (0) 0.0% (0) 0.0%(0) 1.00 2(2)
cuff style 0.0% (0) 50.0%(1) 0.0% (0) 50.0% (1) 0.0%(0) 1.00 2
slaaenran 1'0 0.0% (0) 0.0% (0) 0.0% (0) 0.0% (0) 1.00 2(2)
anseared queetion 2
etippod questION 1
1L How niy shift did you look at on ftwelt beftsa dmldng en ew1 laM R O ?
R--s--*- Resas
wereent Cann
1 o.a 0
2 0.0%4 0
-5 1MO% 2
g-10 0.0% 0
11+ 0.0% 0
mnwee qubhlan 2
sipped qusVWen Is
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13. Did you purchaee anything ohm on that webelt.?
Response Response
Percent Count
Yes 0.0% 0
No 100.0% 2
answered question 2
skipped question 19
14. What else did you purhame on the wobet?(pl . select all that apply)
Response Response
Percent Count
Another shirt 0.0% 0
Pants 0.0% 0
Suit 0.0% 0
Ties 0.0% 0
Shoes 0.0% 0
Cuff links or other accessories 0.0% 0
Socks 0.0% 0
Other (please specify) 0.0% 0
answered question 0
skipped question 21
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1& DManyn mes t you whIe shopping f your newrhbl onlne?
Yes, smene ass11e0 me
Ne, noe sasubed me
Percent
0.0%
waris questin
skipped queestin
11. Wh helped yeuboeuhhb dhrst purdbe.?(seleet a h pply)
FwAiy mewer
spoue
Pnr
Ftend
signant 0OW
OVr lem -secY)
0.0%
0.0%
0.0%
0.0%
0.0%
00%
nwered queenn
*sped emnan
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0
2
a
It
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
21
17. What decisions did they help you make? (please select all that apply)?
Response Response
Percent Count
They made the final decision of 0.0% 0
Vhat to older
They provided feedback on my 0.0% 0
selection at the end of the process
They helped me select options 0.0% 0during the shopping process
They did everything, I didn't make 0.0% 0
any decisions
Other (please specify) 0.0% 0
answered question 0
skipped question 21
is. Did you consider your wardrobe when seleclng this new standard shirt?
Response Response
Percent Count
Yes, I considered my existing 100.0% 2
wardrobe
No, I did not consider my existIng 0.0% 0
waidrobe
answered question 2
skipped question 19
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1M- n prulr, whet bswent ) withinWWyo waleobe w i you eoneadeen when shepping
for Ute na s andablht?(eslast r O that apply)
PMft 0.0 n 0m -
Pats 0.0% 0
St 50.0% 1
acke 0.0% 0
Shoes 0.0% 0
Ties 0.0% 0
Socks 0.0% 0
~' ~ ~ 0.0% 1
anueised quselen 2
slpped qusion 1
2. hydid you NOT wyusmng wandobe whnm shppkigfweour new
samdwed shirt? (whsetenesshaapply)
Respae. - msm
Pasant Coun
I was planr to Pichame new 0.0% 0
cIoltng to mnth .
I dn't coomnal my cothn 0.0% 0
Nownaly, i dat puehsm my n 0.0% 0
cht so It wern a considwaan0.
The wos a *eeh, sol c edt 0.0% 0
navy ma0
0w (ase speNy) 0.0% 0
aswered quealenn 0
shipped queslien 21
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21. Would you have purchased a similar shirt with your own money?
Response Response
Percent Count
Yes 100.0% 2
No 0.0% 0
answered question 2
skipped question 19
22. What Is the estimated price that you typically pay for a dress shirt?
Response Response
Percent Count
Lees than $19 0.0% 0
$20 - 30 50.0% 1
$40 - 50 50.0% 1
$00-$99 0.0% 0
$100-$190 0.0% 0
more than $200 0.0% 0
answered question 2
skipped question 19
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23. Please Mese fllowing stmmesW in regards f yur overl shopping eperen3 e,
nr 
dftigr
Ohm" tengly INgh Respenms
disre AVMV COM
I wsea* to hund atia
ca blf(e to Ow CASOM hNOt W
I amdy delogw.dte n $WNW in
the "ady
I wod MWe Shp sWin gm to
go to Oro" 0.0%(1)
I VMS no .anwn a
puchoingU a sht ma I was unebie
to try on
50.0% (1) 0.0%(0) 50.0% (1)
50.0% (1)
140.0%0.0%(0)
0.0%(0) 0.0%(0)
0.0%(0) 0.0%(0) 0.0%(0)
0.0%(0) 0.0% (0) 0.0% (0)
1.00 2
1.00 2
1.00 2
anwae q-enn
-MppeO que-nn
24. Opgenal qpussln:in t-2 pMgp u deosb y IurIgeselidNIP IWlH he stine
purhislng promes. (For emmple: Wusifuta Wsel whatyou elietsd Was sesehil?
Too bmOed? Tee Ayo helossl)
C"-
ceM
2
nwered quetin
OUpped queenen
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25. How happy do you antlcipate to be with the shirt you purchased? 1= most satisfIed; 5-
least satisfied
Response Response
Percent Count
1 100.0% 2
2 0.0% 0
3 0.0% 0
4 0.0% 0
5 0.0% 0
answered question 2
skipped question 19
26. Where else did you go? (select all that apply)
Response Response
Percent Count
Grocery store 0.0% 0
Restaurant or fast food --~-- 33.3% 1
Gas station 0.0% 0
Home improvement (e.g., home 33.3% 1depo)
Pharmacy or convenience store 0.0% 0
Other (piense spcify) 6.%2
answered question 3
skipped question 1
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27.w you puhehneesmeMng "ee en your afp?
"epoos
Pert n
yes.7%
33.3%
aww d queen
e2Ppsd queoenw
2&. Pleksew e S he Oes MWOf Oanne wabeft WhOW* pmupwae end your d*Lt
U- ~mMm
sM,~ -
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29. What was your motvation for going to tisa webaits? (aelect all that apply)
Response Response
Percent Count
I have shopped there before 50.0% 1
I found it through a search engine 0.0% 0
I've bought from the physical store
before, so the website would work 0.0% 0
for me
The website wee emsy to use and 50.0% 1
well designed
it is a well known webelte 0.0% 0
A friend told me about it / my peers 0.0% 0
shop there
This webelte carries brands I ike 50.0% 1
This website received good teW 0.0% 0(product and/or service quality)
I saw advertleing for this website 50.0% 1
Other (please specify) 0.0% 0
answered question 2
skipped question 19
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30. Wht wm your poom for ehooing a shirt? (a~met aN Oha apply)
nempense nessense
I browsed tiss iMdie webule 100.0% 2
l used me halp toils an me wbelie 0.0% 0
I msew liiil I wned a hiNt In a
pesWlerw rmw or band 0..., 50.0% 1
ooing for a dir in a color rnge)
I plkd #00 s decant su*t0.0% 0
owse acros
Iokt al mar lop 0.0% 0
I had sormone itep rme wis00tI ~ 0.0% 0
Nthno posencevadidea, I
luply ies What I wWNed when 1 0.0% 0
gsmo N
I browsed fm sales seclion mrs 0.0% 0
Owlas 
___________ 50.0% 1
aswored question 2
sldsped queion Is
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31. How much total tme did you spend at the webslte(s) where you did NOT purchase a
shirt? (If you went to more than one site, please give the total tme).
Response
Percem
0.0%
0.0%
1 - 15min
16 - 30 min
31 - 60 min
61 - 120 min
121+ min
50.0%
50.0%
0.0%
answered question
skipped question
32. Why did you NOT purchase a dress shIrt at this webelta(s)? (select all that apply)
Response
Percent
I didn't like the selection 100.0%
They didn't have the brands I liked 0.0%
They had the shirt I wanted, but ~ 
_50.0%
didn't have my size
It was too expensive 50.0%
The webuite was poorly designed 50.0%
Other (please specify) 0.0%
answered question
skipped question
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Count
0
0
1
0
2
19
Response
Count
2
0
1
1
0
2
19
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8S. For l Oe feOung fese, plsme he w of a aportw for why you 9edeted
your new sundaihd iri (You oe et seve thn onfeemue os beingloMst emportnt)
M"d No N" Leaen etng RspoNe
"nPern""'"m " pon ipertent serUtn AWse Count
Fabf" me*" (OW, mWk oft,
Smthbet, etC.)
AGWO fabds PetAP (CMW,
oglis, oft.)
K0.G5(1) 0.0% (0) 0.0%(0)
0.0% (0) 0.0% p) ""L(2)
0.0% (0)
0.0%(0) 0.0% (0)
cow stos 0.0% (0) 100% 0.0% (0) 0.0% f0) 0.0% (0)(21
gnavone 0.0%(0) 50.0%(1) 0. 0.0%(0) 0.0%(0)(1)
FalM pate*eler 50.0% (1) 50.0% (1) 0.0% (0) 0.0% (0) 0.0% (0)
Cuff stye 0.0%(0) 50.0%(1) (1)(1)
sizeumunsoCn 0.0%(0) 0.0%(0)(2)
0.0%(0) 0.0%(0)
0.0%(0) 0.0%(0)
1.00 2
1.00 2
1.00 2
1.00 2
1.00 2
1.00 2
1.00 2
skipped question
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34. How much dn did you spend shopping at that webeits?
Response Response
Percent Count
5-10 min 0.0% 0
11-20 min 0.0% 0
21-30 min 50.0% 1
31-46 min 0.0% 0
46-60 min 50.0% 1
81+ min 0.0% 0
enswered question 2
skipped question 19
35. How many shbts did you look at an the webelts before deciding on one in partular? -
Response Response
Percent Count
1 0.0% 0
2 0.0% 0
3-5 50.0% 1
6-10 50.0% 1
11+ 0.0% 0
answered question 2
skipped question 19
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s. OM you pwhsee anysng *be On V webete
yes 0.0%
100.0%
sWppsd-O quou
S7. Wht d id yeupoeheen weWW?(ets*teUson apply)
Anstte -~t
SUN
Tie
Show
Cuff nks or ~0ler aOsSnee
Socks
Ott 00"m spay
0.0%
0.0%
0.0%
0.0%
0.0%
0.0%
0.0%
0.0%
nwer quess"
eiSMpee quaseen
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38. Did anyone assist you shopping for your shirt online?
Yes, someone assisted me
No, no one assisted me
Response
Percent
0.0%
100.0%
enswered question
skipped question
39. Who helped you shop online? (select all that apply)
Family member
Spouse
Paniner
Friend
Gidrifend
Other (please specify)
Response
Percent
0.0%
0.0%
0.0%
0.0%
0.0%
0.0%
answered question
skipped question
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Response
Count
0
2
2
19
Response
Count
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
21
40. Whet decisione did they help you neke?(please seeet l Mt apply)
Ropee Repmes
P"re Comm
They made me MRe deelen e
They provided feedbael on my
ueo nsig * re en h
They helpedme st oessn
T dut the nph, pocess
They' dId eftI WW make
any dsns
0.0%
0.0%
0.0%
0.0%
0.0%
0
0
0
0
0
0-red ssen
Skipped qskUien 21
41. Od you venker your wurbe en selesng Mile euinndd ebbt?
R psas, a Response
yes, I aun red my esttn 100.0% 2
wedrebeNo, I did not eensider my ad0.0rg
answered queseen 2
Skipped tslen to
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42. In particular, what "am(s) within your wardrobe worn you considering when shopping
for the new standard shirt? (select all that apply)
Response Response
Percent Count
Pants 100.0% 2
Suits 50.0% 1
Jackets 50.0% 1
Shows 100.0% 2
Tie 50.0% 1
Socks 0.0% 0
Other (please specify) 0.0% 0
anewered question 2
skipped question 19
43. Why did you NOT consider your existing wardrobe when shopping for your new
standard shirt? (select all that apply)
Response Response
Percent Count
I was planning to purchase new 0.0% 0
clothing to match It
I don't coordinate my clothing 0.0% 0
Normally, I don't purchase my own 0.0% 0clothing so It wasn't a consideration
This was a free shirt, so It didn't 0.0% 0really matter
Other (please specify) 0.0% 0
answered question 0
skipped question 21
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44. Would you have puehesed a slmlr shirt wth your Ow! mony?
Its pie m
100.0%
0.0%
Ye4
NO
- - m~
45. Whab Sotestmaad pris d you typlsily pay for a dre shrt
Los fm $1e 0.0%
50.0%
10.0%
$100 - $1n 0.0%
mm sa no 0.0%
snwwee queen
sMpe -uenn
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46. Please rate the following statements in regards to your overall shopping experience.
I was able to find a shirt
comparable to the custom shirt that
I already designed from earlier In
the study
I would rather sho onflne than to
go to a physical store
I was not concemed about
purchasing a shirt that I was unable
to try on
Strongly
agree
0.0% (0)
Neither
agree
nor
disagree
100.0%
(2)
Disagree Strongly Rating Reeponsedleagree Average Count
0.0%(0) 0.0%(0) 0.0%(0)
0.0% (0) 50.0% (1) 50.0% (1) 0.0%(0) 0.0%(0)
0.0% (0) 0.0% (0) 0.0% (0) 100.0%(2) 0.0% (0)
1.00 2
1.00 2
1.00 2
answered question
skipped question
47. Optional question: In 1-2 paragraphs describe your general experience with the online
webeite purchasing process. (For example: Was It fun? Was it what you expected? Was
stressful? Too Nmlted? Too many choices?)
Reepo
Cour
answered question
skipped question
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46. How hppy do you auulepst to be wlUs.th bt you paes.r? 1 Mo t noned;
N-- mqne Response
Pmng cound
1
2
3
0.0%
100.0%
0.0%
0.0%
0.0%
0
2
0
0
0
2
1osalspel que""n
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4. Whe gOing shopping, S wm your sobasgy for shoosing your sbt? (asissi aN Vt
Rleponw Response
Poreen count
I wa leeing to purchase a shirt
that In mWar to what I aheay
how In ay wanr4be
I me M" to puIhs
"meling omielely dmUeritto
wht I sddy how In my weiM e
I e d mnolr isewr I9 oen
newe pre0n and I we laSem I
an a Smar styl
I - teoll i to pmw a Vili in
p*sAV u Ward ms rence
1 hod no pr-eeid agy ~~
cow ~~~ ~~ N
35.7%
14.3%
7.1%
5
2
4
7.1%
a6.7% 5
n'wequone
e1pped gesin
14
7
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50. Which of the following factors were influential In the decisions you made when
purchasing your shirt? (select all that apply)
Response Response
Percent Count
I know that my significant other
would appreciate certain colors and 21.4% 3
features so I chose those
The storWs sales associate was
very convincing and/or Influential
The store had an appealing window
display so I wanted to purchase 7.1% 1
what there was on display
My office has a dress codekhoim,
so I designed a shirt that would 14.3% 2
work well for the office
I was under time pressure, so I just
picked the first decent one I could 7.1% 1
find
No other factors 28.6% 4
Other (pleese speciy) 50.0% 7
answered question 14
skipped question 7
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51.NHwmenya esbdM yous vkftd yewaeaweassapmesem newkds aonmkmassyou p mdt
mneweb
p.- -OIA.
PW... e...
14.3% 2
14.3% 2
4.% 6
w Iew que.e 14
sMlpsgqissw I
as e&S 1 a S 4 1 6 7 6 6 te n
61p~e. MumWyewesean~3~safanmum,...Iuemasrses.(htumemsegenesssusmyawee00 0 .%07%00 3%00 0 0%0%0%0%00
(0.0% 0.0% 0.0% % 0.0% 33.3% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0%
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53. How did you bavl to the store?
Walk
Public transit
Attomobile
Bicycle
Car pool
Other (please specify)
Response
Percent
33.3%
16.7%
50.0%
0.0%
0.0%
0.0%
answered question
skipped question
Response
Count
2
1
3
0
0
0
6
15
54. Please specify the vehicle that you drove.
Response Response
Percent Count
Mlake
Model
100.0%
100.0%
100.0%Yew
3
3
3
answered question
skipped question
3
16
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pn-" NesPns
Pgeset c~O
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Pktv& ul -
30.0%
10.0%
3
a
Sicycte
car pod
o&r 0mw e spe-y)
*Ued qmue
-alpe qume
W. Plae spefy go vhieb thao y dev.
1.0% 0
0.0% 0
0.0% 0
0.0% 0
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Pqwent ComM
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6
6
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60. Did you go anywhere es during your trip?
Yes
No
Response
Percent
20.0%
80.0%
answered question
skipped question
61. Where else did you go? (please select all that apply)
Grocery store
Restaurent or fest food
Gas station
Horne improvement (e.g., home
Pharmacy or convenience store
Other (peaes specify)
answered question
skipped question
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Response
Count
2
a
10
11
Response
Percent
0.0%
100.0%
0.0%
Response
Count
0
2
0
0.0%
0.0%
0.0%
0
0
0
2
19
62. DM you pwohses somndtng ele an yar Ip?
Ym
64. How ueh tot O nedM you spend at Ow rbtKi seen(e) whwe youddi NOT purhase
a sh~t? (I you went tme tmha enm tnes64, pleae give Ow am n.).
1 - 1s min
1 - so m
31 - 00 min
61 - 120 Min
121+ ini
44.4%
44.4%
11.1%
0.0%
0.0%
-nwee queeen
-mpe -uen
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epoe
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60.0%
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65. Why did you NOT purchase a dress shirt at this retail location(s)? (select all that apply)
I didn't like the selection
They didn't have the brands I liked
They had the shirt I wanted, but
didn't have my size
it was too expensive
The store had a poor layout and
deei
Poor sales service
information from my mobile device
(e.g., Smart Phone, Tablet PC)
changed my mind
Other (please specify)
answered question
skipped question
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Response
Percent
55.0%
11.1%
Response
Count
5
11.1%
22.2%
0.0%
0.0%
0.0%
44.4%
2
0
0
0
4
9
12
S. Why did you NOT pumhae a die. as b at tie etaelosaon(s)? (eelsot soa t apply)
0.0%
0.0%
I cdkn Eke Me este n
They didn' have e brand I Ned
They had #e ont ~in , h
een have my Wau
N mw No expensive
The Om hade *poor Wym* and
Peer ls Service
Wteannen froe my mn delevie
(04, asn PhW Tabba PC)
chwed my mind
o0er me specify)
Ressense
0
0
0.0%
0.0%
0.0%
0.0%
0.0%
0
0
0
0
0
0.0%
an-W qu-*""
satped queeen
0
0
21
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6
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68. What was your motivation for going to this retail location? (select all that apply)
I have shopped there before
It's close to my home
I went to my favorite mail
It's a well known store
A friend told me about it / my peers
shop there
I saw advertising for store
This store received good reviews
(product and/or service quality)
This store carries brands I like
I searched It on the intemet and
decided to go there
I bought from their website before
and wanted to go to the physical
retail location
Other (please specify)
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Response
Percent
60.0%
33.3%
40.0%
60.0%
Response
Count
9
5
6
9
3
0
1
4
0
0
4
15
6
answered question
skipped question
20.0%
0.0%
6.7%
26.7%
0.0%
0.0%
26.7%
SO. Whet wyow peos for ebh.eng a uhht? (msuot l a t apply)
Repon Resmpns
p510.3 CWW
Ilbrosed 910 ntor ~WO 40.0% 6
t asked a ss sosha~it
26.7% 4Iw o~k 9DS on m
I kni #00 I wee e in *
potoIuler , anst or eni(L., _.1%0
mw"kng f a eM In a m7
I - 3Ow lit -" ~m Ow I
d Cnft wm 13.3% 2came amiss.
1 hadl owmn om sth me to
- S26.7% 4
Wit no pesoonoived leO, I
simp"y nw ilig I wntd ~hn I 20.7% 4
saw It
I browsed 9te sames seolon lt 6.7% 1
OeRW Psae efy) -13.3% 2
enewred quesen Is
ektspsd queston 6
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70. For all the following features, pleas, rats the level of Importance for why you selectad
your new standard shirt. (You may select more than one feature as being 'Most Important')
Moat No
important opinion
Not Least Rating Response
important Important Avenge Count
Fabric material (cotton, linen, silk,
synthetic, etc.)
Accent fabric pattemkolor (collar,
cuffs, etc.)
20.0% (3) 8.0%(12)
20.7%
6.7%(1) 46.7%(7) (4)
33.3%
Collar style 13.3% (2) 53.3% (8) (5)
Buttons 0.0% (0) 13.3% (2) (7)
Fabric pattern/color
0.0% (0) 0.0% (0) 0.0% (0)
13.3% (2) 6.7% (1)
0.0% (0) 0.0% (0)
40.0% (6) 0.0% (0)
40.0% (6) 60.0% (9) 0.0% (0) 0.0% (0)
2C.7%Cuff style 0.0% (0) 53.3% (8) (4)
Sizelmension 0.0%(12)
0.0% (0)
20.0% (3) 0.0% (0)
20.0% (3) 0.0% (0) 0.0% (0) 0.0% (0)
answered question
skipped question
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1.00 15
1.00 15
1.00 15
15
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73. How many shirts did you try on?
Response Response
Percent Count
1 55.6% 5
2 33.3% 3
3-5 11.1% 1
6-10 0.0% 0
11+ 0.0% 0
answered question 9
skipped question 12
74. How much time did you spend shopping at this retail locaton?
Response Response
Percent Count
5-10 min 20.0% 3
11-20 min 46.7% 7
21-30 min 33.3% 5
31-45 min 0.0% 0
46-80 min 0.0% 0
61+ min 0.0% 0
answered question 15
skipped questIon 6
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7. Did you purhmes anying elw at Mhe str?
Yes 13.3%
No 16.7%
anwerd-n- -
skpped quetno
7. Whetals dhiymaperhse tp the sat e? (plies. selset al 3 apply
A-e -M
Pante
Tims
Show
Cuff Nnbe or r SeSOearieeS
SockS
Ofher gwem SPecOO
serewm
10.0%
0.0%
0.0%
0-0.%
0.0%
50.0%
0.0%
0.0%
newwae quesmin
Skpsed q.nt
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77. Did a sales person help you?
Response
Percent
73.3%
26.7%
answered question
skipped question
78. In what way did the sales person help you? (please select all that apply)
Choosing shirts to try on
Finding my size
Helping with fit
Providing style opinion
Helping to make a inal decislon
between shirts
Other (please specify)
Response Response
Percent Count
27.3% 3
63.6% 7
63.6% 7
36.4% 4
9.1%
36.4%
answered question
skipped question
11
10
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No
Response
Count
11
4
15
6
1
4
79. Did you use a mobile deVse (e.g., Snuert Phone, TaMet PC) " help you dwnyauo
shopping assisteine
yesue
6.7% 14
uneswad qussnen 16
skpped quesen 6
& Md anpeneeesompmy youte phewynw ehMrt?(4.let a plas4Ps
ee 0m010e S0""mie me -
No, no an =MePmaE me--
kipped quo~
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81. Who accompanied you to purchase your shirt? (select all that apply)
Response Response
Percent Count
Family member 12.5% 1
Spouse 75.0% 6
Partner 0.0% 0
Friend 0.0% 0
Girlfriend 0.0% 0
Other (please specify) 37.5% 3
answered question 8
skipped question 13
82. What decisions did they help you make? (please select all that apply)
Response Response
Percent Count
They made the final decision of 0.0% 0what shirt to puhase
They provided feedback on 87._%_7
selections that I 7de
They helped me make selections 37.5% 3
1 didn't choose anything, they 0.0% 0chose everything for me
Other (please specify) 12.5% 1
answered question 0
skipped question 13
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S. Did you -en*Mr yourwantrobs when shopping forids new eMrb9
RIamese Respsens
Aeer cont
Yes i enedee my100.0% 16
No, I dd no enmer my exf 0.0% 0
Wadbe
answoerd qussen 1
smpsed qsesun S
I4 in passIlar,wh imemS(eWUs6 yoer w bb were you On.eledaig when sialeleg
Ne new r*a?(emtall O apply)
nepsKs pes
Pamt s.7% 10
SuiIt 33.3% 5
Jackets 6.7% 1
Show 13.3% 2
ies 0.0% 0
Socks 0.0% 0
Olhs O's spefy) 26.7% 4
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85. Why did you NOT consider your existing wardrobe when shopping for a new standard
shirt? (select all that apply)
Response Response
Percent Count
I was planning to purchase new
clothing to match it
I don't coordinate my clothing
Normally, I don't purchase my own
clothing so it wasn't a consideradon
This was a tree shirt, so it didn't
really matter
Other (please specify)
0.0%
0.0%
0.0%
0.0%
0
0
0
0
0.0%
answered question
skipped question
0
0
21
86. Would you have purchased a similar shirt with your own money?
Yes
No
Response
Percent
48.7%
53.3%
answered question
skipped question
Response
Count
7
6
6
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37. What is te essmaed p6rOW you tppledly pay for a drese e~it?
- 0 Ia ePm-
Pr 0n c
0.0%
33.3%
40.0%
6.7%
13.3%
0.7%
NO md queOOM
-kappe -1uen81
0
6
I
2
1
16
US- Hor mush toWft Udd pe spend at the nwbslm(.)whsM yu dWi NOT pureshesa
~1*? (9y wow ts am*n me plw . u* e OM 60eime).
0.0%
0.0%
0.0%
0.0%
0.0%
-4ew.e quenm
"Wss4" -
om0
0
0
0
0
0
0
21
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I.ee ien .10
so-"
*10- S
meo ten sam
1 -15min
16 - 30 i*n
31 - 60 nIn
01 -120 win
121+ Mi
89. Why did you NOT purchase a dress shirt at this websits(s)? (select all that apply)
Response
Percent
Response
Count
I didnt like the selection 0.0%
They didrnt have the brands I liked 0.0%
They had the shirt I wanted, but 0.0%didn't have my size
it was too expensive 0.0%
The website was poorly designed 0.0%
Other (please specify) 0.0%
answered question
skipped question
90. Please rats the following statements in regards to your overall shopping experience.
Strongly
agree
Neither
agree
nor
disagree
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
21
Disagree Strongly Rating Responsedisagree Average Count
I was able to find a shirt
comparable to the custom shirt that
I already designed tram earlier In
the study
I would rather go to a physical store
than shop "e
It was important to see and try on
the physical shirt
13.3% (2) 46.7% (7) 6.7%(1) 33.3%(5) 0.0%(0)
26.7% (4) 40.0% (6) 26.7% (4) 6.7% (1) 0.0% (0)
40.0% (6) 26.7% (4) 13.3% (2) 20.0% (3) 0.0% (0)
answered question
skipped questIon
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1.00 15
1.00 15
1.00 15
15
6
*1. Oplnal epasqulln:hI.1-2 paragraphdsselb. your esna experlen.. wW. Ghommlnn
remtl prohahg pmesse. (For mmple: was fna? Wasla wh you xpsset? was
abserd? Too usiW? Too many ehals.s?)
12
12-nsared g-estion
esW"n quaeen 0
2.tHMwr happyowiltey tshirt you p*aha? an ms cesisnsi;s n m0 5SMaS
pisma, cm- -
pos" as"
3
4 -
S-
a
5
0
33.3%
0.0%
6.7%
&7%
-ee quo""
skipped question
15
0
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93. While shopping, what was your strategy for choosing your shirt? (select all that apply)
Response Response
Percent Count
I was looking to purchase a shirt
that was similar to what I already 25.0% 1
have In my wardrobe
I was looking to purchase
something completely different to 0.0% 0
what I already have In my wardrobe
I admired a similar shirt on another
person and I was looking to find 25.0% 1
that style
I was looking to purchase a shirt In 0.0% 0particular color and fabto range
I had no preconceived strategy 50.0% 2
Other (plese specify) 50.0% 2
answered question 4
skipped question 17
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"4. Which of the following fastor were influential In the decesion you made when
puhasing your shirt? (select all tst apply)
R Realnc
Paet count
I knew that my ignileant other
wouid spreelelo cartl"n Oes and 0.0% 0
feafres so I chose hosm
The aorWs sales $$OW was
very cnvrncing and/or Iu" 0.0% 0
The elatr hed a appeedre ndew
display so I wnted to pushsse 25.0% 1
mhat wee was en desplay
My offfie has a desedseer,
so I seled a Shi M would 50.0% 2
wkrk wel for theiee
I was under time pressure, so I uMt
picked 9the 4t deant one Icotid 0.0% 0
tind
The wsbsltm dwemd des n t 2t I
totxht weie rice to uwt2
No other factors 0.0% 0
Ogher (pIft SPe ~50.0% 2
answered question 4
eipped questton 17
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95. Where did you InMaly go shopping, and from whee did you ultimensuly purchase your
shirt?
Reponse Response
Percent Count
I went shopping ONLINE first,
but ultimately purchased 66.7% 2
OFFLINE
I went shopping OFFLINE first, but 33.3% 1
ultimately purchased ONLINE
Other combinations of shopping 0.0% 0
modes
answered question 3
skipped question 1
96. Please select the opion which best describes your shopping experience
Response Response
Percent Count
I went shopping ONLINE first, then
visited an OFFLINE retail locaton 0.0% 0(s), but ultimately purchased from
an ONLINE webelte
I went shopping OFFLINE first,
then visited an ONLINE website(s), 0.0% 0but ultimately purchased from an
OFFLINE retall location
enewered question 0
skipped question 21
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97. How many webelles did you go to before purhasing a dres shirt from an ofMne retel
store?
1 0.0% 0
2
S -
$0.0%
50.0%
0.0%4+
nwred qusen
empe qdueNn
0
2
1s
98. How much told rn. did you spend shopping enline?
1-Is mnn
16 - 30 min
31 -60 uWin
61 - 120 nin
121+ min
50.0%
50.0%
0.0%
0.0%
0.0%
-nwee qenn
sMppe" queenen
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Rneue
count
0
0
0
2
1s
09. Why did you NOT purchase a dress shirt at this webeite(s)? (select all that apply)
Response Response
Percent Count
I didn't like the selection 0.0% 0
They didn't have the brands I liked 0.0% 0
They had the shirt I wanted, but 0.0% 0didn't have my size
It was too expensive 0.0% 0
The website was poorly designed 0.0% 0
Other (plese specify) 100.0% 2
answered question 2
skipped question 19
100. How many stores did you visit during your off in. shopping process (including the one
from where you purchased the new shirt)?
Response Response
Percent Count
1 100.0% 2
2 0.0% 0
3 0.0% 0
4+ 0.0% 0
answered question 2
skipped question 19
101. How many offline retell stores did you visit before purchasing from an onine webss?
Response Response
Percent Count
1 0.0% 0
2 0.0% 0
3 0.0% 0
4+ 100.0% 1
answered question 1
skipped question 20
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1U. How did youbmvavel tOh sme?
pne Response
Peroent count
Pulft trane
Autoeble
0.0%
100.0%
0.0%
0.0%
0-0%
Blycle
Car pad
OthW ( -c) 0.0%
newered question
skipped question
0
1
0
0
0
0
1
20
104. Pls speltmify the vehicle that you drave.
es Respns
Peroent Count
mo
Yewr
0.0%
0.0%
0.0%
Mpped queseln
0
0
0
0
21
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105. How much time did you spend at the reta locaton(s) where you did NOT purchase a
shirt? (If you went to more than one retail location, please give the total time).
Response Response
percent Count
5-10 mrin 0.0% 0
11-20 min 0.0% 0
21-30 mifn 0.0% 0
31-45 min 0.0% 0
48-80 min 0.0% 0
81+ min 0.0% 0
answered question 0
skipped question 21
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106. Why did you NOT purchaee a drew shirt at this etaillocation(s)? (selet all VSt apply)
Rpn- Repone
Peret Count
I dkdn' Nke tie sleclon 0.0% 0
They didn' hen brIands I lked 0.0% 0
They had the Onbt I wented, but 0.0% 0ddtt have my 1e
N wae too expenshl 0.0% 0
The late had a paor 1ayout aNd 0.0% 0
Poor eaes service 0.0% 0
kinWomln from my mobife devIes
(e.g. Smuut Psano, TOet PC) 0.0% 0
chaed my mind
Other "pease sPecty) 0.0% 0
answered question 0
skipped question 21
107. DId you go anywhere else during your trip?
Response Response
Percent Count
Yes 100.0% 1
No 0.0% 0
anmwered question 1
skipped quson-m 20
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108. Where else did you go? (plesee select all that apply)
Grocery store
Restaurant or fest food
Gas station
Home Improvement (e.g., home
depot)
Pharmacy or convenience store
Other (please specify)
answered question
skipped question
100. Did you purchase something else on your trip?
yes
No
answered question
skipped question
110. Please specify what else you bought.
Response
Count
answered question
skipped question 20
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Response
Percent
0.0%
100.0%
0.0%
0.0%
100.0%
0.0%
Response
Count
0
1
0
0
0
1
20
Response
Count
1
0
Response
Percent
100.0%
0.0%
20
111. How much total lime did you spend shopping at the retall location(s) where you did
NOT purchase a shirt?
1 - 1smin
16 - 30 n
31 - 00 min
01 - 120min
121+ nmi
Response
Percent
0.0%
0.0%
100.0%
0.0%
0.0%
Response
Count
0
0
1
0
0
answered question
skipped question
1
20
112. ILd you use a mobile dsvle (.g., Smart Phone, Tablet PC) to help you ddng your
shopping iperlience?
Reeponse Response
Percent Count
100.0% 1
0.0% 0
Yes I
No
Page 62. MP Acquisition Survey
answered question
skipped question
468
20
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113. Why did you NOT purchase a dress shirt at this retail location(s)? (select all that apply)
Response Response
Percent Count
I didn't like the selectlon 0.0% 0
They didn't have the brands I liked 0.0% 0
They had the shirt I wanted, but 100.0% 1
didn't have my size
it was too expensive 0.0% 0
The store had a poor layout and 0.0% 0
design
Poor sales service 0.0% 0
information from my mobile
device (e.g., Smart Phone, Tabiet 100.0% 1
PC) changed my mind
Other (please specify) 0.0% 0
anewered question 1
skipped question 20
114. How many websites did you visit during your online shopping process (including the
one from where you purchased the new shirt)?
Response Response
Percent Count
1 0.0% 0
2 0.0% 0
3 0.0% 0
4+ 100.0% 1
anewered question 1
ekipped question 20
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Private data on this page.
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Peg 4, 4 Whl shopping, what ee your etategy for ohoosing your shirt? (select al that apply)
I Replacing a worn shirt
2 I tried to find a shirt that cost rougty $100.
Mar 13, 2012 12:17 PM
Mar 13, 2012 12:17 PM
Page , 07. Please ater thenneof onlin webefe
1 Charles Tyrwhitt
2 LL Bean
Mar 14 2012 8:10 AM
Mar13, 201212:17 PM
Pegs 13,010. I pteular, whet ROeR(s) within your warirebs were you enaidering when shoppIng ter the now
osnArd e~et?(adest al that apply)
1 curent shirte Mar 13, 2012 12:18 PM
Page 16, 024. Optiona queellon: in 1-2 pergraphe decoribe your general experiene with the onlkie punihasingprocess. (For example: Was R iAn? Was ft what you expecte? Wba stressful? Too lhitned? Too nny choloee?)
1 The visit with the customs shirt individual prior to going online helped me be an
infored onine purchaser with regards to the differert parts of a shirt (collar
spread, culf, pocketnopocket, etc...). Once given the "edcatior I don't see a
need to go back to the custom tailor again Onine shirt shopping was quick and
easy. It was much more streamlined of a process than i thought it would be.
2 The delvery tie on the shirt I warted was too long so I got a different color.
Mar 14, 2012 8:39 AM
Mar 13, 2012 12:19 PM
Pegs 1, 06. Where eleedid you go? (eslst eli that apply)
1 Farnes market
2 Cell phone store
Page 10, 0M. Pleesenlerthe name of online webele where you purihened your GhlrL
1 koyono
2 Bonobooscom
Mar 16, 2012 2:23 PM
Mar 13, 2012 12:18 PM
Page 10, 00. What was your presses for ehoesing a shit? (select a that apply)
I i also had to find 3rd party images for the shirt since the ones on the site,
Page 68. MP Acquisition Survey
Mar 16, 2012 2:23 PM
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Mar 14, 2012 10:25 AM
Mar 13, 2012 12:23 PM
Page 19, 00. What was your process for choosing a shirt? (selet all that apply)
koyono, were a bit crap
Page 30, Q47. Optional question: In 1-2 paragraphs describe your general experience with the online webslte
purchasing prcess. (For example: Was I fun? Ws It what you expected? Was stressfui? Too 1t1Ued? Too many
oholees?)
1 It was as stressful as any other shopping I do - and less stressful than the fitting
with 9tailors (which was time-crunched). I have enough shirts that i typically do
not seek out shirts. But, when Im seeking-shopping, I am very much a value
consumer. It may seem arduous, but I check a number of different sites for
deals/discounts & weigh that into my purchase, too (e.g. getting the equivalent of
cash back on Nordstrom thought corporate perks, versus the sales at CTonline,
Duchamp, Brooks Bros. ....)
2 It was annoying because they didn't accept the gift card issued, but the sales
staff were very helpful on the phone. The choice was somewhat limited and it felt
like a gamble since i hadn't bought a shirt from them before, or even seen one in
a store.
Mar 16, 2012 2:29 PM
Mar 13, 2012 12:21 PM
Page 32, 040. When going shopping, what ws your strategy for ohoosing your shirt? (esIsct al that apply)
1 was looking for something different than I already have, but similar ("completely
different" would be too strong a statement... just slightly different was my goal)
2 Something in my style but not already in my wardrobe.
3 1 was planning to go to Nordstrom Rack, then Nordstrom, but stopped by
Thomas Pink since it was closest to the Mall Entrance
4 1 was trying to buy a shirt for the right price. I usually spend less, so had to go to
different storesa I ended up settling on something I didn't like as much as the
shirts from the place where I ordinarily shop. But I still liked it. The slim fit was
very important.
5 I was looking for a great-fitting shirt with spread collar that was also professional
enough for the office
Mar 14, 2012 6:21 PM
Mar 14, 2012 10:33 AM
Mar 14, 2012 6:17 AM
Mar 13, 2012 12:35 PM
Mar 13, 2012 12:27 PM
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Page32, M. lWhlih of the following ftaters warse Inuential In the deaionse you made when purchasing your
shirt? (eselet a thd apply)
I my own wants and needs
2 looking for something different than the rest of my shirts
3 Style of selected shirt. Most stores had shirts in a style I already have. Was
looking for variety for my wardrobe
4 dont like to iron - looked for wrinkle free and slim cut
5 The store only had shirts in two price brackets, $130 or $185
6 hitting close to target cost
7 found a brand (Hugo Boss slim fit) that fits my size/shape well.
Page 70. MP Acquisition Survey
Mar 27, 2012 10:44 AM
Mar 14, 2012 6:21 PM
Mar 14, 2012 10:33 AM
Mar 14, 2012 8:28 AM
Mar 14, 2012 6:17 AM
Mar 13, 2012 12:35 PM
Mar 13, 2012 12:27 PM
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Pag35, Q54. Phs sps 11thW evehide that you drov.
Mar 14, 2012 12:31 PM
Mar 14, 2012 12:00 PM
Mar 14, 2012 10:24 AM
Mar 14, 2012 12:31 PM
Mar 14, 2012 12:0 PM
Mar 14, 2012 10:24 AM
Mar 14, 2012 12:31 PM
Mar 14, 2012 12:00 PM
Mar 14, 2012 10:24 AM
Pugemi, 086. PIs f s "y whalme you bough.
lunch - burfto
Organic olve oi, localy grown root vegetables, grass fed beel, wine, cleaning
suIpliS
Mar 27, 2012 10:45 AM
Mar 14, 2012 10:27 AM
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Acura
Subaru
VW
TSX
FosVr
Touareg
1
2
3
I
2
3
2
3
2004
2007
2011
1
2
472
MOWh
Page 3, 050. Plese speolfy the vehle that you drove.
Make
1
2
3
4
5
6
1
2
3
4
5
6
1
2
3
4
5
6
Year
1991
2010
2010
2001
2010
2007
Subaru
Subaru
Subaru
Toyota
Subaru
Toyota
Pag 42, 063. Please speofy what elme you bought.
Mar 20, 2012 1:50 PM
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Page 43, 05. Why did you NOT purhese a dress Whirt at this eell lecation(s)? (saest ad that apply)
1
2
3
4
Page 74. M P
Crowded store Mar 25, 2012 1:57 PM
Nordstron Reck was having a clearance sale, so everything was too cheap and Mar 14, 2012 6:22 AM
selection was not a good as normal
Or, it was too cheap. Mar 13, 2012 12:38 PM
Macys was not expensive ENOUGH, i.e. they dldn't have any shirts for $100, so Mar 13, 2012 12:30 PM
I wont to Neiman Marcus
Acquisition Survey
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Mar 19, 2012 6:38 PM
Mar 14, 2012 6:22 PM
Mar 14, 2012 10:34 AM
Mar 14, 2012 8:29 AM
Mar 14, 2012 6:20 AM
Mar 13, 2012 12:29 PM
Mar 19, 2012 6:38 PM
Mar 14, 2012 :22 PM
Mar 14, 2012 10:34 AM
Mar 14, 2012 8:29 AM
Mar 14, 2012 :20 AM
Mar 13, 2012 12:29 PM
Mar 19, 2012 6:38 PM
Mar 14, 2012 6:22 PM
Mar 14, 2012 10:34 AM
Mar 14, 2012 8:29 AM
Mar 14, 2012 6:20 AM
Mar 13, 2012 12:29 PM
Legacy
Outback
Outback
Avalon
Forrester
Sienna LTD
1 cuff links
Model
Page 45, 087. Please eer the name of retail store
1 Men's Warehouse
2 Banana Repul
3 Pink
4 Brooks Brothers
5 Mscy's
6 Banana Repubtil
7 Brooks Brothers
a Brooks Brothers
9 Nordstrom
10 Bannana Rep2tiic
11 Thomas Pink
12 Brooks Brothers
13 Neiman Marcs
14 Pink
1 Banana Repubic
Mar 27, 2012 10:46 AM
Mar 25, 2012 1:56 PM
Mar 20, 2012 1:55 PM
Mar20, 20126:58 AM
Mar 19, 2012 6:39 PM
Mar 14, 2012 6:23 PM
Mar 14, 2012 12-32 PM
Mar 14, 2012 12:10 PM
Mar 14,2012 10:29 AM
Mar 14, 2012 1:30 AM
Mar 14 2012 6:24 AM
Mar 13, 2012 12:39 PM
Mar 13, 2012 12:32 PM
Mar 13, 2012 12:30 PM
Mar 13, 2012 12:24 PM
Page 45, 068. What was your motivation for going to this rfel location? (select all that apply)
1 I could walk to it from work.
2 Good selectio, good service
3 Though I had browsed this store before, I had never purchased a shirt from them
so I was interested In seeing If I like the fit
4 My wife suggested it.
Page 45, Q. What was your process for choosing a ehit? (saeat eN that apply)
1
2
Tryiong to spend exactly $100
asked sales associate to point me to a $100 slim fit dress shirt with broad collar
Mar 27, 2012 10:46 AM
Mar 14, 2012 10:29 AM
Mar 14,2012 6:24 AM
Mar 13, 2012 12:32 PM
Mar 14, 2012 10:29 AM
Mar 13, 2012 12:32 PM
Page 75. MP Acquisition Survey
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Page 51, 076. In what way did the sales person help you? (please select al that apply)
discussed care for shirts and helped pick out ties
Finding the most expensive shirts
Measured my neck
location didn't have my size, they called a different store and had them hold it for
me
Mar 27, 2012 10:51 AM
Mar 19, 2012 6:41 PM
Mar 14, 2012 6:26 AM
Mar 13, 2012 12:28 PM
Page 53, 061. Who accompanied you to purchase your shirt?(aelect a1 that apply)
daughter
my 2-year old son
fiancee
Mar 19, 2012 6:41 PM
Mar 14, 2012 6:27 AM
Mar 13, 2012 12:29 PM
Page 53, 062. What deelsione did they help you make? (pes. select a that apply)
1 None Mar 14, 2012 6:27 AM
Page 55, 064. In paticular, what ite(s) within your wardrobe wee you considering when selecting the new
shirt? (select all that apply)
1
2
3
other shirts I already have
Other shirts
other shirts already in my wardrobe
Mar 14, 2012 6:25 PM
Mar 14, 2012 11:18 AM
Mar 13, 2012 12:34 PM
Mar 13, 2012 12:30 PM4 other shirts
Page 76. MP Acquisition Survey
Blank page
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2
3
4
1
2
3
Pegs 5, ca1. Opionmi ques~ion: i 1-4 paragraph describs you general experiene with the oflflns ret
pueissing proose.. (For exenmple: Wee ft ftn,? Wee It what you expemted? Was streefti? Too limited? Too nuny
aheles?)
I The store rid not have a goat deal of choices in my size but luckily I found
semethirg I ked. Store locatioit since I don't particularly Ike shopping and
wtied to get this done, was very Important for me. Simply taking a walk to the
Galleda made it easy.
2 The Camritmoelide Gallea Maeys was crowded, which made it a stresfld
place to be. Andseveraleth shirts I lked there were around $60, so Ididrft
consilder them I looked at ft Gap, but didn't like the selection. American Eagle:
too cheap. Banana FlpttAlic had products at the rigtt price, and the atmosphere
there the mot calm ot of all fe stores.
3 PInk hot agoodoustomer service reputation. The trick was finding ashirt that fit
inside the 100 dafar budget.
4 1 was not pleamt eirerience. I was hard to find shits in the styles like. Most
of #Is shirt. woe low qusity. I was surprised you can't buy a st for $100 at the
mall Most hUr were als of a styl Ian not used to, which Is lit fit, no kon.
5 it was... just wnother shepping eporkeme with one lile twist I usuely purchase
a bunch of shbte at once (usmny during sales times of the year). Ineed to be in
a"mnoof or mnhet to wart to purnhase clothes. So I wait - literaly - two years
and then go buy 5-7 new shirts to rotate Into the wardrobe (ueuely get parts at
this #me too). So, for h*i eiclss it was a bit hard to lock In on just one shirt
usually I get a bunch of sht, but not worry that I already have sitmr shirt. like
#ile. In this case, since I was getlng just one nicer shirt, I wanted to make sure it
was a bit different (but e0 In my day-im day-out style).
6 The store selection was more limted then online but I got to take the shkt with
me and wear it right away.
7 Enjoyed browsing. Know estaly what size I need, (16.5 3435) bit often find
hirts that are only oferd In S, M, L, XL which usually dort fit. I would normay
shop for more pxpensive shirts on sale for less than $100. Fining a shirt that
cost just $100 was an artificial contraint that limited my options significantly.
6 k was ok, the store essistant was very helpful
9 The offine experience is usualy less efficient than the customer shirt experience
since you have to browse for both style and size. When I buy my shits from a
customer tailor I can usually pick 3-5 fabrics much faster than Ican find a shirt I
Eke off the rack.
10 t was eye-opening. I had to go to stores I dorft normally go to to find the shirt in
the dght price range. After a bit of that, $100 dirt seem like much money at an,
In one sense-the shirt. I reaty Eked outside my normal store often cost over$600. On the other hand, I also found a lot of realy cheap shts that would have
beenokay. it wasstresofu.Intheend, it wasgreatto goto a store with a wide
selection, that Iknew would have precisely my size, even thout I found the
shirts a little too boring.
11 I was surprised to find that buying a $125 dress shirt was exactly the same as
Mar 27, 2012 10:54 AM
Mar 25, 2012 2:04 PM
Mar 20, 2012 1:59 PM
Mar 19,2012 6:45 PM
Mar 14, 2012 6:28 PM
Mar 14, 2012 12:36 PM
Mar 14, 2012 12:27 PM
Mar 14, 2012 12:13 PM
Mar 14, 2012 6:30 AM
Mar 13, 2012 12:44 PM
Mar 13, 2012 12:40 PM
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Page 50, 091. Optional question: In 1-2 paragraphe describe your general experience wih the filtine rela.
purohasing process. (For exaipie: Was N fun? Was It what you expected? Was streesfu? Too Nmted? Too many
choices?)
buying a $25 dress shirt. I needed to visually see a fabric I liked and then sort
through piles and racks of shirts looking for a slim fit 15-1/2, 32 shirt I I was
lucky, there would be one. If not, it was on to the next style that caught my eye.
In the end, there were only 2 shirts that met my criteria, and I could tell without
trying it on that the one for $86 Just wasnrt cut right. Itried on the $125 shirt and
it did fit me very well. Thankfully, since it was really my only option. Also
thankfully you folks gave me a $100 gift card - I never would have spent that
much on a shirt myseli
12 in store experience was easy, mostly because I pre-shopped online first Mar 13, 2012 12:32 PM
Page 1, 03. While shopping, what was your strategy for choosing your shirt? (select al that apply)
1 Fm always on the look out for a well-priced 100% cotton Takumi shirt Mar 16, 2012 2:16 PM
2 I was looking to purchase something different from what I have in my wardrobe, Mar 14, 2012 10:22 AM
but not completely different
Page1, 064. Which of the fellwng factors were Influential In the decisions you made when purchasing your
shirt? (se ect aN thet apply)
1 value (price vis-a-vis features: contrast, double cuff, slim-fit)
2 Looking for a shirt that I liked
Mar 16, 2012 2:16 PM
Mar 14, 2012 10:22 AM
Page 65, 009. Why did you NOT purchase a dres shirt at this wabsite(s)? (eelect all that apply)
1 wanted to feel the fabric
2 wanted to try it on first
Mar 14, 2012 10:23 AM
Mar 13, 2012 12:23 PM
Pags73, 0110. Please specify what else you bought.
1 a few rounds at Les Zygomates Mar 16, 2012 2:20 PM
Page 79. MP Acquisition Survey
Page 73, 0110. Please specify what else you bought.
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Optional Questions
Participants were asked to write 1-2 paragraphs on their overall experience for each retail
experience. To help them answer this question we asked: Was the process fun? Was it what you
expected? Was it stressful? Too limited? Too many choices?
Below is a sampling of key statements not utilized in the main body text of Chapter 5.
MM Results (Quotes from Participants)
Nine of the 10 participants answered this question.
This is the first time I order clothing online. If all goes well, perhaps I'l feel more confident about
doing it in the future.
The User Interface needs work. I would have like to have browsed sample designs before
beginning my design. I did not notice all of the options on the first pass and then found it hard to
go back without undoing other selections. I am not confident in my measures. I was disappointed
in the number of fabric choices and perplexed by the marked cost differences. Once I get a shirt
that fits however, I'd be very likely to order another. The design process is fun.
Too limited.
I wasn't a huge fan of the UI. I thought it a little clunky and could have been more useful with pop-
up descriptions versus breaking the flow of my decisions. I also strongly question the
accurateness of the color of the fabric (based on the description) on screen.
CT Results (Quotes from Participants)
Nine of the 12 participants answered this question.
It was fun, although as the process progressed into details it became a little harder to keep the
big picture in mind, i.e. so that a good choice in isolation would work with the overall intent. I think
it would have been easier if I had explained the situations I wanted to wear the shirt in, and then
had the consultant guide me within those parameters.
It was fun. I would have appreciated seeing a few sample shirts - it was hard to visualize what
the final shirt would look like, and I'm a little nervous whether I'll like the final product. Also, I didn't
really love any of the fabrics - more color choice and more variety of texture/weave would have
been good.
I basically took the consultants recommendations, my wardrobe, and Fidelity's cultural norms and
married them to design an original shirt that was somewhat different than the others in my
wardrobe. I like not to have to think too much when buying clothes. It was nice to have the
consultant do the thinking and I just say yes or no. I would say there are too many choices. Many
of them are nearly the same and the nuances would be unrecognizable to 99% of the population.
I found the process fun. Ken was very helpful and informative. Overall I enjoyed the experience.
MP Online Results (Quotes from Participants)
Both participants in this group answered this question.
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The delivery tie on the shirt I wanted was too long so I got a different color.
MP Offline Results (Quotes from Participants)
11 of the 21 Participants answered this question.
The store did not have a great deal of choices in my size but luckily I found something I liked.
Store location, since I don't particularly like shopping and wanted to get this done, was very
important for me. Simply taking a walk to the Galleria made it easy.
The Cambridgeside Galleria Macy's was crowded, which made it a stressful place to be. And
several of the shirts I liked there were around $60, so I didn't consider them. I looked at the Gap,
but didn't like the selection. American Eagle: too cheap. Banana Republic had products at the
right price, and the atmosphere there the most calm out of all the stores.
It was... just another shopping experience with one little twist. I usually purchase a bunch of shirts
at once (usually during sales times of the year). I need to be in a "mood" or mindset to want to
purchase clothes. So I wait - literally - two years and then go buy 5-7 new shirts to rotate into the
wardrobe (usually get pants at this time too). So, for this exercise it was a bit hard to lock in on
just one shirt. Usually I get a bunch of shirts, but not worry that I already have similar shirts like
this. In this case, since I was getting just one nicer shirt, I wanted to make sure it was a bit
different (but still in my day-in, day-out style).
The store selection was more limited then online but I got to take the shirt with me and wear it
right away.
The offline experience is usually less efficient than the customer shirt experience since you have
to browse for both style and size. When I buy my shirts from a customer tailor I can usually pick
3-5 fabrics much faster than I can find a shirt I like off the rack.
I was surprised to find that buying a $125 dress shirt was exactly the same as buying a $25 dress
shirt. I needed to visually see a fabric I liked and then sort through piles and racks of shirts
looking for a slim fit 15-1/2, 32 shirt. If I were lucky, there would be one. If not, it was on to the
next style that caught my eye. In the end, there were only 2 shirts that met my criteria, and I could
tell without trying it on that the one for $85 just wasn't cut right. I tried on the $125 shirt and it did
fit me very well. Thankfully, since it was really my only option. Also thankfully you folks gave me a
$100 gift card - I never would have spent that much on a shirt myself!
In store experience was easy, mostly because I pre-shopped online first.
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